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Request for Proposal 
 
 

For 
 

 
 

Upgradation/Expansion of Radio 
Access, Microwave & Core 

Network Nodes 
 

Of 
 

MTML Mauritius 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Requested by: 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. 

(A subsidiary of MTNL- A Govt. of India Enterprise) 
 

MTML Square, 63, Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius 

Phone(230)-52943333, FAX(230)-52940606, Email: mtml@mtmltd.net  
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RFP No.: MTML/RFP/LTE/2021/1 
Dated 27.01.2021 

 
TENDER DOCUMENT 

 
Ref: Global Tender Notice No. MTML/RFP/LTE/2021/1 dated 27.01.2021 for 

upgradation/expansion of Radio Access network (RAN), Microwave and Core 
network node elements in MTML Mauritius on turnkey basis. 

 
Please find enclosed the following bid documents to be used for submission of the bid. 
 

S.No. Title Section Page No. 
1. Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) I 3 
2. Instructions to bidders II 7 
3. General (commercial) conditions of contract III 21 
4. (a) Special Conditions of Contract IV-A 32 
4. (b) Detailed Technical Requirements IV-B 44 
5. Schedule of Requirements V 215 
6. Delivery Schedule VI 225 
7. Price Schedule for RAN-1 VII Part A-1 226 
8. Price Schedule for RAN-2 VII Part A-2 228 
9. Price Schedule for RAN-3 VII Part A-3 230 
10. Price Schedule for Microwave Network VII Part B 232 
11. Price Schedule for Core Network VII Part C 234 
12. Bid Security Form Annex-I 236 
13. Performance Security Guarantee Bond Annex-II 237 
14. Letter of Authorisation for attending Bid 

Opening 
Annex-III 238 

15. Manufacturer’s Authorization Form Annex-IV 239 

16. AMC Terms & Conditions Annex-V 240 

17. Existing Network information Annex-VI          243 

 
Your offer complete in all respects as per enclosed documents must reach latest by 14.00 
Hrs. of 10.03.2021 at the following address: 

 
Chief Technical Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, 

 MTML Square, 63, Cyber City, Ebene 72201 
            Mauritius 
 
The “Instructions to Bidder” and “General (Commercial) conditions” are applicable for this 
Tender.   However, the clauses mentioned in the “Special Conditions of Contract” & “Technical 
Specifications” will supersede the General (Commercial) Conditions.  

 
Tender bids shall be opened at 15.00 Hrs. On the same day. The representatives of the 
bidders who wish to be present during tender opening may kindly make it convenient to attend 
the same. 
 
Thanking you,              Yours faithfully,                                                                             

                                                                   CEO MTML 
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SECTION-1 
 

GLOBAL NOTICE INVITING TENDER 
 

Tender Enquiry No. & Date  : MTML/RFP/LTE/2021/1 Dated 27.01.2021 

Sale of tender document : 27.01.2021 
 

Closing date of sale of tender 
document 

: Up to 14:00 Hrs on 10.03.2021 

Last date for seeking clarifications : Up to 17:00 Hrs on 15.02.2021 
 

Last date for issuing clarifications : 19.02.2021 

Last Date of Submission   : Up to 14:00 Hrs on 10.03.2021 
 

Date of opening : At 15:00 Hrs on 10.03.2021 
 

 
 -- All timings given above are in Mauritius Local time (GMT+4). 
 

1. MTML intends to call for global open tender for upgradation/expansion of 
its Radio Access Network (RAN), Microwave & Core Network in Mauritius 
as per details below:  
 

 
S.No Project  Scope Remarks 
1.A  

 
 
 
 
RAN 

RAN-1 • Deployment of 100 new sites – 
3G+4G along with Outdoor 
cabinet including power 
system and backup batteries. 

The equipment will be ordered 
in batches of 25 sites each as 
per progress of site acquisition. 

1.B RAN-2 • Expansion of existing 50 Nos. 
2G+3G sites to 4G. 

 

1.C RAN-3 • Upgradation of existing/new 
50 Nos. 4G sites to LTE-A with 
Carrier Aggregation (CA) 

The upgradation requirement is 
for 50 existing/new nodes, 
which are commercially 
important and in high dense 
region. 

2 Microwave 
Network  
 

• Deployment of 100 new 
microwave hops 

These hops will be ordered in 
batches depending upon 
progress of new site acquisition 
and requirement for 
upgradation of existing hops. 

3 Core Network • Upgradation of Core network 
to vEPC and IMS VoLTE 
platform & 5G ready core. 

The existing Core equipment’s 
are of ZTE make. The 
requirement is for 400K lines 
capacity, expandable to 800K 
as per MTML’s need. 
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2.     ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT FOR VENDORS: 
 
Please see Clause 3 of section II of RFP. 
 
 
3.    SCOPE: 
 

(i) The two stage tender calls for upgradation/expansion of MTML’s existing Radio 
Access Network, Microwave network & Core network elements to have seemless 
network coverage and to meet the increased bandwidth requirements in the entire 
service area in Mauritius.There are total 3 main projects – (i) RAN, (ii) Microwave 
Network & (iii) Core Network, which shall be deployed and executed on turnkey 
basis. 
 

(ii) The existing RAN – 2G, 3G & 4G nodes including BSC/RNC & Microwave network 
are provided by M/s Huawei and all microwave links are IP based.  
 

(iii) The frequency bands  of operations for different technologies in MTML are as 
below – For  2G:  GSM 900M (5MHz), For 3G : UMTS 900 ( 1 carrier)  & UMTS 
2100 ( 2 carriers) , For 4G : LTE 1800 ( 20MHz).Out of the existing 265 sites which 
are spread across the island, 210 sites are already having 4G functionality with 
LTE1800 (1 carrier/20MHz). 

 
(iv) The scope of work in RAN, includes 3 sub projects. For RAN-1, the scope involves 

deployment of 100 new 3G+4G sites and associated integrations with existing 
network elements wherever required, to cater for coverage and capacity 
requirement of the network. Along with 3G+4G nodes, the vendor scope also 
includes the supply of outdoor BTS cabinet including Power Plant (Rectifier, -48V 
DC) and Battery backup. For acceptance of their equipment, the bidder will have 
the option to either demonstrate seemless handover of their 4G and 3G nodes with 
the existing network (over X2 interface and CS & PS HO) OR swap all the existing 
3G+4G nodes along with RNC. In such case, the features/capacity of the 
equipment provided should be equal to or higher than the existing swapped 
equipment. 

 
(v) The equipment in RAN-1 shall be ordered in 4 batches of 25 sites each depending 

upon the progress of the acquisition of the sites. 
 

(vi) The scope of work for RAN-2 requires expansion of existing 50 UMTS+GSM sites 
to 4G to have seemless 4G coverage across the existing network. For RAN-3, the 
scope of works is for upgradation of existing/new 50 4G sites to LTE-A with Carrier 
Aggregation (CA). For acceptance of their equipment for both RAN-2 & RAN-3, the 
bidder will have the option to either demonstrate seemless handover of their 4G 
with the existing network (over X2 interface) OR swap all the existing 4G nodes 
with matching features/capacity. 

 
(vii) The proposed carrier aggregation shall include LTE 1800 (existing carrier /20MHz 

& new carrier/ 5MHz), LTE 2100 (new carrier /10MHz) & LTE 800 (new 
carrier/10MHz). All the necessary hardware & feature license should be 
provisioned accordingly.   
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(viii) The bidder has the option of either upgrading the existing network elements or 
replace them with new elements. In case the new elements are to be provided, 
they need to work with the existing network elements seamlessly, without affecting 
the services adversely in anyway.  
 

(ix) The microwave network is being used to connect all site nodes to BSC/RNC/EPC 
located centrally at Ebene. Currently there are 270 microwave hops and all are of 
M/s Huawei make and are working in Full IP mode (Layer 2).  The scope includes 
100 new microwave hops, to take care of additional bandwidth requirements of the 
network. The new links shall be deployed to replace the existing links for capacity 
expansion and also at the new nodes. The proposed equipment and license shoud 
cater the capacity requirements of MTML. Out of 100 proposed links, 25 links 
should be atleast 5Gbps/hop, which shall be further upgradable upto 10 Gbps/hop. 
And the remaining 75 links should be atleast 1Gbps/hop, which shall be further 
upgradable upto 2Gbps/hop. All these microwave links are to be provisioned on 
Full IP mode (Layer 3). For deployments at the existing links, the bidder has the 
option of using the existing microwave network after suitable upgradation or 
replacing these with new equipment’s of equally good and proven quality. 
 

(x) The existing core network platforms are provided by M/s ZTE Corp, which need to 
be upgraded to latest cloud based vEPC, IMS VoLTE platform and 5G core ready 
for the capacity of 400K, further expandable to 800K as per MTML’s requirement. 
The proposed solution shall be capable of handling voice, multimedia and data 
services services on 2G/3G/4G/5G. 

 
(xi) The details of the existing RAN, Microwave links & Core Network equipment details 

are attached as Annex -VI of this tender document. 
 

(xii) There are 3 main-projects in the scope of this tender, namely, (i) 
Upgrade/Expansion of RAN i.e, RAN-1, RAN-2 & RAN-3, (ii) Expansion of 
Microwave Network and (iii) Upgrade of Core Network elements to IMS VoLTE 
platform & 5G core ready.  The bidder may choose to bid for all the three main 
projects or any of the main projects. For RAN, the bidder has to bid for all the 3 
sub-projects as mandatory. The evaluation will be done separately for each main 
project and the lowest bidder from among the technically suitable and responsive 
bids for that main-project will be awarded the work. The award of contract for any 
projects/sub-projects, shall be at the discretion of MTML. 

 
(xiii) The scope of the tender includes preliminary survey, planning, engineering, supply, 

Installation, testing, commissioning & maintenance of the entire network, on a 
turnkey basis.    
 

For details regarding equipment, technical requirements & special 
conditions/requirements, please refer to RFP. 
 
The bid security of US $ 50,000 (US Dollar Fifty thousand only) shall be submitted 
in the form of a Bank Guarantee, Demand draft or Wire Transfer as per details 
given in Section II Clause 11. 
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Intending Bidders may download the document from MTML’s Web site 
www.chili.mu/services or collect the same from CFO MTML, Ebene, Mauritius 
on all working days till the last date of submission of bid mentioned above on 
payment of  USD 1000  (USD One thousand only) or MUR 40,000 as tender/bid 
fee, which is non-refundable. Outstation bidders may transfer USD 1000 in the 
following account and submit proof of payment alongwith the bid document:  

   
Name of beneficiary:  Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd 
Bank: SBI (Mauritius) Ltd, Bank Account:  USD 156002723102. 
Swift code:  INILMUMUXXX 

 Corresponding Bank: Standard Charted Bank, New York,  
 Account No: 3582-08867-0001 of SBI (Mauritius), Swift Code: SCBLUS33  

 
 
Bidders who have downloaded the tender document shall also have to deposit the 
payment of USD 1000 as above and attach the wire transfer copy along with their 
bids. In case of failure to submit   the same, the bid will not be accepted. 
 

 
Sd /-  

CEO MTML 
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SECTION - II 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Purchaser” 
or “MTML”) invites offers for implementation on turn-key basis to carry out 
survey, design, planning, engineering, supply, installation, testing, 
commissioning of the goods, materials, services and equipment (such goods, 
material, services and equipment hereinafter referred to as ‘Goods’) as 
described in Schedule of Requirements, Section-V, at Mauritius and making 
over the system to the Purchaser. Subsequent warranty support and AMC 
(Annual Maintenance Contract) after warranty period shall also come within the 
scope of this RFP. 
 

2. Definitions 
 
a)  “The Purchaser” means the Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd (MTML). 
b)  “The Vendor” means the individual or company who / which participates in this 

RFP and submits his / its offer. 
c)  “The Proposal” or “The Offer” means the offer submitted by the Vendor in 

response to the RFP. 
d)  “The Goods” mean all the equipment, machinery and other materials which the 

Vendor is required to supply/provide to the Purchaser under the contract for 
commissioning/proper operation of the system and also includes any spares 
for the equipment. 

e)  “Letter of Intent (LOI)” means letter indicating the intention of the Purchaser to 
place Purchase Order on the successful Vendor. 

f)  “The Purchase Order” means the order placed by the Purchaser on the 
Contractor duly signed by the Purchaser and includes all attachments and 
appendices thereto and all documents incorporated by reference therein.  The 
purchase order shall be deemed to be the contract, which is defined below. 

g)  “Contract” means the agreement between the Purchaser and the successful 
Vendor 

h)  “The Contractor” means the successful Vendor with whom Purchaser has 
entered in to contract for the execution of the works including supply of all 
documents to which reference may be made in order to ascertain the rights and 
obligations of the parties and shall include the Instructions to Participants, 
General Conditions of Contract, Special Conditions of Contract, Addenda, 
Supplementary Agreement(s) (if any) as part of the Contract. 

i)  “The Contract Price” means the price payable to the Contractor under the 
purchase order for the complete fulfillment and proper performance of its 
contractual obligations to the satisfaction of the Purchaser. 

j)  “Contract Date” means the date on which the Contract comes into effect. 
k)  “Certificate of Acceptance” means the certificate issued by the Purchaser to the 

Contractor upon completion of the acceptance tests of the Equipment/Works. 
l)  “Progress Report” means the reports prepared by the Contractor containing 

details of the progress and implementation of the project as required by the 
Purchaser. 
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m)  “Site” means the place(s) other than the Contractor’s premises, to which the 
Equipment(s) and System(s) are to be delivered and installed. 

n)  “Variation Orders” means a written agreement entered between the parties 
varying the items mentioned in the Schedule of Prices. 

o)  “Works” means the jobs undertaken by the Contractor in order to complete the 
tasks falling within the scope of the Contract. 

p)  “Commissioning” means successful completion of acceptance testing 
procedures as may be prescribed by the Purchaser and three months of 
successful trial operation i.e. stabilization period, thereafter. 

q)  “Testing” is a process of testing the equipments & services as per the 
Requirements as spelt out in various sections of the RFP.  

 
3. Vendors Eligibility Criteria 
 
(I)  The Vendor should be registered for manufacturing the tendered item(s) OR a 

registered Telecom Company, duly authorised by the original manufacturer of 
the tendered item(s), to submit the offer on their behalf and having 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the original manufacturer for 
supply, installation, commissioning, warranty and Annual maintenance 
Contract (AMC) of the tendered item(s) & equipment during the contract period. 
The registration certificate, proof of manufacturing the requested items(s) OR 
registration to manufacture telecom equipment in the country of manufacturing, 
authorisation by the manufacturer to submit the offer against this RFP and 
MOU shall form part of the Offer. 

 
 II   The vendor should have sufficient experience of supplying, installing and 

commissioning those equipments for which it is submitting its bid as per 
this RFP. 

 
II (i)      RAN experience 

 (a)     The bidder or its parent company or the OEM must posses experience in supply, 
installation and commissioning of at least a total of 50,000 LTE eNodeBs in not 
less than 3 MNO’s. 

(b)    The bidder or its parent company or the OEM should also have supplied, installed 
and commissioned at least three LTE network of not less than 1 million lines  and 
working satisfactorily for a minimum period of 2 years at the time of NIT.   

(c)  The bidder or their parent company should have supplied, installed & 
commissioned a minimum of 2000 NodeB’s of UTRAN of 3GPP R8 or higher 
version in not more than three networks.  

II (iii) Microwave Experience:  

(a) The bidder or its parent company should have supplied, installed & successfully 
commissioned minimum of 2000 hops deployed in not more than 3 networks and the 
equipments quoted in this bid should have been working satisfactorily for atleast 2 
years in the live networks.  

II (iv) Core Network Experience:  
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  (a)  The bidder or their parent company or the OEM must posses experience in 
planning, engineering, supply, installation and commissioning of at least a total of 
2 million lines of LTE network equipment including vEPC, IMS VoLTE platform & 
5G core ready  in not less than 2 countries.  

(b)    Out of above mentioned 2 million lines, the bidder or their parent company or the 
OEM should also have supplied, installed and commissioned at least two IMS 
VoLTE networks of not less than 1million lines and one 5G core network for not 
less than 500K. These networks should have been commercially operational for 
a minimum period of one year at the time of NIT. 

  III     The bidder shall submit references in the form of a certificate with company seal 
from the network operator signed by the senior official of the company (including 
name, designation, telephone number, fax numbers and e-mail id of the signatory 
and that of the company) of all such existing networks in operation.  References 
shall be considered valid provided the networks mentioned thereof are existing and 
are in operation for the period as mentioned above.  References shall also mention 
performance of network equipment supplied and installed.  

IV      Bidder shall give an undertaking for network elements to support technologies for 
next 7 years with a roadmap and product portfolio. 

 V   The bidder should submit an undertaking to make necessary arrangements in 
Mauritius for project implementation, O&M support and annual maintenance 
contract within 3 months of issue of LoI. 

 
VI      The bidder should have a minimum turnover of USD 100 million each in the last two 

financial years. The turnover of the parent company in case of a local subsidiary 
would be taken into consideration. 

 
 
4.   Cost of Participation in RFP 
 

The Vendor shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission 
of the offer against this RFP.  The Purchaser, will in no case, be responsible or 
liable for these costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the RFP process. 
 

5. RFP Documents 
 
5.1    The goods and services required, RFP procedure and contract terms are 

prescribed in the RFP Document. The RFP document includes the 
following: 

S.No. Title Section 
1. Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) I 
2. Instructions to bidders II 
3. General (commercial) conditions of contract III 
4. (a) Special Conditions of Contract IV-A 
4. (b) Detailed Technical Requirements IV-B 
5. Schedule of Requirements V 
6. Delivery Schedule VI 
7. Price Schedule for RAN-1 VII Part A-1 
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8. Price Schedule for RAN-2 VII Part A-2 
9. Price Schedule for RAN-3 VII Part A-3 
10. Price Schedule for Microwave Network VII Part B 
11. Price Schedule for Core Network VII Part C 
12. Bid Security Form Annex-I 
13. Performance Security Guarantee Bond Annex-II 
14. Letter of Authorisation for attending Bid Opening Annex-III 

15. Manufacturer’s Authorization Form Annex-IV 

16. AMC Terms & Conditions Annex-V 

17. Existing Network information Annex-VI 

 
 

5.2  The Vendor is expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms and 
specifications in the RFP Documents. Failure to furnish all information required 
as per the RFP Documents or submission of offers, which are not substantially 
responsive to the RFP Documents in every respect, may result in rejection of 
the offer. 

 
In respect of interpretation/clarification of each and every clause of this RFP 
and in respect of any matter relating to this RFP, the decision of CEO, MTML 
will be final. 
  

6 Clarifications to RFP 
 
6.1  A prospective Vendor, requiring any clarification of the RFP may request the 

Purchaser in writing at the Purchaser’s mailing address indicated in the Clause 
6.2 below. The Purchaser may, but shall not be obliged to, respond in writing 
to any request for clarification of the RFP, which is received within the time 
frame as specified in Section-I of the RFP. Copies of the queries (without 
identifying the source) and clarifications by the Purchaser may be sent to all 
the prospective Vendors who have purchased the RFP documents. 

 
6.2  Address for communication: Chief Executive Officer, Mahanagar Telephone 

(Mauritius) Ltd, 63, Cyber City, Ebene, Mauritius. Fax No. (230) -52940606, 
email: mtml@mtmltd.net . 

  
 
7 Amendment to RFP Document 
 
7.1 At any time, prior to the scheduled date for submission of offers, the Purchaser 

may for any reason, whether at its own initiative or in response to a clarification 
requested by a prospective Vendors, modify/alter any terms & conditions of the 
RFP by amendments as long as they are uniformly applied to all. 

 
7.2 The amendments shall be notified in writing to all prospective Vendors who had 

purchased the RFP and these amendments will be binding on them.  For this 
reason, prospective Vendors purchasing the RFP shall provide the Purchaser 

mailto:mtml@mtmltd.net
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with their contact details, failing which the Purchaser shall be under no 
obligation to notify them of any amendment under this clause. 

 
7.3 In order to give prospective Vendors reasonable time to take the amendments 

into account while preparing their offers or for any other reason, the Purchaser 
may, at its discretion, extend the last date / time for the submission of offers 
suitably. 

 
7.4 Vendors who have downloaded the tender forms from the web-site are required 

to take the amendments issued from time to time from the Purchaser’s web site 
www.chili.mu/services. 

 
8 Preparation of the Offers 
 
8.1   Language of Offer 
 

The offer prepared by the Vendor and all correspondence and documents 
relating to the offer exchanged by the Vendor and the Purchaser shall be 
written in English language, provided that any printed literature furnished by the 
Vendor may be written in another language but it is to be accompanied by an 
English translation of its pertinent passage(s) duly signed and verified as true 
English translation.  The responsibility for the correctness of the translation will 
be solely and completely on the Vendor and the Purchaser shall not be 
responsible for any loss/likely loss due to error in translation whatsoever. In 
such cases, for the purpose of interpretation of the offer, the English translation 
shall only govern. 

 
8.2  Documents comprising the Offer 
 
 The offer prepared by the Vendor shall comprise the following documents: 
 

a)  Authorization to the person signing the offer. 
 

b)  Documents supporting Vendors eligibility to submit offers as per the 
eligibility conditions given in Clause 3 above along with the Certificate of 
Incorporation and VAT / GST / TAX registration. 

 
c)  Receipt for USD 50,000 by Wire Transfer / Demand Draft / Bid Security in 

format as per Annexure. 
 

d)  Receipt for tender/bid fees of USD 1,000 or MUR 40,000.  
 

e)  A Clause by Clause compliance of the goods/services offered with the 
various terms & conditions spelt out in the sections II, III, IV, V and VI of this 
RFP, along with a separate annexure containing summary of 
clauses/specifications not being complied giving detailed reasons.  
 
“Compliant” shall be written against the clauses where the offer meets the 
RFP requirements fully. “Non Compliant” shall be written against the 
clauses where the offer does not meet the RFP requirements fully. In case 
of unclear/ ambiguous statements of compliance for any specified 
requirement e.g. “Noted & Understood”, “Noted” etc. shall be taken as “Non 
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Compliant”. Mere “Compliant” shall also not be sufficient. Reference to the 
enclosed documents showing compliances must be given. An offer without 
clause-by clause compliance shall not be considered. 

 
f)  A copy of price schedule with all relevant tables incorporating all items 

without prices. This is to be enclosed with techno-commercial offer and shall 
constitute bill of material. 
 

g)  The experience of the Bidder can include the experience of its parent 
company or holding company of the parent company. Multiple bids, if any, 
received from same Bidder under this arrangement shall be rejected. 
 

h)  A certificate that all the pages (printed, typed, literature etc.) in the original 
copy of the offer document have been signed and sequentially numbered, 
indicating total number of pages in the offer. 
 

i)  Documentary evidence of the goods and services in conformity to the RFP 
document may be in the form of literature, drawings and data. It may 
comprise of: 

 
• A detailed description of the goods with essential technical and 

performance characteristics and sketches, drawings and circuit 
diagram, physical and technical parameters for all equipments offered 
including constituent of set of maintenance spares. 
 

• Detailed project implementation schedule covering all the activities of 
the work and Bar/Pert Chart. 
 

• The Vendor shall note that the standards for the workmanship, material 
and equipment and reference to the  brand names or catalogue number, 
designated by the Purchaser in its Technical specifications are intended 
to be descriptive only and not restrictive. 

 
9.  Currencies 
            

The prices shall be quoted in US DOLLAR ONLY as provided in Price 
Schedule (Section-VII). 

 
10. Prices 
 
10.1   The prices quoted shall be CIP at Mauritius and shall be in US DOLLAR for all 

items as per the schedule of requirement (Section-V) and other items, if any, 
strictly in appropriate price schedule tables attached to these documents as per 
Section VII. The Purchaser shall be responsible for paying all the duties/ levies 
on equipment & software within Mauritius and the duties/ levies outside 
Mauritius shall be responsibility of the Vendor. 

 
10.2 Vendors shall quote itemized basic price for each item of equipment. These 

may be consolidated as indicated in Price Schedule in Section VII for each main 
project/sub-project separately. Separate Annexure giving the detailed quantity 
and break-up of prices shall be provided in support of the consolidated prices 
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arrived in each table of Price Schedule.  The formats are strictly to be complied 
with while quoting.  

 
10.3 The prices quoted by the Vendor shall remain fixed during the entire period of            

contract and shall not be subject to variation on any account. An offer submitted 
with an adjustable price quotation will be treated as non-responsive and 
rejected. 

 
10.4 The unit prices quoted by the Vendor shall be in sufficient detail to enable the 

Purchaser to arrive at prices of equipment/system as offered. 
 
10.5 ‘DISCOUNT’, if any, offered by the Vendor shall not be considered unless they 

are specifically indicated in the price schedule, for each part separately. Vendor 
desiring to offer discount, should therefore, quote clearly net price taking all 
such factors like Discount, free supply, etc. into account. Total discount given 
by the bidder for all the sub-project costs taken together as lump-sum discount 
will not be accepted for evaluation. Vendor needs to give undertaking for 
supplying additional quantities, if required by the purchaser, at the total 
discounted unit price, within 12 months of issuance of ToC for this project. 

 
10.6 The quoted price shall be all-inclusive and payment of income tax/any other 

taxes by recipient of payments under this clause shall not be the responsibility 
of the Purchaser either at the time of supply of equipment or at any time 
thereafter. 

 
10.7 It shall be mandatory for the Vendors to undertake the work of Annual 

maintenance contract (AMC) as detailed in Annexure. 
 
11.  Bid Security 
 
11.1  The bid security is required to protect the Purchaser against the risk of Vendor’s 

conduct, which would warrant the forfeiture of the security. 
 
11.2 The bid security of US $ 50,000 (US Dollar Fifty thousand only), valid for 180 

days shall be submitted in one of the following forms: 
 

a) A Bank Guarantee as per enclosed Proforma at Annexure-I issued by a 
First Class Commercial Bank in Mauritius in favour of the Purchaser. 
 

b) Demand draft in favour of Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd payable at 
Mauritius. 

 
c) Wire Transfer of the full amount of bid security in MTML’s account 

mentioned on page 5~6 above before the last date of bid submission. 
 
11.3 In case the security is submitted in the form of a Demand draft, the Purchaser 

will be entitled to encash the same.  In the case of return of the bid security, the 
Vendor shall not be entitled to claim any interests thereon from the Purchaser. 

 
11.4 An offer without bid security and bid fee of requisite amount & validity 

shall be summarily rejected. 
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11.5  The bid security of the unsuccessful Vendor will be returned as promptly as 
possible as and in any event not later than 45 days after the placement of firm 
Purchase Order by the Purchaser or on expiry of the offer validity whichever is 
earlier. 

 
11.6 The successful Vendor’s bid security will be discharged upon the Vendor’s 

acceptance of the Letter of Intent (LOI) and furnishing the performance security 
as per Clause 4 of Section III.  

 
11.7 The bid security may be forfeited: 
 

a) If a Vendor withdraws his offer during the period of validity of the offer or 
 

b) In the case of a successful Vendor, if the Vendor fails to furnish performance 
security in accordance with clause 28. 

 
12.     Period of Validity of Offers 
 
12.1 Offer shall remain valid for 180 days after the date of opening prescribed by the 

Purchaser. The Purchaser shall reject offers valid for a shorter period, as non-
responsive. 

 
12.2 In exceptional circumstances, the Purchaser may request the Vendor’s consent 

for an extension to the period of offer validity. The requests and responses 
thereto shall be made in writing. The bid security provided under clause 11 shall 
also be suitably extended. A Vendor may refuse the request without forfeiting 
his bid security. A Vendor accepting the request and granting the extension, 
will not be permitted to modify his offer.  

 
13.   Format and Signing of Offers 
 
13.1 The Vendor shall prepare Two copies of his offer, clearly marking one as 

‘Original Offer’ and the other as copy.   In the event of any discrepancy between 
them the ‘Original Offer’ shall govern/prevail.  

 
13.2 The original and copy of the Offer shall be typed or printed, numbered 

sequentially and shall be signed with date, by the Vendor or a person or 
persons duly authorized to bind the Vendor to the contract. The letter of 
authorization shall be indicated by written power-of-attorney accompanying the 
offer.  The offer submitted shall be sealed properly. 

 
13.3  The offer shall contain no interlineations, erasures or overwriting except as 

necessary to correct errors made by the Vendor in which case such corrections 
shall be initialed by the person or persons signing the offer with date. 

 
 
14.   Procedure for Submission of Offers 
 
14.1 Offers along with documents as indicated in clause 8.2 shall be submitted in 

the following manner in separately sealed envelopes duly super scribed as 
below: - 

 Part ‘A”  - Techno-Commercial Offer 
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 Part “B”  - Financial Offer 
 
14.2 Part “A” shall contain, in one envelope, one original and a copy of Techno 

Commercial Offer complete with all technical and commercial details along with 
unpriced bill of material i.e. copy of the price schedule without mention of prices. 

 
 The original bid security of requisite value or proof of its payment and 

also the proof of depositing tender/bid fee must be enclosed in a separate 
cover which will be opened first.  

 
14.3 Part “B” (Financial Offer) shall contain in, in one envelope, one original and   a 

copy super scribing on the sealed envelope “Financial Offer”. 
 
14.4 At least original Copy of ‘Techno-Commercial Offer’ and   ‘Financial Offer’ 

should be signed by the Vendor on each page. 
 
15 Sealing and Markings of Offers 
 
15.1 The Vendor shall seal the original and each copy of the offer in an envelope 

duly marking the envelopes as ‘Original’ and ‘copy’.  Unsealed offers will not be 
accepted.  Unsealed offers will neither be opened nor evaluated.  The seal 
should be the official seal of Vendors. 

 
15.2  The envelopes shall  

(a)  be addressed and sent at the following address: 
Chief Technical Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd.,  
63, Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius 

 
(b)  bear Name of works  “Upgradation/Expansion of Radio Access, 

Microwave & Core Network nodes of MTML Mauritius”, the RFP No. and 
the words “DO NOT OPEN BEFORE  (date and time of opening of offers 
as indicated in RFP)” 

 
15.3 In addition to above, the envelopes shall indicate the name and address of the 

Vendor to enable the offer to be returned unopened in case it is received ‘Late’. 
 
15.4 Outstation offers shall either be sent by registered post or delivered in person. 

The responsibility for ensuring that outstation offers are delivered in time would 
vest with the Vendor. 

 
 

16. Deadline for Submission of Offers 
         
16.1 Offers must be received by the Purchaser at the address specified under clause 

15.2 and not later than the date & time mentioned in section I. 
 
 
17. Late Offers 
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Any offer received by the Purchaser after the prescribed time for submission 
of the offer as per Clause 16, shall be rejected and returned unopened to the 
Vendor.   
 
 

18. Modifications and Withdrawal of Offers 
 
18.1 The Vendor may modify or withdraw his offer after submission provided that 

written notice of the modification or withdrawal is received by the Purchaser 
prior to the deadline prescribed for submission of offers. 

 
18.2 The Vendor’s modification or withdrawal notice shall be prepared, sealed, 

marked and dispatched as required in the case of offer submission in 
accordance with the provision of clause 13. A withdrawal notice may also be 
sent by FAX but shall be followed by a signed confirmation copy, post marked 
not later than the deadline for submission of offers. 

 
18.3 No offer shall be modified subsequent to the deadline for submission of offers. 
 
19.  Opening of Offers/ Proposals 
 
19.1  The Purchaser will open Techno-Commercial Offers, in the presence of 

authorised representatives of Vendors who choose to attend, at the date and 
time specified in Notice Inviting Proposals.  The Vendors’ representatives, who 
are present, shall sign an attendance register.  Authority letter to this effect shall 
be submitted by the Vendor/representative before they are allowed to attend 
the opening.  Techno Commercial offers shall be opened first and Financial 
offers of only technically and commercially eligible Vendors shall be opened 
subsequently.  In the event that the specified date of opening of offers is 
declared a holiday by the Purchaser, offer opening shall take place on the next 
working day, time and venue remaining unaltered. Similar would be in the case 
of last date for submission of the offers. 

 
19.2   Subject to the requirements contained in Clause 19.1 above, a maximum of two 

representatives for any Vendor shall be authorized and permitted to attend the 
opening. 

 
 
20. Clarifications from Vendors 
 

To assist in the examination, evaluation and comparison of offers, the 
Purchaser may, at its discretion, ask the Vendor for any clarification(s) of its 
offer.  The request for clarification and the response shall be in writing and no 
change in the price substance of the offer shall be sought, offered or permitted. 

 
 
21. Evaluation of Techno-Commercial Offers 

 
21.1 During the technical-commercial evaluation, Purchaser at its discretion may call 

upon the Vendors to give presentation on their offer, to explain their capability 
to undertake the project and to respond to any question from Purchaser. 
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21.2 The Purchaser will determine the substantial responsiveness of each offer to 
the RFP conditions.  A substantially responsive offer is one, which conforms to 
all the terms and conditions of RFP Documents without material deviation.  The 
Purchaser shall, at its entire discretion, determine what constitutes a “material 
deviation” and its decision thereon shall be final and conclusive. 

 
21.3 An offer determined as not substantially responsive will be rejected by 

the Purchaser and may not subsequently be made responsive by the 
Vendor by correction of the non-conformity. 

 
21.4 Further examination of only such offers determined to be substantially 

responsive will be taken up and Techno-Commercial clarifications/discussions, 
if considered necessary, obtained/held with such Vendors to determine the 
acceptability of the offers. 

 
22.  Evaluation of Financial Offers 

 
22.1    The financial offers of the technically and commercially acceptable Vendors will 

be opened in the presence of Vendor’s authorized representative(s) who 
choose to attend on the date and time of opening of financial offers. The 
financial bids of those bidders who are not technically acceptable, would be 
returned to them unopened.  

 
22.2 Evaluation of the financial offers will be done for each of the 3  main 

projects SEPARATELY as mentioned in Section VII of this RFP and 
ranking of the Vendors shall be based on the following criteria: 

 
The Net Present Value (NPV) of CIP prices of the equipment & software quoted 
by the Vendor for each main & sub-project separately will be taken after 
deducting any discount which has been indicated by the Vendor in their price 
quotes. This will be added to the Net Present value (NPV) of total AMC and 
spares cost for arriving at the total quoted value of the bidder.    

 
Cost of AMC for a period of five years calculated to present value at a discount 
rate of 12% per annum for evaluation. Cost of Spares to be handed over at the 
end of five year AMC period shall be discounted @12% per annum as per 
clause 6 of AMC. 
 
Purchaser has the right to negotiate the prices with the overall lowest quote 
Vendor of each main& sub-project separately and make counter offer on the 
prices quoted. The negotiations would be on total price and/ or itemized prices. 

 
Note:  Arithmetic errors will be rectified on the following basis.  If there is a discrepancy 

between the unit price and the total price that is obtained by multiplying the unit 
price and quantity, the unit price shall prevail and total price will be corrected.  
If there is a discrepancy between the total offer amount and the sum of total 
prices, the sum of total prices shall prevail and the total offer amount will be 
corrected.  If anywhere, prices are quoted in figures and words and if there 
were discrepancy between the two, words would prevail.  Vendors shall 
accordingly be bound by the terms of their respective offers corrected in 
accordance with this paragraph. 
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23.  Contacting the Purchaser 
 
23.1  Subject to Clause 18, no Vendor shall try to influence the Purchaser on any 

matter relating to its offer, from the time of the offer opening till the time the 
contract is awarded. 

 
23.2   Any effort by a Vendor to influence the Purchaser in the Offer Evaluation, 

comparison or contract award decisions may result in the rejection of his 
offer. 

 
23.3 The Purchaser shall in its entire discretion decide on what constitutes 

“influence” under this Clause and its decision thereon shall be final and 
conclusive. 

 
 24.  Award of Contract 
 

The Purchaser may consider award of contract for commercial supplies on that 
Vendor whose offer has been found technically, commercially and financially 
acceptable.   

 
25. Award Criterion  
 

Subject to Clause 27 below, the Purchaser may award the contract to 
successful Vendor whose offer has been determined to be substantially 
responsive, technically and commercially acceptable and has been determined 
as the lowest evaluated price offer provided further that Vendor is determined 
by the Purchaser to be fully qualified to perform the contract satisfactorily. 

  
26. Purchaser’s Right to Vary quantities 
 
26.1 The Purchaser reserves the right to increase or decrease up to 25% of the 

quantity of goods and services specified in the schedule of requirements, 
without any change in the unit prices and other terms and conditions as 
applicable at the time of award of contract, at its entire discretion.  

 
26.2    In exceptional situation where the requirement is of an emergent nature and it 

is necessary to ensure continued supplies from the existing Contractors, the 
Purchaser reserves the right to place repeat order up to 100% of the quantities 
of goods and services contained in the running contract within a period of 
twelve months from the date of issue of the ToC (Take Over Certificate) for this 
project, at the same rate or a rate negotiated (downwardly) with the existing 
Contractors considering the reasonability of rates  based on prevailing market 
conditions. 

 
27.  Purchaser’s Right to Accept any Offer and to Reject any or all Offers: 
 
27.1    The Purchaser reserves the right to accept or reject any offer, and to annul the 

RFP process and reject all offers, at any time prior to award of contract without 
assigning any reasons whatsoever and without thereby incurring any liability to 
the affected Vendor(s) on the grounds of the Purchaser’s action. 
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27.2  Purchaser reserves the right to disqualify such Vendor(s) who have a poor track 
record of not meeting the contractual obligations, against earlier contracts 
either entered into directly with the Purchaser, its subsidiary/principals/joint 
venture companies or acquired as a result of the vendor(s) acquiring interest in 
other companies. 

 
 
28. Notification of Award of Contract (Issue Of LoI cum APO) 
 
28.1 Prior to the expiry of the period of offer validity, the Purchaser will notify the 

successful Vendor in writing through a Letter of Intent (LoI) cum APO (Advance 
Purchase Order) by Registered letter or FAX which will be confirmed in writing 
by Registered letter. 

 
28.2 Upon the successful Vendor furnishing the Performance Bank Guarantee 

pursuant to Clause 4 of General Conditions of Contract (Section-III) and 
unconditional/unequivocal acceptance of the LOI, the Purchase Order shall be 
issued.   

 
28.3  The issue of purchase order on the receipt of unconditional acceptance of LOI           

along with the performance security shall constitute the award of the contract 
on the Vendor. 

 
28.4  The Purchaser will promptly discharge the bid security to each unsuccessful            

Vendor. 
 
 
29.    Signing Of Contract 

 
29.1   The issue of Purchase order shall constitute the award of contract on the 

Vendor. There would be separate purchase orders for each main –project / sub-
project. 

 
29.2 Upon the Vendor furnishing the Performance Bank Guarantee, the Purchaser 

shall discharge its bid security. 
 
 
30.  Annulment of Letter of Intent: 
 

Failure of the successful Vendor to comply with the requirement of clause 28.2 
above shall constitute sufficient ground for the annulment of the acceptance of 
the offer and forfeiture of the bid security in which event the Purchaser may 
make the offer to any other Vendor at its discretion or call for new RFP.  The 
annulment may be effected by the Purchaser without recourse to a Court of law 
and the Vendor shall not be entitled to make any claim whatsoever against the 
Purchaser on an annulment properly effected under this Clause. 
 

31.  Quality Assurance (QA) Requirements 
 
The Contractor shall have a Quality Management System supported and 
evidenced by the following: 
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- A Quality Policy. 
- A management representative with authority and responsibility for fulfilling 

QA requirements and for interfacing with Purchaser in matters of Quality. 
- Procedure for controlling design/production engineering, material, choice of 

components/Vendors manufacturing and packaging process for supplying 
quality products. 

- System of Inwards Goods Inspection. 
- System to calibrate and maintain required measuring and test equipment. 
- System for tracing the cause for non-conformance(traceability) and 

segregating products which do not conform to specifications. 
- Configuration management and change-control mechanism. 
- A Quality Plan for the product. 
- Periodical internal quality audits. 
 

32.  Outright Rejection of the Non-Compliant Offers 
  
While all the conditions specified in the RFP Documents are critical and are to 
be complied with, special attention of Vendor is invited to the following clauses 
of the RFP document, non-compliance of any one of which shall result in 
outright rejection of the offer. 
 
(i) Clause 15.1 of Section II-The offers will be recorded/returned unopened, 

if covers are not properly sealed  
(ii) Clause 11.3 Section II-The offers will be rejected at opening stage if bid 

security is not submitted as per Clasuse11.3 and offer validity is less 
than the prescribed in  Clause 12.1 mentioned above. 

(iii) Clause 3  Section II-If the eligibility condition as per clause 3, Section II 
is not met and/or the documents prescribed to establish the eligibility  
are not enclosed, the offers will be rejected without further evaluation. 

(iv) Section-III “General Conditions of Contract” and Section-IV “Special 
Conditions of Contract” & Section-VI “Technical Section” compliance if 
given using ambiguous words like ‘Noted: Understood’, ‘Noted & 
Understood’ shall not be accepted as compliance. Mere ‘Complied’ will 
also not be sufficient. Reference to the enclosed document showing 
compliances must be given. 

(v) Section-VII - Price Schedule: Prices are not filled in as prescribed in 
price schedule. 
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SECTION - III 
 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT  
 
1.  Application 
 
       The General conditions shall apply in contracts made by the Purchaser for the 

procurement of Goods. 
 
2.  Standards 
 

The goods supplied under this contract shall confirm to the standards 
prescribed in the Technical Section of this RFP. 

 
3.  Patent Rights 
 

The Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser against all third-party claims/actions 
of infringement of patent, trademark or industrial design rights arising from use 
of the goods or any part thereof. 

 
4. Performance Bank Guarantee  
 
4.1 Within 15 days after the receipt of the LoI cum APO, the Vendor shall furnish 

Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG) for the sum equal to 10% of the value of 
contract price. This guarantee shall be valid for a period of 18 months or till the 
issue of Take Over Certificate (ToC) whichever is earlier. 

 
4.2 In the event, guarantee of full value has not been submitted within the stipulated 

period, LoI will stand automatically cancelled without any further reference or 
notice unless time is extended in writing by CEO, MTML as the case may be 
pursuant to the request received from the Vendor prior to expiry of the period 
disclosing sufficient reasons for grant of further time. 

 
4.3 The proceeds of the performance security shall be forfeited in favour of the 

Purchaser as compensation for any loss resulting from the Contractor’s failure 
to complete its obligations under the contract. 

 
4.4 The PBG shall be in the form of a bank guarantee issued by First Class 

Commercial Bank in Mauritius and in the form provided in the RFP in Annexure-
II.   

 
4.5 The PBG will be discharged/released by the Purchaser after completion of the 

Contractor’s performance obligations on the successful completion of warranty 
period, unless there are specific reasons, on record, for not to release the PBG. 

 
5.  Factory Inspection and Acceptance Tests 
 
5.1 Factory Inspection 
 
5.1.1 The Purchaser or his representative shall have the right to inspect and test the 

goods for their conformity to the Specifications.  The test schedule will be 
decided by Purchaser in coordination with the vendor, keeping in mind the 
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facilities of testing & system/link design.  Where the Purchaser decides to 
conduct such tests on the premises of the Contractor or its sub-contractor(s), 
all reasonable facilities and assistance like Testing Instruments and other test 
gadgets including access to drawings and production data shall be furnished 
to the inspectors at no charge to the Purchaser.  Number of personnel to be 
deputed for the purpose of inspection, testing etc. shall be decided by 
Purchaser and the costs such as air ticket, lodging and local transportation, 
daily allowances etc. shall borne by the Purchaser. Any other expenses relating 
to such inspection testing shall be borne by the Contractor. 

 
5.1.2 Testing/inspection of equipment will be carried out after necessary mutual 

discussions while taking into consideration the facilities of testing and system 
design. 

 
5.1.3 The Contractor shall give a schedule of factory testing and acceptance testing 

in field against specifications as indicated in Technical Section indicating the 
type of test and duration of test. It shall be the prerogative of Purchaser to 
decide on the final test schedule.  

 
5.1.4 In case of retesting of equipment, on account of failure of the equipment during 

the process of tests, the complete expense of retesting including the air ticket, 
lodging and local transportation, daily allowances etc. of the representatives of 
Purchaser, shall be borne by the Contractor and no extension of delivery 
schedule on this account shall be given to the Contractor without liquidated 
damages. 

 
5.1.5 Should any inspected or tested goods fail to conform to the specifications, the 

Purchaser may reject them and the Contractor shall either replace the rejected 
goods or made all alterations necessary to meet specification requirements free 
of cost to the Purchaser. 

 
5.2   Acceptance Testing: Notwithstanding the pre-supply tests and inspections 

prescribed in clause 5.1 above, the equipment and accessories, if any, on 
receipt in the Purchaser’s premises will also be tested during and after 
installation before “take over” and if any equipment or part thereof are found 
defective, the same shall be replaced free of all costs to the Purchaser as laid 
down in clause 5.3 below within such time so as not to delay the project 
commissioning. 

 
5.3 If any equipment or any part thereof, before it is taken over, is found to be 

defective or fails to fulfil the requirements of the contract, the Purchaser shall 
give notice to the Contractor setting forth details of such defects or failure and 
the Contractor, shall make the defective equipment good, or alter the same to 
make it comply with the requirements of the contract forthwith and in any case 
within a period not exceeding four weeks of the initial report.  These 
replacements shall be made by the Contractor free of all charges at site.  
Should it fail to do so within this time, the Purchaser reserves the discretion to 
reject and replace at the cost of the Contractor, the whole or any portion of the 
equipment as the case may be.  Also, any additional cost arising due to such 
delay shall be borne by the Contractor.  This shall also include the cost of extra 
stay of inspection team etc.  The cost of any replacement made by the 
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Purchaser or additional cost referred above shall be deducted from the amount 
payable to the Contractor. 

 
5.4 When all performance tests to the satisfaction of Purchaser are carried out as 

per details in Clause 5.3 above and commissioning (Clause 2(p) of Section-II), 
the Purchaser will issue a “Taking Over Certificate” (ToC).  The Purchaser shall 
not delay the issue of “Taking Over Certificate” contemplated by this clause on 
account of minor defects in the equipment, which do not materially affect the 
commercial use thereof provided that the Contractor shall undertake to make 
good the same in a time period not exceeding six weeks. If the ToC is getting 
delayed because of some minor pending issues but the equipments have been 
put into commercial use by the purchaser for more than 3 months, the 
purchaser will be bound to issue the Take Over Certificate (ToC) and the 
supplier will be entitled to claim this part of payment otherwise due on ToC. In 
other words, the purchaser has to issue the ToC for the main/sub project to 
supplier within 3 months of completion of testing at the last installed site/ 
equipment. 

 
5.5 Nothing in this clause shall in any way release the Contractor from any warranty 

or other obligations under this contract. 
 
5.6       Inspection and testing shall be as per provisions in the Technical Section 

(Section-VI) or as per details finalized between Contractor and Purchaser. 
 
6. Delivery & Warehousing 
 
6.1     The delivery of the equipment shall commence as specified and be completed 

within time schedule specified in schedule of requirements and this along with 
completion of the turnkey project as per schedule shall be the essence of the 
contract. 

 
6.2. The vendor will make his own arrangement for the storage of the goods at 

Mauritius. He will transport the goods to the required Site as per the 
requirement of the turnkey project at his cost including transportation, handling 
charges etc. 

 
 6.3 The goods shall remain at the risk of the Contractor until completion of the              

turnkey project i.e. issue of ‘Taking Over Certificate”. 
 
7.  Training 
 
7.1  The Supplier of the each of main-projects shall provide training for 10 man 

weeks to personnel (Technical and Finance) of the Purchaser, free of cost at 
the Supplier’s factory site. The training shall be thorough and effective so that 
the trainees shall get adequate knowledge of whole system including planning, 
installation, operation/ maintenance etc. of the various system & subsystems 
and after training the trainees should be able to independently handle the 
installation operation and maintenance of the various systems. The location of 
the training along with details of training to be conducted shall be indicated by 
the Contractor. 
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7.2   The travel expenses, boarding and lodging for the trainees shall be borne by 
the Purchaser.  

 
7.3   The Supplier of each of the main-projects shall also deliver 20 man-weeks of 

on job training to personnel of the Purchaser in O&M of various systems & sub 
systems.  

 
7.4   The Supplier shall provide all training materials and documents and training 

aids free of cost. 
 

7.5     The bidder shall impart training to personnels of MTML in all aspects for the 
components supplied including installation, configurations, routine checks, 
backup & restoration, operation and maintenance etc. 

 
 
8 Warranty 
 
8.1      The warrantee shall be for one year from the date of issuance of ToC 

(Taking Over Certificate).The Contractor shall warrant that stores supplied 
shall be new and free from all defects and faults in material, workmanship and 
manufacture and shall be of the highest grade and consistent with the 
established and generally accepted standards for materials of the type ordered 
and shall perform in full conformity with the specifications and drawings.  The 
Contractor shall be responsible for any defects that may develop under the 
conditions provided by the Contractor and under proper use, arising from faulty 
materials, design or workmanship such as corrosion of the equipment, 
inadequate quality of material to meet equipment requirements, inadequate 
contact protection, deficiencies in circuit design and or otherwise and shall 
remedy such defects at his own cost when called upon to do so by the 
Purchaser who shall state in writing in what respect stores is faulty.  The 
warranty shall survive inspection or payment for, and acceptance of goods, but 
shall expire except in respect of complaints notified prior to such date, one year 
after the equipments have been taken over under clause 5.4.  Warranty shall 
also include replacement of faulty software. 

 
8.2      If, it becomes necessary for the Contractor to replace or renew any defective 

portion/portions of the equipment under this clause, the provisions of the clause 
shall apply to the portion/portions of equipment so replaced or renewed or until 
the end of the above mentioned warranty period.  If any defect is not remedied 
within a reasonable time, the Purchaser may proceed to do the work at the 
Contractor’s risk and expenses, but without prejudice to any other rights, which 
the Purchaser may have against the Contractor in respect of such defects. 

 
8.3      To meet the warranty obligations, the Contractor shall store requisite spares at 

the Purchaser’s site. The turn around time for repairs of the faulty equipments 
shall be same as during the AMC period. The system availability shall be more 
than 99.99% during warranty period. The spares stocks shall be maintained by 
the contractor based on detailed MTBF of different components.   

 
8.4      Replacement under warranty clause shall be made by the Contractor, free of 

all charges at site, including freight, insurance and other incidental charges. 
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8.5 During warranty period, the bidder(s) shall replace the faulty equipments and 
restore the services within 4 Hrs of reporting. During Warranty, vendor shall 
be responsible to upgrade the software (if required) to latest version without 
any extra cost to purchaser. 

 
9 Spares 

 
9.1    The Vendor shall quote his prices of complete equipment as per Price Schedule, 

keeping in view the supply of all spares for one year during warranty period.  
For this purpose, the Vendor shall submit a detailed list of these spares in the 
offer itself.  These spares shall be supplied along with main equipment.  A 
certificate to ensure that these spares shall be sufficient for system 
maintenance during the warranty period, shall have to be given by the 
Contractor and any additional spares, if required shall be supplied free of cost.   

 
9.2      (a) Vendor shall ensure the availability of these spares or a suitable 

substitution for at least 7 years after   successful completion of warranty 
period. 

 
(b)  In the event of termination of production of the spare parts: 

 
(i)  Advance notification to the Purchaser of the pending termination (not 

less than 1 year) in sufficient time to permit the Purchaser to procure 
needed requirement; and  

(ii)  Following such advance intimation of termination, furnishing at no 
cost to the Purchaser, the blue prints, drawings and specifications of 
spare parts, if and when requested.  

 
9.3 AMC shall include repair and turn around of spares. Transportation and return 

of spares shall be borne by the Vendor. 
 

10 Payment Terms 
Payment shall be made in USD as specified in the contract in the following 
manner: 

 
10.1  For Equipment  Supplies 
 

a)  30% of the invoice value of goods would be paid on delivery through 
irrevocable LC. This LC will be opened by the purchaser at least two 
weeks in advance before the expected date of dispatch. To enable the 
purchaser to make the LC, the supplier shall intimate the expected date 
of delivery 30 days in advance. The LC will be opened by the purchaser 
on mutually agreed terms & conditions. For clearing the LC, the following 
documents are to be sent to our bankers through whom the LC is 
established. 

(a)  Proforma invoice based on the BOQ 
(b)  BoQ & Packing List 
(c)  Certificate of origin 
(d)  Airway/Bill of lading  
(e)  Insurance certificate 
(f)  A copy of manufacturers guarantee certificate 
(g)  A copy of the contractor’s factory inspection certificate. 
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b)  50% of the invoice value of the commissioned equipments (goods) will 

be paid on issuance of Take Over Certificate (TOC) either through TT or 
LC, depending on the choice of supplier. The LC for this part will be 
established by purchaser within 3 months from the equipment delivery 
date in Mauritius and will be cleared by the bank on submission of Take 
Over Certificate (ToC) duly signed by the purchaser. The conditions 
mentioned in clause 5.4 of Section III of this RFP, related to issuance of 
ToC, are applicable for release of the payment of this part.  

  
c)  Balance 20% shall be paid by LC after warranty period of one year is 

over either through TT or LC. The LC for this part will be opened by the 
purchaser atleast one month before the expected completion date of 
warranty period and will be cleared by the bank on submission of 
‘Warranty Completion Certificate’ signed by purchaser. 
 

d)  If the supplier opts for payment through LC for (b) and (c) above and for 
services part as detailed below, the charges for establishing LCs are to 
be borne by the supplier. 
 

 
10.2 For Services 
 

a) 80% payment of the provided services will be made after successful 
installation, Acceptance testing and commissioning of the system and 
issuance of “Taking Over Certificate”, either through TT or LC, alongwith 
the 50% equipment payment as in 10.1 (b) above. 

b) Balance 20% payment after one year of warranty period is over either 
through TT or LC, alongwith the 20% equipment payment as in 10.1 (c) 
above. 

 
10.3 Payment for AMC shall be made on quarterly basis at the end of AMC period 

as indicated in AMC conditions. If payment is to be made in advance then 
Performane Bank Guarantee for the amount of AMC at the time of signing of 
the AMC agreement will be submitted by contractor. 
 

10.4 The payment for each main /sub-project for the work order issued shall be in 
accordance with above payment terms. 
 

10.5 For RAN-1, execution will be in 4 lots of 25 sites each, depending on the 
progress of site acquisition. A separate Purchase Order will be placed for RAN-
1 for 100 sites, within the scope of which there would be 4 separate Work 
Orders (W.O.) for 25 sites each. For Microwave network project also, the 
ordering shall be in batches. For all sub-projects, the payment for each Work 
Order shall be made separately, as per above payment conditions.  The work 
orders will be placed for each batch depending on the progress of the site 
acquisition & clearance from authorities. The supplier has to undertake the 
responsibility of installation & commissioning of the equipments whenever the 
purchaser is ready with the site acquisition/ handover. 

 
11 Change in Orders 
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11.1 The Purchaser may, at any time, by a written order to the Contractor, make 
changes within the general scope of the contract, without affecting the delivery 
schedule, in any one or more of the following: 

 
a)  Drawings, designs or specifications, where goods to be furnished under 

the contract are to be specifically manufactured for the Purchaser; 
b)  The method of transportation or packing; 
c)  The place of delivery. 

 
11.2 If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost or the time 

required for the execution of the contract, an equitable adjustment shall be 
made in the contract price or delivery schedule, or both, and the contract shall 
accordingly be amended.  Any proposal by the Contractor for adjustment under 
this clause must be made within thirty days from the date of receipt of the 
change in order. 

 
12 Sub-Contracts 
 
12.1 The Contractor cannot assign/transfer and sub-contract its interests/obligations 

under the contract without the prior written permission of the Purchaser. 
 
12.2 The Contractor shall notify the Purchaser in writing of all sub contracts awarded 

under this contract if not already specified in his offer. Such notification, in his 
original offer or later shall not relieve the Contractor from any liability or 
obligation under the contract.  

 
13 Delays in the Contractor’s Performance 
 
13.1  Deliveries of the goods and performance of services shall be made by the 

Contractor in accordance with the time schedule specified by the Purchaser in 
its purchase order. 

 
13.2 Delay by the Contractor in the performance of its delivery obligations, shall 

render the Contractor liable to any or all of the following sanctions; forfeiture of 
its PBG, imposition of liquidated damages and/or termination of the contract for 
default. Any delay which in the considered opinion of purchaser is beyond the 
control of the supplier will not be considered as ‘delay’ for this purpose.  
 

13.3 If at any time during the performance of the contract, the Contractor or its sub 
Contractor(s), if permitted under Clause 12.1, should encounter conditions 
impeding timely delivery of the goods and performance of service, the 
Contractor shall promptly notify the Purchaser in writing of the fact of the delay, 
its likely duration and its cause(s).  As soon as practicable after receipt of the 
Contractor’s notice, the Purchaser shall evaluate the situation and may at its 
discretion extend the period for performance of the contract (on the merit of the 
case after mutual discussion with the Contractor). 

 
14 Progress Report 

The Contractor shall, at its own costs, compile, prepare and submit on time, 
periodical progress reports (fortnightly or as required by the Purchaser) on the 
progress of delivery, implementation or both, whichever applicable, in respect 
of purchase order issued by the Purchaser. 
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15 Liquidated Damage 
 
15.1 The date of delivery of the stores and Installation Commissioning stipulated in 

the acceptance of the tender should be deemed to be the essence of the 
contract and delivery/Installation & Commissioning must be completed not later 
than the dates specified therein. Extension will not be given except in 
exceptional circumstances. Should, however, deliveries be made/installation & 
commissioning is delayed after expiry of the contracted delivery period, without 
prior concurrence of the purchaser and be accepted by the consignee, such 
delivery/installation & commissioning will not deprive the purchaser of his right 
to recover liquidated damage under clause 15.2 below.  However, when supply 
is made within 21 days of the contracted original delivery period, the consignee 
may accept the stores and in such cases the provision of clause 15.2 will not 
apply. 

 
15.2 (a) For delivery of Stores:  
 

Should the supplier fails to deliver the store or any consignment thereof within 
the period prescribed for delivery, the purchaser shall be entitled to recover 0.5 
% of the value of the delayed supply for each week of delay or part thereof for 
a period up to 10 (TEN) weeks and thereafter at the rate of 0.7% of the value 
of the delayed supply for each week of delay or part thereof for another TEN 
weeks of delay.  In the case of package supply where the delayed portion of 
the supply materially hampers installation and commissioning of the systems, 
L/D charges shall be levied as above on the total value of the concerned 
package of the Purchase Order. However, when supply is made within 21 days 
of QA clearance in the extended delivery period, the consignee may accept the 
stores and in such cases the LD shall be levied upto the date of QA clearance.  

 
15.2 (b) Installation & Commissioning:   
 

Should the supplier fail to install and commission the project within the 
stipulated time the purchaser shall be entitled to recover 0.5% of the value of 
the purchase order for each week of delay or part thereof for a period upto 10 
(TEN) weeks and thereafter @ 0.7% of the value of purchase order for each 
week of delay or part thereof for another 10 (TEN) weeks of delay. In cases, 
where the delay affects installation & commissioning of part of the project and 
part of the equipment is already in commercial use, then in such cases, LD shall 
be levied on the affected part of the project.    
  

15.3 Quantum of liquidated damages assessed by the purchaser will be 
communicated to supplier for its justification. The purchaser, taking into 
consideration the justifications provided by supplier, will reassess the quantum, 
which shall be final and will be levied on the supplier. 

 
15.4    The total LD amount to be recovered in no case shall exceed 12% of the total 

value of the PO value. 
 
 

16. Insurance 
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Insurance should cover Contractor’s all risks valid up to issue of “Taking Over 
Certificate”.  It should cover Third Party Insurance, accident or injury to 
workmen and Transit Insurance for 110 % of value of goods.    

 
The insurance shall be for an amount equal to 110 % of the CIF value of the 
goods from "warehouse to warehouse" on "all risks" basis including risks of 
TPND, SRCC and war clauses. All the items shall be fully insured by the 
Contractor up to the final destination. 

 
Any item/part damage / lost shall be replaced by the Contractor free of charge 
at first and the insurance claim shall be made by the Contractor to recover the 
cost of damaged/ lost goods. 
 
The insurance policy shall remain valid till the date of issuance of Taking Over 
Certificate. 
 

17. Force Majeure  
 
17.1 If at anytime, during the continuance of this contract, the performance in whole 

or in part by either party of any obligations under this contract shall be 
prevented or delayed by reason of any war, or hostility, acts of the public 
enemy, civil commotion, sabotage, fires, floods, explosions, epidemics, 
quarantine restriction, strikes, lockouts or act of God (Hereinafter referred to as 
events) provided notice of happenings, of any such eventuality is given by the 
either party to the other within 21 days from the date of occurrence thereof, 
neither party shall by reason of such event be entitled to terminate this and 
contract shall be resumed as soon as practicable after such event may come 
to an end or cease to exist, and the decision of the Purchaser as to whether 
the deliveries have been so resumed or not shall be final and conclusive, 
provided further that if the performance in whole or part of any obligation under 
this contract is prevented or delayed by reason of any such event for a period 
exceeding 60 days either party may, at its option terminate the contract. 

 
17.2 Provided also that if the contract is terminated under this clause, the Purchaser 

shall be at liberty to take over from the Contractor at a price to be fixed by the 
Purchaser, which shall be final, all unused, undamaged and acceptable 
materials, bought out components and stores in course of manufacturer in 
possession of the Contractor at the time of such termination of such portions 
thereof as the Purchaser may deem fit excepting such materials / bought out 
components and stores as the Contractor may with concurrence of the 
Purchaser elect to retain. 
 

 
18. Termination for Default 
 
18.1 The Purchaser may, without prejudice to any other remedy for breach of 

contract, by written notice of default, sent to the Contractor, terminate this 
contract in whole or in part, 
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a)  if the Contractor fails to deliver any or all of the goods/services within the 
time period(s) specified in the Contract, or any extension thereof granted 
by the Purchaser pursuant to Clause 13.3. 

b)  if the Contractor fails to perform any obligation(s) under the Contract; 
and 

c)  if the Contractor, in either of the above circumstances, does not remedy 
his failure within a period of 30 days (or such longer period as the 
Purchaser may authorize in writing) after receipt of the default notice 
from the Purchaser. 

 
18.2 In the event that the Purchaser terminates the contract in whole or in part, 

pursuant to clause 18.1, the Purchaser may procure, upon such terms and in 
such manner as it deems appropriate, goods similar to those undelivered and 
the Contractor shall be liable to the Purchaser for any excess cost for such 
similar goods.  This liability shall be without prejudice to any other claim which 
the Purchaser shall be entitled to make against the Contractor.  However, the 
Contractor shall continue performance of the contract to the extent not 
terminated.  The Purchaser may, without prejudice, on the happening of any of 
circumstances, to its other rights under law or the contract provided elsewhere, 
purchase the balance quantity of the goods at the risk and cost of the 
Contractor and look to him for the payments thereof and can also claim a set 
off of any dues payable under the contract to the Contractor against his any 
dues under the contract or any previous contract.  

 
19. Termination for Insolvency 
 

The Purchaser may at any time terminate the contract by giving written notice 
to the Contractor, without compensation, if the Contractor becomes unwilling, 
bankrupt or otherwise insolvent, provided that such termination will not 
prejudice or affect any right of action or remedy which has accrued or will 
accrue thereafter to the Purchaser. 

 
20. Arbitration & Conciliation 

 
Any dispute, which remains to be resolved through amicable and good faith 
discussions between the parties within 180 days of the beginning of such 
discussion, shall be resolved in accordance with the Rules of United Nations 
Commission for International Trade Law (UNCTRIAL).  The venue of arbitration 
shall be Mauritius.  The laws of the Republic of Mauritius shall be applicable in 
arbitration.  The language used in arbitration proceedings shall be in English.  
Each party shall bear its own cost for making submission to the Arbitration.  The 
Arbitrator shall be appointed by the common consent of both parties, failing 
which by the Judge in Chambers of the Supreme Court of Mauritius on the 
application of either or both parties. 

 
  

21. Subject Laws and Jurisdiction 
 

The contract shall be governed by Laws and the Courts at Mauritius will have 
jurisdiction to entertain any dispute or claim arising on the contract. 

 
22.   Set Off 
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Any sum of money due and payable to the Supplier (including security deposit 
refundable to him) under this contract may be appropriated by the Purchaser 
or the Govt. or any other person or persons contracting through the Purchaser 
and set off the same against any claim of the Purchaser or Govt. or such other 
person or persons for payment of a sum of money arising out of this contract or 
under any other contract made by the Supplier with the Purchaser i.e. the 
Purchaser or Govt. or such other person or persons contracting through the 
Purchaser or Govt.  
 
It is an agreed term of the contract that the sum of money so appropriated under 
this clause by the Purchaser or Government will be kept withheld as such by 
the Purchaser or Government till his claim arising out of the same contract or 
any other contract is either mutually settled or determined by the competent 
court and that the Supplier shall have no claim for interest or damages 
whatsoever on this account or on any other ground in respect of any sum of 
money withheld under this clause and duly notified as such to the Supplier. 
 

23. Notices 
 
23.1  Any notice given by one party to the other pursuant to the contract shall be sent  

in writing or by FAX or cable and confirmed in writing, by registered post.  For 
the purposes of this Clause, the contact details of the Purchaser shall be as 
follows: 
 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd 
Attention of: Chief Executive Officer 
63, Cyber City, Ebene, Mauritius. Fax: (230)-52940606 

 
23.2 The Purchaser shall notify the Contractor in accordance with Clause 22.1 above  

in case of any amendment of the contact details specified above. 
 

23.3 The Contractor shall similarly notify the Purchaser of its contact details and any  
subsequent amendment thereto in accordance with above Clauses. 

 
23.4 A notice shall be effective when delivered or on the notice’s effective date,  
        whichever is later. 

 
 
24. Confidentiality 
 

The Contractor agrees that the terms of the contract shall remain confidential.  
The Contractor and its agents, employees and/or representatives may not 
disclose any term or condition of the agreement without the prior written 
authorisation of the Purchaser. All Documentation and information supplied by 
either Party to the other in whatever form shall be treated as confidential and 
shall not be disclosed or used otherwise than for the purpose of performing 
their obligations under the Contract save that either Party may disclose such 
information to its employees who need to know the same for the purpose of 
carrying out their duties in respect of the Contract. 
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SECTION –IV (A) 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT 

1. The special conditions of the contract shall supplement the 'Instructions to the 
Bidders' as contained in Section II & "General Conditions of the Contract" as 
contained in Section III and wherever there is a conflict, the provisions under 
special conditions of contract shall prevail over those in any other section of 
this RFP. The bidder is required to take note of all points in this section which 
are to be complied with and bid submitted accordingly, evenif there is no 
mention of any item in any other place in the RFP or it is contradictory.  

 
2. If the date fixed for opening of bids is subsequently declared as holiday by the 

Government of Mauritius, the revised schedule will be notified. However, in 
absence of such notification, the bids will be opened on the next working day, 
time and venue remaining unaltered. 

3. A soft copy of the techno-commercial bid shall be supplied duly sealed. In case 
of any discrepancies between the hard and soft copies of the bid, the former 
shall prevail. 

4. (a) The bank guarantee for bid security shall be submitted along with the bids 
in a separate cover. The bank guarantee so submitted shall be as per format 
given in Section -VIII on prescribed judicial paper with stamps of proper value 
and should contain full address of the issuing branch of the bank with its 
Telephone number and FAX number. This cover should be superscribed as 
"BID SECURITY FOR TENDER NO. MTML/RFP/LTE/2021/1.  

 
(b) In case where the documents of bid security are not submitted in the manner 
prescribed under clause 4(a) above, cover containing the commercial, technical 
and financial offers SHALL BE REJECTED AND RETURNED TO THE BIDDER 
UNOPENED. 

5.  The supply of equipment /stores will strictly adhere to the schedule as described 
in the Purchase Order. For third party branded items such as computers, 
servers, storage-devices, computer-peripherals, LAN switches etc. NEBS-3 
(GR-63 core/Bellcore-63 compliant) by third party accredited labs would also 
be acceptable in place of QM-333. The certification is to be submitted along 
with the equipment. 

6. Purchaser reserves the right to disqualify such bidders who have a record of 
not meeting contractual obligations against earlier contracts entered into with 
the purchaser. Purchaser reserves the right to blacklist a bidder in case he fails 
to honour his bid without sufficient grounds. 

7.     Any clarification issued by the purchaser in response to query raised by 
prospective bidders shall form an integral part of bid documents and it will 
amount to amendment of relevant clauses of the bid documents. 
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8.         AWARD CRITERIA:  
 

MTML reserves the right to award the contract to one or more bidder(s) whose 
bid has been determined to be substantially responsive, technically and 
commercially acceptable and has been determined as the lowest evaluated 
price bid for RAN, Microwave and Core n/w upgrades separately as 
requested for bidding in Section VII Part 1 to 5 of this RFP document 
respectively, provided further that bidder is determined by the purchaser to be 
fully qualified to perform the contract satisfactorily. As mentioned earlier, there 
are 3 main-projects in the scope of this tender, namely, (i) Expansion/upgade 
for RAN with 3 sub-projects, i.e, RAN-1, RAN-2 & RAN-3 (ii) Microwave 
Expansion and (iii) Upgrade of core N/w elements to vEPC, IMS VoLTE 
platform & 5G ready core. 

The financial bid is to be submitted as per the Price schedule specified 
in the RFP Section VII in the table format given in the Part A-1, A-2, A-3,  
B  & C and should be submitted separately in 3 parts:  

Part -A: For RAN (RAN1 [part A-1], RAN2 [part A-2], RAN3 [part A-3])  

Part -B: For Microwave  

Part -C: For Core Network  

The bidder may choose to bid for all three or any of these main-projects. For 
RAN, the bidder has to bid for all the three sub-projects i.e, RAN-1, RAN-2 & 
RAN-3. The evaluation will be done separately for each main project and the 
lowest bidder from among the technically suitable and responsive bids for that 
project will be considered for award of that work. 

(a)   The purchaser reserves the rights to counter offer price(s) against the 
price(s) quoted by any bidder. For the existing network elements, the bidders 
are free to quote either for expansion/upgradation or replacement with new 
network element. There should be only one option out of above.  

(b)   Purchaser requires that bidder shall quote for complete bill of material for 
chosen sub-project work separately for each for complete scope of work, 
meeting fully and completely the tendered technical specification for total 
demand as given in Section-V and Section-VII. Any deficiency in bill of 
material, Hardware, software or other items of cost will be provided by the 
bidder free of cost for successful implementation of the project. 
In case bidder has not quoted for some of the items which are essential for 
turnkey solution, it will be presumed that cost of such items is covered and is 
part of some other subsystem and no extra amount is payable by purchaser. In 
the evaluation of bids, cost of such item shall be taken as ‘nil’ while the same 
shall be made available to purchaser as per requirement without any additional 
cost. The successful bidder will be required to supply all material/goods required 
to make the equipment operative, after integrating with the existing network 
(even if it is not shown in the Bill of Material). 
 

9. The existing GSM (2G), UMTS (3G) and LTE (4G) networks are of make M/s 
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Huawei and currently having 265 BTSs/ Node Bs operational out of which 210 
are LTE enabled. The GSM services are working in 900MHz band, LTE in 
1800MHz band and UMTS (3G) in 900MHz and 2100MHz band. Currently 25 
MHz of spectrum is available with MTML in 1800 band, out of which 1 
carrier/20MHz is only being used for LTE. All the core network elements, 
including CS/PS Core are provided by M/s ZTE Corp. 

 
10. The bidder has the option of either using the 2G/ 3G network elements of the existing 

sites to upgrade to LTE or provide a new set of equipments for LTE which should be 
integrated with the existing network elements to provided seamless service to the 
customers. 

 
11. The bidder has to submit the bid for LTE with one carrier of 20 MHz (existing) in 1800 

band. However, for utilizing full 25 MHz in 1800 band available for getting maximum 
possible throughput, bidder may propose carrier aggregation as an optional item, 
upgrade to 2nd carrier with avaiable spectrum in 1800MHz.  

 
12. In addition to 25 MHz in 1800 band, MTML also has 10 MHz in 2100 band which is 

currently being used for UMTS but in future might be used for LTE. The bidder has 
to propose as optional item the 3rd carrier in LTE in 2100 band with upto 10 MHz in 
that band. The existing RRUs being used in 2100 band for UMTS may be utilized for 
LTE in that band if technically feasible otherwise the bidder has to propose for 
complete hardware/ software/ license requirent for this as optional items. 

 
13. It is also expected that MTML might get additional spectrum in 700/800 MHz band 

for LTE. The bidder has to quote as optional item aother carrier of 10 MHz band in 
700/ 800 band also along with complete hardware/ software/ license requirent. 
 

14. The proposed carrier aggregation shall include LTE 1800 (existing carrier 
/20MHz & new carrier/ 5MHz), LTE 2100 (new carrier /10MHz) & LTE 800 (new 
carrier/10MHz). The bidder shall provision all the necessary hardware & feature 
license accordingly. 

 
15. All the optional items requested for quoting will be taken into consideration for 

evaluation purposes but MTML may place the order for these at its discretion. 
 

16. It is also planned to introduce 5G services in the network in future. Initially the 
5G nodes will be deployed only at few commercially important sites, which will 
be deployed gradually in other areas also depending on traffic requirements. 
The vendor has to upgrade the existing core network & RAN to 5G Ready. All 
the equipment provided should be hardware ready and the vendor has to quote 
the incremental software/ licence cost for each node in case of upgrades to 5G. 

 
17. All the BTSs have distributed architecture (BBU+RRU). The microwave supplied is 

of Huawei make and supporting Hybrid mode (IP+E1). Currently all nodes are 
provisioned on full IP (Layer 2), as detailed in the Annex attached.  

 
18. It is planned to get the complete network upgraded to all 4G network – in RAN-2 & 

RAN-3. The bidder have option to utilize the existing network elements to upgrade, 
but the bidder must ensure to demonstrate seemless handover of their 4G with 
the existing network. Otherwise the bidder has to consider to swap all the 
existing 210 4G nodes with matching features/capacity at their own cost. 
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19. Since the existing RAN – 2G/3G & 4G equipments are supplied by Huawei and 

intervention by other vendor may affect the services, and upgradation of the 
proposed RAN elements on the existing elements is to be done by the bidder in close 
coordination with Huawei. For RAN-1,  the bidders have the option of quoting either 
to reuse the exisiting  node elements for upgradation in coordination with Huawei (to 
be done by bidders themselves) or swapping all the existing 3G+4G nodes, RNC 
and other quipments  with matching features/capacity at their own cost. In case 
any other vendor except Huawei is selected for the RAN part, MTML may decide to 
go either for all new RAN by the other bidder or upgradation of existing nodes 
subjected to the bidder competency and their track record of such executions on 
Huawei equipments, without affecting the existing services. 

 
20. For better execution and evaluation, the whole project under the scope of this tender 

is divided into 3 main-projects (i)  upgade for RAN in 3 sub-projects i.e, RAN-1 , 
RAN-2 & RAN-3, (ii) Microwave Expansion (iii) Upgrade of core N/w elements to 
IMS, VoLTE & 5G ready core.  The bidder may choose to bid for all the three or any 
of the main-projects. To bid for any main-project, the bidder should satisfy the 
eligibility criteria for experience of that relevant project. The evaluation will be 
done separately for each main-project and the lowest bidder from among the 
technically suitable and responsive bids for that project will be considered for award 
of the work. 
 

21. In RAN-1, It is planned to add 100 more BTSs gradually over a period, to take care 
of increased capacity and coverage requirements. The scope of this RFP also 
includes the RF planning, network design, survey, installation, 
commissioning, drive tests and optimization for these BTS sites, which are 
going to be 4G+3G sites initially and may be modified to have 5G in future, if 
required by purchaser.  

 
22. For RAN-1, the bidder has to quote for 3G+4G equipments along with the outdoor 

BTS cabinet, Power Plant and Battery backup. The bidder has to quote for the 
BTS cabinet having sufficient space for housing atleast 2 BBUs and 2 MW IDUs, 
atleast 200 Amp Power Plant and battery bank capacity to support atleast 8 Hrs 
minimum backup for 3G+4G & Microwave load (with atleast 2 groups with minimum 
150AH for each group of 48V DC), all designed for outdoor environment. The bidder 
will be responsible for providing the ACDB and Power cable for getting connect the 
commercial power from the CEB meter to its equipments. 

 
23. The outdor BTS cabinet with power plant and battery should comply the following: 

 
i. High protection level:IP55 

 
ii.  Power system should supply rated of 200A output current. 

 
iii. The power module supports hot-swapping, easy to install and maintain.  

 
iv.  The system has excellent performance such as wide range of AC input 

voltage, high power efficiency, surge protection, intelligent temperature 
and battery management, and remote management, with heat exchange 
cooling. 
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v. Super temperature performance for rectifiers with range from -40℃ to 

75℃ 
 

vi. Strong anti-theft design: door embedded,  door sensor and supporting 
padlock  

 
vii. Intelligent battery management prolongs battery lifespan 

 
viii. Equipment cabinet should support atleast 10U User space  

 
ix. Should be stack on with the proposed battery cabinet. 

 
x. Input mode : Three phase compatible with single phase , 380V/220VAC , 

45~65Hz, rated value: 50Hz/60Hz  
 

xi. Input Capacity : 1×63A/3P , SPD : 20kA/40kA, 8/20μs  
 

xii. DC Distribution: should be provisioned with   Battery branch - 2*125A 
MCB, LLVD/BLVD: 2*63A MCB, 2*32A MCB, 2*16A MCB. 

 
xiii. Alarm output – should support atleast 8 dry contact  

 
 

24. In RAN-1, the bidder has to quote for 100 new 3G equipments along with the 
upgradation of existing RNC to a suitable capacity to meet the requirement of the 
these additional UMTS sites. The bidder has the option of either upgrade the existing 
RNC or completely replace the existing 3G RAN with the new one along with RNC. 

 
25. This RFP requires the bidders to quote for RAN for all 3- sub-projects as mandatory.  

The delivery of each main-project / sub-project will be as per MTML requirement. For 
RAN-1 & Microwave, the order shall be placed in batches so that the equipments 
are installed depending on the site acquisition and clearances from the local 
authorities. 

 
26. For RAN-2, the bidder has to quote for expansion of existing 50 UMTS+GSM 

sites to 4G to have seemless 4G coverage across the existing network.  
 

27. For RAN-3, the scope of works includes upgradation of existing 50 4G sites to 
LTE-A with carrier aggregation (CA). 

 
28. For both RAN-1 & RAN-2, the bidder has to quote for the 4G with 1 carrier of 20MHz. 

And for RAN-3, the bidder has to quote for carrier aggregation as mentioned in the 
Section-V, SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS. 

 
29. To achieve high performance and low OPEX, the bidder can propose Dual-

Band and Tri-Band radios for RAN. 
 

30. The proposed 4G equipment should support VoLTE functionality as per 3GPP/GSMA 
specification. The bidder should ensure seemless interworking/handover between 
VoLTE and VoWiFi. 
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31. The licences provisioned for RAN, Microwave, Core equipments should be pooled 
licences and license distribution for sites/nodes shall be as per MTML requirement. 
MTML should be able to and reserves the right to reallocate licenses as per traffic or 
other requiements within the limits of global pool license provisioned. 

 
32. The existing Microwave network is planned to be expanded, in line with the RAN 

upgradtion as mentioned above and to make it all IP network, in Layer-3 with MPLS 
functionality. The scope includes 100 new microwave hops, to take care of 
additiona bandwidth requirements of the network. These proposed links shall 
be deployed at the existing links for capacity expansion and also at the new 
nodes. While planning for microwave expansion at new nodes, the bidder has to 
take into account that the new BTS locations are not yet fixed and MTML will provide 
only an approximate location where the new BTSs are likely to come, which may 
change considerably since the actual site location is dependent on availability of a 
suitable site and getting the permits from ICTA, municipalities and other government 
bodies. The bidder has to plan for microwave hops with certain assumptions 
accounting for possible changes in the design, completely at the risk of bidder. 

 
33. The existing microwave details is given in the Annexure-VI. The required 

enhancement in bandwidth for the microwave hop, taking into account the increased 
need for bandwidth after RAN upgradtion and additional upcoming sites. Out of 100 
proposed links, 25 links should be atleast 5Gbps/hop, which can further 
upgradable upto 10 Gbps/hop. And the remaining 75 links should be atleast 
1Gbps/hop, which can further upgradable upto 2Gbps/hop. The high capcity 
5Gbps/hop links shall be planned to replace the existing backbone /access 
links.  And the 1Gbps/hop links shall be planned for replacement of existing 
access/terminal and also for deployment at new sites where the bandwith 
requirements are high. For deployments at the existing links, the bidder should 
ensure that the existing services are not affected and bidder shall be 
responsible for the smooth migration from the existing to the new, ensureing 
that new equipment’s of equally good and proven quality. The bidder should 
ensure the new equipments should integrate with the existing network elements 
seamlessly without affecting the services adversely in anyway and bidder 
should be responsible to extend the OMC for the node elements.  

 
34. The microwave is to be designd in such a way so as to minimize the complete outage 

of BTSs in any large area due to a single point failure. Some redundancy needs to 
be provided on diversified paths to avoid complete outage. 

 
35. The bidder shall provide microwave equipment with unified platform 

architecture which can support L2/L3/MPLS/SR/SDN. 
 

36. The Microwave equipment should be smoothly be upgraded to multi frequency 
band bonding solution (80GHz E-band with 6GHz to 42GHz) to support 10Gbps 
and 25Gbps in future. 

 
37. It is proposed to have all IP microwave. All the nodeB’s need to be connected to 

RNC for voice/data services & e-NodeB’s to MME/P-GW/IMS for voice/data services 
over IP.  There should be protection for the voice call quality, which should get the 
priority over data calls. 

 
38. For microwave antenna size 0.9m and above, should be provisioned with additional 
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side struts. 
 

39. For the Microwave project, the bidder has to provide high performance core network 
elements - L3 switch/ Routers, supporting MPLS features along with NMS, to 
provide stable, reliable, and secure high-performance L3 switching/routing 
capabilities to help build an elastic, virtualized, and high-quality network.  

 
37.1    At the Central node (N18 Ebene), currently all the existing Microwave 
links are terminated on Huawei EB-S5310 swithces for interconnection with 
other node elements – RAN/Core etc. These will need to be migarated to the 
new L3 switch/Routers with redundancy/stacked mode without affecting the 
existing services. The proposed new equipment (switch/router) should support 
the following features / functionalities –  

 
i. Provisioned with atleast  40 x 10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet ports, 8 x 10GE 

SFP+ ports, 4 x 25GE(SFP28) 
 

ii. Should support extended slots, to provision additional line cards to increase 
the ports. 

 
iii. Should support 1+1 power backup. Either DC or AC powered. 

 
iv. Switching capacity of atleast 1 Tbit/s 

 
v. MAC : IEEE 802.1d standards compliance , Packet filtering based on source 

MAC addresses 
 

vi. IP Routing : Static routes, RIP v1/2, RIPng, OSPF, OSPFv3, IS-IS, IS-ISv6, 
BGP, BGP4+, ECMP, routing policy  

 
vii. MPLS : MPLS L3VPN , MPLS L2VPN (VPWS/VPLS) , MPLS-TE , MPLS 

QoS  
 

viii. IPv6 features : Neighbor Discover (ND) , IPv6 Ping, IPv6 Tracert, IPv6 
Telnet , ACLs based on source IPv6 addresses, destination IPv6 addresses, 
Layer 4 ports, or protocol types , Multicast Listener Discovery snooping , 
IPv6 addresses configured for sub-interfaces, VRRP6, DHCPv6, and 
L3VPN  

 
ix. Multicast 

 
x. QoS/ACL, Security, Reliability 

 
 

39.2.1 In the existing network, we have optical fiber links at some of the 
access/backbone nodes. To have link redundancy between Microwave and 
Fiber, the bidder has to provide L3 switch/Router at such nodes, with traffic 
load balancing on both the media and should also ensure smooth traffic shift 
from MW to Fiber and viceverse, if any fault in any of the transmission media 
– MW or Fiber. The proposed new equipment (switch/router) should support 
the following features / functionalities –  
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i. Provisioned with atleast  8 x 10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet ports, 4 x 10GE 
SFP+ ports 

 
ii. Should support 1+1 power backup. DC powered. 

 
iii. Switching capacity of atleast 150 Gbit/s 

 
iv. Layer 2 features : IEEE802.1q, IEEE802.1p, IEEE 802.3ad, IEEE 802.1ab, 

and STP/RSTP/MSTP  
 

v. Layer 3 features : OSPF, RIP, IS-IS, BGP, ACL, IPv4, 6VPE, ARP, VLANIF, 
and VXLAN , routing policy 

 
vi. MPLS : MPLS L3VPN , MPLS L2VPN (VPWS/VPLS) , MPLS-TE , MPLS 

QoS  
 

vii. IPv6 features : Neighbor Discover (ND) , IPv6 Ping, IPv6 Tracert, IPv6 
Telnet , ACLs based on source IPv6 addresses, destination IPv6 addresses, 
Layer 4 ports, or protocol types , Multicast Listener Discovery snooping , 
IPv6 addresses configured for sub-interfaces, VRRP6, DHCPv6, and 
L3VPN  

 
viii. Multicast 

 
ix. QoS/ACL, Security, Reliability 

 
 
40. The bidder should confirm that all its supplied equipments and interfaces are 

compliant to international standards including but not limited to 3GPP, ITU, IEEE and 
are capable to interconnect with other vendor’s equipments. The successful bidder 
shall commit to provide full support for any inter-working with other vendors as and 
when it is required by the purchaser, without any additional charges.  

 
41. Node B/eNodeB provided will be of distributed type (BBU+RRU). For each carrier of 

UMTS, the proposed RRU should support atleast 40 Watt power to be provided.  And 
for LTE, for each carrier, the proposed RRU should support of atleast 2*40 Watt 
power needs to be provided.The proposed BBU & RRU’s should be 5G-NR 
capable. 

 
42. The  antenna quoted should be of high gain in 1800 / 2100 MHz band.As optional 

items, the bidder is requested to provide the quote for dual band (1800+2100 MHz) 
and tri-band (900+1800+2100 MHz)  antenna. MTML may decide to go for multiband 
antenna at some sites.  

 
43. All sites which are to be upgraded to LTE are of outdoor BTS type. The bidder may 

use any space available inside the outdoor BTS cabinet subject to technical 
feasibility. If not, a separate outdoor cabinet is to be provided by the bidder. Similarily, 
the BTS power may be taken from the exisiting BTSs if technically feasible, 
otherwise a new power cabinet/module is to be provided. 

 
44. The bidder is requested to study the MTML existing network and see all feasibilities 

of using space/ equipments before submitting the bid. The bidder will be solely 
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responsibly for any wrong assessment/ inference about the available and usable 
resources. 

 
45. The bidder shall quote any new/enhanced services/features which may be 

required for competitive advantage of MTML for inclusion at the discretion of MTML 
as an optional item. 

 
46. In the core network upgradation, the deployment includes vEPC, IMS platform, 

VoLTE service and 5G core ready. The LTE eNodeBs- hardware/ software being 
provided/upgraded under this project shall be provisioned with VoLTE functuanlity 
along with SRVCC feature.  

 
47. The proposed IMS, VoLTE & 5G core – must support LBS (Location based 

services) & LIC funtions, for integration with the existing /3rd party equipments/ 
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs). The IMS must support encrypted & 
unencrypeted for Lawful intercept as per regulatory requirement. 

 
48. The proposed equipment for IMS should support VoWiFi functionality along with 

VoLTE. The bidder should ensure seemless handover between VoLTE & VoWiFi. 
The bidder may propose a single voice solution for 2G/3G/4G & 5G. 

 
49. The proposed OMC/NMS for – RAN/Microwave & core nodes, should broadcast 

the alarms via SMS/Email and also should schedule the reports via Email.  
 

50. The proposed solution should support 2G/3G/4G/5G with one core elements, it 
help operator to save OPEX and future-proof evolution. 

 
51. Migration of databases and integration with existing systems: The vendor will 

be solely responsible for migrating the existing databases from the existing 
systems and integrating with all other network elements present at the time of 
integration wherever required, through coordination with existing equipment 
suppliers/ database administrators. The principle of ‘later entrant responsible 
for interconnection’ shall apply. The migration of all the databases need to be 
completed within the delivery schedule mentioned in RFP. The purchaser will 
provide whatever information it has but the liasioning with the existing equipmet 
suppliers will be the responsibility of the vendor. The vendor has to make all 
efforts to complete the task within the time schedule. 

 
52. The bidder shall furnish the details about make, model no., supplier and the cost 

of each item separately. The bidder shall quote for only one make, model and 
manufacturer for each of the network elements. Once quoted in the bid, no 
change of make, model or manufacturer shall ordinarily, be permitted. Not 
more than one independent and complete offer shall be permitted from the 
bidder. 

 
53. The bidder shall ensure that the bid is complete and comprehensive as regards 

detailed card level BoM. The bidders shall provide unpriced Bill of Materials (BoM) 
for each of the network elements with complete details of PCBs contained in each 
Module/unit together with their quantity required to meet the performance 
requirement sought for in the tender in the Techno-Commercial bid. The detailed 
specification of generic items such as laptop and desktop computers, Printers, 
inverters, UPS etc shall form part of the Techno-Commercial bid.   
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54. The bidders shall furnish detailed project implementation schedule by means of 

PERT chart in the bid detailing the various activities involved, their time frame for 
completion and the dependency on other activities. The bidder shall be 
responsible for arranging all the clearances such as ICTA approvals. 

 
55. The Bidder shall be responsible for field support/onsite corrective maintenance. 

 
56. All software licenses shall be perpetual and in the name of MTML allowing for multi 

users and for unlimited period. 
 

57. SOFTWARE 

(i) Software version of the equipment being supplied should be latest & must 
be indicated in the bid. 

(ii) All the software licenses supplied against this tender shall be perpetual 
without any limitations on use. 

(iii) All the system software loaded in the various network elements shall be 
supplied in media suitable for re-loading of the software in the network element, 
if needed. 

(iv) All the Software updates and /or patches required for the maintenance of 
the system supplied will be intimated within one month of its release and 
implemented free of cost within another one month at each site/network node by 
the successful bidder. The successful bidder shall get one such representative 
network element / system inspected technically by MTML after the 
implementation of Software updates/ Patches in each system. 

(v) Software Support: - Successful bidder should submit an undertaking to 
make necessary arrangements in Mauritius for Software Support in Mauritius 
within Six months of award of contract to ensure smooth functioning of 
equipment supplied and to meet additional requirements from time to time free 
of charge. The bidders shall submit details of location, number of personnel, 
facility to be made available for Software Support Centre in the bid. No remote 
access to foreign country shall be allowed except for catastrophic failures. 

55.  ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

(i) Purchaser reserves the right to appoint any testing authority for carrying 
out acceptance testing of the network and its network elements. The acceptance 
test schedule generally covers the following: 

(a) Check on cabling and wiring. 

(b) Functional test for various network elements.  

(c) Functional test on individual equipment/network. 

(d) Coverage and capacity test 
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(e) Traffic trials. 

(ii) The successful bidder shall submit a comprehensive and complete test 
schedule together with test set-up and procedure for conducting Acceptance 
Testing on each of the network elements to be supplied under this project. The 
successful bidder, after incorporating modifications and / or additions as per 
MTML requirements, if any, shall finalize Acceptance Test schedule at least one 
month in advance of scheduled date of A/T as per the PERT chart.  The 
Acceptance Test Schedule shall clearly indicate the specifications / clause(s) of 
tender verified by each test.  

(iii) The bidder shall make available the software programs and testers 
required for carrying out the acceptance tests as per the schedule. The bidder 
shall indicate whether the software package includes programs for testing the 
nodes under full load conditions and overload conditions by creation of artificial 
traffic. 

(iv) Any component(s) or module(s) failing during the acceptance tests shall be 
replaced free of cost at site by the bidder. These will be delivered within one 
month of the initial reports. 

56.  PACKAGE DISCIPLINE: 

 The bidders as part of their bid, shall indicate the sequence of supply of various 
items to appropriately take care the different lead times required for 
commissioning of the individual network elements. The successful bidder shall 
schedule his supplies to ensure completion of installation, testing, validation and 
commissioning as per schedule.  

57.    Operation and Maintenance: The successful bidder shall carry out all the 
functions of operation and maintenance during the first 3 months of 
commercial launch of the equipment.  The successful bidder shall fully 
associate the staff of MTML during this period so that they are able to operate 
& maintain independently.  During this period, the successful bidder shall put 
into operation the set of maintenance procedures, periodic test schedules, 
Traffic Report generation & analysis and remedial measures to be taken if 
required, Extraction of performance statistics from the various OMCs and other 
network elements, Statistics regarding in-roamers and out-roamers in various 
formats and classification as required by the purchaser, Management 
Information System (MIS) parameters for fault, performance and planning of 
network expansion. The successful bidder shall also help MTML to put into 
practice maintenance schedules viz opening of appropriate registers for log, test 
schedule and performance and fault recording.  

58.    All the network elements and software units supplied for the system shall be 
fully downward compatible with the existing system and inter work seamlessly 
without any limitation. 

59. Technical audit of system Performance 
MTML reserves the right to carry out technical audit of the network through 
any designated agency from time to time and bidder shall take necessary 
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corrective measures to conform to the performance parameters stipulated in 
the tender document within the period of performance guarantee. 

60. Annual Maintenance Contract 
a) The bidders shall quote for a year wise comprehensive Annual Maintenance 

contract for 5 years. MTML will have the discretion whether to sign the AMC 
contract or not for each year separately. The AMC for 1st year is to be signed at 
the end of warranty period and then for each year separately. The cost shall be 
quoted as a lump sum including visit of the engineers as and when required.  
The terms and conditions for AMC are given in Annexure.  

b) During the warranty period, the successful bidder shall perform all the functions 
as enunciated under the AMC, free of cost. All the penalty clauses shall be 
applicable during the period of warranty in case of failure on part of supplier. 

c) The bidder shall, at the time of submitting the bid, also submit the proposal 
specifying the Fault Control Center Location and how the bidder proposes for 
carrying out repair under AMC. The bidder shall also indicate what spare will be 
kept in different locations. The infrastructure planned to be created by the bidder 
to meet his obligations under AMC and his action plan to deal with the various 
situations arising out of hardware and software faults shall be clearly indicated. 
 

d) AMC shall be signed for equipment covered against each work order separately 
and amount shall be calculated on prorata basis. 

 
61. General Points: 

(a) The advantage of reduction of taxes/ duties during evaluation of tender / 
execution of contract shall be passed on to the purchser i.e. MTML and no 
benefit of increase will be permitted to the supplier. However any increase 
in duties/taxes shall be borne by supplier. 

(b) The equipment envisaged in this tender shall be capable of supporting IP 
version –6 (IPv6) as and when required. 

(c) The purchaser reserves the right to commercially exploit the installed 
equipments after the delivery linked payment are made as indicated in 
payment terms  or after the prescribed period stipulated for the initial roll 
out to commence whichever is earlier.  Such commercial utilization of the 
network after the completion of the prescribed delivery schedule and 
before commissioning of the network shall not entail the successful bidder 
to claim deemed completion or otherwise incomplete obligations under the 
terms and conditions of this tender and shall not relieve bidder of the 
liability under the relevant clauses arising out of such non-completion.  

(d) Compliance to Data privacy: The Data Protection Act 2017 of Mauritius 
and its ammendments regarding the General Data Protection, National 
Security, Consumer Protection shall be complied from time to time. 
System should be PCU-DSS, GDPR compliant. 
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SECTION –IV (B) 

DETAILED TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited (MTML) presently operating mobile 
network on GSM/UMTS/LTE based Technology with 265 BTS sites operational 
over the island. Out of  265 sites, only 210 sites are provisioned with LTE. All 
existing RAN & Microwave equipment’s are of Huawei make and core 
equipment’s are of ZTE make. MTML has decided to expand/ upgrade the 
existing sites to provide LTE services at additional 50 existing GSM/UMTS sites 
and also to deploy additional new 100 sites with UMTS+LTE. Also carrier 
aggregation at 50 existing/new LTE nodes to meet the capacity and coverage 
requirements in a phased manner. Apart from RAN, MTML also considering for 
expansion of  MW Transmission elements and core equipments to vEPC and 
IMS VoLTE platform & 5G ready core to meet the throughput requirments of 
LTE services in the network and also to make the network ready for 5G services 
rollout in future. The existing RAN element details along with present MW & 
Core setup are available in Annexure-VI. MTML is inviting suitably qualified 
vendors to provide with a total turnkey solution for the supply and deployment 
of a best-in-class telecom infrastuture.The detailed technical requirements are 
as under. 

 
 
2.        Coverage and Capacity requirements: 
 

MTML intends to expand RAN & MW transmission network spread all over 
Mauritius & deployment of IMS platform as detailed below: 

 
RAN:  The scope has divided into 3 sub-projects and detailed requirement for 
each sub-project as below – 
 

(i) RAN-1: To expand the network with 100 new sites with LTE & UMTS (with 
latest HSPA+ Rel 12 and above) along with Outdoor cabinet with power 
system and backup batteries. 

 
(ii) RAN-2: Expansion of existing 50 Nos. 2G+3G sites to 4G. 

 
(iii) RAN-3: Upgradation of existing/new 50 Nos. 4G sites to LTE-A with carrier 

aggregation (CA) 
 
Microwave Network:  Deployment of 100 new microwave hops. These 
proposed links shall be deployed at the existing links for capacity expansion 
and also at the new nodes. Out of 100 proposed links, 25 links should be atleast 
5Gbps/hop, which can further upgradable upto 10 Gbps/hop. And the remaining 
75 links should be atleast 1Gbps/hop, which can further upgradable upto 
2Gbps/hop. All these microwave links are to be provisioned on full IP mode. 

 
Core Network:  Upgradation of Core network to vEPC and IMS 4G VoLTE 
platform & 5G ready core for voice, multimedia and data services. 
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2.1. The current running network must not be disturbed/ adversely affected by this 

upgrade. The supplier may consider to reuse the existing network elements as 
much as possible for the upgradation, so as to minimize the cost. 

 
2.2. The network should have seamless handover between GSM/UMTS and LTE and 

vice versa for service continuity for both voice & data. And LTE network should 
support CS fall back, voice over IMS / VoLTE & CS/PS handover to GSM/UMTS 
and vice versa. 

 
2.3. The system should be able to support the transmission of RNC – NodeB interface 

over satellite for the nodeB’s to be located in the remote and inaccessible areas 
places like islands. Further, these nodeB’s should also be compatible to work on 
E1 links on DCME or IP connectivity. RNC should also have facility to interface 
with E1 links, with or without DCME, on satellite. 

 
2.4. The network should support handover of the voice calls and data calls in 

progress, when the subscriber moves from one nodeB/ eNodeB to other.  The 
voice calls and data calls should not get disconnected even if the subscriber 
moves at the speed of 120 Kmph. 

 
2.5. The vendor shall provide complete HSPA+ & LTE system including hardware & 

software. The vendor shall also provide detail description regarding its capacity 
and capability expansion.  

 
2.6. Vendor shall be fully responsible for complete survey, engineering & design of 

the network for the proposed additional 100 sites to provide RF coverage in 
overall as per the technical specifications provided in this RFP, while considering 
to co-exist with the existing BTS sites. 

 
 
3. SPECTRUM   
 
3.1 For the 3G network, the spectrum available is 10 MHz (continuous band, for 2 

carriers) in 2100 MHz band & 5 MHz in 900 MHz band, for deploying HSPA+ 
with DC as per specifications. 

 
3.2 For LTE network, the sprectrum of 25MHz in 1800 MHz band is available with 

MTML. Additional 10 MHz spectrum in 2100 band is also proposed to be used 
as additional carrier for LTE as optional item. Further MTML may get additional 
10 MHz spectrum in 700/800 band for LTE as one more carrier in that band 
may be quoted as optional item. Ordering of LTE- Carrier aggregation 
equipment is subject to the allocation of additional spectrum by ICTA.  

 
 
4. ENGINEERING & PLANNING OF THE NETWORK 
 
4.1 The complete network survey, design, planning, engineering, supply, 

installation, testing, commissioning and AMC of all systems & subsystems 
including softwares shall be responsibility of the vendor. 

 
4.2 Following would be the  subscriber distribution: 
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  Proposed 
Number of lines 400K 
Voice subscribers 100% 
Max Attach 3G users (for 100 new sites) 50K 
Max PDP context Number (for 100 sites) 50K 
LTE connect subscribers (per site) 900 

 
 
4.3 Following is the traffic assumption for voice & data calls: 
 

Voice Calls  
BHCA per subscriber 2.5 
Average Call Duration  60 sec. 
Traffic per  subscriber 25 mErl 
Packet Data Calls(UMTS)   
Peak data rate per sector a)HSPA+ (Rel 12) with DC  

- 42 Mbps DL/ 11 Mbps UL 
Packet Data Calls(LTE)  
Peak data rate per sector a)LTE with 5MHz – 37.5 

Mbps DL/12.5 Mbps UL 
 
b)LTE  with 10MHz  - 75 
Mbps DL/ 37.5 Mbps UL 
 
c)LTE with 20MHz-  150 
Mbps DL / 75 Mbps UL 
 

 
 
4.4 Call performance parameters 
 

Call Set up time <6sec. 
Call Set up success >98% 
Call Drop Rate <1% 
Data call Success Rate >90% 

 
 

4.5 Radio Design Parameters 
 

S.No. Parameters Value 
1. Frequency Band of Operation 10 MHz bandwidth in 

2100 MHz Band & 5 MHz 
in 900 MHz (for HSPA+ 
with DC). 
 
25MHz in 1800 MHz 
band. Additional 10 MHz 
spectrum in 2100 band & 
10 MHz spectrum in 
700/800 band is also to 
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be used proposed as 
additional carrier. 

2. Number of Sectors Generally 3 sectors will 
be used. However, for 
specific requirements 
such as road coverage 
etc. 1 or 2 sector BTSs 
may be used. 

3. Penetration Loss  
 Dense Urban (>6 storied bldgs)  24dB 
 Urban (2 – 6 storied bldgs) 20dB 
 Sub urban ( 2 storied bldgs) 15dB 
 Rural/ In car ( 1 storied bldgs) 10dB 
4. Cell Loading Percentage 70% 
5. BTS antenna gain >=17 dBi 
6. Desired hand-off percentage 35% 
7. Desired cell area coverage 95% 

 
4.6 The vendor shall submit detailed link calculations in support of his meeting of 

coverage, Microwave & other RF requirements. 
 

4.7 RF Coverage Requirements 
 
Mauritius is a group of islands consisting of one mainland island, one main 
satellite island (Rodrigues) & other small satellite islands. Total main island area 
is about 1850 sq. kms. Mauritius has wet humid tropical weather with rains 
almost through out the year and temperature varies from 10 to 34o C.  In 
Mauritius, the population density is very high of the order of over 600 inhabitants 
per sq. kms and the Coverage objective under this RFP is to cover the main 
island only. Mauritius is a tourist destination and a large number of tourist visit 
this country every year. 
 
Coverage objective is to cover all residential areas, Business Centers, 
Industrial Areas, Shopping Centers, Cyber City, Race Course, Stadiums, 
Exhibition Ground, Airport, Hotels, Beaches & Tourist Places, National High 
Way (Motorway), Main Roads, Coastline Roads, Secondary & regularly 
maintained Roads. The vendor may propose BTS repeaters/ Micro BTSs or 
other solutions for providing indoor coverage. 
 
The supplier will be fully responsible for Survey, Design, Planning, Engineering, 
Supply, and Installation & Commissioning of the complete project and to meet 
the specifications of the RFP. 

 
4.8 The CS/PS network envisaged is a hybrid of GSM, HSPA+, LTE, and VoLTE 

enabled. Voice/Data users shall be either type. A data subscriber when visits a 
cell without LTE shall get data access through HSPA+/GPRS/EDGE and the 
subscriber when visit a cell without HSPA+ shall get data access through 
GPRS/EDGE. Handing off of data calls from GPRS/EDGE to HSPA+/LTE cell 
and vice versa shall be without disconnection of the call. 
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
 
5.1 Ambient conditions are as follows: 
 

Temperature    -5 to + 50 degrees Centigrade 
Relative Humidity   Maximum 99% 
Thunderstorms 60 thunderstorms days / year of intensity 10 

KV/m of duration 6 to 10 micro sec (1000 
strikes per year). 

Dust Filtration Total dust contents is less than 0.05 
mg/cubic meter (with 95% of the dust 
content less than 5 microns) 

Wind Velocity During Cyclones up to 320 km/hr 
 
5.2 The vendor shall furnish the necessary graphs, table or charts depicting the 

tolerance capacities of their equipment with respect to various environmental 
parameters like temperature, humidity HSL & wind velocity etc. 

 
The bidders shall furnish the calculations of the link budget mentioning various 
assumptions, if any, and shall submit the detailed engineering to arrive the BTS 
count for coverage requirements of the tender mentioning values of following 
parameters considered for design.   
 
Service type Uplink  
Thermal noise power density dBm/Hz 
Noise figure dB 
Eb/No dB 
User rate Bps 
RBS Sensitivity dBm 
UL Loading % 
Interference margin dB 
Mobile station output power dBm 
Mobile station antenna gain dBi 
Soft handover gain uplink dB 
Power control margin dB 
Body Loss dB 
Building penetration loss dB 
Car penetration loss dB 
BS Antenna gain dB 
Feeder loss dB 
Jumper and connector loss dB 
Duplexer loss dB 
Diplexer loss dB 
Uplink polarization loss (Slant) dB 
LNF margin dB 
Maximum path loss dB 
BS antenna height m 
MS antenna height m 
Maximum range (as per propogation 
model used) 

Km 
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Site-to-site distance Km 
Any other parameter  

 
 
 
6. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 
6.1 UMTS Radio Access Network (UTRAN) 
 

1) MTML presently has 265 NodeB’s operational in the existing network from M/s 
Huawei which are interconnected to existing RNC of M/s Huawei Make and 
Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network supplied by M/s ZTE. Existing RAN, which is 
HSPA+ with DC support 42 Mbps + HSUPA 11/5.1 Mbps. The scope includes 
deployment of 100 new NodeB’s with HSPA+ Rel 12 or above and should be 
dimensioned accordingly to support increased data usages. Upgrades from 
proposed platform to HSAP+ and subsequently to higher versions, LTE & LTE-
Advance should be limited to software and minimum hardware. 

 
2) Alternatively, the successful bidder may replace the existing RAN with new system 

and should dimension the capacity as per RFP. The responsibility of interworking 
of new RAN with existing equipments of MTML lies with the successful bidder. 
 

3) The RAN should comply the following requirements: 
 
 
6.1.1. General requirement 

6.1.1.1. General Requirement 
 
1) The offered UMTS RAN System shall comply with 3GPP R11/R12 specifications 

and be based on open and interoperable interfaces compliant with 3GPP for 
UMTS. 

2) The vendor shall reach agreement on cross-license with all major IPR (Intellectual 
Property Rights) holders in the wireless industry (such as Qualcomm, Ericsson, 
Huawei, Nokia, etc,), the scope of agreement should cover wireless equipments 
proposed in this project. 

6.1.1.2. Roadmap and Network Evolution 

1) The vendor shall provide its roadmap highlighting the main features of each 
evolution step. And also the vendor should provide the compatibility of the 
proposed hardware & brief description of the proposed Hardware & software 
changes to meet the evolution path, 

2) For each release, the vendor should provide a short product description for each 
available Node B version as well as RNC, including the available configurations 
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and dimensions, output power, and indoor/outdoor installation capability. 

3) The UTRAN equipments should support all-IP transmission and have smooth 
upgrade ability to the evolution of LTE network, the vendor should describe the 
impact (SW and HW) of all the upgrade steps planned to perform towards the 
evolution of the 3G network.   

6.1.1.3. Software Design and Upgrade 
1) The system shall be able to backup the system program and data and load them 

automatically triggered by a restoration or recovering process. 

2) The system shall detect overload condition and produce report and alarm 
information to the OMC. Calls in progress shall not be affected under overload 
conditions and particular attention must be given to ensure that the mobility 
management is not impaired due to any overload condition. 

6.1.2. UTRAN Features 

6.1.2.1. Circuit Switch Services 
1) The vendor shall provide the exhaustive list of Circuit Switched bearer services 

supported by its UTRAN.  

2) System shall support all AMR rates: 12.2K, 10.2K, 7.95K, 7.4K, 6.7K, 5.9K, 5.15K, 
4.75K bps.  

3) The vendor shall support CS Fallback Guarantee solution in UMTS system for 
LTE Emergency Calls.The vendor shall support AMR Voice Quality Improvement 
solution  

4) The vendor shall support solution to improve Voice Experience for Weak 
Reception UEs. 

 

6.1.2.2. Packet Switch Services 
1) The vendor shall provide the exhaustive list of Packet Switched 

Background/Interactive bearer services supported by its UTRAN.  

2) The vendor shall provide the exhaustive list of Packet Switched Streaming bearer 
services supported by its UTRAN. 

3) The vendor shall provide the exhaustive list of Packet Switched Conversational 
bearer services supported by its UTRAN.  

4) The vendor shall support solutions to reduce the number of paging messages and 
the possibility of PCH congestion. The vendor shall also detail the mechanism and 
specify whether it is automatic or manual. 

5) The vendor should support Flexible Power Control for Uplink Low Data Rate 
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Transmission to increases Connection Numbers. 

6) The vendor should support FACH Pool to improve FACH Efficiency. 

6.1.2.3. Multi RAB Services      
1) The following Radio Access Bearers (RAB) are mandatory: 

a) Voice call service – Conversational 12.2 kbps AMR call 
b) Video call service – Conversational 64 kbps video call 
c) CS service – Streaming 57.6 kbps 
d) PS service – Interactive PS 64/64 kbps, PS 64/128 kbps and PS 64/384 kbps 
e) PS service – Streaming PS 64 kbps in DL 
f) PS service – Streaming PS 128 kbps in DL 
g) PS service – Streaming PS 384 kbps in DL 
h) PS service – Background PS 384kbps, 256kbps, 144kbps, 128kbps, 64kbps, 

32kbps, 16kbps and 8kbps 
i) Interactive 64/HSDPA RAB 5 codes up to 1.8 Mbps 
j) Interactive 384/HSDPA RAB 5 codes up to 3.6 Mbps 
k) Interactive 384/HSDPA RAB 10 codes up to 7.2 Mbps 
l) Interactive 384/HSDPA RAB 15 codes up to 14.4 Mbps 
m) Interactive 384/HSDPA RAB 15 codes up to 21.6 Mbps 
n) Interactive 384/HSDPA RAB 2*15 codes up to 42 Mbps 
o) Interactive Enhanced Uplink 2 codes up to 1.45 Mbps and HSDPA RAB 15 

codes up to 14.4 Mbps 
p) Multi-RAB service – AMR speech call with Interactive 64/64 kbps 
q) Multi-RAB service – Conversational 64 kbps video call with Interactive PS 
r) Multi-RAB service – AMR speech call with 1PS 
s) Multi-RAB service – AMR speech call with HSDPA 
t) Multi-RAB service – Three simultaneous PS services 
u) Multi-RAB service – AMR speech call and two simultaneous PS services. 
 

2) The vendor shall provide the exhaustive list of multiple bearers supported by its 
UTRAN. The HSDPA and HSUPA bearers shall also be provided. For multiple 
bearer not supported by current release, the vendor shall specify the UTRAN 
software release. The following multi-RAB shall be covered but not limited: 

a) Combination of two PS services 
b) Combination of three PS services including IMS signaling 
c) One CS service + one PS service 
d) One CS service + two PS services 
e) One CS service + three PS services including IMS signaling 

6.1.2.4. Location Service 
1) System shall support the CELLID+RTT for LCS.  
2) System shall support the hybrid location method.  
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6.1.2.5. RRM and QoS  

6.1.2.5.1. Power Management  
1) The vendor shall describe all the power controls algorithms supported by its 

UTRAN. In particular, the vendor shall describe : 

a) Outerloop power control algorithm 
b) Innerloop power control algorithm (DPC-MODE supported) 
c) Power balancing algorithm 
d) Other to specify 
 

2) The vendor shall also describe HSDPA power allocation and control algorithms 
and its interaction with Non-HSDPA. 

For the features not in the current release, the vendor shall specify the UTRAN 
software release. 

3) The Power Supply Unit (PSU) could be intelligent powered on or off according to 
the power consumption of the NodeB. 

6.1.2.5.2. Code Tree Management 
 
1) The vendor shall describe the code tree allocation algorithm and the mechanisms 

used to optimize the code tree.  

2) The vendor shall also describe its mechanism to optimize code tree when HSDPA 
is activated.  

3) For the features not supported in the current release, the vendor shall specify the 
UTRAN software release. 

6.1.2.5.3. Load Management 
1) The vendor shall provide all the RRC state supported by its UTRAN, HSDPA and 

HSUPA shall be mentioned.  

The vendor shall also describe all RRC state transition available within its UTRAN. 
2) The vendor shall describe on which criteria (radio load, Iub load, HW, code tree..) 

the load is estimated. 

3) The HSDPA/HSUPA admission control and its interaction with Non-HSDPA shall 
also be provided.  

4) In case of mains failure, the backup power system starts to operate. In this case, 
hierarchical carrier shutdown based on the shutdown duration and cell priority can 
be achieved. 

5) The vendor should support Service Steering and Load Sharing. 
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4) The vendor should support Automatic Congestion Control. 

6.1.2.5.4. QoS requirement 
1) The proposed RAN system shall support Quality Improvement for Subscribed 

Service. 

2) The proposed RAN system shall support Improvement of User Experience in Low 
Traffic Service. 

3) The vendor should support different RRM policies based on UE characteristics, 
including the camping policy for UEs in idle mode, and handover policy for UEs in 
connected mode. 

6.1.2.6. Mobility  

6.1.2.6.1 Intra-frequency Mobility 
1) The proposed RAN shall support intra-RNC soft handover and inter-RNC over Iur 

soft handover for CS data, PS data and multi-call. The vendor shall also describe 
the soft handover algorithm. 

2) The proposed RAN shall support SRNS relocation for CCH and for DCH. 

3) The vendor shall describe the DCH SRNS relocation implemented and the 
relocation criteria. 

4) The proposed RAN shall support the intra-frequency HSDPA mobility procedures 
and their evolutions implemented for : 

a) Mobility between two HSDPA cell in same or different Node B within 1 RNC 

b) Mobility between two HSDPA cells in different Node B of different RNC. The 
SRNS relocation mechanisms (UE not involved, UE involved with Iur, UE 
involved without Iur) shall also be provided 

c) Mobility when loosing HSDPA coverage (from one HSDPA cell to one Non-
HSDPA only cell) for two cells of same RNC 

d) Mobility when loosing HSDPA coverage (from one HSDPA cell to one Non-
HSDPA only cell) for two cells of different RNC 

e) Mobility when entering into HSDPA coverage (from one Non-HSDPA only cell 
to one HSDPA cell) for two cells of same RNC 

f) Mobility when entering into HSDPA coverage (from one Non-HSDPA only cell 
to one HSDPA cell) for two cells of different RNC 

 
5) The proposed RAN shall support the intra-frequency HSUPA mobility procedures 

and their evolutions implemented for : 
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a) Mobility between two HSUPA cells in same or different Node B within 1 RNC 

b) Mobility between two HSUPA cells in different Node B of different RNC. The 
SRNS relocation mechanisms (UE not involved, UE involved with Iur, UE 
involved without Iur) shall also has been provided 

c) Mobility when loosing HSUPA coverage (from one HSUPA cell to one Non-
HSDPA only cell) for two cells of same RNC 

d) Mobility when loosing HSUPA coverage (from one HSUPA cell to one Non-
HSDPA only cell) for two cells of different RNC 

e) Mobility when entering into HSUPA coverage (from one Non-HSDPA only cell 
to one HSUPA cell) for two cells of same RNC 

f) Mobility when entering into HSUPA coverage (from one Non-HSDPA only cell 
to one HSUPA cell) for two cells of different RNC 

For mechanisms not supported in the current release, the vendor shall specify the 
UTRAN software release. 

6) The proposed RAN shall support the intra-frequency HSUPA/HSDPA mobility 
procedures and their evolutions implemented for : 

a) Mobility between one HSUPA/HSDPA and one Non-HSDPA /HSDPA cell in 
same or different Node B within 1 RNC 

b) Mobility between one HSUPA/HSDPA and one Non-HSDPA /HSDPA cell in 
different Node B of different RNC. The SRNS relocation mechanisms (UE not 
involved, UE involved with Iur, UE involved without Iur) shall also be provided. 

For mechanisms not supported in the current release, the vendor shall specify the 
UTRAN software release. 

6.1.2.6.2 Inter-frequency Mobility 
1) The proposed RAN shall support inter-frequency handover algorithms. The vendor 

shall in particular provide all the triggers, the Compress Mode method supported. 
For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, the vendor shall 
specify the UTRAN software release.  

2) The vendor shall describe its inter-frequency inter RNC with and without Iur 
mobility procedures. For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, 
the vendor shall specify the UTRAN software release.  

3) The proposed RAN shall support load management and traffic repartition over the 
different frequencies, enables UEs in the cell to be handed over to an inter-
frequency co-coverage cell, the vendor shall take into account the HSDPA, 
HSUPA, HSUPA/HSDPA traffic.   

a) Traffic management between frequencies according to the service. The vendor 
shall describe all the pre-requisites 

b) Traffic management between micro and macro layer 
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c) Allocation of HSDPA frequencies to HSDPA users 

d) Allocation of HSUPA frequencies to HSUPA users 

e) Allocation of HSDPA/HSUPA frequencies to users in HSUPA/HSDPA 

f) Measurement based handover as one choice of actions to perform inter-
frequency handover 

4) The proposed RAN shall support its Non-HSDPA /HSDPA, HSUPA/HSDPA and 
HSUPA/ Non-HSDPA inter-frequency mobility procedures.  

For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, the vendor shall 
specify the UTRAN software release. 

6.1.2.6.3 Inter-system Mobility 
1) The proposed RAN shall support UMTS  GSM handover algorithms for CS 

services. The vendor shall in particular provide all the triggers, the Compress 
Mode method supported. For the features not supported in the current UTRAN 
release, the vendor shall specify the UTRAN software release. 

2) The proposed RAN shall support Inter-RAT Redirection, If UE initialize a voice call 
with a long distance to the antenna, UMTS RAN can consider it as a call attempt 
in the pilot contaminated area, and redirect it to GSM to avoid handover drop in 
the following call procedure. 

3) The proposed RAN shall support cell selection/reselection in idle mode, 
CELL/URA-PCH. 

4) The proposed RAN shall support UMTS  GSM handover algorithms and 
reselection for PS data services, in CELL-DCH and CELL-FACH, which are 
triggering thresholds separate from CS. The vendor shall in particular provide all 
the triggers, the Compress Mode method supported.  

For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, the vendor shall 
specify the UTRAN software release. 

5) The proposed RAN shall support Non-HSUPA /HSDPA  GSM, HSUPA/HSDPA 
 GSM and HSUPA/ Non-HSDPA  GSM mobility procedures.  

For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, the vendor shall 
specify the UTRAN software release. 

6) The proposed RAN shall support mechanisms used to distribute the load between 
the UMTS and the GSM/GPRS layer. In particular :  

a) Directed retry to GSM for voice services when the UMTS cell is loaded, 

b) Traffic management between frequencies according to the service.  

c) Traffic management between frequencies according to the channel used : 
DCH, HSDPA, HSUPA,etc,. 
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For the features not supported in the current UTRAN release, the vendor shall 
specify the UTRAN software release. 

6.1.2.7.    HSPA+ Functionalities 
1) The vendor shall provide its HSPA+ roadmap highlighting the main benefits of 

each HSPA+ evolution step. Technical description shall be provided in order to 
describe in an exhaustive way the content of each HSPA+ evolution step. Software 
releases and availability dates shall be provided for each evolution steps.  

2) The vendor shall provide all the Node B Hardware upgrades needed to support 
the HSPA+ for all the Nodes B provided by the Vendor and cards generation. The 
Vendor shall confirm that the Node B Hardware ready for HSPA+ can support up 
to the 42 Mbps peak-bit rate offered by HSPA+.  

3) The vendor shall provide commercial references for HSPA+ solution, including the 
64QAM modulation and DC-HSDPA.   

4) The vendor must ensure that introducing 64QAM in downlink shall not arise any 
output power back-off of proposed RF module. 

5) The vendor shall describe RF maximal output power in 16QAM and 64 QAM 
modulations respectively.  ---(Notes: the maximal output power should be 80W 
when operating 64QAM downlink) 

6) The Vendor shall confirm that the RNC Hardware is ready for HSPA+ and  support 
up to the 42 Mbps peak rate. 

7) The Vendor shall support CPC -DTX/DRX, to reduce the interference between 
UEs and improve the HSPA+ user capacity per cell.  

8) The Vendor shall support CPC-HS-SCCH Less Operation to increase the capacity 
of downlink data services.  

9) The Vendor shall support Enhanced CELL-FACH, enables the FACH to be carried 
on the HS-DSCH. Based on this feature, the UE can receive data at a higher rate 
in CELL_FACH state 

10) The vendor shall support the UL interference cancellation (IC) to improve the 
demodulation signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and increasing the UL capacity of the 
UMTS system. 

11) The vendor should support IC (Interference Cancellation) function, which doesn’t 
consume extra resource (CE), and without baseband capacity decrease. 

12) The vendor should support Control Channel Parallel Interference Cancellation 
(CCPIC) to increases the uplink system capacity. The vendor should give detail 
description on how to realize it. 
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13) The Vendor shall support the uplink 16QAM modulation which is introduced in 
3GPP7. 

14) The vendor shall support layer 2 improvement, with this feature, throughput can 
decrease smoothly because the size of PDUs transmitted by the UE decreases. 
Therefore, the transportation is more continuous.  

15) The Vendor should support DC-HSDPA which allows the UE to establish 
connections to two adjacent inter-frequency same-coverage cells. With this 
feature, the UE can use the resources in both cells that perform an operation on 
different carriers, increasing the peak throughput of the UE.  

16) The secondary carrier of a UE supporting DC-HSDPA shall be able to activate or 
deactivate due to the traffic volume. 

17) The Vendor should support Dual-Band HSDPA (DB-HSDPA) which allows UEs to 
simultaneously establish connections in two inter-band same-coverage cells. With 
this feature, UEs can use the resources of two cells operating at different 
frequency bands, which increase the peak throughput of UEs. 

18) The vendor should support flexible DC/DB-HSDPA which allows UEs to set up 
HSDPA connections with any two inter-frequency same-coverage cells under a 
NodeB. A pair of these cells is a DC/DB-HSDPA group. The RAN can schedules 
services in all DC/DB-HSDPA groups, which improves the UE data rate and 
system capacity. 

19) The vendor should support using single hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) 
process scheduling to reduce the minimum data rate for HSUPA UEs that use a 2 
ms transmission time interval (TTI). In this way, more 2 ms TTI UEs can 
simultaneously transfer data in a cell, thereby increasing the cell throughput. 

20) The vendor should support dynamical configuration of power control parameters 
for uplink low-rate services to lower the target signal-to-interference ratios (SIRs) 
and uplink power load of these services, thereby to increase the number of HSPA 
connections or the cell throughput.  

21) The scheduler shall support dynamical allocation of CE resources; the CE should 
be allocated according to current uplink data rate during the scheduling. 

22)  The vendor should support one single cell can simultaneously support at minimal 
of 64 HSPA users. 

6.1.2.8. IP RAN  
1) The vendor shall provide its IP RAN transport roadmap highlighting the main 

benefits of each IP RAN transport evolution step.  

2) The vendor shall confirm that all the proposed Node B is hardware ready for IP 
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RAN. Any hardware upgrades shall be clearly stated.  

3) The vendor shall confirm that all the proposed RNC is hardware ready for IP RAN. 
Any hardware upgrades shall be clearly stated.  

4) The vendor shall provide commercial references for IPRAN. (Notes: vendor should 
have at least 20 IP RAN commercial references overseas). 

5) The vendor shall support Clock over IP based on IEEE 1588V2, i.e. there is no 
GPS needed or E1 needed for synchronization, and the solution shall have 
commercial experience. (vendor should have at least 10 commercial references 
overseas) 

6) Different mechanisms involved in the All IP RAN transport implementation shall 
be clearly explained.  

7) The vendor shall provide the Iub Transmission architecture for both the migration 
phase toward IP and the full IP transport Network.  

8) The vendor shall state the solution of achieving synchronization clock from NodeB 
to RNC through FE lines.   

9) The vendor shall list each NodeB interface board which support IP transport on 
the Iub interface. Give the physical interface name, the condition (new SW, new 
HW), the availability (which release) and the maximum number of ports per board. 

10) The vendor shall list each RNC interface board which support IP transport on the 
Iub, Iur and Iu interface. Give the physical interface name, the condition (new SW, 
new HW), the availability (which release) and the maximum number of ports per 
board. (Notes: at least 2 IP port per board, for 1 + 1 redundancy) 

11) If RNC and NodeB support Ethernet interface, the vendor should specify what are 
the Layer 2 protocols supported on RNC and NodeB?  

12) The vendor should state if the RNC and NodeB support IEEE 802.1Q VLAN 
tagged frames? How many VLAN IDs can be configured per port? Per NodeB? 
Per RNC (on Iub interface)?  (Notes: at least 4 VLAN ID need for signalling, real-
time services, non-real-time services and O&M services) 

13) The proposed Node B shall support DHCP. The vendor shall state how to 
configure the transport network layer IP addresses of the NodeB. 

14) The vendor shall state what protection and redundancy mechanisms are 
supported on Node B and RNC for full native IP transport scenarios.  

15) Ethernet QoS shall according to 802.1Q&802.1P in Ethernet interfaces for Node 
B and RNC. 
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16) RNC and Node B shall support Diff-Serv Code Point marking according to traffic 
type (such as R99 real time, R99 non-real time, HSDPA real time, HSDPA non-
real time, HSUPA real time and HSUPA non-real time). Different DSCP can be 
marked, and Diffserv rules shall be configurable by operators. 

17) The vendor shall support FP (Frame Protocol) MUX to reduce the number of MAC 
headers by multiplexing packets and to raise the transmission rate over FE ports.  

18) In order to guarantee end-to-end QoS, RAN devices (RNC and Node B) shall 
support QoS field mapping, such as IP ToS/DSCP value mapped to Ethernet 
802.1p, and conversely. The vendor shall detail QoS field mapping mechanism. Is 
it configurable by operators?  

19) The vendor shall provide fully reliable deployment of network, including backup 
solution in terms of different network hierarchy, and load sharing protection. 

20) The provided RNC and Node B should support Link Aggregation.    

21) The provided RNC should support UDP MUX for Iu-CS transmission so that 
transport efficiency can be improved.    

22) The network should support Ethernet OAM to report the status of the network at 
the data link layer.  

23) Node B should support synchronous Ethernet technology. 

24) The NodeB shall support protecting the Iub interface in the IP transport network 
from cyber attacks by adding an internal firewall to the FE interface. 

25) The RNC shall support protecting the OM interface and the Ethernet/IP ports on 
the Iu, Iur, and Iub interface board form cyber attacks. 

26) Encrypted transmissions between the NodeB and the RNC or Security Gateway 
(S-GW) should be built in NodeBs. 
 

27) The provided Node B should support PKI. 
  

6.1.2.9. Warning of Disaster 
 
1) Through the simple cell broadcast function, RNC should support quickly (within 

four seconds) send the disaster information to all the UEs. The cell broadcast 
function should be provided. 

 
 
6.1.3. NodeB Requirement 
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MTML presently has 265 NodeB’s operational in the existing network which are 
interconnected to existing RNC and all RAN elemnets are of M/s Huawei make. All 
existing nodeB’s provisioned with HSPA+ with DC support 42 Mbps + HSUPA 11/5.1 
Mbps. The new deployment of 100 new NodeB’s should be HSPA+ Rel 12 or above 
and dimensioned accordingly to support increased data usages. Upgrades from 
proposed platform to HSAP+ and subsequently to higher versions, LTE & LTE-
Advance should be limited to software and minimum hardware. The responsibility of 
interworking of new BTS with existing equipments of MTML lies with the successful 
bidder. 
Alternatively the bidder has to propose for complete replacement of the existing ones 
with the new one and should dimension the capacity as per RFP.  
 
The Node B should meet the following requirements 

6.1.3.1. General Requirement 
1) The vendor shall provide its roadmap for Node B Hardware related releases. 

2) The vendor shall show compliancy to the 3GPP specifications with the associated 
baseline and date, for each Node B configuration type (where applicable). 

6.1.3.2. NodeB Architecture and Configuration 
1) The vendor shall support its modular design for each Node B type.  

2) Each Node B should be configured with S333, and each carrier should support 
atleast 40W output power. 

3) The supplied NodeB shall be possible to upgrade UMTS RF module to LTE RF 
module via software.  

4) The vendor should provide the dimensioning/capacity at each card level 

5) The proposed BBU should be ready for LTE evolution in the future, that is, when 
deploying LTE function, there is no need to add or change the control board in the 
BBU. 

6) The supplied BBU shall support UMTS and LTE at the same time. The process 
capability of each mode (UMTS and LTE) in one BBU shall be configured flexibly 
to meet different phase of network deployment.  The Vendor shall provide the 
detailed information on how it is achieved.  

7) The vendor's BBU shall support UMTS and LTE dual mode simultaneously with 
the same common control processing board and interface board. 

8) The BBU proposed should provide no less than 5Gbps for CPRI interface, in order 
to provide enough CPRI interface capacity for smooth evolution to LTE in the 
future. 
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9) The vendor shall provide the way of evolving to LTE based on the above 
hardware. 

10) The provided BBU Boards shall be hardware ready for IPv6. 

11)  The provided BBU Boards shall support Extended UMTS signaling up to  
1000CNBAP. 

12) The working temperature of the outdoor environment shall be -40°C～+50°C. 

13) The base band unit (BBU) shall be modularly assembled to meet different 
requirement of network capacity, and faulty replacement.  

14) For outdoor NodeBs, the vendor shall describe battery backup system and provide 
its capacity. The vendor shall state on the possibility to use other vendor’s battery 
backup system.  

15) The vendor shall indicate how many base-band cards can be accommodated in 
one BBU.  

16) When Node B operates in multi-carrier configuration, the total BB boards resource 
shall be handled as a common pool of resource between the each carriers, that is 
to say that there is no static or semi static allocation of the resource between 
carriers.  

17) The vendor shall indicate if the BB board capacity for HSDPA (number of 
simultaneous sessions, instantaneous throughput) will be impacted by the 
addition of HSUPA.  

18) The vendor is expected to provide the roadmap for future BB boards.  

6.1.3.3. NodeB Base band Resource 
1) The Supplier shall specify the number of uplink/downlink channel elements 

required to support the common control channels and any other signaling 
requirements for the following Node B configuration 

a) Omni 1 carrier 

b) Omni 2 carrier 

c) Three-sector with 1 carrier per sector 

d) Three sector with 2 carriers per sector 

2) The vendor should provide BBU with high CE efficiency: The bidder should 
describe CE consumption in DL & UL respectively for the following services: 
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a) AMR voice 12.2Kbps 

b) UDI Conversational for CS 64kbps 

c) PS 16kbps 

d) PS 32kbps 

e) PS 64kbps 

f) PS 128kbps 

g) PS 256kbps 

h) PS 384kbps 

3) The bidder should describe CE consumption in UL respectively for the following 
services: 

a) 704kbps 

b) 1376kbps 

c) 5760kbps 

4) The hardware of Node B should have no less than 384 CEs, in order to support 
3G traffic, and the vendor should describe how to expand the CE when 3G traffic 
increases. 

5) The CE listed above shall not include common channels. I.e. the common 
channels shall not occupy any CE resource listed above.  

6) The softer handover should not consume any CE resource.  

7) The vendor shall indicate how the capacity of one BB board is shared between 
R99 and HSDPA channels (HSDPA only? R99 & HSDPA mixed?). If both types 
of channels can be supported simultaneously on the same board, the vendor shall 
indicate if the HSDPA channels impact R99 DL CEs.  

8) Specify the number of channel elements used for E-AGCH, E-RGCH and E-HICH 
for 16 serving users/cell.  

9) The vendor shall indicate how HSUPA CEs are managed on one HSUPA-enabled 
BB board (Dedicated resources for HSUPA? Dynamic sharing?).  

10) If dynamic, the vendor is expected to detail how the resources are shared between 
all types of channels, for each board supporting HSUPA. 
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11) The provided BTS should allow a UE to use a 2 ms transmission time interval 
(TTI) to activate only a single hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) process to 
increase the channel element (CE) efficiency, in case of CE resource is in 
congestion. 

12) The Vendor shall support 40km coverage without any extra consumption of Base 
Band resource. 

6.1.3.4. Radio Performance  
1) Vendor shall specify the receiver sensitivity for 12.2 kbps without Tower Mounted 

Amplifier according to 3GPP 25.104 measured at the Base station.  

2) The EVM (Error Vector Magnitude) is a measure of the difference between the 
ideal symbols and the measured symbols after the equalization. To reach HSPA+ 
peak rate at reasonable SNR, the EVM (Error Vector Magnitude) of the proposed 
RF should be no larger than 8% and it shouldn't effect the performance, coverage 
& peak data rate 

3) The vendor should give the EVM of proposed RF modules and describe what SNR 
is needed to reach peak rate (21Mbps, 42Mbps). 

4) Vendor shall state his noise figure of RRU in dB.  

5) Vendor shall describe the available techniques to improve the uplink and downlink 
quality. 

6) The vendor shall provide an automatic network planning function for micro 
NodeBs. 

6.1.3.5. Remote Radio Unit  
1) The vendor shall provide the Remote Radio unit solution, which consists of two 

main parts: Remote Radio unit, BBU (Base-Band Unit). 

2) The vendor shall provide rack mount BBU. This solution shall be integrated into 
an cabinet.  

3) The vendor shall provide Outdoor BBU with own outdoor capable cabinet. This 
solution shall be a standalone cabinet capable to be autonomously installed into 
an outdoor environment. It shall house also power conversion for BBU and RRU, 
battery backup and Iu-b backhaul equipment.  

4) The remote radio unit shall provide remote radio unit with atleast 80W power 
output and four carriers.  

5) The RRU proposed should have small volume in order to be easily deployed on 
the tower or on the pole, the volume of the RRU should be no larger than 15 Liters. 
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6) The RRU proposed should have lighter weight in order to be easily deployed on 
the tower or on the pole. The Weight of RRU should be no larger than 20Kg. 

7) The vendor shall provide the following Mechanical Specifications information for 
Remote Radio Head module.  

Remote Radio Unit Characteristics: 
RRU Specifications 

Dimensions(w x d x h) [mm]  
Weight fully equipped [kg]  
Operating Temperature range  
Environmental Protection  
Cooling system  
Max N°of carriers for each RRU  
Typical Power consumption [W]   
Maximum Power consumption [W]  
Power Supply: AC/DC input voltage 
range [Vac] and frequency [Hz]  

Pole /wall /floor installation kit  
 
8) The RRU shall be non-fan designed to increase reliability.  

9) The working environment of the RRU shall be -40°C～+50°C. 

10) The RRU proposed should have internal lighting protection. 

11) Remote radio unit shall support ‘chaining’ to allow a single fiber link to a cluster of 
units. 

12) The NodeB shall support the signals from multiple RRUs to be demodulated 
independently and combined within a BBU, to reduce the number of handovers 
between cells. 

6.1.3.6. Power Amplifier (PA)  
1) The vendor is expected to provide a full list of its power amplifiers, indicating which 

of them are Multi Carrier (MCPA). For MCPA, the vendor shall indicate how many 
carriers the MCPA can manage.  

2) The vendor shall adopt Doherty technology to MCPA.  

3) The vendor shall indicate for each PA if its output power is shared in a static or 
dynamic way between carriers in multi-carriers configuration (if one PA per sector).  

4) If inter-carrier power sharing is dynamic, the vendor is expected to detail how the 
power is shared between carriers, and to indicate what the possible ranges of 
power values are for each individual carrier.  
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5) The vendor shall state there is any impact on current PA for HSPA+ support. (New 
type of PA needed?)  

6) The provided NodeB should support Dynamic Power Sharing of Multi-Carriers.  

7) The provided NodeB shall support dynamic adjustment of the power amplification 
parameters to further improve the power amplification efficiency upon low load 
including the HSDPA service scenario.  

8) Bidder must ensure that introducing 64QAM in downlink shall not arise any output 
power back-off of PA. 

9) The Vendor must inform the output power on the top of the cabinet measured 
assure that it presented variations (and which are these variations) due to the 
temperature variation under the situations of replacement of the transmission 
elements.  

6.1.3.7. Transmission 
1) The Node B shall support hardware ready for IP transmission.  

2) The Node B shall provide information about UTRAN synchronization 
requirements. 

3) The Node B shall support Iub interface board pool.Each NodeB interconnected 
with the RNC shall support accessing multiple Iub interface boards. 

4) NodeB support IPSec bypass function, when service interruption duration occurs, 
it can switch data flows from the IPSec tunnel to a non-IPSec tunnel. 

5) The provided NodeB should support IP Active Performance Measurement 

 
 

6.1.4. RNC Requirement 

MTML presently has Huawei make RNC and dimensioning details are given in 
Annexure. Existing RNC should be suitably upgraded and should be dimensioned 
accordingly to support increased HSPA+ capacity from new 100 Node B sites.  
 
Alternatively, the successful bidder may propose to completely swap with new RNC 
and should dimension the capacity as per RFP. The responsibility of interworking of 
new RNC with existing equipments of MTML lies with the successful bidder. 
 
The RNC should meet the following requirements: 

6.1.4.1. Generality Requirements 
1) The vendor shall provide its roadmap for RNC Hardware and Software related 

releases for the following 5 years. The different internal vendor milestone shall be 
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provided for each RNC type and configuration.  

2) The vendor shall provide its compliancy to the Directive RTTE 1999/5/CE on radio 
equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment and the mutual 
recognition of their conformity: 

a) Product safety and health: EN 60950 & EN 60215 

b) All materials within the Equipment are compliant to EN60950& EN 60215 
and there are no dangerous materials integrated in any module. 

c) Electromagnetic compatibility: EN 301 489-1 & EN 301 489-23 

d) Full RoHS compliancy 

 

6.1.4.2. RNC Architecture and Configuration 
1) The vendor shall describe Internal Architecture and provide the exhaustive list and 

definition of all the internal cards of the RNC. 

2) The vendor shall support manually or dynamically sharing of user plane and 
control plane resource with the same hardware. 

3) The vendor shall provide in detail the connections used between all internal cards 
of the RNC, including the description and limitations of all the internal buses for 
each RNC configuration type.  

4) The vendor shall provide the dimensioning/capacity at each card level. 

5) The vendor shall detail all the functionalities supported for each cards. 

6) The vendor should provide RNC with the same platform as BSC, so if required to 
upgrade to support BSC function, the proposed RNC don’t need to change the 
HW. 

7) The capacity of the RNC should be configured with flexibility to meet the 
requirement of smooth expansion.  

8) The expansion should be performed online, and not have any impact on current 
services. 

9) The signal and traffic unit should be shared all around the RNC to increase the 
efficiency of the hardware and decrease the possibility of resource block. 

10) The vendor shall describe the redundancy principle for each internal card and for 
each RNC configuration type. 

11) The vendor shall provide the MTBF for each internal card and for each RNC 
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configuration type. 

12) The vendor shall give all the configurations, and detail the required boards per 
configuration. Vendor shall state the support of each of the above listed 
configurations, specifying their availability in time. 

13) The vendor shall describe the dimensioning rules for Iub/Iu-CS/Iu-PS interfaces. 
The dimensioning rules shall especially take into account HSPA+ traffic. 

14) The vendor shall provide its HSPA+ dimensioning rules for RNC.  

15) Outline product architecture including switch signaling flow and ability to efficiently 
expand RNC without discarding existing hardware. 

16) Vendor shall indicate the maximum user data throughput (Mbps) supported by the 
RNC with its maximal Hardware configuration.. 

17) If applicable, vendor shall indicate if the maximum capacity for CS services 
(Erlang) and the maximum capacity for PS services (Mbps) with its maximal 
Hardware configuration. 

18) Vendor shall indicate the switching capacity (backplane and processing) of the 
RNC. 

19) Vendor shall give the information of MTBF for the RNC as a system (considering 
with and without the applicable redundancy) – total breakdown.  

20) The RNC shall support Software redundancy. Vendor shall describe the Software 
redundancy principles used in the RNC. 

21) Vendor shall state and guarantee that a standby unit shall be activated by 
automatic recovery function. 

22) Vendor shall specify the Availability of the RNC. 

23) Vendor shall indicate the maximum number of cells supported by the RNC.  

24) It shall be possible to add, delete or move a Node B within the RNC or between 
RNC with no disturbance on ongoing traffic in any other Node B.  

25) The RNC must base on resource pool design for both user panel and control 
panel.    

26) The RNC should support IP transmission over FE without external equipment. The 
vendor shall list all the interface type of provided RNC without external equipment.  

27) The RNC should supports a quick traffic restoring backup mechanism, the restore 
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time should be within 15 minutes. 

28) The system shall support replacement of partially faulty user plane processing 
board in RNC, without the service interruption to minimize the impact to exiting 
calls. 

29) The provided RNC can automatically adjust the ratio of resources split between 
processing user-plane data and control-plane data. 

 

6.1.4.3. Transmission Interfaces  
1) The Vendor should support IP transmission solution on Iub/Iur/Iu interfaces. 

2) The vendor shall confirm that all the proposed RNC is hardware ready for IP RAN. 
Any hardware upgrades shall be clearly stated. 

3) The Vendor should provide commercial experience of deploying Iub over IP 
solution with commercial references overseas 

4) System shall support IP transport boards in RNC. 

5) Vendor shall indicate if it implements the IP technology for the transport of 
signaling and user data over Iu, Iur and Iub in the UTRAN, directly over layer 2 
(non ATM). 

6) Vendor shall indicate which Iub protocols are supported over IP (NBAP, User 
traffic, OAM, etc). 

7) Vendor shall indicate how QoS between different IP flows and in sequence packet 
delivery is accomplished over IP.  

8) The vendor shall support analyze IP header and identify the data source, to 
identify the data of subscribed services and ensure that the subscribed services 
have better quality such as higher throughput or shorter delay.  

9) The provided RNC should support IP Active Performance Measurement. 

 

6.1.4.4. Synchronization  
1) Vendor shall support synchronisation by external source or by internal clock. 

2) For synchronisation from an external source, vendor shall indicate the interface 
type used. 

3) Vendor shall indicate the precision, deviation and jitter of the internal clock.  
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4) Vendor shall specify what is the required clock precision required on the Iu 
interface for good operation.  

 

6.1.4.5. RNC Functions and Features  
1) The RNC should be able to supports HSPA+ DC.. 

2) Vendor shall indicate if any priority mechanism is implemented on the Iub interface 
between CS and PS traffic (or between QoS traffic classes – Conversational, 
Streaming, Interactive and Background), for IP.  

3) Vendor shall support Iu-flex and indicate the maximum number of MSC and SGSN 
that a RNC can connect to. 

4) High-speed RRC connection 13.6K/27.2K shall be supported to reduce the call 
setup time. 

5) Vendor shall clarify how congestion control is achieved in the Iub User Plane for 
data  traffic.  

6) Vendor shall indicate the maximum soft handover legs per call allowed by RNC. 

7) The equipments shall support the function of TCP accelerator, it means mitigates 
the impact of some factors such as packet loss on the RAN to affect negatively 
the performance of TCP data transmission, accelerates the slow startup and fast 
retransmission of the server during the data transmission increases the UL/DL 
data transmission efficiency. 

8) The equipments should support CS voice over HSPA/HSPA+, and realize 
coverage-based TTI dynamic switching of CS over HSUPA to ensures seamless 
coverage and maximizes cell capacity. 

9) The RNC supports the integrity check of the software. The RNC performs the 
integrity check of the software after software loading and before software 
operation, and then completes the digital signature verification. 

10) If a UMTS/LTE dual-mode UE establishes services in the UMTS network, the RNC 
can redirect a UE to the LTE network when the UE is located in a UMTS/LTE 
coverage area and establishes only PS services. 

11) The RNC can prohibit the videophone (VP) function through cell-level 
configuration. 

12) In the case of RNC shared by several PLMNs, when UEs from another PLMN 
enter the coverage of the RNC, the UEs will be routed to different CNs of different 
PLMNs that have the roaming agreement with the UE’s home PLMN, according 
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to the predefined routing proportion. 

13) The RNC shall support Fast Dormancy enhancement to reduce the signaling 
processing cost in the Fast Dormancy procedure. When receiving SCRI (signaling 
connection release indication) message from UE or UE inactivity timer expires, 
RNC can transfer UE state to CELL/URA_PCH instead of IDLE mode which is in 
legacy Fast Dormancy processing. 

14) The provided RNC shall dynamically adjust the target RoT based on cell coverage 
to achieve a balance between coverage and capacity.(--Notes: RoT means Rise 
over Thermal) 

15) The provided RNC shall adjust its credit resource usage based on the channel 
element (CE) usage of admitted UEs.  

16) The provided RNC shall support Intelligent Access Class Control to prevent a large 
number of UEs from sending RRC connection setup requests simultaneously.  

17) The provided RNC shall support Service-Based PS Handover from UMTS to LTE.  

18) The provided RNC shall support Automatically NodeB and Cell configuration, and 
this configuration can be dynamically changed due to load of each board in RNC. 

19) The provided RNC shall support board level resource pool in user plane and 
process level resource pool in control plane in order to insure the reliability and 
improve the resource utilization of the system. 

6.1.4.6. Message and Real Time Performance Trace  
1) The traced signaling message shall be translated into readable text displayed by 

GUI interface without additional software or hardware. 

2) The system shall support UE connection performance monitoring. It shall include 
the following items: 

a) Monitor PCPICH Ec/No and RSCP 
b) Monitor Uplink Radio Linkset SIR Measurement Value 
c) Monitor Uplink Radio Linkset SIR Target Value 
d) Monitor Uplink Radio Linkset SIR Error Value 
e) Monitor Uplink Transport Channel BLER 
f) Monitor  Downlink Code Tx Power 

 
3) The system shall support the cell performance monitoring. It shall include the 

following items :  

a) Cell PCPICH TX power 
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b) Cell Uplink RX Total Wideband Power 
c) Cell Downlink Carrier TX power 
d) Number of User on Common Channel 
e) Number of User on Dedicated Channel 

 
 
6.1.5.   O&M Requirement 

 
The existing system shall be upgraded to make it compatible for O&M for 100 new 
nodeB sites OR alternately to setup new O&M system. The interworking with the other 
network elements shall be responsibility of the successful bidder. 
 
The O&M should support the following features: 

6.1.5.1. Generality Requirements 
1) The vendor is to provide a full description of his operation and administration 

product, clearly specifying the various types of equipment  handled by that 
product. 

2) In this section, the term OMC (Operation & Maintenance Centre) embraces the 
overall OMC function; however, if the availability of a particular function is 
governed by that of certain hardware or software components, this point must be 
emphasized. The term NE represents all the Network Elements and its peripheral 
devices (front-end processors, related servers, etc). 

3) Certain operating facilities discussed in this section require deployment in the 
OMC and/or within the NE itself. Replies must be specific with regard to the 
distribution of functionalities between the NE and OMC. 

 

6.1.5.2. OMC architecture 
1)  The vendor shall detail the hardware and software architecture of the product, 

specifying the reliability design. 

2) The vendor shall support distributed system architecture to meet the requirement 
of high reliability, enhance the capability of processing, and utilizing the old 
equipment. 

3) As an option, the vendor shall propose redundancy OMC architecture. The vendor 
shall specify the switchover conditions.  

4) The OMC must support distributed OMC architecture for easy OMC expansion. 
The vendor shall detail distributed OMC architecture and implementation of OMC 
expansion. 
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6.1.5.3. Functional description of the OMC 
1) The vendor shall describe the overall centralized operation, supervision and 

maintenance architecture of the Element Management System specifying its 
degree of compatibility with the TMN (Telecom Management Network). 

2) The vendor shall describe all the existing functionalities of his OMC, providing a 
roadmap from both a hardware and software standpoint. 

 

6.1.5.4. Network oversight within the OMC 
The network oversight facility in the OMC consists in providing the network operating 
authority with access, in command and supervision mode, to all the vendor’s NEs in a 
given application installed on a single workstation. The following general functionalities 
are required: 
1) The vendor shall provide LMT (Local Maintenance Terminal) accessing to all 

operation and maintenance functionalities. And LMT shall enable full remote 
management and configuration of all NodeB Units 

2) The OMC shall support the synchronization from independent clock server, the 
NTP/SNTP shall be supported. 

 

6.1.5.5. Configuration operations 
1) The OMC must support UTRAN basic graphical parameter configuration interface, 

which includes: basic UTRAN equipment parameter, transmission parameter, cell 
or neighbour cell parameter, etc. Meanwhile, the OMC must support configuration 
in Current & Plan mode for easier configuration management.  

2) The NodeB shall support software download through USB/Ethernet interface. 

3) The OMC must support Node B reconfiguration graphical parameter configuration 
interface for UTRAN network adjustment, which includes: radio parameter batch 
configuration and modification, Iub transmission adjustment guide, radio 
neighbour cell parameter adjustment guide, etc. The typical scenario is adjusting 
parent relationship between Node Bs and RNCs.  

4) The OMC must support to modify Iub transmission configuration flexibly. The OMC 
must support batch configuration command roll back function without data loss or 
NE reset.  

5) The SSL based FTP i.e. FTPS should be supported between the managed NE and 
OMC. 

 

6.1.5.6. Alarm management 
1) An alarm must be generated for all events that result in operational disruption. 

2) A programmable colour code must be used to distinguish the individual alarm 
states and their degrees of severity. The alarm states and degrees of severity 
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must extend from the lowest to the highest level in the overall structural 
breakdown of the network.  

3) The OMC must incorporate synchronization procedures that are activated 
automatically.  

4) The alarm should automatically trigger the running of script which can be 
configured by operator. 

5) The OMC must support flexible facilities for alarms browse. It should support 
showing all of alarm information without switch screen. 

6) The Node B must offer an external alarm interface for environment monitoring. 

7) The OMC must offer fault diagnosis system that guide to locate defect in cell, 
clock, transmission, RF, and etc.  

8) The OMC must support to collect fault diagnosis relative information automatically 
according to operator’s customization.  

9) Node B/RNC must support Iub interface transmission loop-back test, including 
local or remote loop-back. Meanwhile, BLER statistics in the Iub interface must 
be supported. 

10)  The OMC must support to real-time subscriber signalling trace based on IMSI,     
TMSI, IMEI, and PTMSI.  

11)  The OMC must support signaling message trace on Iu, Iub, Iur, and Uu interface. 

12)  The OMC shall support multi-user trace that the operator can set the number of 
simultaneous traced users.  

13) The RNC should support the alarms of external AC power when it does not work. 

14) RAN shall support the generation of security alarms and security logs.  

15) OMC should broadcast the alarms via SMS/Email from the alarm panel (SIM 
based) 

 

6.1.5.7. Performance management 
1) The OMC must support dual-period measurement reporting.  

2) The OMC must incorporate a programmable dump procedure for deleting the 
metering data files after 7 days. 

3)  The OMC must incorporate a real-time graphics supervision function for the 
configuration status, alarm information and performance measurements of the 
vendor’s NEs, signalling channels and trunks. An MMI must be used to define the 
indicators scheduled for supervision and the significant thresholds.  

4) The OMC must support performance report function. 

5) The OMC must support customized radio network performance daily or weekly 
based on measurement of RNC, cell, cell cluster, etc.  
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6)  The OMC must support radio network performance prediction based on past 
performance statistics, so as to guide future expansion.  

7)  The OMC must support to monitor NE and Network resource and running state 
real-time.  

 

6.1.5.8. OMC administration 
1)  The OMC must propose a user session access facility with password protection. 

The vendor shall describe the password management procedure (circulation in the 
network, storage, period of validity, number of repeat attempt, etc). 

2) The OMC must incorporate a programmable procedure for an auto locking function 
based on time-out. 

3)  The OMC and the vendor’s NEs must be able to handle official time changes 
automatically.   

4)  The vendor shall describe how the NE licenses are managed. 

5) The vendor shall provide privilege management meet the requirement of different 
hierarchy’s management. 

 

6.1.5.9. Maintenance operations 
1) The NE modules must display operational status information in order to visually 

identify a defective circuit board on site.  

2) A total back-up (system, user data application) or an incremental back-up of the 
vendor’s NEs must be performed without disrupting service. 

3) The OMC must allow major or remedial releases (patches) to be downloaded from 
a central point for one or more of the vendor’s NEs.  

4) For each Node B product offered please state time required to remotely download 
a new or replacement software package.  

5) For each Node B product offered, please state if support background software 
download i.e. remote download of software without interruption to traffic.  

6) Does the Node B product offered provide any check to ensure software is not 
unnecessarily downloaded, e.g. check to see if the software file or block already 
exists in the Node B.  

7) For Node B products which may store more than two software packages or 
versions (i.e. more than the active and one backup) please describe the 
mechanisms for managing and purging old software versions.  

8) For all Node B product types offered, please confirm that all software download 
and software activation activities may be carried out remotely, i.e. without the need 
for a site visit.  
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9) Node B shall support BOOTP function, the default IPOA O&M channel shall be 
setup when configuration data is error or no configuration data exist in site. 

10) The vendor shall state restart time as a result of Node B power supply outage.  

11) The expansion of the NODE B capacity shall be achieved by the addition of plug-
in unit boards without shutting down power or disturbing the live traffic. 

12) The OMC must check the validity of the configuration scripts before upgrade, and 
verifies system configuration after upgrade.   

13) The OMC must ensure short time service interruption when a fully configured RNC 
is being upgraded.  

14) The network elements shall support reporting the electronic label of RET system. 

 

6.1.5.10. Trouble ticketing 
1) The OMC must have an open interface with the ARS Remedy trouble ticketing 

system. 

2) Configuration data shall be verified, and problem shall be located and solved by 
tracing the message over the Iu, Iub, Iur and Uu interfaces. After the configuration 
data is set, the correctness of the signalling links should be determined by tracing 
and interpreting the message over the Iu, Iur, Uu interface. Exceptions can also 
be located when exceptions occur. 

 

6.1.5.11.  OMC Integration in O&M network 
1) The vendor shall describe the north-bound interfaces toward upper network 

management systems for Fault Management, Configuration Management, and 
Performance Management. 

2) The vendor shall specify FM/CM/PM integration experience with mainstream 
upper network management system, for example, HP TeMIP, IBM Micromuse 
Netcool, Vallent, etc.  

 
 
6.1.6.   Network Planning & Optimization 

 
1) In order to demonstrate the rich RNP & RNO experience of potential service 

provider, vendor must enumerate with references of  UMTS commercial projects 
that it undertook, specifying country, date of commercial operation.  

2) Vendor must present the network planning solution and describe the resource it 
can provide.   
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3) Vendor must specify the organization of RNP & RNO team, indicating the number 
of RNP & RNO team members and the qualification of each (e.g. technician / 
engineer / expert / team leader, years of RNP & RNO work experience)  

4) If subcontractors or service partners participate with vendor’s RNP & RNO 
professional service, vendor must provide the name of subcontractor or partner. 

5) Vendor must specify the RNP & RNO tools that it will use in this UMTS/LTE 
project. 

6) Vendor must indicate the Node B Receiver Sensitivity and Noise Figure (assuming 
TU3 channel model) that it uses in network dimensioning process. 

7) Vendor must provide antenna solutions as well as the specification of any RF 
components involved in each solution, by assuming the following 3 scenarios: 

a) Separate antenna and feeder solution (additional antenna and cable for 
WCDMA / HSPA/LTE) 

b) Share antenna solution (antenna replaced to support WCDMA / HSPA band 
/LTE and existing GSM band) 

c) Share RF feeder solution (WCDMA / HSPA / LTE and GSM uplink and 
downlink path combined to pass through the existing feeder) 

8) Vendor is required to present complete dimensioning results. The dimensioning 
results should indicate: number of Node Bs and number of CEs of each Node B. 

 
 
 
6.2 Evolved UMTS Radio Access Network (E- UTRAN)  
MTML presently have 210 eNodeB’s operational in the existing network from M/s 
Huawei which are interconnected to existing Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network 
supplied by ZTE.  MTML seeks the proposals for expansion of the Radio Access 
Network (E-UTRAN) with 100 new sites in RAN-1, upgrdaration to 4G at 50 existing 
2G+3G sites in RAN-2. Apart from that, MTML also considering for carrier aggregation 
at 50 existing/new sites which are commercially important and are in dence urban 
region. The optimal LTE solution will need to support future high rate packet data 
applications on a reliable, scalable, and cost-effective platform and to satisfy all 
expressed requirements. In case a feature/requirement has dependency on the 
proposed equipment hardware part, then this should be clarified and the 
corresponding hardware to support the feature/requirement should be included in the 
proposal 
The E-UTRAN should comply with the following requirements:  
 

6.2.1. General Requirement 
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1. The bidder shall provide detailed Descriptions of products. The Product 
Descriptions should cover both Hardware and Software Architecture; identify the 
major hardware and software components of this Architecture. 
 

2. System Design Considerations: 
 The LTE System (hereinafter the “System”) shall be structured such that it 

allows high capacity/high-speed data transmission. 
 The Structure of the System shall allow linear capacity expansion by adding 

modules. 
 

3. Flexibility of the System shall be guaranteed. 
 A structure capable of readily accommodating standard and software 

program change 
 A structure capable of rendering seamless software program upgrade. 

 
4. High levels of operation functioning, including high reliability and solid 

maintenance-function support, and operator convenience shall be provided. 
 

5. Plans for accommodating new specifications shall be proposed. The Bidder shall 
produce the future technologies in the form of upgrades, and shall minimize the 
changes in the hardware programs being associated with the current System. 
 

6. Open architecture and protocol shall be implemented to ensure interoperability 
between systems. For instance, a multi- Bidder’s access network system and the 
core network system must be interoperable as well as compatible. 

7. The proposed system should evolve to LTE-Advance and it should be limited to 
software upgrade. 

8. The bidder should comply to support GSMA Roaming compliance as per IR.88 & 
etc.  
 

9. CS FallBack from EPS to CS domain. The CS fallback in EPS enables the 
provisioning of voice and other CS-domain services (e.g. CS UDI video/ SMS/ 
LCS/ USSD) by reuse of CS infrastructure when the UE is served by E-UTRAN.   
 

10. CSFB reuses voice and other CS-domain services provided by legacy CS 
infrastructure in overlapping CS domain coverage. Reuse of existing CS 
infrastructure for voice service until IMS VoIP is deployed.  

 
11.  Dual-stack EPS Bearer and contexts (R9)-Support for dual-stack parallel v4v6 

PDP contexts towards a single APN. 
 

12. Proposed E-UTRAN system should be compatible(3GPP TS 23.271) to provide 
Location Services(LCS) 
 

13. Support for Lawful Interception as per 3GPP including handover cases for a legally 
sanctioned access to the communications. Proposed E-UTRAN system should be 
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compatible for any requirement of interception of PS call (browsing, Voice on PS 
etc) and CS call(Voice/Video). 
 

6.2.1.1. Scope 

1. Standard Compliance 

1) The vendor should offer LTE System comply with 3GPP R12/R13/R14 
specifications. 

2) The vendor should declare which global standards the eNodeB is complied to. The 
list should include but not limited to: 3GPP, ETSI, IEC, ISO, EMC. 

3) All products shall comply with all relevant specifications defined within the 3GPP 
36 series Technical Specifications. The bidder shall provide a formal Statement of 
Compliance (SoC) declaring their conformance to these specifications. 

2. End-to-End Capability  

1) The vendor should clearly describe the End-to-End capability of whole system 
portfolio, including the LTE/SAE system, Mobile Broadband Backhaul, and 
Terminals. 

3. Multi Vendor Environment  

1) The Vendor shall have the abundant interoperability tests (IOT) experience with 
other vendors’ EPC and terminal devices to guarantee the stable and reliable IOT 
performance. The Vendor should provide reference with other vendors in LTE 
commercial network to guarantee IOT quality. 

2) The vendor shall provide IOT commitments on open Uu interface, S1 interface 
with purchaser’s legacy suppliers before introducing a new eRAN 
Product/Release in purchaser commercial networks. 

6.2.1.2. Roadmap and Network Evolution 

1) The vendor should provide detailed product roadmap of up to future 5 years by 
highlighting the main features, implementation and applications of each evolution 
step.  

2) For each release, the vendor should provide a short product description for each 
available eNodeB type, including the available configurations, dimensions, output 
power, and flexible indoor/outdoor installation capability. 

Please use the following table: 

Product Description GA date 
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3) The vendor should deliver eNodeB which support smooth evolution to LTE-A by 
software upgrade.  

4) The system should support carrier aggregation making best use of specturm - 
licensed or unlicensed or shared, 256QAM, Cat 6/9/10/12 etc.thus enabling MTML 
to maximize the use of specturm assets. 

 
6.2.2.    eNodeB Transport Requirement 

 
The bidder has to provide requirement of backhaul capacity for each LTE site. Based 
on this, MTML Mauritius will plan to upgrade where required according to existing 
transmission network design, topology and utilization.  
The following requirements must be taken into consideration. 

1. General 

1) The eNodeB (eNB) should support versatile types of interfaces, such as E1、T1、
FE(optical or electrical) and GE(optical or electrical) to meet different network 
deployment scenarios.  

2) The eNB should support transmission topologies such as Star topology and Chain 
topology to meet different requirements. 

Synchronization 

1) The eNB shall support external synchronization, such as GPS (GPS receiver is 
built-in or built-out of the eNB) and BITS. 
 

2) The eNB shall support synchronization recovery via Synchronous Ethernet 
(SyncE) compliant with ITU-T G.8261/Y.1361, G.8262/Y.1362 EEC Option 1, and 
the pre-published G.8264/Y.1364. 
 

3) The eNB shall support synchronization recovery compliant to IEEE1588v2 and 
the draft ITU-T G.8265 specification. 

4) The eNodeB should support the synchronization with the clock over IP to provide 
frequency synchronization. 

5) The eNodeB should support the synchronization with the BITS. 

6) The eNodeB should support the synchronization with E1 interface. 

7) The vendor should clearly describe the implementation in detail and provide 
commercial references. 

Physical Layer 

1) The eNB shall support FE/GE (RJ45), GE (Optical/Electrical), 10/100/1000Base-
T interfaces with auto-negotiation, compliant to IEEE802.3 (2005). 
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2) 1000Base-LX/1000Base-BX/ 1000Base-SX (MM) fiber/100Base-FX interfaces 

compliant to IEEE802.3 (2005).  
 

3) The eNB shall support the use of standardized SFPs on all transport interfaces. 
 
 

Link Layer 

1) The eNB shall support the operator configurable use of VLANs compliant to 
IEEE802.1Q on any Ethernet interfaces. 
 

2) The eNB shall support "daisy chaining" with embedded (internal to the eNB) L2 
switching. 
 

3) The eNB shall support bandwidth dynamically binding and backup for 2 Ethernet 
interfaces each other compliant to IEEE802.3ad LAG protocol. 

 

Packet Layer 

1) The eNB hardware and software shall support IPv4 packet formats on all Ethernet 
transport interfaces in compliance with 791/STD0005. 
 

2) The eNB shall support IPv4 Jumbo frame on all the Ethernet interfaces to avoid 
packet fragment and recombination when using IPSec function on S1 or X2 
interface. 
 

3) It shall be possible to configure the eNB to only use a single IP host address (as 
viewed from the transport network). 
 

4) The eNB shall support the DHCP protocol for learning its IP address, subnet mask, 
default gateway, etc. It shall be possible to enable/disable DHCP operation by 
configuration on a per-port basis. 
 

5) The eNB shall support IPv6 packet formats on all Ethernet transport interfaces in 
compliance with IETF RFC2460 + RFC5095. 
 

6) The eNB shall support simultaneous IPv4 & IPv6 Dual Stack on the transport 
interfaces. 
 

Transport Qos Function 

1)  The eNB shall comply with the IETF DiffServe architecture as defined in IETF 
rfc2475 and shall support the DSCP interpretation of the TOS field in the IPv4 
header as defined in IETF rfc2474. 
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2) The eNB shall support the use of the Ethernet Priority Code Point (PCP) field as 
defined in IEEE802.1Q-2005 section 9 and further clarified in Annex G (also 
known as the User Priority or Class Of Service (COS)). 
 

3) The implementation shall feature the ability for the operator to define a flexible 
mapping between the DSCP value contained in each IP datagram to any of the 
Ethernet PCP/COS values. 
 

4) The eNB can be configured as Ethernet aggregator which used to aggregate the 
traffic of 2G/3G (2G and 3G base stations provide IP interface). 

5) The eNodeB should support transport admission control function, which is 
designed to prevent the shortage in order to admit users for certain traffic quality 
guarantee. 

6) The eNodeB should support DiffServ QoS feature to provide QoS guarantee by 
classifying and managing different traffic types in the network. The OCI and DSCP 
relationship can be configured by operator.  

7) The eNodeB should support transport resource overload control to rapidly 
enhance the transmission stability when overloaded happen unexpectedly.  

8) The eNodeB should support different transport paths based on QoS grade to 
improve the network reliability. 

9) The eNodeB should support Radio/transport resource pre-emption which can 
guarantee service differentiation when the network is congested to provide better 
services for high-priority users or the number of UEs that have accessed cells 
reaches the maximum number of UEs supported by an eNodeB. 

Transport Security Function 

1) The eNB shall support the optional use of IPsec to be configured on any transport 
interface and for any eNB traffic types (e.g. S1_U, S1-MME, X2, OAM etc.) 
according to operator choice. 
 

2) The eNB is responsible for initiating IPsec IKE exchanges with the security 
gateway. 
 

3) The bidder should support IPSec based on PKI using CMPv2 protocol for 
automatic certificate management. 
 

4) The bidder should support BFD; the BFD can be bonded with IP route backup to 
detect the link between the eNodeb and active backup routers. 

5) The eNodeB support PKI (Public Key infrastructure), which could be a 
frameworkto support certificate authentication which is applied to IPSec Tunnel 
between eNodeB and security gateway, and SSL channel between eNodeB and 
OMC (Operation and Maintenance Centre). 
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6) The eNodeB should support authentication to the transport network using 802.1x 
(Port-Based Network Access Control), which provides digital certificate 
authentication between eNodeB and LAN-Switch, improving security in network 
domain. 

7) The eNodeB should guarantee the wireless transmission network traffic security, 
which means that signaling in control plane and O&M, traffic in user plane should 
be encrypted. 

8) The eNodeB should support the Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) complying 
with the IEEE 802.1p/q protocol, and provides traffic isolation, traffic differentiation, 
manage data priority and security scheduling at the MAC layer. 

9) The eNodeB should support Access Control List (ACL) on both Layer2 & Layer3. 
The proposed eNodeB should provide packages filtering based on Access Control 
List to prevent some attacks. 

Transport Reliability 

1) The wireless transmission network reliability should be guaranteed, which means 
that eNodeB interface and route should be considered as redundancy mechanism. 

2) The eNodeB should support OM Channel Backup 

3) The eNodeB should support IP Route Backup to provide reliability of IP route with 
an alternative IP route if the IP main route happens to fail.  

4) The eNodeB should support Ethernet Link Aggregation (802.3ad) to bind several 
Ethernet links to one logical link. 

Transport Operation and Maintenance 

1) The eNodeB should support Ethernet OAM(IEEE 802.3ah). 

2) The eNodeB should support Ethernet OAM(IEEE 802.1ag). 

3) The eNodeB should support E2E transport connectivity monitoring: Bidirectional 
Forwarding Detection is required, for instance to check connectivity between e-
NB and intermediate transport Network Elements. 

 
6.2.3.   eNodeB Specification 
 
6.2.3.1. General 
 
1. The bidder shall provide equipments and solution based on distributed 

architecture with baseband unit (BBU) and RRU. 
 

2. The installation of the equipment should be easy and flexible (floor, wall, 
pole,Tower etc) and shall not require special trained labour. 

 
3. All user maintainable parts shall be accessible from the front (or at exceptional 
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cases from the top) of the equipment. No rear access will be permitted. 
 

4. Cable connectors at the Base station equipment shall be protected by a 
lockable cover. 
 

5. The LTE base station shall support all variable RF bandwidths. The following 
bandwidths shall be supported; 

 1.4MHz 
 3.0MHz 
 5.0MHz 
 10.0MHz 
 15.0MHz 
 20.0MHz 

 
6. The bidder’s should state IBW and OBW of all the provided RRUs. 

 
7. The vendor should show compliance to the 3GPP specifications with the 

associated baseline and date, for each eNodeB configuration type (where 
applicable).  

 
8. The vendor should describe its eNodeB Portfolio, and the date of availability of 

the eNodeB should be provided 
 

9. The fully loaded (100%) and typical (50%) traffic loaded power consumption of 
different eNodeB Portfolio should be provided.  

 
10. BBU & RRU should support -48V  power supply 

 
11. The distributed eNodeB should support environment temperature from -40°C 

to 50°C. 
 

6.2.3.2. Baseband Unit 

 
1) BBU must support GSM/UMTS/FDD LTE/TDD LTE four modes. 

 
2) Vendor's baseband unit(BBU) must support throughput capability minimum with 

DL in 3.6Gbps and UL in 1.8Gbps 
 

3) The bidder 's baseband unit (BBU) should be less than 15kg in weight and less 
than 14 liter in volume, result in space saving and easy maintenance. 
 

4) The modules of the equipment shall be all suitable for 19'' racks. 
 

5) The interface between the Baseband Unit and RRU shall be compliant to an open 
and fully standardized interface. 
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6) All standalone Baseband Unit connection interfaces shall be front panel mounted. 

 
7) BBU shall support a minimum of 16 external dry contact alarms. 

 
8) The Baseband Unit shall support star and chain fiber optic connection to the 

RRUs. 
 

9) BBU Support chain topology. Support for daisy chain connection of at least 3 
RRUs 
 

10) BBU shall support 12 sectors in 2*2 MIMO. 
 

11) BBU shall support 12 sectors in 2*4 MIMO. 
 

12) BBU shall support 6 sectors in 4*4 MIMO. 
 

13) One baseband card should have at least 6 pair of CPRI interfaces to connect to 
RRU. 
 

14) The CPRI interface between BBU and RRU shall support GUL. 
 

15) The bidder's BTS shall support the single RAN. Abis/Iub/S1 shall be shared in the 
same interface. 
 

16) The baseband unit provided by bidder shall be able to support GUL multi-mode 
with single BBU. 
 

17) The bidder’s Baseband processing (BP) board should be of latest version and of  
large capacity. The bidder should state the ability of BP board. 
 

18) Minimal baseband unit expansion capability should be card-adding level, but not 
unit chasis level. 
 

19) The BBU and the multi-mode control board(CC) shall be shared by GSM/ 
UMTS/LTE. 

20) BBU CPRI interference number should no less than 12 and the CPRI throughput 
should support 1.25Gbps / 2.5Gbps / 4.9Gbps/6.14Gbps/9.83Gbps 

21) The Base Band Unit (BBU) should be modularly assembled to meet different 
requirements of network capacity and faulty board replacement.  

22) The BBU should have an expansion capability by inserting cards without impacting 
the running service and system performance. 
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23) The main control board should support GU, GL, UL and GUL for any combination 
of different RAT. 

24) The vendor should provide the dimensions of all used equipment / modules. 
Confirm the LTE BBU can be installed in the existing outdoor BTS with 2U free 
space. The vendor should explain his multi-mode and multi-frequency solution. 

25) The vendor should provide the exhaustive list and definition of all the internal cards 
of the eNodeB for each eNodeB configuration type. The vendor should specify all 
the functionalities supported by each cards.  

26) The eNodeB should support Remote Electrical Tilt Control (RET) and comply with 
the AISG2.0 and AISG1.1 specification. RET improves the efficiency and 
minimizes the OM cost for adjusting the down tilt of the antenna. 

27) The eNodeB should support CPRI compression which can reduce the CPRI 
bandwidth required by a cell. 

6.2.3.3. Macro RRU 

1. LTE base station shall support GSM/LTE dual mode in the same RRU with at least 
2*60W TOC.  
 

2. The bidder should provide the description of all types RRU, including 1T/2T RRU. 
 

3. The Remote Radio Units shall support the following DL modulation schemes: 
 QPSK. 
 16-QAM 
 64-QAM 

 
4. The Remote Radio Units shall support the following UL modulation schemes: 

 QPSK 
 16-QAM 
 64-QAM 

 
5. All Remote Radio Head products shall have an Ingress Protection rating of IP65. 

 
6. All Remote Radio Head products shall be capable of wall, pole and lattice tower 

mounting. 
 

7. All Remote Radio Head supports reverse spectrum scanning, to deal with various 
interference problems. 
 

8. All Remote Radio Head supports integrated lightning protection. 
 

9. The proposed RF module should support the RET antenna and environment 
alarm signals function. These two functions need independent port. 
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10. All Remote Radio Head products shall support the direct connection of two dry 
contact external alarm ports. 
 

11. All Remote Radio Head products shall support the connection of a local operation 
& maintenance interface. 
 

12. The Remote Radio Unit shall support two fibre interfaces, to facilitate a daisy chain 
configuration. 
 

13. All RRU interface ports should support 2.5Gbps / 4.9Gbps /6.14Gbps /9.83Gbps 
CPRI interface rates. 
 

14. Each sector has one radio module at least, provided solution shall allow 
equipment maintenance or replacement for one single sector without impact to 
the service of the other sectors of the same base station 
 

15. The vendor proposed RF module should support MSR and power back-off is not 
allowed.  
 

16. The RRU unit can be installed on a pole, wall, or stand. In addition, the RRU can 
be installed close to the antenna to shorten feeder length, reduce signal loss, and 
improve system coverage.  
 

17. The eNodeB should support combining multiple RRU into one logic cell and only 
one PCI is used. In such way interference can be reduced and SINR can be 
greatly improved at the cell edge in a densely populated area.  
 

18. The distributed RF unit should support to be placed close to the antenna to reduce 
feeder loss and improve eNodeB performance 

 
6.2.4. eNode B software feature 

 
1. The proposed system should support UE category1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9. 

 
2. The proposed system should support 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10MHz and 20MHz 

system frequency bandwidth. 
 

3. The proposed system should support DL 150Mbps, UL 50Mbps in one cell on 
one carrier. 
 

4. The proposed system should support continuous service in high speed vehicles 
running upto 120km/h. 
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5. The proposed system should support continuous service in cyclonic wind  speed 
of 320km/h. 
 

6. The proposed system should support atleast 15km cell coverage. 
 

7. The proposed system should support 40km cell coverage in plain area, like sea. 
 

8. The proposed system should support following connection management 
features: 
 System Information Broadcasting: Enables the UE to obtain the latest 

system information such as network identification, cell selection and 
reselection, initial access and measurement control and location 
information. 

 Paging: Enables paging of UEs. 
 RRC Connection Management: Enables RRC connection between UE and 

E-UTRAN. 
 NAS Signaling Transfer: Enables information interaction between UE and 

EPC. 
 UE Context Management: Enables UE information management between 

E-UTRAN and EPC to support user individual signaling. 
 

9.  The proposed system should support context fetch function, which support UE 
successfully re-establish to cell belongs to other eNodeB who has no UE context 
information before. 
 

10. The proposed system should support state transition function, which through 
flexible UE state transition to reduce signaling storm, guarantee system stability. 
 

11. The proposed system should support following Mobility Management functions: 
 Intra-LTE Cell Selection and Reselection 
 Intra-LTE Redirection 
 Intra-LTE Inter Frequency HO 

 
12. The proposed system should support following Radio Resource Management 

functions: 
 Radio Admission Control 
 Congestion Control 
 Intra-LTE Load Balancing 
 LTE Load Control 

 
13. The proposed system should support following QoS Management functions: 

 Standard QCI (1~9) 
 Extended QCI 
 GBR service rate downsizing 
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14. The parameters to control the behavior of each QoS Class shall be controllable 
by the operator. 
 

15. The system shall provide the ability for a user to have several simultaneous data 
bearers with different QoS. State number of simultaneous data bearers. 
 

16. The eUTRAN shall support that the QoS requirements signaled to the eNodeB 
over the S1 interface are used to determine how the bearers should be handled 
in a resource limited situation. 
 

17. The system shall be capable of differentiating data flows towards same user. 
 

18. Describe how Access and Retention Priority (ARP) is used to handle subscriber 
priority. 
 

19. The proposed system should support TCP Optimization function which support 
re-ordering and enhanced simultaneous downlink and uplink transmission 
functionality for user TCP traffic, in order to improve user TCP traffic 
performance. 
 

20. The proposed system should support Dynamic Scheduling function: 
 Support dynamic scheduling for each TTI. 
 Support several time domain scheduling strategies and NFSS in frequency 

domain. 
 The scheduling based on UE level. 

 
21. The proposed system should support following Scheduling and Link Adaptation 

functions: 
 UL/DL HARQ 
 Dynamic Scheduling 
 UL/DL Frequency Selective  
 TTI Bundling 
 Semi-Persistent Scheduling 
 Long DRX/Short DRX function for UE power saving. 
 QoS Scheduler 
 Pseudo GBR for NGBR 
 Advanced AMC 
 PDCCH Link Adaptation 
 Enhanced Adaptive Intra-Mode MIMO Schemes  
 Adaptive Inter-Mode MIMO Schemes 
 Adaptive Frequency Selective/Non Frequency Selective Scheduler Based 

on Service  
 Static ICIC 
 Dynamic ICIC 
 Advanced Operator Configurable QoS Scheduler 
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 Advanced VoIP Support 
 VoIP DRX 
 Adaptive Inter-Mode MIMO Schemes for 4*2 MIMO 
 Adaptive UL MIMO Mode 
 Cloud Scheduler  
 Full Adaptive Intra-Mode MIMO Schemes for 4*2 MIMO 
 MBR > GBR in R10  

 
22. The proposed system should support following Radio Part functions: 

 Basic Physical Layer Support 
 PRACH Format 0,1,2,3 
 PRACH Restricted Set Preamble 
 UL QPSK/16QAM, DL QPSK/16QAM/64QAM 
 UL 64QAM 
 TX Diversity (2 Antennas) 
 Open Loop 2*2 Spatial Multiplexing (LD-CDD) 
 Closed Loop 2*2 Spatial Multiplexing 
 Closed Loop 2*2 Spatial Multiplexing (rank = 1) 
 TX Diversity (4 Antennas) 
 Open Loop 4*2 Spatial Multiplexing (LD-CDD) 
 Closed Loop 4*2 Spatial Multiplexing 
 Closed Loop 4*2 Spatial Multiplexing (rank = 1) 
 Uplink 2-Ways MRC 
 Uplink 2-Ways IRC 
 Uplink 4-Ways MRC 
 Uplink 4-Ways IRC 
 Uplink MU-MIMO with 2 layers 

 
23. The proposed system should support following RAN Management functions: 

 OCNG 
 PUCCH Blanking 
 Vendor shall describe the capability of spectrum scheduling for GSM&LTE. 
 Super Cell  

 
24. The proposed system should support Cloud Scheduling function, which support 

Downlink Cloud ICIC to manage 150 cell downlink resource allocation  
 

25. The bidder shall support inter-eNB cooperation transmission with low delay. The 
bidder shall describe the maximum transmission delay. 
 

26. The bidder shall support inter-eNB cooperation transmission bandwidth more 
than 50Mbps. The bidder shall describe the minimum transmission bandwidth. 
 

27. The proposed system should support Dynamic PA Bias Voltage function, which 
could increase PA efficiency and lower down the power consumption. 
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28.  The proposed system should support Intelligent OFDM Symbol Shutdown 

function, which can save the power consumption when traffic load is low. 
 

29. The bidder shall support intra-rat overlaid cell shutdown, in case of multi LTE 
carrier deployed in the same area, LTE carriers for capacity boost can be 
intelligent shutdown at night, and only keep the large coverage carrier active. 
 

30. The proposed system should support Time Scheduled eNB Shutdown function, 
which can save the power consumption when traffic load is low. 
 

31.  The proposed system should support Intelligent PSU (power supply module) 
shutdown for out-door eNB, in order for power saving. 
 

32. The proposed system support intelligent RF channel shutdown during low or no 
traffic period, in order to save the static power consumption of one PA. 

 

6.2.5.    eNodeB  Design & Capacity Requirement 
1) The eNodeB should support scalable bandwidth configuration of 

1.4M/3M/5M/10M/15M/20M in one carrier. 

2) The eNodeB should be able to allocate resource blocks (RBs) at the frequency 
center to PUCCH to enhance PUCCH coverage and improving PUCCH 
demodulation performance. 

3) One RF module should support Instantaneous Bandwidth (IBW) list below:  
1.8G, either 35, 40 or 50M (Dual-Carrier); 

4) One RF module should support the whole bandwidth 1.8G, 75M; 

5) For the LTE Cell, the RRC Connected User/site should be no less than 300.  

6) The bidder should provide the System dimensioning details for the proposed 
Hardware with the capacity of the each card/board. 

6.2.5.1. High Reliability Design 

1) The vendor should describe the redundancy principle for each eNodeB 
configuration type. 

2) The vendor should provide fully reliable deployment of network, including backup 
solution in terms of different network hierarchy, and load sharing protection. 

3) The working temperature of the outdoor eNodeB cabinet should be -40℃～+55℃. 

4) The availability of eNodeB should be higher than 99.999%, the MTBF should be 
larger than 155,000 hours, the MTTR should be less than 1hour. 
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5) The eNodeB should support SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) multi-
homing to provide fault recovery by failover between redundant network paths of 
the S1/X2 interface.   

6) The eNodeB should support Intra-baseband Card Resource Pool. The baseband 
processing board of the eNodeB should consist of several processing resources. 
The processing resources are aggregated into a resource pool to be shared for 
user data processing by multiple cells. The new user should be assigned to a 
resource which has the least load. When a resource becomes overloaded or in 
outage, the eNodeB should reduce the load of the individual resource or move its 
existing users to other resources.  

6.2.5.2. Co-site / Co-location  
1) The eNodeB should support the co-site or co-location with existing GSM/UMTS 

Base Stations, concerning antenna and feeders sharing. Especially reuse of 
antenna system methods under Software Defined Radio mode. 

2) The vendor may consider to provide the LTE solution with the reuse of existing 
GSM/UMTS transmission resources.  

6.2.5.3. Green Power Solution 
1.  Power Amplifier (PA)  

1) The vendor should adopt Doherty technology in Power Amplifier. 

2) The eNodeB should support dynamically adjustable output power to reduce power 
consumption. 

2. Green design 

1) The RRU should support the natural cooling mechanism instead of fan. 

2) The vendor should provide the RRU natural cooling capability and clear 
description of technology in detail. 

 
6.2.6.  eNodeB Feature Requiremnet 

6.2.6.1. RF Power Management requirement 

1) The eNodeB should support uplink power control, it is essential in controlling the 
uplink transmit power of UE by eNodeB, It should also control the interference 
with the neighboring cells to improve the system throughput. Uplink control power 
applies to Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH), Physical Uplink Control 
Channel (PUCCH), Sounding Reference Signal (SRS), and Physical Random 
Access Channel (PRACH). 
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2) Dynamic downlink power allocation should be supported, this feature should allow 
an eNodeB to dynamically set the transmit power at downlink channels to reduce 
power consumption while maintaining the quality of radio links. It should provide 
flexible power allocation for downlink channels based on the user’s channel quality 
and maintains acceptable quality of the downlink connections. 

6.2.6.2. Scheduling requirement 

1) The eNodeB should support flexibility scheduling algorithm for the operator to 
select, such as MAX C/I，Round Robin and PF(Proportional Fair) algorithm. 

2) The traditional AMC feature reinforcement through downlink Channel Quality 
Indicator (CQI) adjustment under closed-loop mechanism should be supported.  

3) The eNodeB should support dynamic scheduling feature, which provides the 
function that guarantees the user QoS and achieves efficient resource utilization. 
The fairness between different UEs is also considered in the function. The 
dynamic scheduling algorithm mainly focuses on the GBR and non-GBR services. 

4) The eNodeB should support periodic CQI reported on PUSCH and the UE can be 
configured to report periodic CQI and aperiodic CQI together or individually.  
Aperiodic CQI can offer more detailed channel quality information which may 
make the scheduler more efficient.  

5) The eNodeB should support UE category 1/2/3/4 as the minimum requirement. 
The proposed LTE system needs to respect the signaled UE radio access 
capability parameters when configuring the UE and when scheduling the UE. 
There are five categories defined in 3GPP TS 36.306.  

6.2.6.3. Mobility Management requirement 

1. UE camping & cell reselection 

1) The UE camping policy should be supported: 

• Camping on LTE, where LTE coverage is available 

• Camping on UMTS or GSM, where no LTE coverage is available but UMTS 
and GSM. 

• Camping on GSM, where only GSM coverage is available 

2) The eNodeB should support intra-frequency and inter-frequency cell 
selection/reselection function; it is a mechanism for user equipment (UE) to select 
a cell to camp in idle mode and to receive the most appropriate service support 
upon session activation. 

3) In idle mode, the mobility LTE  UMTS (cell reselection) in both directions should 
be supported from day one. 
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4) In idle mode, mobility LTE  GSM (cell reselection) in both directions should be 
supported from day one. 

2. PS handover 
1) In active mode LTE – GSM 

• Network assisted handover brings interruption down to <1s  

• PS handover from LTE to GSM should be supported in the first phase 

2) In active mode LTE – UMTS 

• Once LTE coverage is left, the service will be continued in UMTS/HSPA, till 
end of the data transfer.  

• PS handover from UMTS/HSPA to LTE should be supported from day one 

3) The coverage-based inter-frequency Handover should be supported. The 
coverage-based inter-frequency handover based on UL power also should be 
supported. It guarantees service continuity in limited power when a UE moves to 
the cell edge. Meanwhile, the signal quality in the serving cell has become too 
poor to provide the service for the UE, the eNodeB should support urgent direction 
function, which blindly redirects the UE to a neighboring GERAN, UTRAN, or E-
UTRAN cell.  

4) The inter-frequency Handover should be supported, in order to make the user 
always keep the best connection. 

5) The distance-based inter-RAT Handover to UTRAN should be supported, in order 
to make the user always keep the best connection and Better End user 
Experience. 

6) The eNodeB should support the handover with an inter-RAT GSM/UMTS cell for 
the reason of the cell coverage.   

7) The eNodeB (with measurement) with inter-frequency in co-coverage cell to 
offload from a heavy loaded cell. 

8) The eNodeB should support the handover (with measurement) with an inter-RAT 
GSM/UMTS cell to offload from a heavy loaded cell. 

9) The blind handover should be provided if inter-RAT measurements may be 
omitted (to save time and resources) or can be unavailable. 

10) X2 and S1 Handover should be supported. 

11) Data forwarding process should be supported in PS handover. 
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3. Voice Continuity 

1) The eNodeB should support CS fall back to GSM/UMTS. In order to increase the 
success rate of CS fallback to UMTS, the eNodeB should support performing CS 
fallback to UMTS based on UMTS cell load information. 

2) The eNodeB should support RIM(RAN Information Management) procedure 
according to 3GPP with SIB CS fall back to GSM/UMTS to provide a decreased 
delay on CS access. When coverage is different between E-UTRAN and GERAN 
or UTRAN, the eNodeB should also support adaptive blind CS fallback function 
for cell center users and cell edge users to reduce the CSFB delay. 

4. Adaptive Modulation Requirement 

1) The eNodeB should support DL/UL QPSK, DL/UL 16QAM, and DL/UL 64QAM, this 
feature provides a wide range of modulation schemes based on the channel 
condition. Higher order modulation schemes, such as 64QAM, can be used under 
excellent channel conditions to achieve higher data rates, which can improve the 
system throughput and spectral efficiency.  

5. Coverage Enhancement 

1) The eNodeB should support both normal CP and Extend CP to provide better 
system performance. The Cyclic Prefix (CP) is the guard interval used in the 
OFDM to decrease the interference caused by the multi-path delay.  

2) To improve wireless network coverage, 3GPP TS36.211 has defined four 
types of preamble formats (0, 1, 2, and 3). For format 0, it corresponds to small 
cell access radius, for format 1, 2 and 3; they correspond to extended cell 
access radius. The eNodeB should support the preamble formats in below 
table: 

     
Preamble 
format 

  Cell Access 
Radius 

0   About 15 km 

1   About 70 km 

2   About 30 km 

 3   About 100 
km 

3) In order to enhance coverage in large open areas, such as deserts, seas and 
sea coasts, the eNodeB should provide the capability of an extended range 
(up to 40 km). 

6.2.6.4. Additional Feature requirements 

            The network should support the following features:- 

CPT SEQT

s3168 T⋅ s24576 T⋅

s21024 T⋅ s24576 T⋅

s6240 T⋅ s245762 T⋅⋅

s21024 T⋅ s245762 T⋅⋅
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1) Downlink 2x2 MIMO. 

2) Support of UE Category 2/3/4. 

3) Enhanced Scheduling. 

4) Security Mechanism. 

5) Basic QoS Management 

6) MBR>GBR Configuration 

7) X2 and S1 Handover should be supported. 

8) Data forwarding process is should be supported in PS handover. 

9) Enhanced Synchronization 

10) Dynamic Inter-Cell Interference Coordination should be supported. 

11) Adaptive Inter-Cell Interference Coordination. 

12) The eNodeB should support intra-frequency and inter-frequency cell 
selection/reselection function; it is a mechanism for user equipment (UE) to 
select a cell to camp in idle mode and to receive the most appropriate service 
support upon session activation. 

13) The coverage-based inter-frequency Handover should be supported. The 
coverage-based inter-frequency handover based on UL power also should be 
supported. It guarantees service continuity in limited power when a UE moves 
to the cell edge. Meanwhile, the signal quality in the serving cell has become 
too poor to provide the service for the UE, the eNodeB should support urgent 
direction function, which blindly redirects the UE to a neighboring GERAN, 
UTRAN, or E-UTRAN cell.  

14) The distance-based inter-RAT Handover to UTRAN/GERAN should be 
supported, in order to make the user always keep the best connection and 
Better End user Experience. 

15) The blind handover should be provided if inter-RAT measurements may be 
omitted (to save time and resources) or can be unavailable. 

16) The eNodeB should support CS fall back to GSM/UMTS. In order to increase 
the success rate of CS fallback to UMTS, the eNodeB should support perform 
CS fallback to UMTS based on UMTS cell load information. The eNodeB 
should be enabled with fast return switch during CSFB. 

17) The eNodeB should support RIM(RAN Information Management) procedure 
according to 3GPP with SIB CS fall back to GSM/UMTS to provide a 
decreased delay on CS access. When coverage is different between E-
UTRAN and GERAN or UTRAN, the eNodeB should also support adaptive 
blind CS fallback function for cell center users and cell edge users to reduce 
the CSFB delay. 
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18) The Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) function should be supported. 

19) MLB function and handover based on utilization rate of PRB of LTE cell and  
active user number 

20) The vendor should support PUCCH IRC(interference rejection combing) 
function. 

21) The vendor should support PRACH IRC(interference rejection combing) 
function. 

22) The vendor should support PUSCH IRC(interference rejection combing) 
function. 

23) The vendor should support LTE precise paging solution, which be used to 
avoid network congestion, improve service quality. Moreover, the vendor 
should clearly describe the implementation in detail and provide commercial 
references. 

24) The vendor should support Dynamic DRX solution. Moreover, the vendor 
should clearly describe the implementation in detail. 

25) The vendor should support Location Services function based on cell ID  to 
identify UE's geographical location through radio signal measurement. 

26) The vendor should support Location Services function based on Observed 
Time Difference of Arrival to identify UE's geographical location through radio 
signal measurement. 

27) The vendor should support Location Services function based on A-GPS to 
identify UE's geographical location through radio signal measurement. 

28) The vendor should support UL-CoMP for inter-site scenarios to enhance LTE 
coverage 

 
6.2.7. O&M Requirement 
6.2.7.1 Software Management 

The eNodeB should support the hot patches so that the software bugs can be 

fixed without interrupting the ongoing services. 

 
6.2.7.2 Fault Management 

The eNodeB should support the automatic fault supervision of the equipment in 
the network elements. With real-time alarm lists and alarm logs, operators can 
have a comprehensive view of the actual status of the network at any time. Fault 
management should involve fault detection, fault handling, fault correlation, and 
fault reporting. With these features, operators can be informed as soon as the fault 
occurs in the network and take proper actions to minimize or prevent service 
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disruption. 

6.2.7.3 Performance Management 

1) The eNodeB should support performance management function to monitor the 
network performance so that network troubleshooting and optimization can be 
implemented, and the real-time KPI monitoring is a more efficient feature. 

2) The eNodeB should support Real-time Monitoring of System Running 
Information, to diagnose faults through precise information about cells, 
subscribers and links with the help of real-time monitoring and graphical 
representation of system operation information and quality. 

3) Performance Measurement Data Collection and Storage 

4) Performance Measurement Data Query 

5) Customizable Counter Management 

6) Performance Threshold Alarm 

7) Remote Service Validation allows users to verify services remotely from the 
network management center 

8) Automatic Neighbor Relation Optimization - LTE FDD. 

9) Inter-RAT Automatic Neighbor Relation Optimization - LTE FDD. 

10) Automatic PCI Optimization - LTE FDD. 

 

6.2.8. Antenna Requirements 
 
1. The vendor shall supply and do installation of the Base Station Antennas along 

with the mounting fixtures for the LTE/UMTS network. 
 

2. Vendor must provide antenna solutions as well as the specification of any RF 
components involved in each solution, by assuming the following 3 scenarios:  

 
a) Separate antenna and feeder solution (additional antenna and cable for 
LTE/UMTS)  

b) Share antenna solution (antenna replaced to support UMTS band /LTE and 
existing GSM band)  

c) Share RF feeder solution (WCDMA , LTE and GSM uplink and downlink path 
combined to pass through the existing feeder)  

 
3. The antenna should support the following technical specifications: 
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1) Gain:18dBi 
2) Polarization:±45° 
3) Range of variable electrical tilt:0°-10° 
4) The operation temperature:-55°-+65° 

 
6.2.9. OSS 
The bidder may either upgrade the existing or provide a new OSS platform and the 
following function should be taken into account. 

6.2.9.1. General Requirment 
 

The  OSS platform should comply the following requirements:  
 
1. The OSS system should be fully compliant to all applicable 3GPP standards that 

are relevant to network management. 
 

2. The vendor should detail the conformity of the Single OSS solution provided to 
the following standards: Fault Management (FM), Configuration Management 
(CM), Accounting Management (AM), Performance Management (PM) and 
Security Management (SM). 
 

3. The OSS system shall easily control and manages the feature & Capacity licenses 
with friendly interface. 
 

4. The OSS data should be backed up automatically and restored when required 
 

5. The OSS system should check the LTE parameters of all eNodeBs using defined 
templates 
 

6. The vendor shall provide the minimum measurement period that may be 
configured for any KPI/Counter. 

7. The eNodeB should support the hot patches so that the software bugs can be 
fixed without interrupting the ongoing services. 

8. OSS should support CME(Configuration Management Express)function to the 
network configuration for eNodeB. 

9. To monitor NE environments, the OSS supports the settings of environment 
alarms. 

10. Alarm Synchronization to ensure that the alarm data on the OSS and NEs is 
consistent. 

11. OSS should support Signalling Trace Management (tracing on User as well as all 
types of Interfaces) with tools/software to decode the traces from raw data to 
readable format. 
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12. OSS should support the real-time notification of alarms in the forms of sound, light, 
blinking, and display of statistical results 

13. The OSS platform should support following functions: 
1. Topology View 
2. Key CM/FM/PM Information Display 
3. Configuration Management 
4. Multi-Mode Base Station Management 
5. Data Area Management 
6. Wizard for Configuration 
7. Data Activation 
8. Data Availability Check 
9. Data Consistency Check 
10. Data Template 
11. Fast Provisioning of Site 
12. Rack Display 
13. Status Monitoring 
14. CM Data Output/Input 
15. CM Data Comparison 
16. Data Planner Profile Management 
17. Configuration Report 
18. Alarm Monitoring 
19. Alarm and Notification Query 
20. Alarm Handle 
21. Alarm Correlation Rule 
22. Alarm Filter Rule 
23. Alarm Forwarding 
24. Alarm Synchronization 
25. Alarm Knowledge Database 
26. Visual Alarm 
27. Customized Colour and Sound of Alarm 
28. Alarm Box 
29. External Alarm Access 
30. Diagnosis and Testing 
31. VIP Site Alarm Monitoring 
32. Alarm Triggering Script 
33. Measurement Task Management 
34. KPI Management 
35. QoS Monitor 
36. Performance Data Management 
37. Performance Report 
38. Performance Data Real-time Query 
39. NE Software Management 
40. NE Software Version Check 
41. U31 Software Management 
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42. Data Backup and Restore 
43. System Self-Monitoring 
44. Link Monitor 
45. Time Management 
46. License Management 
47. Task Management 
48. Node Hardening 
49. Network Secure Infrastructure 
50. User Management 
51. User Authorization & Authentication 
52. Role Management 
53. Log Management 
54. Transmission Security 
55. Multi-Mode Signaling Trace For GUT 
56. Signaling Trace for LTE 
57. Telnet Access 
58. Health Check 
59. NE Stability Report 
60. MML Command Terminal 
61. Online Help 
62. Alarm forward&reporting through SMS & Email 
63. Performance stats reporting through Email 
64. Hardware Inventory Collection & Statisitcs 
65. Software Inventory Collection & Statisitcs 
66. Inventory Import & Export 
67. Spares Management 
68. License Inventory Collection & Statistics 

 
6.2.9.2. Self Organizing Network (SON) 
6.2.9.2.1. SON General 

1. The results of self-configuration & algorithm optimization & any re-configuration 
should be synchronized to EMS in real time. EMS shall be capable of process 
the synchronized results. 
 

2. For each SON functionality, it shall be possible to switch on/off separately by 
operator. 
 

3. OSS should provide a general SON Monitoring & control functionality covering 
policy control, History log and switch on/off functionality 
 

4. Each SON function should support running in controlled (open loop) mode and 
autonomous (closed loop)) mode.  
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5. SON function shall provide an easy transition from operator controlled (open 
loop) to autonomous (closed loop) operation. 
 

6. For SON functionalities, it shall be possible to view the effect after the excuation 
of the function by operator. And the related performance counter should be 
indicate the effect. 

 

6.2.9.2.2. Self-Configuration 

1. The E-UTRAN shall support Automated Provisioning. At commissioning the only 
data that shall require manual configuration is data that the eNB require for 
communicating with the network like, address to server and security data. 
Examples of data that shall be provisioned automatically: IP addressing, HW 
Configuration, SW Licensing, S1 and X2 Configuration, Cell data. 
 

2. eUtran should support eNB self-discovery and OAM link self-setup. 
 

3. The E-UTRAN shall support Dynamic Configuration of the X2 interface 
including: 
 Completely automatic distribution of IP address end point, where the IP 

address is used for SCTP initialization of X2 CP interface. 
 Automatic SCTP initialization. 
 X2 Setup functionality 

 

6.2.9.2.3. Automatic Neighbor Relation 

1. The eUTRAN shall support intra-LTE Automated Neighbor Relations (ANR) in 
compliance with TS 36.300. The system shall support the attributes “No X2”, “No 
Handover” and “No Remove” managements. The functionality shall support 
automatic setup of X2 interface when attribute “No X2” is unchecked. 
 

2. The eUTRAN shall support Intra-RAT neighbor cell automatic deletion based on 
ue measurement report and neighbor cell white list and black list. 
 

3. The eUTRAN shall support inter-LTE Automated Neighbor Relations (ANR). 
 

4. The system should provide white and black list managements complied with 
3GPP. Including neighbor cell white/black list, HO white/black list, X2 
white/black list. 
 

5. eNB execute neighbor cell addition/deletion, handover processes, X2 link 
addition and deletion according to the white/black list. 
 

6.  The system should support mutual addition of intra-LTE neighbor cell relation. 
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7. The system should keep update of the neighbor cell data, and automatically 
update the related configuration data to OMC. 

 
 

6.2.9.2.4. Physical Cell Identity Allocation 

1. The system shall support automatic physical cell identity allocation to 
minimize confliction and confusion probability. 

 
2. The system should support PCI Conflict and Confusion Detection. 

 
3. The system should support PCI Conflict and Confusion resolving based 

distributed algorithm. 
 

4. The system should provide PCI re-planning function to allow Operator to 
trigger the procedure, and the re-planning result will make effect 
automatically. 

 

6.2.9.2.5. Self-Optimization 

1. The system should support RACH optimization function including parameters 
about power control, group and physical resource. 
 

2. The system should provide PRACH re-planning function to allow Operator to 
trigger the procedure, and the re-planning result will make effect automatically. 
 

3. The system should support HO Robust Optimization of Intra-RAT for Minimizing 
the handover failures, reduction the unnecessary handovers. 
 

4. The system should support Mobility Load balancing of intra-LTE. 
 

5. The system should support immediate MDT and Logged MDT. 
 

6.2.9.2.6. Self-Healing 

1. Fault management and correction should be supported by correlation function. 
Parameters such as correlation rule data must be configurable by the operator. 
Consequent automated actions must also be configurable by operator 
 

2. eUTRAN should support Self-Recovery of NE Software. 
 

3. eUTRAN should support Self-healing of hardware faults. 
 

4. System have capable to detect board faults and mitigates or solves them 
automatically to avoid user impact. 
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5. eNB should have a board monitoring functionality detects the boards abnormal 
status and emits appropriate alarm/s. 
 

6. A notification shall be raised to notify the EMS the healing result and all the 
healing actions performed, whether successfully or not. 
 

7. The system should support cell outage Detection/Recovery/Compensation. 
 

8. The system should support Sleeping Cell Detection/Recovery/Compensation. 
 
 
 
6.3   Microwave Requirements 
 
6.3.1. General Requirement 
 
1) MTML presently have Huawei RTN 905/950/980 series microwave equipment 

deployed in the existing network, supplied M/s Huawei. Now the requirement is for 
deployment of 100 new microwave hops.  
 

2) Out of 100 proposed links, 25 links should be atleast 5Gbps/hop, which can further 
upgradable upto 10 Gbps/hop. And the remaining 75 links should be atleast 
1Gbps/hop, which can further upgradable upto 2Gbps/hop. The high capcity 
5Gbps/hop links shall be planned to replace the existing backbone /access links.  
And the 1Gbps/hop links shall be planned for replacement of existing 
access/terminal and also deployment at new sites where the bandwith 
requirements are high. 
 

3) The responsibility of interworking of new MW with existing MW lies with the 
successful bidder. 

 
4) The bidder should provide MPLS feature in order to optimize the traffic for LTE 

enabled sites/backbone sites wherever feasible. 
 

5) The vendor should support microwave radios of a frequency range between 6 - 42 
GHz range and frequency range between 71 - 76 / 81-86 GHz (E-Band). The radios 
should be able to operate in the Microwave Frequency Bands of 6GHz to 42GHz 
with the ability to combine the Microwave Band with 80GHz Band (E-Band). 
 

6) The radios should support channel bandwidth sizes between 7 MHz and 112 MHz 
for traditional band links and channel bandwidth sizes between 250 MHz and 2000 
MHz for E-Band.  
 

7) The existing radio links are working on 7/8/13/15 GHz frequency. The vendor 
should quote radio links in any of the above frequency bands or may propose new 
bands as allocated by the local regulator ICTA depending on their engineering & 
design. The design shall take rain attenuation into consideration for higher 
frequency bands. System availability shall be 99.999%. 
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8) Detailed system performance calculations/ link calculations meeting relevant ITU -T 
recommendations shall be provided by the vendor. 
 

9) The proposed equipment should be Compliant with international ITU and EMC 
standards. 
 

10) The proposed IDU should support Link Aggregation. The IDU and/or ODU should 
support IP/MPLS 

 
11) Equipment details such as transmitter and receiver characteristics, equipment test 

points, order wire, supervisory system, antenna system etc. shall be provided by the 
vendor. 

 
12)  The equipment shall be provisioned with equipment redundancy. 
 
13) The equipment shall have the following features. 
 

-       Forward error correction (FEC) 
- Local Maintenance Terminal (LMT) with window based software 

application. 
- Easy configuration for vertical/horizontal polarization. 
- Software controlled variable transmit attenuator. 
- Field tunable carrier frequencies 
- Local, remote and input loop back test 
- BER test through LMT. 
- TX-RX separation as per ITU-R recommendations. 
- Frequency selection through LMT. 
- Transmit power control through LMT.  

 
13) The overload point of the receiver and range of transmit power control shall be 

indicated by the vendor. 
 

14) The MW equipment shall support minimum three (3) GE Interface (with 
combination of Electrical and Optical) 

 
15) The vendor shall submit detailed connectivity chart displaying the capacity of 

various radio links, frequency band width in air etc. 
 

16) The proposed platform should support 
 

- VLAN tagging and un-tagging. 
- QOS (Quality of Service), policing and shaping 
- Q-in-Q 
- IEEE 802.3 standard of jumbo frames where the maximum MTU is 9000 

bytes 
- static and dynamic layer-3 routing options such as OSPF (open shortest 

path first) and ISIS (Intermediate System-Intermediate System) 
- Ethernet Synchronization such as Synchronous Ethernet (ITU-T G.8262) 

and Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 1588v2) – TC/BC 
- both in-band and out-of-band management  
- management via remote access over an IP Network 
- Equipment should be able to transport IPv6 as well as IPv4 traffic 
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- Support for 10GE ports 
  

 
17) The proposed platform should support Advanced IP/MPLS traffic engineering     

Features such as: 
i. Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) 
ii. Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) 
iii. L3 MPLS VPN based on RFC 3107 

 
18)  The proposed platform should support the Network Resiliency with the following 

features – 
 

- Equipment shall support network level resiliency (G.8032) standard for 
ring/mesh support, with a maximum of 50msec convergence time. 

- Equipment shall support service-based load sharing based on G.8032 
standard, enabling configuration of multiple ERPI's on a single ring 

- User will be able to view ERPI state information 
- The system shall support MSTP for Ring protection. User will be able to 

configure multiple spanning tree instance (MSTI). 
 

19) The equipment for bidding should support MIMO method in order to reach higher 
modulation, higher capacity and reduced spectrum license fees. 
 

20) The equipment for bidding should support AFR Frequency Reuse 
 

21) The equipment for bidding should support ASD, Advance Space Diversity, thereby 
reducing the number of radios 

 
6.3.2. Performance Requirements 

 
The  performance requirement shall ensure (but not limited to) 

 
a) Support of Quality of Service Mechanisms requirement to map the radio QoS 

Class Identifiers (QCI) to transport QoS markings (L2 and/or L3) 
 

b) Support Synchronization Distribution for clock distribution to BTS for 
frequency  

 
c) Synchronization and should also support phase/time alignment as defined 

by ITU-T G.8261/2/4, IEEE1588v2. 
 

d) Link Availability and Fault Restoration shall be 99.999% 
 

6.3.3. Microwave Backhaul Technical Specifications 
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1) This specification is aimed at detailing the technical particulars and requirements 
concerning the design of material required for point-to-point or point-to-multipoint 
microwave backhaul transmission system.  

 
2) The equipment for biding shall have modular design, with different configuration 

of cards for different applications.  
 

3) The equipment for biding shall have the capability of fully IP for capacity 
expansion.  

 
4) The equipment for biding shall support Hybrid/packet under unified platform such 

that Hybrid and Packet mode can be activated simultaneously in one box.  
 
5) The equipment for bidding should support Cross-polar Interference Cancellations 

(XPIC) ，especially, 7M/14M/28M/40M/56M channel space must support XPIC 
function. 

 
6) The system shall either operate in U6GHz, 7 GHz, 8GHz, 11GHz, 13GHz, 

15GHz, 18GHz or 23GHz & E-band frequency band and shall utilize state of the 
art digital technology comply to the latest ITU-R, ITU-T, IEEE and ETSI 
recommendations.  

 
7) The equipment for biding shall support any combination of channel spacing 

including 7MHz, 14MHz, 28MHz, 40MHz ,56MHz and 112MHz and various 
modulation schemes including QPSK, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM, 128QAM, 256 
QAM, 512 QAM, 1024QAM , 2048 QAM & 4096QAM with Adaptive Code 
Modulation support. 

 
8) The equipment for biding shall support at least six (6) Radio directions (up to 14 

directions is better) for the aggregation/HUB sites.  
 

9) High capcity equipments for bidding can support HSB XPIC/SD XPIC/FD 
 
10) The equipment for biding shall support Ethernet OAM complied with IEEE 

802.1ag and IEEE 802.3ah, as below:  
 

a) Automatic Power off 
 
b) Manually Power off 
 
c) Link discovery and Link monitoring 
 
d) Remote fault detect 
 
e) Remote loopback 
 
f) LTP (Loss of radio link) 
 
g) CC (Continuous Check) 
 
h) LB (Loop Back) 
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i) LT (Link Pass Trace) 
  
11) The equipment for biding may support MPLS OAM complied with ITU-T Y.1711, 

as below:  
 

a) CV (Connectivity Verification)/FFD (Fast Failure Detection) 
 
b) LSP Ping 
 
c) LSP Trace route 

 
12) The equipment shall support inter-board and inter-port LAG (Link Aggregation 

Group) for ETH and air interface which comply with IEEE 802.3ad.  
 
13) The equipment for biding shall support ERPS (comply with G.8032) function for 

Ethernet ring protection.  
 
14) The equipment for bidding shall support N+0 protection , with at least N=2 
 
15) The equipment for bidding may support 1:1 MPLS APS, Tunnel or PW APS, and 

MS-PW.  
 
16) The equipment for bidding shall support RMON which compliant with RFC2819.  

 
17) The equipment for bidding must support 8 level QOS capability 

 
18) The equipment for bidding shall support eight classes of CoS, and support traffic 

classification based on the port, DSCP, or IEEE 802.1p/802.1Q/802.1ad 
standard.  

 
19) The equipment for biding shall have MEF9 and MEF14 certificates  

 
20) The equipment shall conform to latest International recommendations of the ITU-

T, ITU-R, IEEE, ETSI standards.  
 

21) The system shall use the state of the art technology and must demonstrate clear 
road map to the future releases and standards.  

 
22) The equipment for biding shall support the frequency stability of ±5 ppm or better.  

 
23) The equipment for bidding should support 8kA Lightning Protection ability 
 
24) The equipment shall be able to support QoS layer 2 according to IEEE802.1p. 

The system shall be able to support at least 8 priority queues with following 
applicable modes: 

-SP (Strict Priority) 
-WRR (Weighted Round Robin) 
-SP +WRR 
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6.3.4. Transmission Capacity  
 
1) The system must be capable of carrying higher IP downlink/uplink or more traffic 

streams in single radio channel and easily expandable to higher capacities. The 
radio equipment shall support E1 and/or Ethernet traffic interfaces.  

 
2) The system shall easily be able to double its transmission capacity in the same 

band by using cross polarization interference canceller (XPIC) technique.  
 

3) The system shall support layer 2, layer 3 and UDP Ethernet header compression 
function. The Ethernet throughput could be increased to 300% maximally (based 
on IPV6 data, Layer 2 to Layer 4 header compression). 

 
 
6.3.5. Frequency Plan 
 
1) The system shall operate in licensed frequency bands and shall utilize state of 

the art digital technology complies with the latest ITU-R, ITU-T, IEEE and ETSI 
recommendations.  
 

2) The equipment for biding shall support any combination of channel spacing 
including 7MHz, 14MHz, 28MHz, 40MHz, 56MHz and various modulation 
schemes including QPSK, 16QAM, 32QAM, 64QAM, 128QAM, 256QAM,512 
QAM, 1024QAM , 2048QAM, 4096QAM with Adaptive Code Modulation support.  

 
3)  The vendor shall supply state of art technology and future proof system and state 

clearly system road map and technology evolution and support of new 
technologies such intelligent cognitive radio 

 
4) The operation modes of microwave system shall be designed to comply with 

alternative use of polarization for adjacent channels, co-channel dual polarized 
operation (CCDP) or others. More weight will be given to supplier which shall use 
effectively the spectrum.  
 

5) The bidding equipment shall support XPIC function to maximize the frequency 
spectrum.  

 
6.3.6. Protection Systems 
 
1) Protection against Equipment Failure and Fading  
 

There shall be a redundancy system for protection against equipment failures 
where necessary.  

 
2) Protection system shall be provided for case by case, however where protection 

is required the frequency diversity operation is recommended with respect to the 
hot stand-by configuration, due to its additional protection capability against multi-
path fading. An error free protection switching equipment (hitless type) is to be 
provided to maintain the bit count integrity of the BB output sign.  
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3) Depending on the propagation conditions on different radio paths the following 
alternatives are proposed as countermeasures against impairments due to radio 
path fading and dispersion.  

 
a) Adaptive equalizers (BB and IF)  

 
b) Frequency diversity with BB hitless protection switching  
 
c) Automatic transmitter power control feature (ATPC)  

 
 
6.3.7. High dispersive fade margin(HDF)  
 

Good radio performance in the presence of spectrum distortion caused by high 
level long delayed multipath fading signals. The link DFM is the radio DFM plus 
antenna discrimination(s). The supplier should state DFM of radio.  

 
6.3.8. Modulation Method  
 

The modulation method to be used shall allow the full use of the radio frequency 
channel arrangement. However, the modulation scheme must be spectrum 
efficient. The bidder shall state the type of modulation method employed in the 
offered equipment. Adaptive Modulation shall be included as part of the offer. 

 
 
6.3.9. Failure rates  
 
1) The bidder shall provide a list of the MTBF values for the following items 

equipment.  
 

a) ODU or Transmitter/Receiver  
 
b) IDU or Terminal Modulator/Demodulator  
 

 
The bidder shall also state the formula and method devised to establish the 
MTBF listed values.  

2) The radio (ODU/IDU) should have low MTTR (simplified diagnostics) feature  
 

This will facilitate local and remote diagnostics to card level, an integral system 
wide network management (monitor, control, loopback, etc.) system, and 
instrumentation ports (for RSL, BER,etc.) increase system availability and 
performance by reducing trouble shooting and restoration time.  

 
 
6.3.10. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
 
1) Safety Requirement  
 

The equipment shall meet safety requirements when operating under 
conditions of normal use and also when operating under fault condition. 
Failures which are likely to cause injury to persons or significant damage to 
the equipment are not allowed.  
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2) Protection against accidental contact  
 

3) All live parts, which when touched may be dangerous to human life under 
normal operation or fault condition should be protected against accidental 
touching.  

 
4) The equipment shall be designed in such a way that no damage will be caused 

to the equipment by incorrect operation during- starting, up or adjustment etc.  
 

5) The equipment shall be designed in such a way that plug in units cannot be 
accidentally positioned in the rack.  

 
 
 
6.3.11. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
 
1) The equipment shall be suitable to work on tropical environment and shall 

maintain its guarantee performance when operating continuously at the following 
environmental conditions: -  

 
a) Temperature : 00C to + 550C 

b) 
 
Relative humidity : 95% at temperature of 0oC to + 300C 

  75% at temperature of + 300C to + 550C 

c) 
 
Altitude : up to 3000m above mean sea level (ASL) 

 
2) During transportation and storage the non-working equipment shall withstand 

without damage the following environment  
 

a) Temperature : 00C to + 600C 
 
b) Relative Humidity : up to 99% 

 
 

 
6.3.12. Power supply 

 
1) The equipment shall operate from power of – 48volts DC. 

 
2) Power consumption for terminal radio station 

 
3) The  equipment  shall  maintain  its  guaranteed  performance  for  voltage  

variation  of about +20% 
 
 
6.3.13. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN 
 
1) The radio system shall consist of two main parts namely an outdoor unit (ODU) 

and an indoor unit (IDU). The IDU and ODU shall be interconnected with a 
single 50/75 Ohms coaxial cable; the maximum cable length shall be up to 
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300m depending on the cable diameter and other parameters. Optionally, the 
bidder may propose for full outdoor type equipment. 

 
2) The ODU shall be independent of traffic capacity with either integrated or 

installed separately antenna i.e. common ODU for different bit rates and Bit rate 
free ODU/IDU with capacity upgradeable by software key.  

 
3) The IDU shall be independent of frequency band i.e. common IDU for different 

RF frequencies. The IDU interfaces can either be E1/LAN or combination of E1 
and LAN. Bidder shall state clearly the interfaces which can be supported by 
IDU.  

 
4) The equipment shall be designed so that no access to the back is required. All 

equipment and racks can thus be mounted back to back or against the wall. It 
should also be possible at a later stage to add to partly equipped racks the 
remaining units without removal of the rack. The racks should be fully wired for 
the ultimate capacity.  

 
5) Forced air-cooling shall not be used.  
 
6) Minor mechanical shocks that are normal during installation, operation and 

maintenance (i.e. operation of switches, connection and disconnection of cords, 
closing of cabinet doors) must not affect traffic operations.  

 
7) The ODU shall be weather proof and immune to tropical climatic changes. It 

shall be well protected from water and moisture penetration.  
 
 
6.3.14. ALARMS 
 
1) The bidder shall list the alarms which are provided in the offered equipment and 

means of using these alarms to localize faulty units. 
 

2) The equipment shall able to extend the external alarms inputs and output control 
at every station to the central network manager. The bidder shall state the 
maximum number of external input alarms and output controls that can be 
extended to the network manager.  

 
3) The bidder shall provide means of extending all alarms to the central control 

system to allow centralized network supervision and system performance 
monitoring.  

 
 
4) Receiver threshold  

 
The bidder shall state receiver threshold level for BER =10-3 and BER=10-6. 
(Including frequency selective fading and system gain)  

 
5) Equalization 
 

To compensate automatically for the linear and quadratic amplitude distortion 
caused by selective fading the system shall contain IF and BB adaptive 
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equalizers where necessary. The bidder shall state the bandwidth, compensation 
range, nominal input and output levels of the equalizers.  

 
 
6.3.15. NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

1) The microwave radio elements shall be managed using powerful and state of 
the art NMS tool enabling standard web based network configuration, operation 
and maintenance. Additionally, the NMS tool shall support standard SNMP API 
interface for upper level management via other OSS platform.  

 
2) The vendor should suitably upgrade the existing network management system 

(NMS) or alternatively to replace with new NMS to integrate them in the network 
the existing Management center at MTML, Ebene 

 
3) The Network Manager (NMS) shall be modular in design allowing smooth 

addition of Network Elements and shall be ready to be integrated to the 
Telecommunication Network Management (TNM) Platform. The NMS shall 
perform basic and advanced centralized functions such as Configuration 
management, Fault and alarm management, Performance management and 
reporting and Security and user account management.  

 
4) The security shall be available for log-on identity and access to functional 

module, network elements, etc. Privilege classification should allow restriction 
of commands, features and utilities both on an individual and by categories 
users.  

 
5) The NMS shall give flexibility for organization of Operation and Maintenance 

functions, allowing both centralized and distributed organization structure. The 
interaction between the operator and the NMS shall be menu driven with self-
explanatory (including help facilities) and friendly menus.  

 
6) The NMS shall be able to interface IP/TCP network to allow authorized remote 

users to access the transmission network. 
 

7) The NMS shall support Remote Loopback for fault localization and link 
performance testing on LAN interfaces 

 
8) NMS shall support: HTTP; SNMP; FTP; Telnet protocols. 

 
9) The Microwave radio system shall be equipped with appropriate interface to 

accommodate minimum of 4 external alarms (e.g. power plant alarms, door 
alarms etc.) and these alarms shall be extended to NMC via an appropriate 
bytes without affecting traffic capacity. 
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6.4 Core Network Upgrade 
 

MTML presently has CS and PS network, which is LTE enabled, having CSFB 
feature. The bidder shall propose for upgrade/replace of existing core network 
to vEPC, IMS VoLTE and 5G ready core for handling both voice and data 
services. The vEPC and VoLTE requirement is for 400K lines capacity, 
expandable to 800K as per MTML’s requirement. The core network shall be 
made 5G ready, and capable of handling 2G/3G/4G/5G voice as well as data. 
Proposed solution must also include the vMGW to support the TDM 
interconnect links with existing partners. 

 
The successful bidder should ensure the below: 

 
6.4.1.   Core Cloudification, Cloudification of network, and support for CSFB, IMS shall  

support VoLTE and VoNR for 5G network. 
 
6.4.2 Upgrade Cloud platform, support for NSA, Control and User Plane     
 Separation (CUPS), Full Mesh Topology with VoLTE and VoWiFi. 
 
6.4.3. The 5G Core shall support 2G/3G/4G/5G NSA/SA Convergent Solution,  

SBA/Slicing/MEC and Single Voice Core. 
 
The proposed core network should meet the following requirements 
  
6.4.4  General Requirements 
 
1 This document outlines the detailed technical requirements of various network 

elements including vEPC, IMS VoLTE and 5G ready core etc. 
 

2 IP multimedia core network (IM CN) shall enable MTML to offer their 
subscribers multimedia services based on and built upon Internet applications, 
services and protocols. The IM CN subsystem should enable the convergence 
of, and access to, voice, video, messaging, data and web-based technologies 
for the wireless user, and combine the growth of the Internet with the growth in 
mobile communications. 

 
3 In the detailed technical requirements, the number of subscribers is given 

based on standard Erlangs per subscriber/BHCA/BHS/throughput/TPS per 
subscriber. However, all the network elements shall be configured with a 
dynamic range of upto four times the nominal subscriber capacity and shall be 
restricted only by the total Erlang or BHCA or BHS or TPS or throughput (except 
for HSS in which case, it shall be restricted by subscriber capacity).  

 
4 Hence, in case any sub-system of a network element [which is predominantly 

dimensioned & ordered based on its erlang/BHCA/BHS/TPS/throughput 
handling capability] is dimensioned based on number of subscribers supported, 
the concerned sub-systems shall be configurable for more number of 
subscribers till the load specified in terms of erlang/BHCA/BHS/TPS/throughput 
is reached. But as systems cannot be dimensioned with undefined limits, the 
upper limit in such cases is limited to 4 times the nominal subscriber capacity.  
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5 All the necessary hardware and the related software licenses including 
databases in all the network elements shall be dimensioned and equipped 
accordingly  except for those network elements for which higher capacity, if any, 
has been specified elsewhere in this document. 

 
6 All power supply units shall be in redundant mode. The Bidder shall define the 

redundancy provided in the system as part of the bid document. The interfaces 
shall be distributed at least in a minimum of two cards or modules. The definition 
of redundancy shall include the following and details of compliance shall be 
submitted as part of the Bid for every network element: 

 
      Type of redundancy:  

a. Redundancy Mode: 1+1/N+1/N+M 
b. Operating Mode: Load sharing mode/ Backup mode. 
c. Activation of redundancy: Switch over logic and events that trigger switch 

over to the redundant equipment. 
d. Traffic restoration time: Down time, partial restoration time and restoration to 

full functionality. 
e. The processing stages protected by the redundancy. 
f. If the calls/sessions in certain processing stages are lost, what is the impact 

of such loss from the customers’ perspective, operators’ perspective and 
network perspective. 

 
7 The system availability shall be at least 99.999% measured over a period of 

one year and accordingly each network element forming part of the system 
shall have much improved fault tolerance and higher reliability as called for 
elsewhere in the DTR. 

 
8 The software version of equipment to be supplied shall be the latest. The 

hardware version to be supplied shall be the latest at the time of placing the 
Purchase Order.  

 
9 The Bidder shall furnish, as part of the techno-commercial Bid, solution 

document detailing the network architecture along with dimensioning rules/tools 
for each of the network element and realisation of all the applications and 
services both for prepaid and postpaid subscribers 

 
10 The material list must include all the items needed for up-gradation of the 

existing network elements wherever required of the respective technology to 
ensure smooth interworking of offered equipment with existing ones, in respect 
of voice and data handovers and reselections and integration and 
interoperability of the core and radio equipments etc. In case any item is found 
missing in the material list, the supplier will have to supply the same at no 
additional cost. The inter-working and inter-operability with all the existing 
network elements is the sole responsibility of the Successful Bidder.   

 
11 The Supplier must indicate details of all items with quantities, which are being 

replaced due to compatibility problems. Details about corresponding new items 
being provided to replace old items are also to be given. Such items are to be 
supplied at no additional cost. The Supplier will have to give an undertaking at 
the time of placement of PO in this regard with the following minimum details: 
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i. Details of all items with quantities, which are becoming spare for different 
configurations due to dimensioning rules.   

 
ii. All such items rendered spare due to dimensioning rules are to be re-deployed 

in the new network elements, wherever feasible. The Purchaser reserves the 
right to specify the details of deployment.  Redeployment of such items has to 
be done by the supplier at no additional cost.  

 
  

12 There shall be dedicated auto-tests in all the network elements and equipments 
required for installation, troubleshooting, Maintenance, optimization etc. 
 

13 The network elements shall support generation of standardized charging 
records and tariffs based on parameters such as the dialled number(with 
appropriate LRN prefix), call duration, traffic (volume, bit rate) and Quality of 
Service provided to the user. The CDRs generated by the network elements 
shall provide identification of eNode-B and from where the calls are originated 
and terminated to facilitate differential charging and monitoring without any 
limitations.   

 
14 CDRs generated by the various network elements, the services of which are to 

be charged, in respect of the pre-paid / post-paid subscribers shall necessarily 
contain CAMEL FLAG. Identification of pre-paid CDRs shall be made solely on 
the basis of CAMEL FLAG in all those network elements that need such 
identification for processing. Network elements which do not have the facility of 
creation of CAMEL flag, should ensure provisioning of suitable alternate 
arrangement other than IMSI/MSISDN to identify prepaid subscribers, which 
shall be used for filtering in the mediation device. The CDRs shall also be 
generated for the failed calls with release cause. 

 
15 In case of long duration calls of different types, an automatic alert upon crossing 

the threshold during call shall be generated together with LOG and SMS. The 
threshold for the long duration calls shall be configurable through MML.  

 
16 Integration of newly supplied elements to existing nodes of RAN, IN, SMSC, 

VMSC, MCA, OTA, OCS/Billing etc, shall be done by the bidder. Direct 
integration of new equipment with existing routers/switches shall be done in 
such cases to ensure the new functionality and services. The bidder has to 
ensure that all functions, features, capacity etc currently available on the 
existing elements shall be made available on the equipments being replaced 
by the bidder and must ensure smooth migration, provisioning and seamless 
working from exisitng to the new system. 

 
17 The system proposed should support both Prepaid and Postpaid subscribers. 

The proposal should be sent with an executive summary that shall briefly 30 
outlines the key elements of Vendor’s response, highlighting any major 
features, functions, or areas of support that differentiate Vendor’s solution in 
order for operator to win the competition in the market, as well as the major 
reasons why operator has to choose the Vendor. 

 
18 It shall be possible to expand all network elements by adding hardware & 

software to a live system without any interruption or degradation of services. 
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Generally, all hardware and software expansions shall be possible without any 
downtime. In case of many major upgrade which requires downtime, it shall be 
done in the maintenance window with the approval of competent authority. 

 
 

19 It shall be the responsibility of the supplier to make the equipment supplied 
under this project inter-work with all other network elements supplied by other 
vendors and the existing equipment. The supplier shall also ensure the 
interworking of offered network with the various network elements of other 
technology in other licensed service areas of the MTML Mobile network/its 
roaming partners (both post-paid and pre-paid services) for 
nationwide/international seamless working and provision of services to its 
subscribers. The Core network (HSS and VLR) shall support MAP CLI feature 
for roamers. The CLI shall be sent over MAP from HSS to the VLR (own or 
partner network) in the PRN message during Voice Call to ensure display of 
correct CLI on the handset of the roamer. 
 

20 The proposed solution shall support VoLTE & 5G Roaming as per latest GSMA 
and 3GPP standards. Shall comply to IR65 and latest IMS Roaming, 
Interconnection and Interworking Guidelines of GSMA. The SEPP (Security 
Edge Protection Proxy) and signaling protocols: diameter and http/2 shall also 
be supported for interconnection to IPX and realization of roaming senarios as 
per GSMA standards. Shall support for SRVCC & Emergency Call including 
advertisement emergency numbers during attach. 

 
21 The signaling links shall be dimensioned with a traffic loading of not more than 

30% for all types of signaling protocols. Signaling with other exchanges/network 
elements shall be on PRI, BICC, SS7, Sigtran, Diameter, http/2 and/or SIP-T/I 
and shall conform to the relevant 3GPP. 

 
22 The signaling planes to be built for transport of signaling messages between 

the various network elements and interconnect interfaces shall be dimensioned 
for a load of not more than 30%. The load of 30% applies both for the signal 
processing capability of the node as well as to the interfaces required for 
connecting to the various nodes inside and outside the network. It shall be 
possible to create adequate signaling link sets including those used for internal 
purposes. Each of the signal processing nodes shall be capable of supporting 
analysis for at least 1024 SS7 point codes or 1024 SIGTRAN point 
codes/equivalent. All the nodes handling signaling shall support multiple point 
codes for both SS7 and SIGTRAN. It shall be possible to attach a minimum of 
128 E1 to a single trunk group.  

 
23 Each of the network elements shall be supplied with the required Element 

Management System (EMS). This EMS shall support open interface 
connectivity to any NMS planned by MTML. The 3GPP and its latest 
amendment shall be supported and shall support graphic user display for 
realtime alarms, KPIs at screens in NOC. 

 
24 It shall be the responsibility of the Successful Bidder to supply DDF(The 120 

ohm DDFs are for E1s and there shall be 8E1’s per frame and 64 E1’s min. for 
each rack as per requirement if any. They shall be of wrapping type. ADF and 
HF cables for connection between different network elements to DDF/ ADF and 
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to Transmission systems located in the same building. The cables supplied 
shall have standard colour coding for identification. All the cables used for 
carrying signals of 2Mb/s and above shall necessarily be screened. DDF, ODF, 
Pigtails, screened cables etc to be included with each of the network element. 
Optical Distribution Frame for STM-1/STM-16/Optical FE/Optical GE/Optical 
10GE interface and terminate the optical interfaces coming from the NSS. The 
other side of these ODFs will extend to the transmission room of MTML and the 
required number of appropriate patchcords/pigtails for meeting this requirement 
shall also be provided as well. These shall form part of the packages of 
respective network elements.  
 

25 The non IP interfaces of all  the network elements shall support following 
synchronization method: 
 

i. The requirement at the IP interfaces of all the network elements are below: 
 
a. Availability of synchronization through IEEE 1588 V2-2008 standard is a 

must for IP interfaces and networks. NTPv3 & NTPv4 can be used for 
synchronization of IP interfaces and networks in Core. 

b. The management of the IP Clock server IEEE-1588 -2008 [centralized in the 
LSA] shall be provided centrally. It shall be possible to connect the 
management functions to an NMS through standard interfaces.  

c. The redundancy of the IP clock server shall be 1+1.  
d. The clock servers shall have redundant rubidium holdover. They shall be 

provided with GPS system/antenna with a minimum of 90m cable and 
associated lightning protection. 

e. The PTP server to client inter-operability with different equipment shall be 
available so that smooth integration with network elements of existing 
network is possible. 

f. The capacity in terms of packet rate shall be sufficient for catering to the new 
4G network. The capacity shall be explicitly stated in the bid response. But, 
the IP clock servers shall be capable of serving the core network, eNodeBs. 

 
26 All the network elements that generate CDR/IRI (Intercept Related Information) 

shall be provided with storage capacity sufficient enough to hold the CDRs that 
would be generated for a period of 30 days. The day load shall be calculated 
as 10 times the rated capacity of the respective NE and the storage assigned 
exclusively for this purpose shall not be used beyond 70% for the storage of 
CDR and IRI for 30 days. 

 
27 Any equipment, material or system to be supplied under this Tender shall 

conform to the latest 3GPP/ITU/GSMA/ETSI/IEEE standards, the Bidder shall 
furnish the detailed specification of such elements comprehensive enough to 
establish the features, functionalities, capacity, redundancy, interfaces and 
protocols claimed including the integration procedures and methodologies.  

 
28 The supplied equipment shall support Roaming and MVNO operations as per 

the requirements of MTML. The CS and PS Core shall support VoLTE for LTE. 
The exact number of MVNO operators and other details will be shared with the 
successful bidder at the implementation. There shall be no limit on the number 
of MVNO operators that MTML can add during the currency of warranty and 
AMC. 
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29 The network shall provide a QoS specification as per 3GPP/ ITU/ GSMA/ ETSI/ 

IEEE etc. 
 

30 The busy hour traffic for all engineering, design and dimensioning purposes 
shall be taken as 16% of the day traffic in case of voice calls, data sessions and 
messages. BH data in dimensioning table or 16% of the day traffic, whichever 
is higher shall be used as day’s traffic to derive 16%. 

 
31 The software licenses sought for busy hour traffic handling such as BHCA, 

BHSM, BHMM, BHS, BHRA (Recharge Attempts) etc are to be used only to 
dimension the per second handling capacity of that particular kind of traffic.  
There shall not be any cap on the overall traffic handling capacity that may 
accrue due to variations in the parameters used for defining the particular traffic 
model.  

 
32 No manual process and intervention shall be permitted in handling and charging 

of all types of calls and services. Similarly the entire chain of prepaid 
management shall be automated. 

 
33 All network elements handling IP shall support IPv6 addressing and routing with 

backward compatibility and interworking for IPv4. All equipment (Hardware, 
firmware, software) / services / features should be available on both IPv4 and 
IPv6 simultaneously (dual stack). All the network elements including the IP-
MPLS networking elements shall use only private IP address. Wherever 
multiple GE interfaces are sought, the IEEE Link Aggregation Control Protocol 
shall be supported to ensure load sharing and redundancy across the 
interfaces. 

 
34 Network elements that generate CDRs shall provide for generation of 

simultaneous multiple CDR files on the basis of at least four criteria. The 
identified criteria are postpaid, prepaid (CAMEL flag), Lawful Interception and 
hot billing. The files shall be so named and numbered that it shall be possible 
to poll these defined files separately and independently by authorised mediation 
devices. It shall also be possible redefine the set criterion through suitable MML 
command. 

 
35 The network shall support Carrier Selection feature as per 3GPP. Carrier Pre-

selection feature should be provided for destination based selection. As per ICT 
directives for carrier selection implementation, it will be mandatory for operators 
to route all default calls to pre-recorded announcement. Therefore, provision 
shall be made for 100% subscribers for default calls at 0.01 erlang traffic/line in 
addition to other requirements of the announcement devices. 

 
36 A soft copy of the documentation shall be supplied in each of the network 

elements. 
 
37 All desktops for NMS to be supplied shall have following minimum 

configuration: 
 

i. Desktop Computer 
a. CPU: i7 at least  3 GHz clock speed or latest. 
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b. RAM: 16 GB DDR3. 
c. HDD: 1 TB 
d. Monitor: 17 Inch TFT 
e. Others: 10/100/1000 Mbps LAN port, 3 USB ports, DVD Drive(R/W)  
f. Software: Licensed Windows 10 Business OS along with Antivirus software 

with continuous update on database till the completion of AMC. 
 

 
38 Installation and Commissioning spares & consumables 

 
i. All installation material and installations consumables shall be provided to 

enable the proper installation of equipment supplied (like runways & other 
accessories for fixing runways & lugs, media cleaning solution, alcohol 
isopropyl, soft cotton, soft brushes, solder wire, printer papers, adhesive tape, 
optical disc drive, various sizes of fuses/ connectors, covers, hand gloves, 
MCBs, fuses for batteries, spare fuses for DC distribution cabinet, etc. Any 
other materials and consumables, which are technology dependent and 
required for installation, but not quoted shall also be supplied free of cost.  

ii. Item-wise details of installation materials required for installation has to be 
furnished along-with its unit price and quoting of installation materials in LOTS 
is not acceptable. 

iii. Complete details of each and every item of installation materials, maintenance 
spares and maintenance consumables shall be provided.       

iv. The vEPC elements, IMS VoLTE components, 5G ready core elements, vMGW, 
MGCF etc shall be provide with in-built tracer for taking trace of all type of 
signaling including SIP, Diameter, BICC, SIGTRAN, MML, CCS#7 etc (ISUP, 
MTP, SCCP, TCAP and CAP) for user or links or NEs. 

v. All the announcement and tones shall be provided by the bidder for call events 
and triggers in professionally recorded voice in French & English. It shall also 
be possible to load the sound files in the WAV format in all network elements 
like MRF etc that can play recorded announcement. The mapping for the 
release cause as per 3GPP shall be ensured to play the proper 
announcements.  
 

39 All the traffic and statistical reports as required by the Purchaser shall be made 
available for monitoring of KPIs of network and performance of 
network/equipment. It shall be possible to see the realtime alarm monitoring, 
graphical analysis or display of performance / KPIs. The same shall be 
extended to NMS screens in the NOC with multiple windows for ease of 
highlighting the issues. Supplier has to ensure that necessary modification of 
the system, office and network data shall be possible together with re-
configuration, if required. Necessary tools and commands will have to be 
provided by the supplier for the same and made available at the NOC.  

 
40 The processor loading at rated capacity of the network elements other than 

cloud shall not exceed 70% of the total processor capacity. Similarly, all critical 
storages are to be dimensioned to be occupied not more than 70% at the rated 
load of the NE which includes the Charging Gateways, UDM, etc.  

 
41 All the core network elements (voice/packet core) shall support Full Mobile 

Number Portability and as per the instructions of the ICT in future. 
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42 All the core equipments such as shall have two power inputs. It shall be possible 
to connect two independent power sources to these power input points. In the 
normal scenario, the equipment shall draw equal power from both sources, but 
in case of failure of one power source, the full power shall be drawn from the 
other source without any break what so ever or any performance degradation. 
The two power inputs shall be adequately de-coupled so that the two power 
sources are practically isolated from each other. While doing the installation 
and commissioning the supplier must ensure redundancy of source at rack 
level, the I&C material including power cable, circuit breakers etc shall be 
planned accordingly. Wherever two power plants are available, two inputs need 
to be taken. In any case, the entire wiring, termination etc. for two sources shall 
be part of the scope of I&C of the respective core NE. 

 
43 Emergency flow: can be opened automatically in case the Online Charging for 

Voice, SMS, Data fails due to OCS server failures. The Offline charging 
mechanism will be supported during this and on restoration, the reconciliation 
should be initiated automatically for balance adjustments for the over run Calls, 
SMS, DATA usages. Spooling CDRs from NEs, rating and billing will need to be 
synchronised for the emergency period and accommodate all records and 
transactions accountable. 

 
 

6.4.5   The proposed system shall have the best security features: 
 
  Firewall, Intrusion Prevention and Detection System & Antivirus 
 

i. The firewall/IPS shall shall be of latest industry standards and provide the 
following minimum performance levels. 

 
a. Manage firewall architectures, policies, software, and other components 

throughout the life of the firewall solutions. 
b. Wire rate throughput at all interfaces. 
c. Concurrent connections & minimum throughput (Mbps/Gbps) shall be 

dimensioned to meet the tender/service requirement. The bidder shall submit 
the dimensioning details.  

d. Create a firewall policy that specifies how firewalls should handle inbound 
and outbound network traffic. 

e. Identify all requirements that should be considered when determining which 
firewall to implement. 

f. Create rulesets and dynamically update to implement the security features 
for the SIP / VoIP / VoNR calls and data services etc.  

g. Support monitoring of firewall performance. 
h. Detect threat of network attacks, signaling storms etc and protect the core 

network from such incidents. 
i. Provide additional layer of security with monitoring, signaling firewalls and 

DDOS prevention. 
 
ii. The resources in the firewall, such as CPU, memory, etc. shall be capable of 

handling the ultimate capacity with all the features enabled as specified without 
deterioration in performance. If at any stage, it is found that these resources 
are insufficient, the contractor shall provide the same at no extra cost to MTML. 
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iii. The firewall should be appliance based. 
 

iv. The interface port requirements of the Firewall shall be 1.25 times the 
requirement of the project. 

 
v. Security Requirements: The security architecture shall be based on the 

concepts of ITU-T Rec.  X.805 and the architecture as defined in ETSI / 3GPP 
/IEEE latest standards.  

 
vi. Access Domain Security:  

 
a. Access Domain Security shall provide secure and user access to 

network/systems and services. 
b. Authentication to be performed on transport layer, Service (IMS) layer and 

Application layer. 
c. Network Access control (IP-CAN Security) using : 
• User/User terminal authentication. 
• Link layer authentication mechanism like PPoA /PPPoE, 802.1x with EAP/ 

AKA, MAC address / line authentication. (Both explicit and / or implicit 
authentication of users at NASS layer shall be supported) 

• Access control lists (ACLs) & application. 
 

vii. Access Control to IMS and application/ services domain: 
• IMS security shall be independent of access IP-CAN security. 
• IMS is independent of transport network. The identity of accessing UE to 

be checked at the edge of IMS. At the boarder of IMS, P-CSCF shall 
authenticate UE and shall insert with each SIP request an asserted identity 
(token) which is passed between the nodes in IMS domain so that there 
is no need for further authentication. 

• NGN – SLA (service level authentication) between UE and S-CSCF. 
• Support for the use of UICC (Universal Integrity Circuit Card) 
• Authentication options to be supported 

 HTTP Digest authentication as per RFC 2617 (identity/authentication 
/Reply protection). 

 Early IMS authentication  
 NASS bundled authentication. 
 Full IMS security (USIM/ ISIM based Authentication & key Agreement 

(AKA) as defined by 3GPP   
 Residential Gateway for legacy equipment. 
 Single sign-on  across multiple applications and multiple  Access 

(mobile/WiFi/DSL) & Operator domains 
 HTTP Digest for self provisioning (user login/authentication/data 

encryption). 
• Utilization of IP packet / session information like address, port, Protocol ID 

and User ID etc. to decide grant of access. 
• XCAP security for presence 

 
viii. Network Domain Security:  
 Network Domain Security shall cover network/site parameter protection, 

communication protection between dispersed sites/domains, between the 
systems, between systems and other IMSs according to ETSI TS as well as 
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internal communication, node hardening, audit logging and traffic separation 
into zones etc. 

 
ix. Inter-Network Domain Security:  
 

a. Network domain security shall utilize Security Gateways (SEGs) for 
protecting the control signaling exchanged between the security domains or 
optionally within the security domain. 

b. SEGs shall connect domains using IP Security (IPSec) in ESP tunnel mode 
with internal Key Exchange (IKE) and Pre-shared keys or X.509 based public 
key certificates for protection of SIP signaling. The 3 DES algorithms shall 
be used for encryption and HMAC-1 for integrity and authentication. 

 
x. Intra network domain security : 

 
a. Site Perimeter Protection:  Consisting of at least the following. 

• Packet Filtering     
• Stateful Inspection IMS firewall for signaling. 
• Topology hiding (THIG). 
• Bandwidth fraud protection. 
• Access Control by signaled pinhole firewall for media (RTP) in SC at 

UNI and NNI. 
• Split DNS architecture and DNS TSIC for Zone infrastructure. 
• Protection against DOS attacks. 
 

b. Node Protection – Shall cover baseline security, physical access protection 
and node hardening consisting of at least the following. 

 
1) Resource Protection – Must allow controlling of access to all system 

resources including data files, devices, processes/daemons and audit 
files. 

 
2) OS Hardening: 

• Must provide OS security hardening and extra levels of access control 
to the platform. 

• Should intercept security-sensitive events in real-time, and evaluate its 
validity before passing control to the OS. 

• Must be the first layer of security for the system, and any access 
prevented it should not be overridden by the OS, even if OS 
permissions directly permit such access.  

3) Non-Intrusive – Must make no changes to the operating system kernel or 
binaries. Software must allow for quick uninstall if necessary. 

4) Self-protection – Must be able to prevent hackers with root access from 
circumventing or shutting down the security engine. Must use a self-
protected database for storing all security information. 

5) Management Console – Must provide simple to use graphical interface to 
enable complete management of all user, group, resource, audit and 
policy settings, either centrally for an enterprise or de-centralized to 
departments or business units. 

6) File Controls 
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• Must provide ACL’s on all platforms and must provide complete file 
protection by intercepting every file access request and deciding if the 
user is authorized to access the file. 

• Should allow restrictive default permissions, i.e a deny-all mode, 
wherein access can be allowed to specified users only 

• File access rules must be more granular than those provided by native 
Operating System.  

• Rules may be specific for multiple users and groups, each with an 
access mode of its own. 

• Must provide capability to allow access to sensitive resources only 
through approved programs. 

• Administrators must be able to define critical files that are not supposed 
to change. If these files are modified, the process that checks the 
sensitive files must find that the files have changed and write an audit 
record. 

 
7) Process Controls - Administrator must be able to control the 

circumstances, under which authorized users may terminate sensitive 
processes (daemons), including time and day, where from, etc. 

8) Solution must enable the administrators to share subsets of root authority 
among different administrators based on their functional roles. 

9) Audit Controls: 
• Must track user names from initial authentication to create secure and 

useful audit trails with full integrity. 
• Administrators must be able to select which events to audit in addition 

to the default start-ups and shutdowns. Other auditing options can 
include user logins, logouts access to resources and change directory 
commands. 

• Must prevent tampering of audit files by anyone while it is running on 
the machine. Additionally, any change of rules should always be 
audited. 

• Must protect the audit records and must have facilities for routing logs 
to a centralised audit system, making the audit data truly reliable.  

 
10) Network Control – Must provide firewall-like security by controlling 

inbound and outbound TCP connections on Unix systems. 
11) STOP (Stack Overflow Protection) – Must be able to prevent stack 

overflow exploits on Unix systems, to ensure that arbitrary commands 
cannot be executed in order to break into systems. 

12) User Account Management – Must enable fast adds, changes, deletes 
and modifications to users and groups across platforms, including 
synchronization with native operating system settings. 

13) Password Strengthening - Must provide features like enforcement of 
minimum and maximum password length, Alpha-Numeric passwords, 
password ageing, prevention of use of account name, prevention of reuse 
of old passwords, prevention of use of specific words in a customer 
dictionary. 

14) Network source controls – Must be able to restrict user login from specific 
machines / hosts / terminals for network access or physically connected 
terminals such as dumb terminals. 
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15) Login controls – Must provide the facility to set accounts to expire on 
specific dates, deactivate accounts on a configurable date or after a 
configurable amount of inactive time, lock out accounts after multiple 
failed logins through a daemon, restrict accounts logins during 
configurable times and days, deny access to accounts based on company 
holidays. 

 
xi. Security audit logging - for tracking management activities and suspicious 

network access attempts.  
 
xii. O&M Security: 

a. Protection of O&M provisioning and charging traffic by secured encrypted 
connections using secure protocol SSH ver. Suits of tools (SSH, SCP, SFTP, 
SLDAPS (LDAP over TLS), HTTPS & SNMP v.3), SSL and DES. 

b. User Access Control – based on user name & password and Other security 
functions.  

 
xiii. Traffic separation into security zone : 

a. Security zones must be implemented based on needed trust/security level 
for the concerned date. The traffic belonging to a specific security zone must 
be isolated from the traffic or other security zones. 

b. The traffic separation for the security zones shall be achieved with different 
types of Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 

c. Within the IP backbone, VPNs shall be based on MPLS (Multi-protocol Label 
Switching). Traffic separation within the site is provided with the physical port 
based VLAN. Also the site L2/L3 switches and firewalls support traffic 
separation based on VLANs. 

d. Traffic separation for the accounting traffic (using RADIUS/Diameter) must 
be done using dedicated interfaces. The traffic separation for CSCF and 
USPF nodes must be based on dedicated physical interfaces (ports) and 
dedicated Virtual IP (VIP) addresses. 

e. IPsec must be used as an overlay VPN for security sensitive data, 
independently from the other VPN techniques. For O&M and charging data 
IPsec ESP tunneling between SEGs must be used, when this data is 
transferred between sites. 

f. Firewall pairs shall be used guard the boundaries of each security zone. 
 

xiv. The entire power requirement including UPS, SMPS, Battery, etc. shall be 
provided by the bidder based on their equipment design with maximum 60% 
loading. 
 

 
6.4.6 IP MULTIMEDIA SUBSYTEM: 

 
MTML as part of its policy has defined a roadmap for providing Next Generation 
multi-media services. The objective is to: 
 
Implementation of cloud based vEPC, IMS Core for VoLTE, Provide Voice 
(VOIP)/VoLTE / VoWiFi and other IMS based Multimedia services, to the 
wireless Broadband customers and NG core ready for 5G services. The 
proposed IMS must include support for UTRAN (UMTS), GSM, WLAN, DSL, 
LTE, LTE A, VoLTE, VoWiFi, 5G services, IoT, M2M etc. Standard 3GPP 
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accesses and non 3GPP accesses (both for trusted as well as untrusted 
accesses shall be supported.  
 

6.4.6.1  IMS Architecture and associated NG core Generic requirements: 
 

a. The IMS to be supplied shall be based on ETSI TISPAN and 3GPP Release 
11 cloud based architecture.  The IMS shall be capable of integration with 
PTT on Cellular (PoC) and Presence in addition to other services defined in 
the relevant 3GPP Rel 11 specification. 

b. The IMS equipment proposed to be procured in this tender shall provide for 
the Control Layer functionality as well as service/ Application layer 
functionality as specified in the tender. 

c. The IMS component architecture shall be Carrier Grade, compliant to cloud 
based architecture and meet NEBS-3 specified Environmental requirements. 

d. The proposed system shall meet the High availability, System Reliability and 
Overload Control. 

e. The up-time requirement for each IMS node shall be 99.999% and shall be 
achieved through implementation of at least following redundancy measures. 

f. No single point of failure.  
g. All Control, Processing and other critical modules shall have 1+1 

redundancy. 
h. All Power modules shall have 1+1 redundancy 
i. Failover mechanism. 
j. Non-blocking backplane capacity. 
k. Mirroring of call processing states and relevant call information. 
l. Signaling Interface redundancy shall be implemented in 1+1 configuration 

whereas media interface redundancy may be 1+1 or N+1 configuration. 
m. Hot swap ability amongst redundant modules. 
n. Peripheral subsystem including hard disks shall be fully redundant. The 

peripheral subsystem shall be accessible from multiple subsystems 
simultaneously. Failure of one peripheral subsystem shall not lead to 
switchover of control subsystem. The two peripheral subsystems shall have 
mirrored data so that important network / customer information is available 
all the times. 

o. The system shall use highly scalability and open-ended hardware, software 
and networking technologies. No degradation of services shall take place as 
a result of an application/ system failure. 

 
6.4.6.2 IMS and NG core shall support both online and off line charging. Integration 

with OCS/Billing is desired. It shall also support ISC.  
 

6.4.6.3 The IMS equipment shall support both IPv4 and IPv6. All equipment 
(Hardware, firmware, software) / services / features should be available on 
both IPv4 and IPv6 simultaneously (dual stack). 

 
6.4.6.4 The IMS system shall interconnect with the existing/new CS Core and TAX 

network of MTML/other operators on standard open protocols like SIP, BICC, 
ISUP, SIGTRAN/CCS7, Diameter etc. on GE/TDM/STM/E1 etc interfaces. 
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6.4.6.5 The Vendor shall describe the available IMS & NG solution architecture. The 
vendor shall also describe support of a layered architecture made up of 
mainly transport layer, control layer and service layer. 

 
6.4.6.6     Architecture Support: The IMS & NG architecture shall support; 

a. Converged voice, data and video services as per GSMA IR 92 and 94 or 
latest 

b. Rich Communication Suite v5.1 services 
c. Voice over WiFi 
d. NB-IoT, M2M etc 

 
6.4.6.7 Specifications Support: The proposed system shall  satisfy the  latest 

specifications for the various standards of the following bodies related to 
IMS:  

a. 3GPP Release 11 
b. IETF RFC 
c. GSMA VoLTE 

 
6.4.6.8      Access Support:  

 
a. The supplier shall provide support for the access networks discussed in this 

section as part of their proposal. Specifically, the following types of access 
networks are required to be supported: 

1) eUTRAN 
2) UTRAN (UMTS) 
3) GSM 
4) WLAN 
5) LTE 
6) VoLTE support 
7) Wireline / FTTH 
8) VoWiFi 
9) IoT / M2M 

 
b. The IMS shall support Long Term Evolution mobile access and comply to the 

relevant 3GPP standards.  
c. The proposed system shall provide all VoLTE supplementary services of 

GSMA by invocation of the Application server. 
d. IMS NE shall support standard voice and VoIP voice services prioritization in 

a VoLTE scenario. 
e. IMS & NG Core Service support: The following IMS & NG Core functions 

are to be supported. 
1) Media Connection Service during call 
2) Location Information  services 
3) Support of conferencing, Echo canceller and announcement services  
4) Rich Communication Service (RCS) service 
5) Web Interworking Service 
6) Roaming Service 
7) Emergency Call Processing for normal/no SIM/Operator barred cases 
8) Multi Media Telephony (MMTel) 
9) Mobility Management  
10) Session Management 
11) Policy Control Function 
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12) Authenticaiton and Authorisation 
13) Charging anagement 
14) Lawful Interception 
15) Netwrok Slice Selection Function 
16) User Data Management Functon 
17) Application Function 

 
f. Service Centralization and Continuity Application Server (SCC AS) As MTML 

will be introducing IMS for the first time in its network, any shortfall in terms 
HW/SW for realisation of the full fledged IMS service as sought in the present 
tender on turnkey basis will solely be the responsibility of the successful 
bidder and in this regard, any additional HW/SW or expansion/dimensioning 
that is required, should be included in the SoR by the bidder along with the 
price.  
 

g. The Inter-operability capabilities of the IMS & NG core components in a multi-
vendor environment is desirable. 

 
 

6.4.7     CSCF Functional Requirements: The Call Session Control Functional 
Element shall  support the following functionalities: 

CSCF shall support 5G access type and cell-id configuration. Supplier 
CSCF shall support charging interfaces to support the 5G access types. 

a. Proxy Call Session Control Function (P-CSCF): 
 

1) The P-CSCF shall support Confidentiality Protection according to 3GPP 
TS 29.002, TS 33.204 for IMS AKA. 

2) The P-CSCF shall support integrity protection on access network for 
Digest authentication and key agreement. 

3) The P-CSCF shall support Offline Charging using the Rf-interface on the 
P-CSCF. This is required for sessions (e.g. voice calls) and events (e.g. 
SIP based Instant Messages). The P-CSCF shall be able to generate 
CDRs as per the 3GPP standards. 

4) The P-CSCF shall support QoS precondition signaling as specified in 
3GPP TS 24.229 and detailed in 3GPP TS 24.228 

5) The P-CSCF shall support SIP signaling compression as specified in IETF 
RFCs 3321 and 3486. 

6) The P-CSCF shall support SIP Message Manipulation to support NON-
standard UE/IMS clients. 

7) The SBC shall support the Decomposed A-SBC model. 
8) The SBC shall support the Decomposed I-SBC model with integrated I-

BCF functionality. 
9) The I-BCF shall be able to enforce service level agreements (SLA) 

according to the limits and features agreed upon with the peer network 
provider. 

10) The SBC/CSCF should support message manipulation support for all SIP 
messages which includes Standard SIP headers and message body and 
Non-standard SIP message and body types.  

11) Multiple message manipulations should be possible on the same 
message. 
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12) The P-CSCF must be compatible with UEs that do not support SigComp. 
That is, the P-CSCF must support uncompressed mode of operation for 
SIP signaling. 

13) The P-CSCF should be able to prioritize emergency calls in high priority 
to ensure emergency calls be served even in congestion situations. It shall 
also support Enhanced Multi Level Precedence and Pre-emption (eMLPP) 
based priority call routing feature. 

14) P-CSCF must support I-CSCF finding scheme using domain name. P-
CSCF discovery by PDNGW shall be supported. 

15) If there is no subscriber information in called P-CSCF, a method of routing 
SIP message must be suggested. 

16) P-CSCF shall support Lawful Interception. 
17) The IMS core should support 3GPP standard IMS Roaming deployment. 

Standard 3GPP defined VoLTE Roaming shall also be supported, as and 
when the relevant 3GPP specification is available. It would be the 
responsibility of the successful bidder to demonstrate and implement the 
same within a period of one year from the date of finalization of the 
relevant 3GPP specification, without any additional cost to MTML.   

18) The IMS shall support Full Number Mobile portability. 
19) The IMS Core shall connect to the existing / New HSS, IN/OCS etc. 

platform of MTML on Diameter interface. It shall be responsibility of the 
successful bidder to integrate the relevant nodes of IMS platform with the 
existing / New HSS, IN/OCS etc. of MTML for online charging. In the 
event, any modifications are required in the equipments supplied against 
this tender for said integration then for all such events, it would be the 
responsibility of the successful bidder to get such modifications carried out 
for successful integration, without any additional cost to MTML.    

20) The IMS Core shall connect to the existing / new B&CCS platform of 
MTML. It shall be responsibility of the successful bidder to integrate the 
relevant nodes of IMS platform with the existing B&CCS systems of MTML 
for CDR, billing, mediation, ICB, Roaming, provisioning etc. In the event, 
any modifications are required in the equipments supplied against this 
tender for said integration then for all such events, it would be the 
responsibility of the successful bidder to get such modifications carried out 
for successful integration, without any additional cost to MTML.    

21) The integration with existing / new CBCRM system with the equipment 
supplied against this tender will be the responsibility of successful bidder. 
This is optional item. However, it will be considered for technical & 
financial evaluation. 

22) The IMS Core shall connect to the existing/New LI platform of MTML. It 
shall be responsibility of the successful bidder to integrate the relevant 
nodes of IMS platform with the existing/New LI systems of MTML for lawful 
interception. It shall be the responsibility of the successful bidder to 
provide interception based on the set rules defined by the Licensor. In the 
event, any modifications are required in the equipments supplied against 
this tender then for all such events, it would be the responsibility of the 
successful bidder to get such modifications carried out for successful 
integration, without any additional cost to MTML.    

23) In case of a sudden packet bearer loss, the P-CSCF should release the 
session.   
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24) In case of collocation of one or more functions sharing the same hardware 
with the offered P-CSCF it must be ensured that each function gets the 
granted hardware resources. 

25) The P-CSCF must support the following P-Headers  
• P-Access-Network-Info 
• P-Asserted-Identity 
• P-Associated-URI 
• P-Called-Party, 
• P-Charging-Function, 
• P-Charging-Vector 
• P-Preferred-Identity, 
• P-Served-User 
• P-Visited-Network-ID 

 
26) The vendor shall support the following security algorithms on the P-CSCF. 

i. IPSec ESP Encryption Algorithms: 
• Null (no encryption applied) 
• AES-CBC with 128 Bit key 
• 3DES-CBC 

ii. IPSec ESP Authentication Algorithms: 
• HMAC-SHA1-96 
• HMAC-MD5-96 

 
b. Interrogating Call Session Control Function (I-CSCF): 

 
i. The I-CSCF should support the following interfaces as defined within the 

relevant 3 GPP standards. 
 

ii. Cx interface and associated functional behavior as described in 3GPP TS 
29.228 and 3GPP TS 29.229 to the HSS. 

 
iii. Mw interface to the P-CSCF and S-CSCF and associated functional 

behaviour as described in 3GPP TS 24.229 
 

iv. While the re-registration is in progress, all services of the IMS subscriber 
should remain available. 

 
v. During initial registration if the I-CSCF cannot connect to the selected S-

CSCF it should select a new S-CSCF. The procedure may be explained 
by the bidder. 

 
vi. If the user registration status response doesn't contain any Server-

Capabilities AVP, the I-CSCF shall select an S-CSCF based on local 
configuration. 

 
c. Serving Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF): 
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1) The proposed system must provide the entire AS triggering and 
interworking described in 3GPP IMS standard 3GPP TS 23.228 and TS 
24.229. 

2) The IMS core must support the following RFC’s (and latest version). 
i. IETF RFC 2327: SDP Session Description Protocol.  
ii. IETF RFC 2396: Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI): Generic Syntax. 
iii. IETF RFC 3261: SIP: Session Initiation Protocol. 
iv. IETF RFC 3262: Reliability of Provisional Responses in SIP. 
v. IETF RFC 3264: An Offer/Answer Model with the SDP. 
vi. IETF RFC 3311: the SIP Update Method. 
vii. IETF RFC 3323: A Privacy Mechanism for the Session Initiation 

Protocol (SIP). 
viii. IETF RFC 3325: Private Extensions to SIP for Asserted Identity within 

Trusted Networks. 
ix. IETF RFC 3345:Private Header (P-Header) Extensions to the Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP) for the 3rd-Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP) 

x. IETF RFC 3966: The Tel URI for Telephone Numbers. 
xi. IETF RFC 4904: Representing Trunk Groups in tel/sip Uniform 

Resource Identifiers (URIs). 
xii. IETF RFC 4960: An Introduction to the Stream Control Transmission 

Protocol (SCTP). 
xiii. IETF RFC 3588: Diameter Base Protocol(of the latest version) 

 
3) SIP call processing must provide both domain-based routing and prefix 

based routing. 
4) For interworking with HSS regarding subscriber information, Shared IFC 

must be provided. 
5) The S-CSCF must be able to route SIP messages to the appropriate AS(s) 

based on initial Filter Criteria (iFC) obtained from the HSS. 
6) IMS core shall provide support for the following interfaces Mj/Mg, Mw, Mx, 

Ic, ISC, Cx, Dx, Dh, Gm, Ic, Ml, Ma, Mk, ISC Interfaces. 
7) IMS core shall provide SCTP support on the Mj/Mg, Mw, Mx, Ic, Cx, Dx 

Interfaces. 
8) The S-CSCF should be able to distinguish between the ISC interface 

traffic and Mw/Mi/Mg/Mr traffic in particular. The bidder shall provide 
details as to how this is realized.   

9) The S-CSCF shall be able to behave as a SIP Proxy and to behave as a 
SIP Registrar for all SIP User Agents belonging to the IMS platform and 
with public user identities not barred by the IMS platform Network. The 
supplier shall state and list the mechanisms to perform this. 

10) Service Execution Environment should be triggered by the S-CSCF over 
the ISC interface and cover all sip signaling requirements specified in IETF 
RFC 3261. 

11) The IMS system shall support 3GPP Initial Registration, Implicit 
Registration, Explicit registration, Re-Registration and De-Registration. 

12) The proposed system shall provide accommodation of multi domain 
subscribers. 

13) The proposed system shall provide multi login such as multiple public user 
identities or multiple private user identities by subscriber. 
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14) Registration of multiple devices for the same public user identity shall be 
supported to provide “one phone number for multiple phones” service and 
forking feature must be provided. 

15) Registration of multiple public user identities in IRS (Implicit Registration 
Set) for the one private user identity must be supported to provide 
“multiple phone numbers on one device” service. 

16) The S-CSCF must have Load control to prevent registration flooding. 
17) The bidder shall provide list of different authentication schemes 

supported. 
18) IMS Core shall support Registration Procedures according to 3GPP TS 

23.228, TS 24.229. 
19) The registration expiration interval is configurable as per TS 23.228 and  

TS 24.229 
20) IMS Core shall support Re-Registration Procedures according to 3GPP 

TS 23.228 and TS 24.229. 
21) IMS core shall support assignment of an alternative S-CSCF for a 

registered user, when his previously assigned S-CSCF is not available 
anymore. 

22) The S-CSCF shall  support de-registration triggered by IMS HSS FE or S-
CSCF internal events as per  3GPP TS 23.228 TS 24.229, 

23) The proposed system shall provide both local number and global number 
format for Tel-URI number processing. 

24) The proposed system shall provide conversion between Tel-URI and SIP-
URI through ENUM interworking. 

25) The proposed system shall provide call processing with MSISDN-based 
Tel-URI and SIP-URI format and Alphanumeric SIP-URI address system. 

26) It shall be possible to perform re-registration or de-registration even in 
case of an HSS outage. 

27) It shall be possible to serve terminating non-REGISTER requests for 
registered users. 

28) The proposed system shall provide for redirecting an incoming message 
to P-CSCF based on suitable setting (subscriber prefix, terminal 
capability, etc.).  

29) The proposed system shall provide routing control scheme depending on 
terminal capability registered for the requested service. 

30) IMS Core shall support SigComp according to RFC 3320, RFC 3485 & 
RFC 4896. It shall be possible to deactivate SigComp. 

31) The proposed system shall provide call forking in case of multi binding is 
required and the different methods supported may be furnished.  

32) IMS core shall support forking control for RCS  as below 
A. Forking control is about matching of caller preferences [RFC 3841] 

against UA (callee) capabilities [RFC 3840]. 
B. UA capabilities [RFC 3840] are indicated during registration 

REGISTER 
 Contact: <sip:1.2.3.4:5060>; +g.3gpp.cs-voice 

C. Caller preferences [RFC 3841] are indicated in INVITE using headers 
• Request-Disposition 
• Accept-Contact 
• Reject-Contact 

D. Forking Control point is to deliver the right INVITE (call) to the correct 
device which is capable to handle it. 
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33) The IMS shall provide location information in an emergency call as 
required by regulatory authority.  

34) TheIMS shall support emergency call routing by translating the dialed 
emergency number and the location information to the E.164 number of 
the emergency center that is responsible for the emergency call.  
 

d. Transit Control Function (TRCF): 
 

1) In case the IMS network is neither directly serving the calling nor the called 
subscriber a SIP request is routed towards the TRCF, being responsible 
for interconnecting neighboring networks. The transit support shall 
support routing, service triggering, and charging. 

2) TRCF must provide support for Rf interface. 
3) TRCF must provide support for Lawful Interception Management. 

 
e. Security and border control (SBC): 

 
1) Access session border control 
2) The IMS should provide an integrated access border control function. 
3) The integrated SBC should have the ability to handle far-end network 

address translation (NAT) and pin holing. 
4) The SBC should support Session and media layer timers to detect session 

failures. 
5) The A-SBC should terminate sessions that fail to set-up properly, fail to 

terminate properly or exceed maximum time length, eliminating 
accounting reconciliation costs. 

6) The vendor must provide technical description of the CAC procedures 
implemented in the  SBC and shall support the following CAC features: 

A. Prevent overload of UNI- or NNI-interconnections 
B. Graceful call rejection if bandwidth or session constraints are exceeded 
C. Media timers relinquish inactive/dropped call bandwidth to capacity 

pool 
D. Multi-tiered bandwidth policies for aggregated access/peer networks 
E. Media release/optimization, also ensuring that CAC is not performed 

when a session is candidate for media release (i.e. when media 
streams are flowing between the end points directly and no bandwidth 
resources are required on the peering/access link) 

F. Policy server based CAC via Rx interface 
G. Ensure only one resource reservation per virtual processing instance is 

performed for related forked or multi-ring sessions (i.e. forked or multi-
ring INVITEs shall end up in a single resource reservation) 

7) An SBC shall at least support CAC per virtual processing instance or per 
registered user with uniform rules 

8) The SBC shall ensure rate limiting to prevent overload. Therefore it needs 
to enforce max aggregate rate for all traffic. 

9) SIP compression should be terminated in the A-SBC/P-CSCF as defined 
in latest standards; 

A. IETF RFC 3320: Signaling Compression (SIGCOMP) 
B. IETF RFC 3485: The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Session 

Description 
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C. Protocol (SDP) Static Dictionary for Signaling Compression (SigComp) 
D. IETF RFC 3486: Compressing the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
E. 3GPP TS24.229 
F. IETF RFC3320 
G. IETF RFC3321 
H. IETF RFC2486 

10) Both dynamic and static compression shall be supported. 
11) The A-SBC should support hosted NAT/FW traversal (symmetric SIP and 

media is assumed) to enable SIP signaling and media streams to traverse 
through uncontrolled NAT boxes (e.g. residential CPEs and enterprise 
NATs). In addition A-SBC shall be capable to act as NAT itself. 

12) The SBC shall support Redirect and Proxy Modes including outbound 
Proxy (A-SBC) 

13) SBC shall support SIP- and SDP-Header Manipulation Rule definitions 
(dynamic and static) based on REGEXP-definitions. 

14) The vendor shall describe how Topology Hiding is provided on the SBC. 
15) The offered A-SBC shall support access control by means of pin holing 

media approved during session setup. 
16) The offered SBC shall be capable of protecting against DoS attacks.  

 
f. Interconnecting session border control (I-SBC): 

 
1) I-SBC shall  support: 

A. TLS transport and SSH encryption for SIP 
B. IPSec 
C. VPN separation 

2) Regarding Resource and QoS Management, SBC shall allow Access 
control both L3 and L5 using allow / deny rules (like ACLs) for controlling 
traffic (service access, registration, establishing sessions, etc.); 
Controlling bandwidth limiting and usage metering (available sessions and 
session rate for a group of clients); and Inter-working between IPv4 and 
IPv6 networks 

3) The SBC shall support the following CAC features: 
A. Prevents overload of UNI- or NNI-interconnections 
B. Graceful call rejection if bandwidth or session constraints are exceeded 
C. Media timers relinquish inactive/dropped call bandwidth to capacity 

pool 
D. Multi-tiered bandwidth policies for aggregated access/peer networks 
E. Media release/optimization, also ensuring that CAC is not performed 

when a session is candidate for media release (i.e. when media 
streams are flowing between the end points directly and no bandwidth 
resources are required on the peering/access link) 

F. Policy server based CAC via Rx interface 
G. Ensure only one resource reservation per virtual processing instance is 

performed for related forked or multi-ring sessions (i.e. forked or multi-
ring INVITEs shall end up in a single resource reservation) 

H. An SBC shall at least support CAC per virtual processing instance or 
per registered user with uniform rules 

I. The offered SBC shall support SIP Header manipulation in order to 
ensure interworking between different SIP implementations. The 
vendor shall describe in detail the configuration options supported. 
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J. The A/I-SBC shall support both MSRP B2BUA (RFC 4975, RFC 6135) 
and MSRP pass-thru (RFC 6135). 

K. The SBC shall support S/MIME protection of SIP messages. 
 

g. DNS/ENUM:  
 

1. DNS/ENUM server shall be provided. 
 

2. The DNS/ENUM shall support conversion of tel:URI to SIP:URI.  
 

3. The DNS/ENUM shall be capable of handling 2 times the dimensioned 
subscriber capacity given elsewhere in the document for the IMS purpose 
during Busy Hour.  

 
4. DNS/ENUM provided shall be as per 3GPP specificaitons for 

vEPC/VoLTE/VoNR services, local/romaing senarios for voice and data. 
 

5. Shall be of sufficient capacity to handle the BHCA/BHS/TPS etc.  
 

6. ENUM shall support NAPTR, SRV, AAAA, PTR resource records. 
 

7. ENUM shall support a configurable ENUM domain (e.g. “e164enum.net”). 
 

8. Describe ENUM server interface for exchange of NAPTR records. 
 

9. ENUM translation shall be provided as specified in 3GPP TS 23.228.   
 

10. The ENUM client/resolver shall support several ENUM roots.   
 

11. The ENUM solution shall be compliant with GSMA IR.67 "DNS Guidelines 
for Operators".     

 
12. ENUM/DNS shall support subsequent MNP query based on SIGTRAN 

(SCTP/M3UA) towards STP layer. 
 

13. Possibility to export Full configuration with a customize name and to send 
to a central SFTP server by means of scheduled task. 

 
14. ENUM shall be able to keep an internal MNP database. 

 
15. Upon failure of signaling towards NPDB, the ENUM system. 

 
16. Shall be able to generate ENUM response messages that contain error 

codes that enables the ENUM request originating node to initiate relevant 
fault handling procedures, such as e.g. failover to redundant node. 

 
17. Upon failure of signaling towards NPDB, the ENUM system shall have an 

option to suspend operation until NPDB communication is restored. 
 

18. Inquiries towards MNP shall be possible as part of the DNS/ENUM 
procedure. 

tel:URI
sip:URI
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19. The ENUM/DNS request and response messages shall support tel-URI's 
with porting information "rn" and "npdi", i.e. be able to handle NP data as 
indicated in 3GPP 24.229, 5.4.3.2. 

20. The solution shall support NTP (Network Timing Protocol, IETF RFC 
1305). 

21. Network nodes shall support Path MTU Discovery for IP version 6 as 
specified in [RFC1981]. 

22. Network nodes shall support Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 as specified in 
[RFC2461].  

23. Network nodes shall support ICMPv6 as specified in [RFC2463].  

24. The proposed system shall support SOAP protocol 

 
25. The DNS/ENUM server will be deployed in a hierarchical architecture, as 

e.g. a Tier-1 or Tier-2 server, in a flexible manner. 
 

26. The proposed system shall support automatic and manual backup; support 
restore configuration. Please describe how to roll back to the previous 
configurations. 
 

27. The proposed system to upgrade and downgrade software version. 
 

28. The proposed system shall support Number Portability (NP) service and 
interconnect with existing NP database. The Bidder shall describe the 
solution in detail. 

 
29. The ENUM Server shall answer to the respective queries dependent on 

the originator of the request. The DNS/ENUM Server must support the 
concept of the so-called ‘view’. 

 
30. The ENUM Server shall support caching of DNS or NAPTR records in 

ENUM client, by e.g. providing as part of the DNS or NAPTR answer 
appropriate and configurable TTL values. 

 
31. If prefixes are exchanged with a customer via a routing protocol, the 

maximum number of prefixes must be limited. 
 

32. The vendor shall describe the method for selection of any TAS instance to 
send request on Ut interface (it will not be mandatory to send it to same 
TAS which is holding subscriber Registration information). 

 
33. Authentication Proxy shall support capability to behave as a reverse and 

trusted proxy acting as the single point of contact for all clients XCAP self-
admin requests 
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34. The AP shall authenticate all XCAP requests to TAS. AP shall support both 
absolute and relative HTTP request URI's coming from XCAP clients. 

 

h. Overload protection: 
 

1. The VoLTE Solution must be able to handle heavy signaling load 
generated in LTE networks. 

2. The bidder shall provide a detailed description of the methods and 
procedures in the CSCF to realize overload control mechanism. The 
CSCF shall be able to protect the HSS-FE against Overload. The CSCF 
must be able to use E2E prioritization mechanism.  

3. Emergency Calls should receive priority treatment even in overload 
conditions. It shall be possible to prioritize other services as well. 

 
i. Lawful Interception: 

 
1. It shall be possible to provide seamless lawful interception of any 

subscriber irrespective of the RAT he is connected to.  
2. In Roaming-In use case (a user of another operator  uses current 

operator’s mobile IMS network, this user is a LI target in the visited 
network), the supplier shall implement a Lawful Interception (LI) solution 
to enable interception of signaling and communication content of this 
roaming-in user. A detailed description of the same shall be provided in 
the bid. 

3. In Roaming-Out use case based on home routing without Optimal Media 
Routing (Offered customer mobile IMS user in VPLMN, this Roaming-Out 
user is a LI target for home network), the supplier shall implement a Lawful 
Interception (LI) solution to enable interception of signaling and 
communication content of this roaming-out user. A detailed description of 
the same shall be provided in the bid. 

  
j. EMS of the IMS & NG Core system: 

 
The EMS for the IMS and NG core shall be provided by the successful bidder. 
The EMS shall be able to generate the alarms, Configurations, traces, 
Security, and other O&M activities (Backup, restoration, automated 
scheduling, tracing, KPI, user logs, user security, command logs etc), and 
defined customized reports which would be finalized by MTML in 
consultation with the successful bidder. MTML may implement its NMS in 
future and it shall be possible for the EMS of IMS to integrate with the NMS 
of MTML on open interfaces. 

 
k. IM-MGW/ MGCF: 

 
1. The system shall support the WB-AMR/ G.711 A-law/G.711 µ-

law/G.729/G.729A/ G.729B/T.38. codecs for the Nb and Mb interfaces. 
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2. IM-MGW shall support TFO as per 3GPP TS 28.062 and shall support the 

GSM HR, GSM FR, GSM EFR, WB AMR, HR AMR, FR AMR codecs. 

3. IM-MGW shall support TFO/TrFO interworking as per to 3GPP TR 23.977.  

4. It shall support 5 msec packetisation time capabilities. 

5. IMMGW shall support Diffserv marking. MGCF shall provide an interface 

to an ENUM server 

6. The MGCF and MGW shall support configuration of VLANs. 

7. MGCF shall support routing capabilities to support transit function as per 

3GPP TS 24.229. It shall also support different routing procedures like 

routing on “calling called party address” resp. on “p-asserted id” “request 

URI” etc. 

8. The MGCF and IM-MGW shall support interconnects towards PSTN/ISDN 

with the basic echo control procedure according to ITU ISUP standards. 

9. The MGCF must be capable of generating charging data, either by 

generating Charging Data Records (CDRs) or by using/sending diameter 

messages. 

10. The MGCF shall handle calls in progress in overload situations. 

11. For incoming ISUP/SIP signaling, the Incoming-MGCF function entity 

shall be capable to map Called Party Address Prefixes into the SIP 

“History-Info’ header, in order to convey those prefixes within the IMS 

network. It should be possible to integrate existing 2G RAN network with 

the IMS MGCF/MGW.   
 

l. MRFC/MRFP: 
 

1. The MRFC shall support media resource & bearer controlling according 

to 3GPP TS 23.002 such as media announcement, multimedia 

conferencing, and IVR functionalities. 

2. The MRFC shall control MRFP through Mp interface. 

3. The MRFC shall support the Mr interface to the I/S-CSCF and associated 

functional behaviors.  

4. The bidder shall indicate the degree of standards compliance and 

describe deviations from the standards. 

5. The MRFP shall support media resource & bearer processing according 

to 3GPP TS 23.002 such as bearer & resource control, media mixing, and 

floor control. 
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6. The MRFP shall support G.711 codec and G.729 codec. 

m. Enhanced Single Radio Voice Call Continuity 

1. The offered SBC shall provide Access Transfer Control Function (ATCF) 
as specified in 3GPP TS 23.237, Release 11. 

2. The offered ATCF and ATGW shall support the Iq/Ix interface according to 
3GPP TS 23.334, TS 29.162 respectively. 

3. The ATCF should control the ATGW via H.248 protocol 

4. Iq interface procedures relative to session and media anchoring for 
SRVCC shall be performed by the ATCF for speech session transfer (PS 
 CS) using SRVCC enhanced for ATCF procedures, as described in 
3GPP Release 11 TS 23.237. 

5. The supplier shall describe the methods used to determine if the ATCF 
should be including itself during registration and if the ATCF should anchor 
the media in the ATGW, as described in 3GPP Release 11 TS 23.237 
clause 5.3.4.2. 

6. ATCF and ATGW shall have means to process calls towards the BGCF 
finally destined towards the IMS-MGCF and -MGW to the CS-domain. 

7. ATCF system shall support failover to the redundant (local or geographic) 
system without impacting current session. 

8. ATCF shall support the Iq interface to the ATGW as defined in 3GPP TS 
29.334 rel 10 or later. 

9. ATCF shall support RFC 5002 P-Profile-Key Header. 

n. Capacity and Performance  

Bidder shall state the minimal/maximal number of subscribers that single Virtual 
Machine/Virtual Network Function can handle.The Vendor shall submit the 
maximal value of system performance and capacity (including test condition, 
performance/capacity standards) on the condition below. 

1. CPU / Memory load must keep below 70% for maximal number of    
subscribers. 

2. The maximal value of system performance is accepted only when there is no 
lost call during one hour. 

3. Both IPV4 and IPV6 must be provided with same level of performance. 
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4. Specify the recommended configuration per node in terms of CPU 
performance, interface boards, number of processors, RAM size, disk type, disk 
space and any other relevant data for dimensioning. 

5. Maximum capacity of each IMS component (e.g. BHSA, Number of messages/ 
concurrent sessions /transactions per second) that can be handled by the 
proposed system configuration over a sustained period of time without 
degrading performance shall be provided. Detailed information on how to 
accomplish such the maximum traffic performance shall be included also. 

6. Vendor shall clarify the sources for auto-scaling triggering events and the 
applied criteria/thresholds. 

7. Vendor shall explain whether the scaling solution can be implemented based 
on traffic prediction, for example, historical traffic and idle/busy time range. 

8. CSCF at each site must be addressed by a single IP address with other nodes. 
This unique IP address must not in any event impacting performance and 
scalability of the solution. 

9. The vendor shall state the support of the single software parameter concept 
based on SIMULTANEOUSLY ACTIVE USERs according to the definition 
provided above.   

10. IMS Core nodes shall be equipped and configured redundantly with the 
necessary features in order to support geographical redundancy and 99.999% 
availability. 

11. The vendor shall list all other impacting items, means any additional condition 
required as input for proper performance and capacity calculations. 

12. The vendor shall provide its IMS Traffic Profile for the A/I-SBC, applicable for 
IMS (e.g. VoLTE) deployments. The vendor’s currently valid traffic profile shall 
be provided.  

13. The vendor shall provide a fully detailed description of the minimum meaningful 
configuration of its VNF, explaining its maximum supported capacity figures for 
the following parameters: Session attempts in BH, Successfully Established 
Sessions in BH (SESBH), throughput (Concurrent Multimedia Sessions), 
registered users, SIP messages per seconds and charging transactions per 
second. 

14. The vendor shall state whether and how much an increase of online charging 
messages impacts the maximum number of supported ‘Session attempts’ and 
any other relevant capacity and performance parameter.   

15. The vendor shall list which other Hypervisors are supported by the Application. 
Any limitations or improvements compared to the set of capabilities shall be 
highlighted.  

16. State the maximum capacity of the system, power consumption and Availability. 
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17. State the Maximum sessions that A-SBC can handle per second (Sig and 
Media). 

 
o. The IMS traffic profile to be followed is as below: 

 
IMS Traffic Profile Template Node Dependencies 

BHCA/User 2.5 MGCF 
Erlang/user 25 mErlang IM-MGW 
SIP session/BH/user 3 CSCF/SBC 
Voice Traffic 0.04 Erl /user SBC/ATCF/ATGW 
Video Traffic 0.08 Erl/user SBC 
Mean Holding Time 
voice(sec) 45 IMS CORE 

Mean Holding Time video 
(sec) 180 IMS CORE 

Average Call Hold Time - 
audio (secs) 60.0  

Average Call Hold Time - 
video (secs) 180.0  

Users under VoLTE 
coverage in BH 100% SBC/ATCF/ATGW/MGC

F/IM-MGW/CSCF 
Prepaid 90%  
BHSM 4  
RCS 20 %  

 
The above profile of the IMS shall be used in the dimensioning of the requisite 
equipment for IMS. Even as the capacities are given, MTML shall be able to 
utilize the capacities of the respective elements limited only by the rated 
capacity as given in the SoR and not by the subscriber capacity. The 
dimensioning of the elements of the IMS shall be as per the table given below.  

 
Element Unit Dim. Factor 
MGCF Mn BHCA 2.5 BHCA 
P-CSCF Mn SIP Sessions/BH 1 session/BH 
SBC/BGW K SIP Sessions/BH 0.7 session/BH 
IM-MGW K Erl 0.027 Erl 
MRF K Erl 0.005 Erl 
I/S CSCF Mn SIP Sessions/BH 2 session/BH 
ENUM/DNS Mn Queries/BH 3 queries/BH 
TAS Mn SIP Sessions/BH 2.5 sessions/BH 

 
Apart from the above, any shortfall in terms HW/SW for realization of the full-
fledged IMS service as sought in the present tender on turnkey basis will solely 
be the responsibility of the successful bidder and in this regard, any additional 
HW/SW or expansion/dimensioning that is required, should be included in the 
SoR by the bidder along with the price. Non inclusion of any such missing 
HW/SW or expansion/dimensioning that required for realization of full-fledged 
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IMS as sought in the present tender shall be supplied without any additional 
cost to MTML.  

 
p.       TRANSPORT NETWORK- T-PE Routers / LAN Switches: 

 
i. The T-PE routers and the Ethernet switches shall be integrated with a new 

EMS for MPLS network elements for continuous monitoring, health check 
and statistics etc. T-PE is the Edge router used to create MPLS layer-3 or 
layer-2 VPNs to connect the Media gateways and other equipments. 
 

ii          LAN Switch will be installed where T-PE edge routers are installed. Shall 
support Ethernet services modules: 10/100/1000 Mbps, (TX) RJ 45 
based, Optical 1 GE, Optical 10 GE, STM1 POS Interface shall be 
supported.  

 
6.4.8 Core Network- Packet Switched 

 
i. General Requirement: 

The packet core network shall be as per the 3GPP TS 23.002 v11.6.0 
upgradeable to R12 version with all enhancements of R11 specifications of 
IMS and LTE as applicable. It shall support FDD and TDD RAT systems. The 
following 3GPP specifications (non exhaustive) shall invariably be supported 
(as upgraded to 3GPP Release 11 stable version): 

 
a. 3GPP TS 23.401 v 10.8.0 – GPRS for EUTRAN 
b. 3GPP TS 23.402 v 10.8.0 – Non 3GPP Accesses for EUTRAN 
c. 3GPP TS 23.234 v 10.0.0 – 3GPP to WLAN interworking – Functionality of 

ePDG defined 
d. 3GPP TS 23.216 v 10.5.0 – Single Radio Voice Call Continuity 
e. 3GPP TS 23.203 v 10.8.0 – Policy Charging Control 
f. 3GPP TS 33.401 v10.2.0 – Security architecture 
g. 3GPP TS 36.300 v 10.8.0 – EUTRA & EUTRAN Overall description 
h. 3GPP TS 36.401 v10.4.0 – EUTRAN architecture description 
i. 3GPP TS 36.305 v 10.4.0 – UE positioning in EUTRAN 
j. 3GPP TS 23.221 v10.2.0 – Architectural requirements 

 
ii. The Packet Core shall consist EPC. MME/SGW-PDNGW should support LTE 

subscribers with e-NodeB connected over S-U interface.  
iii. The entire resources of the PS Core shall be in a pool and shall be available 

for EUTRAN customers without any limitations. The available capacity 
(attached subscribers as well as PDP Contexts) resources may be dynamically 
& uniformly assigned to the same priority customers regardless of service 
activation time.  

iv. The proposed system shall seamlessly integrate with existing/new core, HSS, 
LI, PCRF, OCS, VAS and IN systems etc. It shall be the responsibility of the 
vendor to ensure the correct selection of the appropriate node for the services 
of the customers and ensure seamless end user experience. 

v. The above packet core shall integrate with the IMS Core planned under this 
tender and shall be based on open protocols and interfaces as specified in the 
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relevant 3GPP specifications. It shall also integrate with the existing CS Core 
for relevant services. 

vi. The packet core shall support seamless selection of RAT based on the 
subscriber/operator definitions and coverage availability. Inter RAT transfers 
shall be possible with the radio networks of all roaming partners. 

vii. It shall be possible to operate the single core network for multiple PLMNs. It 
shall also support Roaming and MVNO operations. EUTRAN sharing shall also 
be supported. 

viii. Standard 3GPP accesses and non 3GPP accesses (both for trusted as 
well as untrusted accesses (via ePDG) shall be supported. Inter 3GPP 
mobility anchor function shall be supported.  

ix. The general expectation is that MME/ SGW/ PDN GW ensure high availability 
99.999% by having duplicated and redundant boards/resources for all critical 
components like power supply, control cards, interfaces either in active-standby 
or load sharing modes. It shall be possible to swap any board/blade without 
interruptions or disturbances in traffic handling. The packet core equipment 
shall be based on Cloud and Router architecture. 

x. It shall support e-MBMS. A separate eMBMS server shall be supplied for 2% of 
the EPC capacity. 

xi. The following IP packet routing and transfer functions shall be supported 
a. IP fragmentation shall be supported and the MTU size shall be configurable.  
b. IP header compression shall be supported. 
c. The packet screening function which provides the network with the capability 

to check that the UE is using the exact IPv4-Address and/or IPv6-Prefix that 
was assigned to the UE shall be supported. 

d. IP Multicast Forwarding between a network accessed by LIPA and a UE shall 
be supported. 

xii. It shall support for Local Internet packet Access (LIPA) and SIPTO. Only 
support for these is sought at this point of time. Actual test cases/requirement 
will be firmed up with the successful bidder. 

xiii. EPS core shall support simultaneous access to multiple services as per 3GPP 
23.221. 

xiv. The Core shall provide the ability to select whether the CS domain or the IMS 
will provide the services (also called as Service Domain Selection (SDS) and 
whether the CS domain or the IMS/IP-CAN is used to communicate call 
termination from the network and the UE (also called as Access Domain 
Selection (ADS)) as per 3GPP 23.221. 

xv. Core shall support UDR based on 3GPP 23.335 v10.0.0. 
xvi. It shall allow selective access restrictions to the different 3GPP RATs on a per 

subscriber basis. Also, roaming restrictions to specific RATs shall be supported. 
xvii. The proposed Core Network shall provide all open standard interfaces and 

protocols of 3GPP, ITU-T, IETF, IEEE, OMA etc so as to result in smooth 
integration with existing network and realization of 3GPP R11 features and 
functionalities. 

xviii. The final architecture of the evolved packet common Core system shall be in 
accordance with the latest 3GPP R11 Architecture as per TS 23.002 v10.3.0.  
The EPC shall support HeNodeB GW and Relay Nodes as well on standard 
3GPP interfaces. 

xix. The protocol on S1, S4, S8 interfaces must be of open standard and IOT 
performed between manufacturers of SGW, MME and RATs  to allow multi-
vendor environment. S1flex shall be supported. S1 based HO shall be 
supported. 
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xx. The interface requirements for the MME   shall  be  as  per  3GPP  TS 29.232 
v10.6.0, 3GPP TS 29.414 v10.0.2 and 3GPP TS 29.415 v10.0.1. 

xxi. The MME and SGW-PDNGW shall have IP bearer support. The supplier shall 
ensure that IP MPLS feature is inbuilt for the connectivity of core network 
elements such as MME, SGW, PDNGW, HSS, LI, Billing etc.   

xxii. The network shall provide security mechanism as per 3GPP TS 33.102 and 
33.120. 

xxiii. The MME & SGW-PDNGW shall have the capability to generate CDRS in 
ASN.1 formats and these CDRS shall be transferred to B&CCS over FTAM over 
TCP/IP interface or SFTP (or FTP in consultation with MTML during 
implementation) over TCP/IP interface.   

xxiv. All the core network elements procured under this Tender shall be integrated 
with the existing LI System of MTML by the supplier and any hardware/software 
required to realise the same shall be included in the detailed BoM of the 
corresponding NE. The supplier should ensure this integration before 
commissioning of the core elements. The MME, SGW and PDNGW will 
manage lawful intercept points set in the respective elements via the standard 
3GPP interfaces.  

xxv. The common core bearer transport technology shall be Internet Protocol (IP) in 
a bearer independent fashion.  

xxvi. The Core Network shall support the transport of SIGTRAN  signaling traffic as 
and when required (S1AP, S1UP, S1MME, NAS signaling ) over an IP as per 
3GPP TS 29.202 v10.1.0 or later.  

xxvii. Evolved packet core network shall have grooming and multiplexing for the 
transport network with auto switchover for path diversity. 

xxviii. Evolved packet core network shall support single and multiple numbering 
schemes described in 3GG PP TS 22.101. 

xxix. Core Network shall have the capability for Online Charging of pre-paid 
subscribers for all voice and data services. It shall also support offline charging. 

xxx. Packet core system shall support Multimedia Priority Service (MPS) which 
allows certain subscribers (i.e. Service Users as per TS 22.153) priority access 
to system resources in situations such as during congestion, creating the ability 
to deliver or complete sessions of a high priority nature. Service Users are 
government-authorized personnel, emergency management officials and/or 
other authorized users. MPS supports priority sessions on an "end-to-end" 
priority basis. Emergency calls shall be supported for normal/no USIM/Operator 
barred scenarios. 

xxxi. The Core Network shall provide continued operation in the case of complete 
failure at a single location by providing MMEs and SGWs in pool functionalities 
with S1 flex interfaces. The dimensioning for pooling is to be done over and 
above that specified to meet the capacity requirements. For load balancing & 
efficient utilization MME shall be able to select the SGW for a given traffic 
condition. Even in the case of failure of one SGW, traffic should be routed to 
other SGW as per the defined policy.  

xxxii. The EPC shall support Rich Communication Suite for video applications.  The 
bidder shall quote for the same as per the SoR requirement. 

xxxiii. Core Network & Radio Network shall support IPv6. All equipment (Hardware, 
firmware, software) / services / features should be available on both IPv4 and 
IPv6 simultaneously (dual stack). 

xxxiv. The modification of the access bearer as per the request of application, user or 
network shall be supported during a call establishment and during an active 
call. In case the MME needs to modify the access bearer, the existing bearer 
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termination in the respective element shall be modified or a new access side 
bearer termination shall be created. 

xxxv. MME and SGW shall be provided in pool. It shall be possible to connect each 
eNodeB to multiple MME and SGW nodes of the pool as per 3GPP  

xxxvi. Network should support National & International Roaming Restriction and 
operator controlled barring.  

xxxvii. As MTML will be launching LTE with VoLTE for the first time, the successful 
bidder is expected to ensure that the solution provided is complete for the 
launch of the 4G services. Any additional equipment/feature not indicated in the 
tender but deemed necessary for the realisation of the 4G services shall be 
captured in the priced bid and failing which the same shall be provided by the 
successful bidder at no additional cost to MTML. 

xxxviii. MTML would also be launching intra & inter circle roaming wherein LTE enabled 
4G networks/3G/2G customers of other operators would be using the MTML 
4G network and vice-versa wherein the MTML 4G enabled customers will be 
latching on the other operators’ 2G/3G/LTE enabled 4G networks using the 
standard 3GPP interfaces and specifications. Any additional equipment/feature 
not indicated in the tender but deemed necessary for the realisation of the 
4G/3G/2G services as above shall be captured in the priced bid failing which 
the same shall be provided by the successful bidder at no additional cost to 
MTML. The successful bidder shall support inter-operator VoLTE Roaming as 
and when the 3GPP standards for the same are finalised.  

xxxix. The bidder shall dimension and supply the required networking elements for 
the transport of CDRs from MME and SGW/PDN GW to the Mediation and for 
provisioning purpose.   

xl. The roaming traffic shall be taken as 50% of the total traffic. The MME shall 
provide detailed as well as consolidated list of MNC wise in-roamers.  

xli. The LTE network nodes shall interface seamlessly with the new SMSCs of 
MTML.  

xlii. The core network shall support transfer of information between two eNodeBs 
at any time via S1 interface and the Core Network for applications like SON as 
specified in 3GPP TS 36.413. 

xliii. All the QoS profiles shall be provided as in the EPC as per 3GPP spec TS 
23.401 and 3GPP TS 23.203. The packet core shall not have any single point 
of failure including the support infrastructure. The packet core should have 
overload protection and should refuse attach request and PDP creation 
message above a defined threshold. 

xliv. All the nodes shall support Diameter base protocol with the appropriate 
extensions for ensuring smooth online real time charging of the prepaid 
subscribers for the data, SMS, voice and other Value added services. The 
integration of the proposed nodes with the existing/New IN platform of the 
MTML shall be the responsibility of the successful bidder. Any additional 
HW/SW required for such integration on the existing IN platform shall be 
provided by the successful bidder at no additional cost to MTML. Detailed 
calculation sheet for the Diameter interface(s) shall be provided along with the 
bid. 

xlv. The system shall support the deactivation of PDP Contexts that have been idle 
for more than a configurable time. The timer shall be configurable as per APN, 
charging characteristics, roaming status, or based on a timer value received 
from a Radius/Diameter server. SGW shall support deletion of PDP context of 
a detached MS. 
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xlvi. The packet core shall support setting up of multiple sessions on an existing 
PDP context. 

xlvii. The packet core shall allow more than one PDP context to be set up from same 
terminal to different APNs. 

xlviii. The packet core shall be able to modify PDP context parameter at the request 
of the terminal. 

xlix. The packet core should allow IP broadcast/multicast as per 3GPP TS 25.324 v 
10.0.0 

l. The system should support roaming restriction (national and international) as 
well as operator determined barring as per 3GPP TS 22.041 v10.1.0.  

li. The packet core system shall comply with all the requirements of lawful 
interception as defined in 3GPP and elsewhere in this Tender Document. The 
packet core shall be integrated with existing lawful intercept system for online 
monitoring of content and session related information (IRI) of targeted 
subscriber in real time.  

lii. On call disconnection command, the system will disconnect all established calls 
associated with that subscriber at that time. It shall be possible to search for all 
active PDP context associated with a subscriber at any time and deactivate it. 

liii. Tools for capturing live traffic, from different interfaces and protocols, should be 
integrated in MME SGW and PGW and shall be based on IMSI/MSISDN. It shall 
be possible to monitor the traffic in the South bound interfaces from different 
interfaces individually in a GUI and any sudden isolation shall trigger suitable 
alarm(s). 

liv. The system shall support APN routing that allows overlapping of private IP-
addresses between APNs. 

lv. The system shall enable operators to enforce a deactivation of a PDP context 
from the service network on the Gi Interface. 

lvi. It shall be possible for the MME system to provide a single IP address Ipv4/Ipv6 
depending on the UE capability. It shall also support dual IP allocation (both 
Ipv4 and Ipv6 simultaneously) to the UE. MME should support data trace 
function and provide necessary tools to search for data. 

lvii. The system shall support NAT upto nx256. Public IPv4/v6 addresses shall be 
used on the network side while on the user side public/private IPv4 and /or IPv6 
shall be used. System shall preserve the mapping details in the IP Log 
Management System as given below. 

lviii. The packet core should support all the industry standard access interfaces. 
lix. It shall be possible to generate different types of report to capture the 

performance of the core network and also bring out the loading of the network 
elements. These include, inter alia, signaling performance, link loading, APN 
wise reports, details of inroamers, data throughput etc. 

lx. The charging mechanism in the packet network shall be fully compliant to 3GPP 
TS 32.200, 3GPP TS 32.240, 3GPP TS 32.251, 3GPP TS 32.295, 3GPP TS 
296, 3GPP TS 32.297, 3GPP TS 32.298, 3GPP TS 32.299. 

lxi. The following roaming scenarios shall invariably be supported: 
a. Inbound roaming with visited as well as Home PLMN breakout, i.e. the PDN 

GW in VPLMN.  
b. PDN-GW shall support outbound roaming with home routed traffic over the 

S8 interface, i.e. the PDN GW in HPLMN 
c. SGW shall support inbound roaming with home routed traffic over the S8 

interface. 
d. PDN-GW shall support outbound roaming with home routed traffic over the 

Gp interface, i.e. the PDN GW in HPLMN.  
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lxii. The PDN-GW and SGW shall support a GTP based S8 interface. GTP v1 and 
GTP v0 shall be supported. 

lxiii. The packet core shall support USSD. The bidder shall supply any additional 
hardware required for the realisation of the same and the same may be 
reflected in the SoR. 

lxiv. The packet core shall support CDR storage capacity of atleast one month (one 
billing cycle) in both SGW and PDN GW network elements. 

6.4.8.1 Multi Media Entity (MME): 

a. MME shall connect with the HSS on Diameter protocol. Integration of the 
MME to EIR shall be done over the S13 interface. 

b. MME shall also support connectivity with Cell Broadcasting Server via SBc 
interface. 

c. . The UE Tracer functionality shall be supported for subscriber trace when 
troubleshooting in operator networks, as well as for network analyses and 
optimizations. MME & eNodeB shall be able to generate periodic log files. 

d. The MME shall be able to forward access and other network or UE 
information about the subscriber to the SGW and PGW and in turn to the 
service layer in order to allow differentiation of services and charging 
schemes. 

e. The MME shall be able to send the UE time zone information over S11 
interface to the SGW and PGW. 

f. The MME shall support IPv6 transport plane for interfaces like  S3, S4, S16, 
S6d, LI, and OAM/Gom Session and traffic continuity shall be provided in 
MME pool move operation so that active LTE users experiences a very short 
suspension of service. 

g. The MME shall be able to override subscribed QoS in HLR, to allow policy 
controller to take full and dynamic control of QoS adapted to each individual 
user and service. 

h. The MME shall support HSS initiated APN re-direct functionality. 
i. The MME shall support restoration procedure for lost connection over Gn to 

avoid problems with Machine-to-Machine (M2M) devices that do not 
automatically reattach nor reactivate sessions. 

j. The MME shall be able to send SMS over LTE over SGs without need for 
IMS. 

k. MMEs shall support load balancing, load rebalancing and overload control. 
l. The MME shall support Tracking area list management and paging.  
m. The MME shall support Roaming restriction based on Tracking Area and 

1. IMSI  
2. Access Restriction Data (HSS subscriber data) 
3. Authentication Vector  
4. APN 

 
n. The equivalent PLMN concept according to 3GPP specifications, i.e., [TS 

22.011, TS 24.008, TS 24.301,TS 25.331, TS 36.331], shall be supported.  
1. At least five different lists of equivalent PLMNs shall be supported by the 

MME. 
2. It shall be possible to use different set of lists for each Tracking Area 
3. The list of equivalent PLMNs to be downloaded to the mobile shall be 

determined by: 
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• IMSI 
• TA Area 

4. The PLMNs shall be equivalent regarding PLMN selection, cell 
selection/re-selection and handover. 

5. It shall be possible to associate at least 600 IMSI (to be stated) series to 
an equivalent PLMN list. 

6. The maximum number of PLMN's (MCC+MNC) to be included in the 
equivalent PLMN list shall be at least 5. 

o. The EPS shall support TA identity list functionality with up to 16 TA identities. 
p. Intra and Inter RAT/TAU mobility shall be supported independently of 

physical location of the logical entities involved i.e 
1. intra MME node 
2. inter MME nodes 

q. MME should support ARD function to control access area. 
r. MME should support dynamic TA list for network optimization and saving 

radio resource. 
s. MME should support eNodeB relay function, can distinguish relay user and 

common user to improve link quality and user rate. 
t. The MME shall support transfer of RAT, Routing/Tracking Area identity, 

PLMN id and IMEISV to SGW/PDN GW at initial Session creation in 
conjunction with initial attach, and at bearer modification, in compliance to 
TS 29.274. 

u. The MME shall support transfer of cell id to SGW/ PDN GW at PDP context 
request/EPS bearer request. 

v. The MME shall support Charging Characteristic reception from HSS and 
transfer of this parameter to PDN GW at PDP context request/EPS bearer 
request, in compliance to TS 29.241 and TS 29.060. 

w. The behaviour of the MME in relation to Charging Characteristics shall be 
according to TS 32.298 and Annex A of TS 32.215. 

x. It shall be possible to set Session and idle timeout (in seconds) per PDP/EPS 
bearer session per APN. 

y. MME should support APN modification based on the operator’s policy when 
APN check fails in the initial activation procedure.  

z. The MME shall support the S10 interface according to 3GPP TS 29.274.  
aa. The MME shall support the S11 interface according to 3GPP TS 23.274. 
bb. The proposed system shall support GTP charging protocols.  
cc. The supplier shall ensure that the charging mechanism in the packet network 

is fully compliant to [3GPP TS 32.200, TS 32.240, TS 32.251, TS 32.295, TS 
32.297, TS 32.298, TS 32.299].  

dd. The supplier shall make sure that S-CDRs/M-CDRs/S-SMO-CDRs are 
generated in the SGW  as described in [3GPP TS 32.251] 

ee. The supplier shall ensure that “Partial CDR” output is active in the SGW and 
that the following triggers are used for this purpose: 
1. Data volume limit 
2. Duration limit 
3. Maximum of number charging condition changes 
4. IRAT change 
5. Time 

 
ff. The equipment shall support ASN.1 CDR data format. 
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gg. It shall be possible to charge based on a combination of volume, time and 
hit/event. 

hh. SGW and PDN GW should support active-standby Charging Gateway 
redundancy for offline charging security 

ii. The supplier shall provide list of available reports in MME and alarms relating 
to overload conditions with possible managed thresholds for each of them. 

jj. MME shall support IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity. 
kk. The MME shall support dual stack IPv4v6 bearer as detailed in 3GPP TS 

23.401. PDN types are set by the MS as follows: 1. An MS, which is IPv6 
and IPv4 capable, shall request for PDN type IPv4v6; 2. An MS, which 
supports IPv4 addressing, only, shall request for PDN type IPv4; 3. An MS, 
which supports IPv6 addressing, shall request for PDN type IPv6. 

ll. The MME should support IPv6 transport, such as S1, S11, and S6a.etc. 
mm. The MME shall support the Dual Address Bearer flag to force activation 

of two separate EPS bearers with different PDN Type (IPv4 and IPv6). 
nn. The system shall support the GUTI reallocation procedure in compliance with 

TS 23.401.  
oo. Radius & Diameter authentication according to TS 29.061 shall be 

supported. 
pp. MME should support active-standby diameter links for S6a interface 

redundancy. 
qq. MME should support IPSec function for S1 interface to ensure S1-MME 

control plane security. 
rr. It shall be possible to use any combination of subscriber IMSI, MSISDN and 

Access Point Name for Radius authentication and accounting. 
ss. The internal switch network of the system should be isolated from the 

external IP network. 
tt. MME shall provide automatic customised signaling traffic model collecting, 

trace and alarming. Reports will be customised on discussion with the MTML 
team. 

 

6.4.8.2  HSS Features  

10. The HSS shall support interworking with exisiting network.The HSS should 
support the S-CSCF restoration process, if the CSCF behaves according 
to 3GPP TS 29.228. HSS should support direct support for PSI. Shall 
support redundancy of modules and SW recovery. 

1. HSS shall support IMSI changeover feature. 
2. HSS shall support MultiSim feature.   
3. HSS shall support store and forward UE-SRVCC capabilities towards 

SCC-AS 
4. HSS shall support Query VoIP bearer support (T-ADS). 
5. HSS shall support Store and forward dynamic STN-SR towards 

serving node. 
6. HSS shall support distinct PSI for optimized routing. 
7. To Support eSRVCC in visited network, either distinct or wildcard PSI 

shall be provisioned in HSS 
8. HSS shall support Inter-RAT PS Handover. 
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9. HSS shall support IMSI changeover feature. 
10. HSS shall support MultiSim feature.   
11. HSS shall support store and forward UE-SRVCC capabilities towards 

SCC-AS 
12. HSS shall support Query VoIP bearer support (T-ADS). 
13. HSS shall support Store and forward dynamic STN-SR towards 

serving node. 
14. HSS shall support distinct PSI for optimized routing. 
15. To Support eSRVCC in visited network, either distinct or wildcard PSI 

shall be provisioned in HSS 
16. HSS shall support Inter-RAT PS Handover. 
17. HSS shall support below features: 

• Restoration priority. 
• Wildcard IMPUs on the Cx and Sh interfaces. 
• Terminating Access domain selection for VoLTE and VOWifi 

subscribers  
• ICS Indicator specifies whether or not the subscriber is an ICS 

user as per 3GPP TS 23.292 
• Network Provided Location Information NPLI 

18. The solutions shall allow for IMS subscribers with voice and SS 
services controlled by the Telephony AS the suppression of ODB in 
CS domain and in the HPLMN 

19. The solutions shall allow for IMS subscribers with voice and SS 
services controlled by the Telephony AS the suppression of ODB  
PLMN in CS domain and in the HPLMN and VPLMN 

20. The solutions shall allow for IMS subscribers with voice and SS 
services controlled by the Telephony AS the suppression of ODB 
premium and / or information  in CS domain and in the HPLMN 

21. Authentication between IMS subscriber and IMS network shall follow 
IMS AKA (Authentication and Key Management) as specified in TS 
33.203. 

22. HSS shall support host-based firewall mechanism. 
23. HSS shall support supervision of DoS attacks.   

6.4.9 Serving Gateway/ Packet Data Network Gateway (S-GW/ PDN-GW): 
 

a. The successful bidder shall provide the new capacity as sought in the tender. 
In any case, the capacity sought for MME is to be realised.  

b. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall support Inter-working for trusted and non-
trusted non-3GPP access using GTP based interfaces. 

c. It shall support transparent routing of S1 MME signaling messages from the 
eUTRAN to the appropriate MME and vice-versa. 

d. It shall support S4 interface with the existing SGSNs. 
e. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall support Event Based Monitoring where all 

events will be streamed out of the node and available for external processing. 
f. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall allow PCRF to trigger a QoS modification in 

the GGSN based on Packet Inspection. 
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g. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall be able to report the usage per service to a 
PCRF to support for instance fair usage policies differentiated over different 
services. This shall be implemented according to 3GPP R11. 

h. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall support Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bearers 
and evolved Allocation Retention Policy (ARP). 

i. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall allow the UE to simultaneously connect to 
multiple PDNs either through the same PDN-GW or through separate PDN-
GWs. 

j. The PDN-GW and S-GW shall support O&M output to XML-file that could be 
fetched from an external performance monitoring system. This will ensure 
that the counter values are persistent and available even in the event of a 
failure of the node. 

k. Packet filtering techniques like Deep Packet Inspection for application type 
detection shall be supported on the PDN-GW. 

l. PDN-GW shall support appropriate policy enforcement features (applies 
operator-defined rules for resource allocation and usage). 

m. PDN GW shall provide mechanisms for avoiding and handling overload 
situations. 

n. It shall be possible to provide static IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) to the UEs. 
o. It shall connect to an existing/new AAA server over Radius/Diameter over 

SGi interface. 
p. The PDN GW/SGW shall comply to the Gn, S4, S5, S8 and S12 interfaces 

according to 3GPP TS 29.060 and 29.274. GTP v1 and GTP v2 shall be 
supported. 

q. The system shall support the different bearer 
activation/modification/deactivation procedures as provided in 3GPP TS 
23.401 and 3GPP TS 23.060. 

r. At least four Primary PDP contexts shall be supported per subscriber. The 
maximum number of multiple PDP contexts and secondary PDP contexts (if 
applicable), shall be stated. 

s. The S-GW and PDN-GW EPS bearer contexts information storage shall be 
compliant with 3GPP TS 23.401. 

t. The PDN GW shall support reception of RAT, Tracking Area identity, PLMN 
and IMEISV as well as further mapping of these parameters to Diameter and 
Radius attributes. During active session any change in PLMN and RAT shall 
be reported. 

u. It shall be possible to set Session and idle timeout (in seconds) per PDP/EPS 
bearer session per APN. SGW should support single/bulk MS detach and 
purge feature. 

v. PGW should support routing behind mobile station (MS) which is a solution 
in which some terminals can access the network via a CPE with  router 
function and run bidirectional data services.  

w. PDN-GW shall support HLR/HSS-parameter “Charging Characteristics” 
(SCHAR) to be used for traffic separation. 

x. The PDN GW shall be able to interface multiple PDNs simultaneously. 
y. Both transparent and non-transparent access to external PDNs shall be 

supported. 
z. Alias APN functionality, i.e. mapping of one or more logical APNs to one 

single APN shall be supported. 
aa. The PDN GW selection function shall support the reception of a PDN GW 

identity in the form of an IP address and/or FQDN as part of the subscription 
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information from the HSS and use this address as the selected PDN GW 
address.  

bb. The PDN GW selection function shall support the APN-OI Replacement field 
in the subscription information received from the HSS. If received, the PDN 
GW domain name shall constructed by replacing the APN-OI with the value 
received in the APN-OI Replacement field.  

cc. The PDN GW selection function shall ensure that if a PDN connection to the 
same APN already exists for a user requesting an additional connection to 
that APN, the same PDN GW shall be selected. 

dd. MME should select PGW according to the message received from SGW that 
indicates availability of PGW, once not available, MME could check the 
availability of PGW, when PGW becomes available, MME should try to select 
the available PGW again. 

ee. The SGW selection function shall ensure that the selected SGW for a user 
is also the PDN GW for the user.  

ff. The SGW selection function shall support SGW selection based on the UE’s 
Tracking Area Identity. 

gg. MME should support to select SGW based on configured priority of SGW. 
hh. MME should support to select SGW based on location. MME could resolve 

SGW by eNodeB-FQDN, and select the SGW closet to eNodeB for saving 
transport resource. 

ii. MME should support to select SGW base on IMSI segments. 
jj. At least two different SGW shall be possible candidates for SGW selection 

per defined geographical area, e.g. Tracking Area.  
kk. The PDN GW shall include the PCEF functional block, with the functions and 

procedures defined in 3GPP TS 23.203.  
ll. The PDN-GW shall support a standard Gx interface, with all the functions 

and procedures defined in TS 29.212. The PDN GW shall support a Gy 
interface, with all the functions and procedures defined in 3GPP TS 32.251 
and IETF RFC 4006.   

mm. PDN-GW shall support local PCC policy, i.e., PGW can implement PCC 
function without PCRF, and local PCC policy includes local PCC policy 
based on IMSI/ISDN/CC and so on.  

nn. PDN-GW should support to get PCC policy by Gy extend interface and 
implement QoS control without PCRF. 

oo. The PDN-GW shall have the capability of protocol analyzer with Deep Packet 
Inspection (DPI). 

pp. All PDN-GW service control functions shall be configurable to be applied - 
1. Globally across a PDN GW  
2. Per APN 
3. Per subscriber service profile level. 

qq. If a subscriber profile is used, this profile shall supersede any global or APN 
level profiles. The order of precedence (highest first) shall be: 

1. Subscriber Profile 
2. APN 
3. PDN-GW  

 
rr. It shall be possible to set a default subscriber profile per APN for users who 

do not have any subscriber profile defined.  
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ss. The PDN GW shall provide the following routing protocols:  
1. Static Route  
2. OSPFv2, OSPFv3 

 
tt. Multiple routing instances (virtual routers functionality) shall be supported  
uu. The PDN-GW shall support Policy-routing. The bidder shall detail what rules 

can be used to forward mobile traffic in addition to normal IP routing based 
on destination IP address. 

vv. The inter-working with PDN shall be based on IP as specified in RFC 791. 
The interface towards external PDNs shall support Gigabit Ethernet in 
accordance with IEEE 802.3z and 802.3ab and 10 Gbit/s Ethernet in 
accordance with IEEE 802.3ae 

ww. The PDN-GW shall provide the tunnelling protocols like IPSec, L2TP (PDP 
type: IP/PPP) and GRE. 

xx. The PDN-GW shall provide packet filtering options to protect the PDN GW 
against intrusion or denial of service attacks. This shall include filtering on 
source IP address, destination IP address, port number, source routing etc. 

yy. PGW should support diameter route addressing based on host and/or 
destination realm. 

zz. PDN-GW should support heart-beat detection on S2a interface to ensure 
rapid element status judgment. 

aaa. The bidder shall provide information about the features that allow for 
management of signaling and traffic overloads. 

bbb. The system shall provide detailed reports and alarms regarding overload 
conditions. It shall be possible to configure the overload thresholds manually.   

ccc. PDN-GW shall fully comply to 3GPP specifications for the support IPv4-only, 
IPv6-only and IPv4/IPv6 dual-stack bearers in the user plane. It shall be 
possible for the PDN operator to allocate a static or dynamic IPv6 prefix, 
based on subscription information in the HSS. Also, PDN types IPv4, IPv6 
and IPv4v6 shall be supported. 

ddd. The proposed PDN-GW (for both own and inbound roaming subscribers) 
shall support different IP address allocation methods for different APNs. The 
following methods for IPv4 address allocation and IPv6 prefix allocation shall 
be supported and the particular option(s) shall be configurable by the 
operator: 

1. Static IP v4 Address allocation 
2. Static IPv6 prefix allocation 
3. Local IP Pools 
4. DHCPv4 (applicable for IPv4 only) 
5. IPv6 stateless address auto configuration 

 
6.4.10     Policy Charging and Rules Functions (PCRF): 

 
a. The successful bidder has to provide the new PCRF capacity as sought in 

the tender. The supplier shall ensure smooth integration and interworking 
between the existing/new PCRFs and the GGSNs including the necessary 
reengineering the traffic as per MTML plan. 
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b. PCRF shall be dimensioned to cater to all the subscribers of the network 
(new) irrespective of RAT limited only by the PDP contexts as specified for 
GGSN.  

c. The Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) shall balance network 
utilization and ensure appropriate conditions for any application, resulting in 
a scalable, efficient infrastructure for cost control and increased revenue. At 
the Policy Server’s core, there shall be a high-speed rules engine, with which 
MTML can configure according to unique business rules using subscriber, 
application or network related data elements. 

d. 3GPP Compliances required 
1. TS 29.203, TS 29.212 and TS 29.213  of latest releases 
2. 3GPP TS 23.002 including all optional features mentioned in this standard  
 

e. Functionalities and interfaces 
 

1. The Policy server shall be deployed including a 3GPP compliant 
Subscriber Profile Repository (SPR), to allow storage of subscriber 
information such as rate plans, and a 3GPP compliant Diameter Routing 
Agent (DRA) to load balance across multiple Policy Servers. 

2. The PCRF shall support the Gx interface towards a the Policy and 
Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) compliant to 3GPP 23.203, 
29.210, 29.212 and 29.213. the DPI functionalities resident in GGSN shall 
be leveraged for making effective commercial utilisation by MTML. 

3. It shall also have S9 interface to provide transfer of (QoS) policy and 
charging control information between the Home PCRF and the Visited 
PCRF in order to support local breakout function. 

4. All the other 3GPP defined [Ref: TS 23.401] interfaces required for 
commercial utilisation shall be provided. PCRF shall be integrated with 
other related functional blocks like for charging etc. 
 

f. Dimensioning Criteria 
 

Ser 
No. 

Parameter Requirement 

1.  Population of subscriber 
using PCRF 

100% of data customers in 
3G and LTE 

2.  Population of subscriber 
using PCRF in busy hour 

100% of data customers in 
3G and LTE 

3.  Frequency Per Sub Busy 
Hour Transactions 

1 

4.  PDP supported [Busy Hour] 400K PDPs of 3G/LTE 
5.  Average PDP Duration 30 min 
6.  Subscriber using QoS 

Control, Service aware 
charging 

100% 
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7.  Average number of private 
policy definitions per 
subscriber 

5 

8.  ToD to be enabled for  20 % Subs 
9.  CPU utilization 70% max 
10.  User end notifications to be 

considered 
 

Reporting and Notifications 
Enabled 

11.  GE interfaces for all the 
logical interfaces 

10+10 minimum 

 
g. Features 

 
1. Policy enforcement actions shall include real-time changes to QoS or 

bandwidth (per subscriber, tier or application), charging for applications or 
services, quota via service- or application-specific buckets, application 
optimization, and admission control to assure application performance. 

2. PCRF on the basis of usage reports received from PCEF should apply the 
following policies, at a minimum: 

3. Existing IP session level. PCRF stores usage counters at session level 
and reset them every time the user disconnects.  

4. Configured period of time (a month or a configured number of days or 
hours).  

5. Based on a billing cycle. PCRF stores usage counters during a billing 
cycle and reset them on the specified billing date. 

6. PCRF should be capable of Dynamic Policy control comprising of 
functionalities such as Binding, Gating Control, Event Reporting, QoS 
control and IP-CAN Bearer establishment  

1. PCRF shall support for Multiple PCEF 
2. PCRF shall be able to initiate Network-initiated dedicated bearers on 

the basis of the Application used (Rx interface).  
3. It shall support Time of day Policy Activation by sending Revalidation -

Time. PCRF shall be able to provide a new value for the revalidation 
timeout by including Revalidation-Time in CCA or RAR 

4. It shall notify the user by sending SMS or email at occurrence of certain 
events like monthly quota or charge expiry or any time that data user-
session is terminated notifying user about the actual traffic usage and 
remaining quota left until expiration date. PCRF shall support multiple 
SMS notifications in multiple languages (with different texts) to multiple 
parties at usage thresholds. The system shall inform the subscribers 
(via a web page, SMS, email) that they have reached the set threshold 
and the speed that they will be getting during the remaining period of 
the validity period/billing cycle.  

5. PCRF shall be able to do Bandwidth Control based on time of the day, 
special day, day of the week. 

6. PCRF shall be able to define policies based on subscriber dynamic 
parameters like RAT Type and Roaming Status. 

7. PCRF shall be able to give right service to right subscriber for eg. Gold 
subscriber should be able to get higher QoS as compared to Bronze. It 
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shall be able to do service authorization based on subscription. For eg. 
Gold subscriber should be given all services, bronze denied few. 

8. PCRF should have multiple autoprovisioning profile. Subscribers which 
are not provisioned in PCRF should be provisioned using this. This 
profile can be selected based on RAT Type, PLMN or combination. 

9. Multiple subscribers should be able to share common quota in PCRF 
along with their individual limit. For e.g., 5 members of family have 
combined limit of 2Gb and individual of 500 Mb. After that there should 
be an option to deny service or QoS should be degraded. 

10. Single Account: Subscriber having 2G, 3G, LTE and Wireline 
subscription should be able to have a common account. 

11. The offered equipment shall provide for implementation of Fair Usage 
Policy based on the operator decision. It shall be possible to configure 
the Fair Usage policy based on the subscriber plan, APNs, radio access 
technologies etc. with settable parameters for each of the items in 
terms of triggering threshold and the throttling speed.  

12. PCRF shall be able to classify users into heavy usage QoS Profiles 
based on configurable historical information. Example: User has 
exceeded his monthly usage limit in two consecutive months. 

13. PCRF shall be able to converge usage-accumulators across multiple-
accesses i.e for fixed access via Radius accounting and for Wireless 
access over Gx & Gy interface. 

14. PCRF shall support IMS based VoIP and IPTV services running over 
both GPRS access, HSPA access, & LTE access. 

15. It shall be possible to allow a subscriber to continue at committed 
speeds in case he agrees for a top up/higher slab. 

16. At the end of the validity period/billing cycle, the system shall 
automatically remove the throttle and reset the speed to the original 
higher values. 

17. The system shall allow for Deep packet Inspection and allow for the 
configuration of rules based on IP address/Domain name/Port 
number/Service/APN etc which will enable MTML to typically offer 
services like subscription based unlimited access to specific 
sites/services like Twitter/Facebook, corporate Intranet, email 
downloads, Movie downloads, Streaming etc.  

18. It shall be possible to charge each URL differentially (post paid as well 
as prepaid) over the same APN. 

19. The system shall support time based usage and charging rules.  
 

7. Hardware and software of PCRF shall support IPv4 and shall be fully 
ready for IPv6.  
 

h. Reliability 
 

1. The PCRF system shall provide the following telecom grade 
characteristics and a high availability: 

• Always-on  
• Automatic software recovery  
• Data replication  
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• Overload control and overload protection  
• Software updates and upgrades during operation  
• Upgrade and update of Operating System during operation  
• Online backup  
• Hot-swap hardware replacement  

 
i. QoS/Latency 

 
a. PCRF should support QoS Control for Default and Dedicated Bearer. 

QOS Control should be possible at service data flow level, at IP CAN 
bearer level and at Conflict Handling. 

 
j. PCRF shall support integration with the other zonal PCRF as well as with 

that of other operators on standard 3GPP interfaces. 
k. PCRF should be able to classify users into heavy usage QoS Profiles based 

on configurable historical information. Example: User has exceeded his 
monthly usage limit in two consecutive months. 

l. PCRF should be able to converge usage-accumulators across multiple-
accesses i.e. for fixed access via Radius accounting and for Wireless access 
over Gx & Gy interface. 

m. PCRF should support IMS based VoIP and IPTV services running over both 
GPRS access, HSPA access, & LTE access. 

n. PCRF should support Multi-vendor RADIUS CoA. 
o. PCRF should support multiple SMS notifications in multiple languages (with 

different texts) to multiple parties at usage thresholds. 
p. PCRF should support 3GPP R10 Gx compliant usage reporting based on 

Monitoring-keys AVP’s (Service Based). 
q. PCRF should support overlapping IP-Addresses over Gx interface allowing 

for policy control with PCEF nodes that provide support to MVNO operators.  
r. PCRF should send a SMS/e-mail notification any time that data user-session 

is terminated notifying user about the actual traffic usage and remaining 
quota left until expiration date. 

s. The bidder shall provide the detailed description of the structure and content 
of the CDRs for offline charging and the charging events for online charging. 

t. The system shall support different charging possibility like tariff zones, 
holiday / work days, home/visitors subscribers, prepaid/post-paid and etc. 

u. The system shall support GTP' and Diameter charging protocols.  
v. Vendor shall ensure that “Partial CDR” output is active in the PDN Gateway 

(also when acting as GGSN), and that the following triggers are used for this 
purpose: 

1. Data volume limit 
2. Duration limit 
3. Maximum of number charging condition changes 
4. IRAT change 
5. Time limit 

w. The PDN GW shall support enforcing of charging rules, according to 
applicable 3GPP technical specifications. 

x. The whole of charging functionality shall be supported in full for a subscriber 
using multiple PDP contexts or secondary contexts as well as multiple EPS 
bearers. Each session shall be treated independently with its own quotas. 
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y. Flow based charging shall be supported for all packet switched bearers for 
GERAN, UTRAN, and E-UTRAN. 

z. It shall be possible to charge based on a combination of volume, time and 
hit/event. 

aa. The PDN-GW shall be able to forward Access Aware related information 
about subscribers for policy and charging decisions. 

bb. It shall be possible for the OCS to change the subscriber profile used by the 
PDN-GW midsession via DCC CCA, RAR messages. 

cc. The PDN-GW shall support Tariff time change administrated on OCS and 
controlled via Gy (diameter) 

dd. The PDN-GW shall support per service quota authorizations with volume 
quota in bytes, time quota in seconds. 

ee. Detailed dimensioning and engineering principles used for the Diameter 
interface in the various network elements shall be provided in the bid.  

ff. The PDN GW shall support Tariff time change administrated on the PDN 
GW. 

gg. Different Charging Threshold profiles (e.g. time, volume, minimum data 
trigger when CDRs are generated) shall be possible to create on a  per APN 
basis. 

hh. GGSN should support to select OCS according to APN and CC. 
ii. It shall be possible to use any combination of subscriber IMSI, MSISDN and 

Access Point Name for Radius authentication and accounting. 
jj. It shall be possible to restrict Inter-Mobile Terminal traffic within an APN and 

between APNs within a PDN GW. 
kk. GGSN pool should support users access to GGSN with static IP address. 

When user moves in GGSN pool, users do not need change IP. 
ll. GGSN should support configurable radius AVP. 
mm. Radius & Diameter authentication according to TS 29.061 shall be 

supported. 
nn. PGW should support IPSec/GRE/L2TP VPN function to ensure internet/PDN 

access corporate network. 
oo. PGW should support MS to MS access control function to ensure MS access 

security. 
pp. PGW/SGW should support automotivesignaling traffic model collecting, 

trace and alarming. When the threshold of signaling traffic model arrived, 
PGW/SGW can alarm for system security. 

qq. PDN-GW shall support IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity. 
rr. PDN-GW shall support the Dual Address Bearer flag to force activation of 

two separate EPS bearers with different PDN Type (IPv4 and IPv6). 
 

6.4.11 IP Log Management system 
 

a. Packet Core Network shall consist of an IP Log management system that 
shall keep log of all subscriber transactions for at least 12 months. 

b. System should have enough processing and storage capacity of minimum 
200 TB per zone to store and retrieve the logs for the period mentioned 
above. Suitable compression mechanism should be deployed to conserve 
storage space.  

c. MTML shall allot the Private IP pool for end subscribers. IP log management 
shall keep the log along with time stamp for all Mobile numbers, Private IP 
Addresses/Port Number and Destination Public IP Addresses along with 
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transaction details and able to co-relate IP/Port number to respective 
MSISDN as per the given time stamp. It shall integrate with the LEA 
application running on the Data Warehouse in the zonal billing system and 
provide a user friendly interface to retrieve the MSISDN and other 
information from the IP or vice-versa in a single command to meet the tracing 
of all the required information desired by LEAs. 

 
6.4.12 Diameter Controller 

 
a. Diameter controller (DC) would act as the centralised signaling controller for 

the entire Diameter traffic flows in the network. It shall interconnect with all 
elements that communicate on Diameter protocol and ensure efficient and 
robust signaling transfer. One Diameter controller shall be provided in each 
zone to handle the Diameter signaling traffic of all the existing and new 
elements including IMS, EPC Core. DC shall be based on standard Diameter 
protocol of RFC 6733 and IANA command code allocations as per RFC 
5719. It shall support 3GPP specific Diameter codes and the diameter code 
range as specified in 3GPP TS 29.230. 

b. It shall support multiple interfaces towards the IN and the integration of the 
DC with the existing IN and other elements shall be the responsibility of the 
successful bidder. DC shall also interface with the HSS, IMS, PCRF, MME, 
SGSN and other network elements through standard interfaces. It shall also 
be integrated with the proposed MTML Diameter cloud. 

c. Each DC shall be in mated pair configuration with geographically separate 
and electronically coupled configuration providing seamless changeover in 
case of any failure. It shall support HA and 99.999% uptime. No session shall 
be lost during failover. 

d. There shall be no limitation on the number of connections towards a peer 
and multiple destinations can be routed on any interface. Support for IPv4 
and IPv6 addresses shall be provided. Dynamic rerouting in case of failure 
of connectivity to an element shall be provided.  

e. It shall be possible for a DC to be operated as a Diameter Agent and 
Diameter Edge Agent as well. It shall support relay/proxy functionality for the 
full capacity or any mix, configurable per application.  

f. It shall support Redirect Agent and also translation agent for MAP. Election 
procedure shall be supported by the equipment.  

g. It shall support peer group load balancing and internal load balancing across 
different multi processors.  

h. It shall support over load control for itself as well as for the peers. It shall 
support route reselection, loop detection, protection against spoofing and 
multiple diameter realms. The CPU load shall not exceed 30%.  

i. It shall support black list routing. It shall support routing based on any AVP 
attribute. Different messages belonging to one session should be routed to 
the same server. 

j. It shall support 64K Diameter message size. 
k. The solution shall support a flexible function to add, remove or modify any 

AVP.  
l. The solution shall be capable of acting as a diameter translation agent 

modifying the application request and response messages for seamless 
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interoperability when different flavours of the Diameter base or application 
protocol is being used between different nodes. 

m. It shall support PCRF selection procedure.  
n. It shall support SCTP multi homing on a per association basis in respect of 

two IP addresses hosted on different physical interfaces. It shall support TCP 
and SCTP interworking.  

o. It shall be possible to configure physically separate ports for different external 
connection types, like for O&M and Diameter traffic. It shall provide suitable 
mechanisms to isolate different traffic types(management, media, signaling 
etc.) into different VLANs. 

p. The system shall support transmission of alarms and messages to the EMS 
which shall also be supplied by the successful bidder. The EMS shall connect 
to MTML NMS on open standard interface. It shall have provision to log all 
the events, failures, alarms and generate appropriate reports for reporting 
and statistics.  

q. The detailed dimensioning document providing the card level engineering 
shall form a part of the technical bid. 

r. The following shall be the dimensioning of the DC(per node): 
 

Sl 
No. 

Item Measure Remarks 

1 System capacity in 
transactions per 
second(TPS) 

16000 tps For any mix of 
configuration 
as 
Relay/Proxy 
agent 

2 No. Of interfaces(Optical, 
SM, LC type) 

4x10GE 
ports and 
64 GE 
ports 

The ports are 
to be provided 
on at least two 
cards each 

3 Maximum no. Of 
peers/connections  

4096  

4 Interconnection between 
the mated pair 

10GE  

 
Note: 1 TPS – 1 request in, 1 response  out => 2 messages 

s. Notwithstanding the above dimensioning inputs, the DC shall be 
dimensioned to cater to MTML’s existing capacity and the new capacity that 
is planned through this tender. 

 
6.4.13     Dimensioning 
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a. Aggregation of traffic shall be planned for each circle and central location to 
ensure optimal utilisation of the ports on the SGSN-MME and GGSN-SGW-
PDNSGW. The bidder has the option of either using a LAN Switch or Router 
for this purpose and the same shall be included in the bid. The Lan 
switch/Router shall be duplicated to ensure protection of traffic. All 10GE/GE 
ports shall be LC, SM, 1310nm and the 10GE ports shall be LAN/WAN PHY 
configurable on the Routers. 

b. Typical PS Subscriber profile for different configurations (Any mix of 
subscribers) and Physical interface requirements- MME: 
 

Sl. 
No Item Required expand

able Remarks 

1 

Usable Throughput (Gbps) 
without any packet loss and 
overheads (Expandable upto 
20 Gbps in terms of Cat C) 

10 1 

Averaged at 30 min 
interval at 70% loading. 
Minimum Packet Size is to 
be taken as per 3GPP.   
2G:3G:4G:5G traffic ratio : 
Any mix 

2 PDP contexts 400 K 400 K   

3 Typical # subs   
No limit on subs within 
the above limit of PDP & 
throughput 

4 10 GE ports for S5 interface 2+2  
10 No. of 1 GE (1+1) port 
may be supplied in place 
of 10G port (1+1)  

5 GE ports configurable as S1 16+16 4+4 
The aggregation of GE 
ports to a 10GE port is 
also allowed 

6 TCP/IP ports to B&CCS 2 NIL GE ports 

 
 

c. Specification of each SGW-PDNGW 
 

Sl. 
No. Items Required Expandable 

1    Gi/SGi interface links on 10  Giga 
Ethernet(1+1) 6+6 2+2 

2 

Gn/Gp/S1-U/S4/S5/S8/S12 interface 
links on 10 Giga Ethernet (1+1) All 
type of links shall be supported 
simultaneously on a interface 

6+6 2+2 

3 OMC-Peripherals  2 0 

4 NTP v4 server (1000 NTP Req/sec) 1 + 1 0 
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5 RADIUS (AAA)  server  1 + 1 0 

6 DHCP Server (1+1) IP addresses) 5mn 1mn 

7 DNS Server 1+1 in terms of TPS 1000 200 

8 Access points 1000 
APNs 0 

9 FTP/FTAM over TCP/IP(GE orts) 2 + 2 0 
10 IDS/IPS Throughput (Gbps) 40 10 
11 PDP Contexts 400K 100K 

12 Usable Throughput (Gbps) without any 
packet loss and overheads 40 

10 
 

13 Signaling GE links(For user signaling 
and Diameter signaling) 4+4 2+2 

 
The bidder shall provide all the associated items in full as per the required capacity. 
 

6.4.14 Telephony Application Server 

1.    Architecture and Functions 

The virtualized solution shall be compatible with both VMWare and 
KVM/OpenStack environments. The supplier shall provide details of the versions 
supported in both environments 

Offered Application server should support operational excellence with robust 
internal and external OAM framework. 

Offered Application server should support Backup and Restore Function. 

Bidder shall list the functions offered by TAS over ISC interface. 

SIP RFCs. Application Server should support seamless upgrade with no 
interrupting active services by upgrading two planes separately, that’s is, one for 
providing services, the other one for SW upgrade. The bidder shall elaborate how 
the concept can be implemented. 

The preferred approach should be for a single vendor/platform strategy for all 
required functions.  The Telephony Application Server (TAS) is the IMS application 
server fulfilling all functions (IM-SSF,MMTEL AS,IP-SM-GW,SCC-AS) within a 
single platform. 
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IMS AS should be able to offer modular functions or roles, where operator should 
be able to suppress one or more functions of TAS.  

TAS should be based on ETSI NFV compliant architecture. The TAS VNF should 
be composed of VNFC (VNF Components). 
Further the TAS VNFCs should be implemented by virtual machines (VMs). The 
TAS VNFCs mapping to virtual machines (VMs) should be described. 

The TAS application should be based on Micro-service architecture, enabling 
DevOps based delivery model. 

TAS should serve to a wide range of subscriber including consumer VoLTE, 
VoWiFi, 5G, Enterprise etc. 

The TAS VNF modelling and Lifecycle Management event definition should be 
via  open and community driven templates and template frameworks: 
 
a) The TAS should support TOSCA/YAML based VNFD as per ETSI NFV(phase2) 
b) VNF modelling with OpenStack Heat Template (HOT)  
c) LCM (Life Cycle Management) event definition through Mistral workflows 
d) VNF commissioning via Ansible playbook. 

 

2. Strategy & Compliancy with GSMA and 3GPP standards: 

The bidder may also describe his involvement in any other relevant standards 
bodies. 

The AS (SCC AS, MMTEL AS, IMSSF) shall interwork with IMS solution compliant 
with GSMA PRD IR.92 document for VoLTE.  

The AS (SCC AS, MMTEL AS and IM-SSF) shall support SIP header transparency.  

The AS should implement Release 10 mid-call support for SRVCC calls, as 
specified by 3GPP TS 23.237 and TS 24.237. 

Multimedia Priority Service (MPS) should be supported as specified in 3GPP TS 
23.854. 

Diameter protocol operations should be compliant with RFC4006, RFC6733 
(obsoleting RFC3855), and 3GPP TS 32.260 

3. Media availability 

The AS shall support all media in SDP offer/response and particularly the media 
profile defined in the GSMA IR.92, and GSMA IR.94.The SCC AS, MMTel AS or 
IM-SSF shall accept HD Audio and Video communications. 

The Solution must be able to generate both tones and voice announcements to 
calling and called parties. 
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The Application Server shall control the media services over the Mp or Mr' 
interfaces. 

The Application server supports the following MRF media processing functions: 

• Audio codecs, for example, G.711 A-law, G.711 u-law, G.722, 
G.729AB, AMRNB ,AMR-WB, EVS 

• Dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) handling 

• Fixed and variable announcements 

• Multilingual announcements (40 languages/dialects and 
growing) 

• Tones/announcements stored inside the media server or on 
external NFS, RTSP, and HTTP servers 

• Rich audio and mixing and conferencing capabilities, suitable for 
ad-hoc conferencing. 

 

6.4.15 MMTEL AS 

1.  STANDARD SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES for Mobile VoLTE 
Subs. 

     General Requirement 

• The AS should support all necessary supplementary services as 
defined as in GSMA and 3GPP specifications. 

2. Originating Identification Presentation (OIP) - Originating Identification 
Restriction (OIR) 

• MMTel AS  should be compliant with 3GPP TS 24.607  

• MMTel AS should support “OIR per call” based on a predefined prefix 
added to the called party number by the originating UE. 

3. Communication Diversion (CDIV) 

• The MMTel AS shall support the SIP procedures as described in 
3GPP TS 24.604 and GSMA IR92 recommended options. 

The following list of call diversion should be supported: 

• Communication Forwarding Unconditional 

• Communication Forwarding on not Logged in 

• Communication Forwarding on Busy 

• Communication Forwarding on not Reachable 
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• Communication Forwarding on No Reply 

• Communication deflection 

• The MMTel AS should support upto 5 diversion destinations. It should 
direct the call to VMS upon reaching the maximum value. 

4. Communication Hold (HOLD) 

• The MMTel AS shall support the SIP procedures as described in 
3GPP TS 24.610. 

• The MMTel AS should support sending, as an option, a "Hold" music 
or video to the held party when the call is placed on Hold. 

5. Communication Waiting (CW) 

• The MMTel AS shall support the SIP procedures as described in 
3GPP TS 24.615. Additionally, Both Network based, and user-based 
call waiting should be supported including support for NDUB call case. 

• Call Waiting activation and deactivation should be manageable over 
an Ut interface using XCAP protocol as described in 3GPP TS 24.623 
and the XML schema defined in TS 24.615. 

6. Communication Barring (CB) 

The MMTel AS shall support the SIP procedures as described in 3GPP TS 
24.611 and GSMA IR92 recommended options. 

• The following types of call barring should be supported: 

• Barring of All Incoming Calls  

• Barring of All Outgoing Calls  

• Barring of Outgoing International Calls 

• Barring of Outgoing International Calls – ex Home Country  

• Barring of Incoming Calls - When Roaming 

• Playing of announcement, to the barred user when his call is rejected, 
by using early-media procedure, for all the types of call barring should 
be supported. It shall be possible to play a specific announcement 
associated to the call barring reason 

• The following Operator Determined Barring categories should apply 
for the call transfer case: 

• Barring of invocation of any call transfer (BI) 

• Barring of invocation of call transfer where the served subscriber is charge 
(BIC) 
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• Barring of invocation of call transfer where the served subscriber is charged 
with international rates (BICI) 

• Barring of invocation of call transfer where the served subscriber is     
charged with inter-zonal rates (BICZ) 

• Barring of invocation of call transfer where both calls are charged to the 
served subscriber (BICB)  

7. Self Care/ Ut Interface 

• MMTel AS shall support Ut interface using XCAP as described in 
3GPP TS 24.623.  

• The offered MMTel function shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 24.623,  

• MMTel AS shall be able to receive notification about data modification 
(especially the user service configurations). 

• Authentication Proxy in the Ut interface path should be supported. 

• Application server should support supplementary services 
manipulation through facility codes over Ut interface. 

8. LOCATION and Fax services 

• For originating calls, the MMTEL AS shall use the location information 
provided by the PANI header. It shall use it as necessary 
(Communication Barring while roaming, charging...). When the 
MMTEL AS and SCC AS are collocated, they may share the location 
information directly. 

• MMTEL AS should support PANI header to for location retrieval. 

• For terminating calls, the MMTEL AS shall retrieve subscriber location 
and use it as necessary (for Communication Barring while roaming, 
charging ...).  

• TAS should support LTE location mapping to 2G/3G location, so that 
it can be utilized by backend applications, such as, for example, the 
SCP or the Billing Center, without any logic or infrastructure change. 

 

9. STANDARD SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES for Fixed Subs. 

The AS should support all necessary supplementary services as defined as in 
GSMA and 3GPP specifications for Fixed Subscribers. 
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10. Supplementary services for Fixed Subs. 

• Advanced Conference (with Push to Conference) 

•    Anonymous Call Rejection  

• Automatic Call Back  

• Automatic Recall  

• Call Barring (Outgoing Calls)  

• Call Blocking (Incoming Calls)  

• Call Completion to Busy Subscriber (CCBS)  

• Call Duration Limits  

• Call Forwarding (CFA, CFNR, CFB, CF Default, Unregister)  

• Call Transfer  

• Call Waiting   

• Calling Line ID (CLID, etc.) and Calling Name 

• Call Forwarding Not Reachable, Call Deflection  

• Call Forwarding (Local, Inhibiting Incoming Bear Based  

• Calling Party Category  

• Carrier Selection and Pre-Selection  

• Do Not Disturb  

• Emergency Service  

• General Reset  

• Hotline  

• N-way Conference Calling 

• Operator Determined Barring  

• Outgoing Call Barring (administrative)  

• Selective Call Acceptance (SCA)  

• Selective Call Forwarding (SCF)  

• Selective Call Rejection (SCR)  
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• Selective Distinctive Alerting 

• Sequential Ringing  

• Service Suspension  

• Simultaneous Ringing  

• Speed Dialing (1 or 2 digit)  

• Subscriber Control of Language Setting 

• Support of Personal Ring-back Tones  

• Trusted Far Party Transfer 

• User Controlled Call Barring and Call Lock  

• Voice Messaging Interfaces  

• Warmline  

11. STANDARD SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES for Business Subs. 

The AS should support all necessary supplementary services as defined as in 
GSMA and 3GPP specifications for Business Subscribers. 

The AS should support following Supplementary services for Business Subs. 

• Alternate Routing for PBX  

• Advanced Conference (with Push to Conference) 

• Anonymous Call Rejection  

• Automatic Call Back  

• Automatic Recall  

• Call Barring (Outgoing Calls)  

• Call Blocking (Incoming Calls)  

• Call Completion to Busy Subscriber (CCBS)  

• Call Duration Limits 

• Call Forwarding (CFA, CFNR, CFB, CF Default, Unregister) 

• Call Forwarding (Local, Inhibiting Incoming Forwarded Call, Bearer 
Based CF)  

• Call Transfer  
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• Call Waiting   

• Calling Line  

• Calling Party Category  

• Dial Feature Code Interrogation  

• Do Not Disturb  

• Emergency Service  

• Flexible Calling Line ID/ Group ID Delivery  

• General Reset  

• Hotline 

• Intercept Referral . 

• IR.92 Call Barring and Blocking  

• Large Call Limit  

• Line Status Check 

• Location Based Call Services  

• Managed Call Recording  

• Message Waiting Indicator w/ Subscribe/Notify  

• Multiple Devices with Shared PUID  

• Multiple Ring Patterns (Distinctive Ringing, Multiple Directory 
Number)  

• Music On Hold  

• N-way Conference Calling  

• Operator Determined Barring 

• Outgoing Call Barring  

• PBX Interface – Registered Services  

• PBX Interface – Unregistered Service 

• Phone Context  

• Private Dialing Plan  
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• Selective Call Acceptance (SCA)  

• Selective Call Forwarding (SCF)  

• Selective Call Rejection (SCR)  

• Selective Distinctive Alerting 

• Sequential Ringing. 

• Service Suspension 

• Speed Dialing (1 or 2 digit)  

• Sh interface for subscriber data  

• Simultaneous Ringing  

• Subscriber Control of Language Setting 

• Support of Personal Ring-back Tones. 

• Transit Routing  

• Trusted Far Party Transfer  

• User Controlled Call Barring and Call Lock  

• VPN Dialing and Display  

• Warmline  

• Account Codes 

• Advice of Charge (basic)  

• Alternate Charged ID 

• Answer Confirmation (SimRing, SeqRing,  Extensions, and Adv Conf)  

• Authorization Codes  

• ISDN PRA trunking  

• Call Park and Call Pickup  

• Closed User Group for Centrex 

• Direct Dial to Voice Mail  

• Direct Inward Dialing  

• DN extension  
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• Dual Mode Handset (DMH) Extension 

• Dual Persona  

• Public Service Identity Server  

• Call Limit Group  

• ISDN Large Call Limit  

• Listen in to Voicemail and Rescue  

• Multiline Hunt Group  

• Multiline Hunt Group with Queuing  

• Partial Routing/Call Deflection  

• Priority Mode Calling  

• Remote User 

• Reminder Call  

• Simultaneous Ringing Call Transfer  

• Sub Addressing  

• Transfer to User’s Voicemail  

• User to User Signaling 1 Implicit 

• VPN International Least Cost Routing  

• VPN Least Cost Routing  

12. INTERFACES 

The MMTEL AS server has interfaces with the following functional entities: 

The User Equipment (Ut reference point); 

• The S-CSCF (ISC reference point)  

• The I-CSCF (Ma reference point); 

• The HSS, to transfer User Profile information or to access User 
Location (Sh reference point) 

• The MRFC to exchange session control messages without passing 
through an S-CSCF (Mr’ reference point); 

• The MRFC, to fetch and cache documents and resources from an 
MMTEL Server and to return data to this MMTEL server (Cr reference 
point). 
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• The charging servers 

• Multi-device and Flexible Alerting 

13. The TAS should support Multidevice feature. User having multiple 
devices shall be able to register with one common public identity, 
regardless of used access (CS/IMS) and service 
(Voice/Video/SMS/RCS).  

14. There is a challenge with subscribers who have a VoLTE device with 
CS-capability and when the network supports both IMS and CS- 
registrations. Special attention is needed for terminating domain 
selection which cannot be solved with IMS forking. The TAS should 
solve this challenge by addressing a single device per INVITE 
request utilizing sip.instance.ID. 

15. When user wants to move a call from one device to another device it 
should dial an Inter UE transfer number . Based on this transfer 
number Open TAS should execute the session transfer.  

6.4.16 IM-SSF 

1.     Architecture and applications 

The MMTel AS and IP-SM-GW should support IM-SSF functionality. 

The proposed IM-SSF shall support CAMEL phase 1, 2, 3 and 4 protocol for legacy 
service integration with our existing SCP and compliant with 3GPP TS 23.078, TS 
29.078 and AIS CAMEL specification provided in Appendix 2-8 of this RFP. 

The proposed IM-SSF shall support the 3rd party registration procedure for 
downloading the CAMEL subscription form IMS-HSS. 

The proposed IM-SSF shall support IN service triggering base on CAMEL 
subscription information. 

2. IM-SSF to HLR/HSS 

The IMSSF shall retrieve the IMSI when the subscriber is on IMS or when he is on 
CS. The following methods shall be supported: 

• Third party registration on IMS 

• HLR/HSS interrogation (when the IMSI is not known) 
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• The IMSSF shall support the retrieval of parameters from the HLR/HSS 
including but not limited to MSC address, Location Information / VLR 
Number, Location Number, using MAP or Sh.   

3. IM-SSF to MRF 

The IM-SSF shall be able to control an MRF to play the tone seamlessly to 
the subscriber.  

4. SCC-AS 

 The vendor shall describe the offered SCC-AS functions. 

i. The offered SCC-AS shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 23.237 
Release 10.  

ii. The offered SCC AS shall support Camel based homing as an 
alternative to be compliant with the guidelines provided in GSMA 
IR.64 IMS Service Centralization and Continuity Guidelines. 

iii. The SCC AS shall be able to update the HSS profile or to fetch 
the C-   MSISDN from the HSS. 

iv. The SCC AS shall support the Sh interface to query the HSS for 
IMS Voice over PS supported indication and RAT type 

v. The offered SCC AS shall support Terminating Access Domain 
Selection (T-ADS) as specified in 3GPP TS23.292. 

vi. The SCC AS should support T-ADS capability for the access 
domain selection. Vendor shall describe the supported domain 
selection capabilities.  

vii. The offered SCC AS shall provide cohesive charging records with 
a complete service continuity history for the whole duration of a 
subscriber multimedia session 

viii. The SCC AS shall be able to generate CDRs. The CDR format 
shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 32.297, Release 10.  

ix. The SCC AS shall support Sh-interface for the STN-SR update 
and T-ADS, please explain the functionality. 

x. The Terminating Access Domain Selection (T-ADS) functionality 
of the Service 

5. IP-SM-GW 

i. The vendor shall describe the offered IP-SM-GW function. 

ii. The offered IP-SM-GW function shall be compliant with 3GPP 23.204, 
Release 10.  
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iii. The offered IP-SM_GW function shall support the E/Gd interface towards 
the SMSGMSC/SMS-IWMSC 

iv. The offered IP-SM-GW function shall support the J interface towards the 
HLR. 

v. Functionality is required to be able to select the domain for message 
delivery between IMS and CS/PS, and to have the message delivered to 
the selected domain 

vi. The IP-SM-GW shall provide the protocol interworking for delivery of the 
short message between the IP-based UE and the SMS-SC. 

vii. The IP-SM-GW shall support service-level interworking between Short 
Messages and Instant Messages in IMS as described in clause.6 3 of 3GPP 
TS 23.204. 

viii. The IP-SM-GW shall provide the protocol interworking for delivery of the 
short message between the IP-based UE and the SMS-SC. The message 
is routed to the SMS-SC for delivery to the SMS-based user or the message 
is received from the SMS-SC of an SMS-based UE for delivery to an IP-
based UE. 

6. IMS USSD  

i. The MMTel AS shall support IMS based USSD services. 

ii. AS should support USSD phase2 on MAP in MMI mode. 

iii. Please describe the impact on ongoing USSD session during SRVCC 

iv. IMS AS USSD functionality should be compliant to 3GPP standard  3GPP 
24.390 

v. Describe the charging mechanism for USSD services. 

7. Service Execution environment  

i. The Application server should provide State-of-the-art Service Creation 
Environment service creation by the operator. 

ii. The Application Server  should  expose an open API, typically a call 
management interface (Parlay X, CSTA, other…), for external applications 
or partners. 

iii. Application environment shall enable development using component model 
that is based on standard framework. 

iv. Framework shall enable application components reusability in building 
various services. 

v. Services shall be implemented and programmable in standard languages 
with large variety of developers available on the market (e.g. JAVA) 
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vi. THE TAS SHOULD provide A framework for Java based Service Execution 
Environment which enables fast creation of new operator specific services 
for instance to replace current IN-solutions. 

vii. the TAS should provide a Service Execution Environment with Service 
Creation Environment (SCE), Service Exposure API and SOA components 
for operator specific interfaces and services. 

8. PBX connectivity  

The IP-PBX connectivity to Application server should be available by 
Hosted model, where IP-PBX users/lines are registered to IMS and TAS, 
and TAS is providing the supplementary services. 

Application Application server should provide IP-PBX connectivity for 
peering/Trunking solution where application server is providing network 
services to unregistered subscribers. 

9. Number portability 

TAS should be able to integrate with Number portability server the solution 
can be integrated into ENUM based networks, as well as, into such 
networks where for MNP purposes. CS Number Portability Databases (CS 
NPDB) are used 

10. Telephony Application server and Registers  

It should be possible to use existing HLR voice supplementary service 
subscriptions also for VoLTE and for VoWiFi over MAP. 

 Proposed Solution it should be able to select the MMTEL repository based
 on subscriber 

The selection of the service repository should not impact the MMTel service 
execution 

Propose  AS should support both Sh and MAP protocols for integration with 
MMTEL repository. 

7.0         Requirements for 5G or NG Core 
 
                The bidder shall propose a 5G ready Core to support NSA and SA. The core 

provided should be based on CUPS. And must include the User Data 
Management Function, Application Fuction, Network Slice Selection 
Function (NSSF), Mobiltiy Management Function, Session Management 
Function, Policy Control Function, Authenticaiton and Authorization, 
Charging Management, Lawful Interception, NG User Plane Functions etc to 
support 5G voice, SMS, Video and data services. Shall integrate with the 
other elements on core network including OCS/IN/Billing/VAS etc. 
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Support 5G Voice: 

 
i. Considering the evolution of the network, IMS shall be compatible with all 

of the eight Options of the 5G network deployment architecture. 
ii. IMS shall be able to work with Option 3 (including 3a, 3x) scenarios of the 

5G network deployment architecture, and does not require software 
upgrades 

iii. IMS shall support Voice with EPS Fallback for 5G network, and does not 
require software upgrades. 

iv. IMS shall support VoNR for 5G network, and does not require software 
upgrades. 

v. IMS supports 5G user location information and access type information in 
the P-Access-Network-Info header field according to 3GPP TS 24.229. 
For 5G users, the access-type field is equal to "3GPP-NR-FDD" or "3GPP-
NR-TDD", a "utran-cell-id-3gpp" parameter set to a concatenation of the 
MCC (3 decimal digits), MNC (2 or 3 decimal digits depending on MCC 
value), Tracking Area Code (6 hexadecimal digits) as described in 3GPP 
TS 23.003 [3] and the NR Cell Identity (NCI) (9 hexadecimal digits). The 
"utran-cell-id-3gpp" parameter is encoded in ASCII as defined in RFC 20 
[212]. 

vi. The IMS supports obtaining the user's 5G access type and 5G location 
information from the network, and generating the user's access 
administrative area identifier based on the location information, and filling 
in the location information, user access administrative area identifier, and 
other information into the P-Access-Network-Info header field. 

vii. The IMS delivers the 5G user's location information and access type 
information through the P-Access-Network-Info header field of the SIP 
message, and correctly handles the 5G access type and 5G location 
information accordingly. 

7.1        Subscriber Data Management for 5G 

7.1.1 UDM Requirements 

1. The UDM shall provide virtualized architecture of 5GC UDM. 
2. The UDM shall support control plane SBA architecture. 
3. UDM follows stateless architecture 
4. The UDM must use a cloud native architecture 
5. The UDM shall support transparent interworking with EPC-HSS. 
6. The UDM shall support Seamless operation across different 5G deployment 

options (3x, 2) 
7. The UDM SHALL support HTTP/2 interface as SBI to provide interoperability 

with new core network components (5G). 
8. The proposed UDM must have the capability to support the 

Nudm_SubscriberDataManagement Service. 
9. The proposed UDM must have the capability to support the 

Nudm_UEContextManagement Service. 
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10. The proposed UDM must have the capability to support 
Nudm_UEAuthentication Service. 

11. The proposed UDM must have the capability to support Nudm_EventExposure 
Service. 

12. The proposed UDM must support the network slicing capability defined by the 
5G standard and support the core integration with NRF according to network 
slicing requirement. 

13. The vendor shall describe the feasibility of integrating the proposed UDM with 
the existing HLR/HSS infrastructure. 

14. The proposed UDM must be equipped with comprehensive OAMP capabilities. 
15. The UDM shall support Dual registration and T-ADS support across domains. 
16. The proposed UDM must support Lawful Intercept. 
17. The UDM architecture support to deliver SMS over NAS in 5G and SMS inter-

working in LTE mobility and roaming scenarios. 
18. The UDM shall support overload protections architecture and 

implementation to prevent processing overload of the UDM. 
19. An overload threshold value shall be set. Once the system loading reaches the 

threshold value, the system shall generate alarms before service impact. 
20. UDM shall support UE Usage type of user profile. 
21. UDM shall support subscribed DNN of user profile. 
22. UDM shall support Internal-Group Identifier of user profile. 
23. UDM shall support Session-Service-Continuity-mode of user profile. 
24. UDM shall support subscribed S-NSSAI list of user profile. 
25. UDM shall support 5G SMS function of user profile. 
26. UDM shall support Terminating Access Domain Selection (T-ADS) procedure 

for IMS voice and properly use AMF “Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over 
PS Sessions”. 

27. UDM shall be able to query the serving AMF for T-ADS related information. 
28. UDM/AUSF shall be able to access and use the same backend user database 

which being used by HLR, HSS. 
29. The UDM system redundancy shall support several levels of redundancy. 

a. Data redundancy - service data redundancy 
b. Site redundancy - location (geographic) redundancy 
c. Network redundancy - system internal and external network redundancy 

30. UDM system shall support the system fail-over when any service concerns. 
31. UDM system shall support recover service if there is an unexpected system 

shutdown. All security files, tables, database and applications shall be able to 
survive system restart. 

32. UDM system shall be robust to handle data entries changes, in real-time and 
meet high performance (read/write) expectation. 
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33. In any update to the data entries or database, the system shall ensure the data 
accuracy and consistency. 

34. The UDM Shall support IPv4 and IPv6 in Service Based interface or reference 
point. 

35. The UDM/SIDF Shall support SUCI public and private Key (TS 33.501). 
36. The Proposed Solution SHALL provide the Unified Data Management (UDM) 

function services according to requirements as specified in 3GPP TS 23.501 
and 3GPP TS 23.502. 

37. The Proposed Solution SHALL support roaming and area restriction services 
(e.g. RAT access restriction, area based roaming restriction). 

7.2       AUSF Requirements 

1. The AUSF shall provide virtualized architecture of 5GC AUSF 
2. The AUSF shall integrate into a 5G Network Core and support all 5G deployable 

migration options. 
3. The AUSF shall support interworking with other 5G networks and other access 

technologies. 
4. The AUSF shall support interaction between AUSF and UDM over Nausf/N13. 
5. The AUSF shall support for authentication procedure for 5G AKA. 
6. The AUSF shall support for authentication procedure for EAP-AKA'. 
7. The AUSF shall support overload protections. 
8. An overload threshold value shall be set. Once the system loading reaches the 

threshold value, the system shall generate alarms before service impact. 
9. The AUSF system redundancy shall support several levels of redundancy. 

d. Data redundancy - service data redundancy 
e. Site redundancy - location (geographic) redundancy 
f. Network redundancy - system internal and external network redundancy 

10. AUSF system shall support the system fail-over when any service concerns. 
11. AUSF system shall support recover service if there is an unexpected system 

shutdown. All security files, tables, database and applications shall be able to 
survive system restart. 

12. AUSF system shall be robust to handle data entries changes, in real-time and 
meet high performance (read/write) expectation. 

13. In any update to the data entries or database, the system shall ensure the data 
accuracy and consistency. 

14. AUSF Shall support IPv4 and IPv6 Service Based interface or reference point. 
15. AUSF shall support addition of new authentication algorithms with a software 

upgrade of the ALB VM/VNF. 
16. AUSF product support for a standalone AUSF as a single NF (network function) 
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17. AUSF product support for combined AUSF and UDM as a single NF (network 
function) 

18. Standalone AUSF shall register, deregister und update its registration 
information at the NRF as specified in 23.501/23.502. 

7.3       UDR & UDSF Requirements 

1. The UDR shall provide virtualized architecture of 5GC UDR. 
2. The UDR shall comply with the 5G architecture specified in 3GPP TS 23.501. 
3. The UDR shall support overload protections. 
4. Vendor’s UDR should support storage and retrieval of subscription data, policy 

data and structured data by NF’s like UDM, PCF and NEF, based on 3GPP 
structure. 

5. An overload threshold value shall be set. Once the system loading reaches the 
threshold value, the system shall generate alarms before service impact. 

6. The UDR product shall comply with the 3GPP NSA and SA architecture options. 
7. The proposed UDR must support the network slicing capability defined by the 

5G standard and support the core integration with NRF according to network 
slicing requirement. 

8. The UDR VNF database shall have multi-master design where each local or 
GR replica within the cluster is active. 

9. The UDR shall support modular software architecture design allowing flexible 
scaling of each module or software component. 

10. The UDR shall implement a mechanism that allow to present different views on 
the data to different Network Functions which require access. 

11. The UDR schema & data should be possible to comb for inconsistent data. 
12. The UDR managing operations/actions should have confirmation prompts 

(GUI/CLI). 
13. The UDR shall support variable schema parameters for different subscriber 

requiring different profiles. 
14. The UDR shall store for each profile the profile creation date and timestamp. 
15. The UDR shall store for each profile the profile last modification date and 

timestamp. 
16. The UDR shall store for each core network domain profile the last “network 

update location” date and timestamp. 
17. The UDR shall report the total number of network active (registered) and 

inactive subscribers for each network domain profile based on configurable age 
of the last “network update location” date and timestamp. 

18. The UDR shall provide a configurable framework for triggering notifications 
upon changes to the subscriber’s profile. The framework criteria should include 
at least: user type, object/attribute, operation type, value-based criteria, target 
selection, and notification sending options. 
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19. The UDR shall support seamless SIM swap across all the front-ends. Upon 
completion of the SIM swap the provisioning systems shall be notified. 

20. The UDR shall comply the procedures specified in 3GPP TS 23.502. 
21. The UDR system redundancy shall support several levels of redundancy. 

a. Data redundancy - service data redundancy 
b. Site redundancy - location (geographic) redundancy 
c. Network redundancy - system internal and external network redundancy 

22. In any update to the data entries or database, the system shall ensure the data 
accuracy and consistency. 

23. The The UDR Shall support IPv4 and IPv6 Service Based interface or reference 
point. 

24. The data structures of the UDR can be dynamically expanded, changed, and 
managed while the system is running to facilitate always-on service. 

25. UDR shall act as a highly available geo-redundant repository for subscriber, 
device, registration and other types of data for various VNF applications and 
thus enables a telco-grade database as a service. 

26. UDR shall support data exposure with Open export API. 
27. UDR shall support common data model for UDR functionality which satisfies 

the needs of a multitude of applications front-ends and projects. 
28. Vendor proposed UDR solution shall provide a separate VNF for provisioning 

as a flexible, standards-based approach to enables the integration of an 
operator’s existing provisioning engines as well as new application clients that 
use the UDR as a common repository. 

29. The Proposed UDR Solution shall work as a database framework which serves 
as a centralized logical repository for different type of data (e.g. user, profile, 
subscription, etc.). 

30. The Proposed UDR Solution shall support massive import and export of the 
whole database. 

31. The Proposed UDR Solution shall offer the possibility to be deployed according 
to a distributed approach. 

32. The Proposed Solution shall implement a data replication mechanism (both 
synchronous and asynchronous replication modes). 

33. The Proposed UDR Solution shall implement a mechanism of data resilience 
and fault tolerance in each site. 

34. The Proposed UDR Solution shall implement geographical redundancy in order 
to support a disaster recovery configuration which guarantees no impact on 
services also in case of a complete outage of a site. 

35. In case of Active/Active configuration of the sites, the above-mentioned 
procedures SHALL be activated automatically and SHALL be seamless. 

36. The Proposed Solution SHALL be able to recognize and guarantee Quality of 
Service (QoS) levels. 
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37. The Proposed Solution shall support controlled access based on the different 
criteria (e.g. Network Function identifier, Network Function type, users 
requested, user data requested, request type, etc.). 

38. The Proposed Solution shall support database events (triggers) and outbound 
notifications in order to inform Network Functions about changes of data which 
they have subscribed to. 

39. The Proposed Solution shall support the LDAP protocol to guarantee access to 
data stored in the 2G/3G/4G/5G UDR. 

40. The Proposed UDR Solution shall support the SOAP protocol to manage the 
notification feature for the 2G/3G/4G/5G UDR. 

41. The Proposed UDR Solution shall support interfacing with third party Network 
Functions. 

42. The Proposed UDR Solution shall allow authorized Network Functions to read, 
create, modify and delete relevant data stored in the repository. 

43. The Proposed UDR Solution shall allow storage and retrieval of subscription 
data by the UDM. 

7.4       HSS 5G Requirements 

1. The proposed HSS should support 3x option for 5G deployment. 
2. The solution shall provide the HSS function as described in 3GPP Rel-15. 
3. The HSS must support the S6a/S6d interface. 
4. The HSS must support IMS-AKA Authentication. 
5. HSS should support Increase maximum Bandwidth within UE-/APN-AMBR 
6. HSS should support access restriction based on Radio Access Type to cover 

5G and restrict all existing accounts from 5G usage unless explicitly allowed 
per provisioning of individual user profile  

7. HSS-FE shall support NR as Secondary RAT and the RAT type access 
restriction mechanisms 

8. HSS-FE shall support Extended-Max-Requested-BW-DL and Extended-Max-
Requested-BW-UL must be supported 

7.5       EIR Requirements 

1. The solution shall provide a 5G-EIR function as described in 3GPP Rel-15 (this 
is needed for stand-alone options i.e. 2, 5) 

2. The Proposed Solution SHALL support 5G-EIR functionality in order to keep a 
list of mobile equipment which are to be banned from the network or monitored.  

3. The Proposed Solution SHALL allow the consumer to check the Permanent 
Equipment Identifier (PEI) in order to verify if it is in the blacklist. 

4. The Proposed Solution SHALL allow measurements for blocked and track PEI. 
5. The Proposed Solution support the N17 reference point between the 5G-EIR 

and the AMF as specified in 3GPP TS 29.511. 
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6. EIR architecture shall support both 5G and LTE/GSM EIR functionality. Only 
one EIR function shall be able to support current and upcoming 5G EIR 
requirements. 

7. EIR architecture shall support separate instances for 5G and LTE/GSM EIR 
functionality where 5G EIR is separate from existing LTE/GSM EIR 
functionality. 

8. EIR shall have a virtual deployment architecture as detailed in the 5G 
virtualization architecture, supporting geo-redundant multi-site deployment 
support. 

9. EIR shall support both IPv4 and IPv6 on all element interfaces. 
10. EIR shall comply to different 3GPP NSA and SA architecture options 
11. The EIR system shall be able to categorize IMEIs/PEIs to different sets, e.g., 

black list, grey list and white list. The EIR system shall be able to define a 
particular list by individual IMEIs/PEIs and/or ranges of IMEIs/PEIs. 

12. The EIR shall be able to provide notification to other platforms, e.g., fraud 
detection, trace, OTA provisioning, and event repository, based on the UE 
identity check request/outcome/pairing-change between IMEI/IMSI or 
PEI/SUPI) 

13. EIR system shall be able to support both IMEI and IMEISV Formats and 
corresponding PEI formats 

14. EIR System shall allow recording, tracking and archiving of all IMEI/PEIs 

7.6      Network Exposure Function 

1. Service-based Interface of the proposed System shall support multi-tenderer 
Interoperability. 

2. NEF shall provide a configurable mechanism to securely expose capabilities 
and events to different AFs  

3. NEF services that support both 5G Core and LTE/EPC core shall run 
simultaneously in the same instance.  

4. NEF shall perform intelligent routing for the API service request 
5. NEF Shall support Performance monitoring statistics and report generation  
6. Mutual authentication between the NEF and Application Function shall be 

supported.  
7. The NEF system shall support Non-IP Data Delivery architecture in 5G Core 
8. NEF shall provide services to both internal (trusted) and external (untrusted) 

clients  
9. NEF shall support API Authentication  
10. NEF shall support API Access Control Policy Enforcement as per policy defined 

by various customer  
11. NEF shall support User Identity confidentiality    
12. NEF shall support traffic control (Throttling)   
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13. NEF southbound interface shall allow introduction of adapters for new protocols 
as needed and with minimal effort.  

14. NEF shall support functionality for resolving external identifiers to and from 5GC 
identifiers.  

15. 5GC NEF products support for Nnef_ParameterProvision_update 
request/response operations. 

16. 5GC NEF products ability to support procedure for PFD management via NEF 
(PFDF).  

17. NEF translates internal information exchanged with NFs to external information 
sharable with AFs according to defined network policy, e.g. masking of network 
and user sensitive info.  

18. NEF shall support IP (IPv4 and/or IPv6) and FQDN based API interfaces.  
19. NEF supports Stateless and State efficient state data architectures primarily.  
20. The NEF shall support extensibility of the north bound interfaces of its NEF 

system such as monitoring, Device Triggering, resources management, 
parameter provisioning etc. 

21. The NEF shall be developed with an Agile Methodology according to Cloud 
Native Principles, decomposed in MicroServices communicating through REST 
APIs. 

22. The NEF shall support procedure for monitoring as specified in TS 29.522 (f30) 
23. The NEF shall support procedure for resource management of background as 

specified in TS 29.522 (f30) 
24. The NEF shall support procedure for parameter provisioning as specified in TS 

29.522 (f30) 
25. The NEF shall support procedure for Changing the Chargeable Party at 

Session Set Up or During the Session as specified in TS 29.522 (f30) 
26. The NEF shall support procedure for Setting Up an AF Session with Required 

QoS as specified in TS 29.522 (f30) 
27. The NEF must support TLS version 1.2 for the service based interface as per 

RFC 5216 and TS 33.310. 
28. The NEF must support overload control mechanisms of all system resources 

and degrade gracefully under overload conditions. 
29. NEF shall support Application Driven QoS 
30. NEF shall support API mashups (together the network assets APIs, BSS APIs 

or even Internet APIs for new APIs exposure to AF) 
31. NEF shall support Data Exposure (UDR structured data and application data 

(e.g. Packet Flow Descriptions) for application detection 
32. NEF Shall support Application Function influence on traffic routing 
33. Network Function (NF) to NF communication over SBI with Representational 

State Transfer (REST) shall be supported. 
34. NEF shall support against potentially malicious RESTful calls. 
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35. NEF shall support its own local database for state storage if an external, shared 
database layer is not available. 

36. NEF shall support the integration with shared storage environment 
37. NEF shall support the service based interfaces such as Nnef, Nudr. 

7.7      SMS Function 

1. SMSF solution supports SMS over NAS (Non-Access Stratum) in 5G network  
2. SMSF inter-working with NEF for unified exposure towards external Application 

servers (AS). 
3. SMSF should supports the overload control mechanisms   
4. SMSF should support the capability to maintain the stability when there is a 

noisy networking layer for communications among components within a NF 
5. SMSF generates, collects, or reports online and offline charging information.  
6. SMSF shall support reference point representation with the N21 interface as 

defined in TS 23.501 when communicating with UDM in Serving PLMN for 
subscription information  

7. SMSF shall support reference point representation with the N21 interface as 
defined in TS 23.501 when communicating with UDM in Home PLMN for 
subscription information  

8. SMSF shall support interaction with AMF & SMSC for UE unavailability  
9. Function to turn on / off HTTP TLS application by SBI by system setting  
10. Functions such as connection method, number of concurrent users and log 

management should be provided. 
11. The solution (including network connectivity) must not have a single point of 

failure for any critical components that could impact the business function as a 
whole.  

12. The system must support high availability (N + 1 or better) implementation 
within any given geographic site  

13. Procedures regarding registration, SMS origination and termination in SMSF 
are in accordance with the specification described in 3GPP TS 23.502. 

14. The SMSF provide the flexibility to support multiple different charging interfaces 
parallel (for instance to different group of subscribers).  

15. SMSF shall be capable to trace activities of individual subscribers and 
equipment’s on-demand and filter the related NF logs accordingly.  

16. SMSF shall provide the services defined by 3GPP for the Nsmsf service based 
interface for UE context creation in SMSF and for the UplinkSMS service 
operation for sending SMS payload in uplink direction, which results creation a 
new SMS Record in SMSF, then SMSF performing originating service 
execution and sending of an MO-SM to SMSC. 

17. SMSF solution must be implemented using a Virtual Network Function 
architecture 

18. The SMSF VNF software must be based on Cloud native architecture 
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19. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 23.040 GSM, UMTS, Technical realization of 
the Short Message Service (SMS) 

20. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 23.501 System Architecture for 5G System; 
Stage 2. 

21. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 23.502 Procedures for the 5G System; Stage 
2. 

22. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 29.540 SMSF Services; Stage 3 

23. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 23.003 Numbering, addressing and 
identification 

24. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 29.500 Technical Realization of Service Based 
Architecture; Stage 3 

25. The SMSF VNF must support the services and service operations provided by 
the Nsmsf interface as specified in 3GPP TS 23.502 and 3GPP TS 29.540:  

26. Activate SMS service for a given service user, which results in creating or 
updating a UE Context for SMS in SMSF 

27. The SMSF VNF must support the services and service operations provided by 
the Nsmsf interface as specified in 3GPP TS 23.502 and 3GPP TS 29.540: 

28. Deactivate SMS service for a given service user, which results in deleting a UE 
Context for SMS in SMSF      

29. The SMSF VNF must support the services and service operations provided by 
the Nsmsf interface as specified in 3GPP TS 23.502 and 3GPP TS 29.540: 

30. Send SMS payload in uplink direction to SMSF support. 
31. SMSF VNF must support the functionality to SMS over NAS as specified in 

3GPP TS 23.501 
32. SMSF shall supports SMS management subscription data checking and 

conducting SMS delivery accordingly to support SMS over NAS.  
33. SMSF shall supports SM-RP/SM-CP with UE as specified in TS 24.011  
34. SMSF shall supports Relay the SM from UE toward SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS-

Router 
35. SMSF shall supports Relay the SM from SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS-Router 

toward the UE 
36. SMSF shall support API for messaging 
37. The SMSF VNF must support system performance management functionality 

such as Collecting and generating system performance statistics reports (e.g. 
CPU utilization, disk utilization, percentage of signalling link occupation etc.) 
Collecting and generating traffic statistics reports per remote network entity 
(total number of successful messages, total number of successful MO SMS, 
etc.) 
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38. SMSF shall support system logging functionality.  
39. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 

Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 23.501 Security Architecture and Procedures 
for 5G System 

40. The SMSF VNF functionalities and services must comply with the Technical 
Specifications Rel 15, 3GPP TS 29.002 Mobile Application Part (MAP) 
specification 

7.8      5G Packet Core 

7.8.1 AMF Requirements 

1. The supplier AMF design must incorporate a three-tier design (Data Layer, 
AMF Logic/processing, and Ingress load balancing. 

2. The supplier AMF shall support Service Based interfaces 
3. The supplier AMF shall support Service Operations like Namf_Communication, 

Namf_EventExposure and Namf_MT, Namf_Location, Event Exposure 
4. The supplier AMF shall support N8/N11/N12/N14/N15/N17/N22 references 

points. 
5. The supplier AMF shall support for bulk subscription for events as defined in 

23.502 section 4.15.3.2.4 in AMF Network Functions. 
6. The supplier AMF shall support Namf_Communication. Namf_EventExposure 

and Namf_MT Service producer interfaces. 
7. The supplier AMF shall support Service consumer interfaces. 
8. The Supplier AMF shall support a globally Unique 5G-GUTI for each UE and 

shall be constructed as defined in 23.501 
9. The supplier AMF shall support both registration and deregistration procedures 
10. The supplier AMF supports the 3GPP Access UE Registration Procedure per 

TS 23.502. 
11. The supplier AMF shall support UE 5GS Registration Types as follows: “initial 

registration”, “mobility registration updating”, “periodic registration updating” 
12. The supplier AMF shall support 5GS mobility identity identifiers for the 

registration procedure. 
13. The supplier AMF shall support deregistration procedure as per TS 29.503 

Section 5.3.2.4.2 
14. The supplier AMF shall support Network initiated De-Registration. 
15. The supplier AMF shall support 5G Paging using 5G Core Network SBA 

interfaces. 
16. The supplier AMF shall have the ability to apply different paging strategies for 

different types of traffic. 
17. The supplier AMF shall support Paging methods like Last Seen gNodeB, Last 

Seen Tracking Area 
18. The supplier AMF shall support signaling optimization mechanism. 
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19. The supplier AMF shall have the ability of handling Paging restriction during 
overload. 

20. The supplier AMF shall support overload protections to prevent processing 
overload of the AMF. 

21. The supplier AMF shall support load control in the Network Functions of the 5G 
Core Network. 

22. The supplier AMF shall have the ability of handling Signaling storm. 
23. The supplier AMF shall support UE back off and provision able NAS code for 

throttling. 
24. The supplier AMF shall support Subscriber Trace functionality. 
25. The supplier AMF shall support Grafana for troubleshooting. 
26. The supplier AMF shall support local redundancy based on VNF architecture. 
27. The supplier AMF shall support Geo-Redundancy. 
28. The supplier AMF shall support of N26 interface for 4G to 5G Interworking. 
29. The supplier AMF shall support messages of N26 interface as per 3GPP 

standard. 
30. The supplier AMF shall support HTTP/2  service-based interface protocol stack. 
31. The supplier AMF shall support IPv4, IPv6 and dual stack. 
32. The supplier AMF shall have the ability of provide integrated sniffer, protocol 

analyser or call trace capability 
33. The supplier AMF shall have the ability to provide alarms severity like Critical, 

Major, Minor 
34. The supplier AMF shall support N1 interface to the UE for mobility management 

and session management. 
35. The supplier AMF shall support N2 Interfaces. 
36. The supplier AMF shall support N2 based SCTP (RFC 4960) interface. 
37. The supplier AMF shall support NG SETUP procedure. 
38. The supplier AMF shall support NG RESET procedure. 
39. The supplier AMF shall support Error Indication procedure and message. 
40. The supplier AMF shall support nNRF interface. 

7.8.2 SMF Requirements 

1. SMF network element shall be compliant with 3GPP Release 15 specification. 
2. Vendor shall support session management e.g. session establishment, 

modification, and release, including tunnel management between UPF and AN 
node. 

3. Vendor shall support IPv4, IPv6 and dual stack on all of the solution's interfaces 
(e.g. OAM and signaling interfaces) 

4. Vendor shall support UE IP address allocation and management for IPv4, IP46, 
and IPv4v6 addresses. 
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5. Vendor shall support PDU Sessions establishment (upon UE request), 
modification, (upon UE and 5GC request) and release (upon UE and 5GC 
request) using NAS SM signaling exchanged over N1 between the UE and the 
SMF. 

6. Vendor shall support Interaction between AMF and SMF as per 3GPP 23.501. 
7. Vendor’s SMF shall check whether the UE requests are compliant with the user 

subscription and shall request to receive update notifications on SMF level 
subscription data from the UDM. Subscription data containing allowed/default 
PDU Session Type, allowed/default SSC modes, QoS information, subscribed 
User Plane Security Policy, and Charging Characteristics shall be supported. 

8. Vendor shall support the content of the Charging Characteristics as well as the 
usage of the Charging Characteristics by the as defined in 3GPP TS 32.240. 

9. Vendor shall support DHCPv4 (server and Client) and DHCPv6 (server and 
Client) functions. 

10. Vendor shall support the selection and control of UPF by considering UPF 
deployment scenarios such as centrally located UPF and distributed UPF 
located close to or at the Access Network site, as defined in 3GPP TS 23.502. 

11. Vendor’s  shall be capable of configuring traffic steering at UPF to route traffic 
to proper destination. 

12. SMF shall support termination of interface towards Policy Control Function 
(PCF). 

13. Vendor shall support the Charging data collection and support of charging 
interfaces and shall support the interactions towards the charging system as 
defined in TS 32.240. 

14. Vendor shall support the downlink packet buffering and downlink data 
notification triggering together with the UPF. 

15. Vendor shall support the initiation of AN specific SM information, sent via AMF 
over N2 to AN. 

16. Vendor shall support the determination of SSC mode of a session. 
17. Vendor shall support roaming functionality as specified in 3GPP TS 23.501. 
18. Vendor shall support access to DN via a PDU Session for Local Area Data 

Network (LADN). 
19. Vendor shall support SUPI range. 
20. Vendor shall support S-NSSAI of the PDU Session. 

7.8.3 UPF Requirements 

1. Vendor’s UPF network element shall be compliant with 3GPP Release 15 
specification. 

2. Vendor’s UPF shall support 3 tier architecture. 
3. Vendor’s UPF shall support IP addressing scheme for all logical interfaces. 
4. Vendor’s UPF shall support anchoring point for Intra-/Inter-RAT mobility 
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5. Vendor's UPF shall support IPv4, IPv6 and dual stack on all of the solution's 
interfaces (e.g. OAM and signaling interfaces) 

6. Vendor's UPF shall support external PDU session point of interconnect to Data 
Network 

7. Vendor's UPF shall support packet routing & forwarding functionality, including 
support of uplink classifier to route traffic flows to an instance of a data network 
and support of branching point to support multi-homed PDU Session. 

8. Vendor's UPF shall support Packet inspection (e.g. Application detection based 
on service data flow template and PFDs received from the SMF in addition). 

9. Vendor's UPF shall support User Plane Function Selection performed by the 
SMF. 

10. Vendor's UPF shall support user plane part of policy rule enforcement, e.g. 
Gating, Redirection, Traffic steering. 

11. Vendor's UPF shall allow the SMF to control traffic detection. 
12. Vendor's UPF shall allow the SMF to control traffic reporting (e.g. for charging). 
13. Vendor's UPF shall allow the SMF to control QoS enforcement. 
14. Vendor’s UPF shall support Lawful intercept (UP collection). 
15. Vendor’s UPF shall support traffic usage reporting. The UPF shall support the 

functionality to collect and report usage data to SMF using the N4 reference 
point. 

16. Vendor’s UPF shall support QoS handling for user plane, e.g. UL/DL rate 
enforcement, Reflective QoS marking in DL 

17. Vendor’s UPF shall support uplink traffic verification (SDF to QoS Flow 
mapping). 

18. Vendor's UPF shall support transport level packet marking in the uplink and 
downlink. 

19. Vendor's UPF shall support downlink packet buffering and downlink data 
notification triggering. 

20. Vendor's UPF shall support the sending and forwarding of one or more "end 
marker" to the source NG-RAN node. 

21. Vendor's UPF shall support ARP proxying as specified in IETF RFC 1027. 
22. Vendor's UPF shall support N4 towards SMF defined in 3GPP TS 29.244. 
23. Vendor's UPF shall support N3 towards N3IWF. 
24. Vendor's UPF shall support N9 towards another UPF. 
25. Vendor’s UPF shall support N6 towards Data Network. 
26. Vendor’s UPF shall support the User Plane Protocol Stack for a PDU Session 

as defined in 3GPP TS 23.501. 
27. Vendor’s UPF shall support the User Plane Protocol Stack for untrusted 3GPP 

access as defined in 3GPP TS 23.501. 
28. Vendor’s UPF shall support the associated procedures as defined in 3GPP TS 

23.502. 
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7.8.4 NRF Requirements 

1. Vendor’s NRF shall be compliant to REL-15 3GPP TS 23.501, (V15.5.0 and 
following releases to be announced by 3GPP) "System Architecture for the 5G 
System" 

2. Vendor’s NRF shall be compliant to REL-15 3GPP TS 29.510 (V15.3.0 and 
following releases to be announced by 3GPP) 'Network Function Repository 
Services'. 

3. Vendor’s NRF shall support the IP addressing scheme for all logical interfaces. 
4. Vendor's NRF shall support IPv4, IPv6 and dual stack on all of the solution's 

interfaces (e.g. OAM and signaling interfaces) 
5. Vendor's NRF shall support service discovery function and be able to receive 

NF Discovery Request from NF instance and provide the information of the 
discovered NF instances to the NF instance. 

6. Vendor’s NRF shall maintain the NF profile of available NF instances and their 
supported services, including at least the following information: NF instance ID, 
NF type, PLMN ID, S-NSSAI, NSI ID, NF FQDN, NF IP address, and NF 
specific services. 

7. Vendor’s NRF shall support 5G System Architecture reference points (NRF 
interacts with every other NF in the 5GC). 

8. Vendor’s NRF shall support the Nnrf service-based interface and 
corresponding protocol stacks defined in TS 29.500 

9. Vendor’s NRF shall expose the services as defined in 3GPP TS 23.502, 
Nnrf_NFManagement: providing support for register, deregister and update 
service to NF, NF services. 

10. Vendor’s NRF shall expose the services as defined in 3GPP TS 23.502, 
Nnrf_NFDiscovery: Enabling one NF service consumer to discover a set of NF 
instances with specific NF service or a target NF type. 

11. Vendor’s NRF shall expose the services as defined in 3GPP TS 23.502, 
Nnrf_AccessToken: Provides OAuth2 2.0 Access Tokens for NF to NF 
authorization as defined in TS 33.501. 

7.8.5 NSSF Requirements 

1. Vendor’s NSSF network element shall be compliant with 3GPP Release 15 
specification. 

2. Vendor's NSSF shall have the capability to select the set of Network Slice 
instances serving the UE. 

3. Vendor's NSSF shall be able to determine the Allowed NSSAI and the mapping 
to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs. 

4. Vendor's NSSF shall be able to determine the configured NSSAI and the 
mapping to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs. 

5. Vendor's NSSF shall be able to determine the AMF Set to be used to serve the 
UE based on NRF query. 

6. Vendor's NSSF shall support N22 towards AMF. 
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7. Vendor's NSSF shall support the Nnssf_NSSelection service as defined in 
3GPP TS 23.502 clause 5.2.16.2 and in TS 29.531 clause  5.2 using API 
definitions as defined in TS 29.531. 

8. Vendor's NSSF shall support the Nnssf_NSSAIAvailability service as defined 
in 3GPP TS 23.502 clause 5.2.16.3 and in TS 29.531 clause  5.3 using API 
definitions as defined in TS 29.531. 

7.8.6 N3IWF Requirements 

1. Vendor’ N3IWF shall support the procedure when the UE is connected to 3GPP 
access and it selects N3WIF of another PLMN. 

2. Vendor’ N3IWF shall support IPsec tunnel explain the UE procedure for attach 
and authentication with N3IWF. 

3. Vendor’ N3IWF shall support service continuity while moving from non 3GPP 
access to 3GPPP access. 

4. Vendor’ N3IWF shall support 3GPP 29.413 and 38.414. 
5. Vendor’ N3IWF supports the AMF selection procedure.  
6. N3IWF network element shall be compliant with 3GPP Release 15 

specification. 
7. Supplier's N3IWF shall support IPv4, IPv6 and dual stack on all of the solution's 

interfaces (e.g. OAM and signaling interfaces) 
8. N3IWF shall support the establishment of IPsec Security Association (IPsec 

SA) to support PDU Session traffic. 
9. N3IWF shall support interfaces across N2 and N3 Reference Point in both non-

roaming architecture as well as in LBO roaming architecture and in-home 
routed roaming architecture. 

10. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the NWu Reference point between the UE and 
N3IWF for establishing secure tunnel(s) between the UE and N3IWF so that 
control-plane and user-plane exchanged between the UE and the 5G Core 
Network is transferred securely over untrusted non-3GPP access. 

11. Supplier's N3IWF shall support user plane QoS differentiation between UE and 
N3IWF as described in TS23.501 clause 5.7  and TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.12.5. 

12. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the Handover of a PDU Session procedure 
between 3GPP and untrusted non-3GPP access as defined in 3GPP TS23.502 
clause 4.9.2. 

13. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the Handover procedures between EPS and 
5GC-N3IWF as defined in 3GPP TS23.502 clause 4.11.3. 

14. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the N2 procedures via Untrusted non-3GPP 
Access as defined in 3GPP TS23.502 clause 4.12.4. 

15. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the security association management 
procedures as defined in 3GPP TS24.502. 

16. Supplier's N3IWF shall support the Message transport procedures as defined 
in 3GPP TS24.502 
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7.9      Policy Control Function (PCF) 

1. Please describe briefly your 5GC PCF product architecture. 
2. Please describe briefly your PCF policy framework for Access and Mobility 

Management policy enforcement in the AMF. 
3. Please describe briefly your PCF Policy Charging Control (PCC) framework 

support for QoS control on a per service data flow level. 
4. Please describe briefly your PCF PCC framework for session management 

related policy control decisions based on Access and RAT Types. 
5. The PCF product support for usage monitoring, both volume and time-based 

usage. 
6. PCF shall support activation of deactivation of traffic steering policies from PCF 

to SMF. 
7. The PCF shall support interworking with IMS services over Rx interface. 
8. The PCF shall support the interactions with UDR, include details on policy and 

subscription related information. 
9. The PCF shall support the interactions with CHF, include details on spending 

limit support service and access policy counter related information. 
10. The PCF shall support PCF supports Dynamic Policy Context info for Exposure, 

Closed Loops and Automation 
11. The PCF shall support policies configuration capabilities, does your product 

provides a GUI? How flexible is your product for use cases configuration? 
12. The PCF shall support implementation of the concept of Presence Reporting 

Areas with options as described in 3GPP TS 23.503. 
13. PCF shall support Npcf interface as per 3GPP Release 15. 
14. The PCF shall able to integrate with OSS Orchestration. 
15. The PCF shall be developed with an Agile Methodology according to Cloud 

Native Principles, decomposed in MicroServices communicating through REST 
APIs. 

7.10 Charging Function (CHF) 

1. Please describe briefly your 5GC CHF product architecture. 
2. The CHF shall able to integrate with OSS Orchestration. 
3. The CHF shall be developed with an Agile Methodology according to Cloud 

Native Principles, decomposed in MicroServices communicating through REST 
APIs. 

4. CHF shall support Nchf interface as per 3GPP Release 15. 
5. The CHF shall support the interactions with PCF, include details on spending 

limit support service. 
6. CHF shall support charging triggers from SMF. 
7. CHF shall support interactions with NRF. 
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8. CHF shall support online and offline events. 
9. CHF shall support session and event based charging. 
10. CHF shall support usage monitoring based on time and volume. 
11. The CHF will have the ability to rate based on the NSSAI parameter of the 

NetworkSlicingInfo Object in the Nchf interface.  Per 3GPP TS 29.571 that 
parameter is made up of st(Slice Type) and sd(Slice differentiator).  

12. The solution shall be able to charge for services based on supported 5G 
network architecture. 

13. The solution shall be able to integrate to and support 4G LTE and 5G networks.  
14. The charging function shall support PDU session charging as specified in 3GPP 

32.255 
15. The charging function shall support FBC (flow based charging) as specified in 

3GPP 32.255 
16. The charging function shall support QoS flow based charging (QBC) as 

specified in 3GPP 32.255 

8    NFVI Hardware 

8.1    General Requirements 

1. Bidder to support layered approach combining centralized and distributed Data 
Center functionality. 

2. The Bidder shall comply ETSI Network Function Virtualization architecture as 
platform for network elements of Offered Solution. 

3. Bidder shall be contributor to open source innovation and leverage its in their 
datacenter solution 

4. NFVI solution should base on open compute architecture. 
5. The NFVI solution should be Certified for commonly used operating systems 

and cloud stacks, e.g. Open Stack, OPNFV. 
6. Bidder's NFVI should be based on Open Compute Project Open Rack V2 

design. 
7. Bidder Should support Hyper-scale computing to meet scalability demands. 
8. NFVI solution shall follow architecture based on ISG NFV (ETSI NFV-

0010v016). 
9. Bidder solution should support achieving Operational Efficiencies, including 

lower Power and cooling efficiency. 
10. Bidders NFVI solution shall support different types of virtualization technologies 

like, Openstack(KVM), ESXi, Hyper-v as well as containers 
(docker/Kubernetes) 

11. Bidders Hardware should support acceleration methods such as application or 
I/O acceleration techniques to reduce application load and enhance faster 
processing. 

12. The NFVI shall support expansion of capacity by adding more NFVI servers. 
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13. The NFVI should have dedicated switches for out of band management of 
hardware servers, storage and switches. 

8.2     Rack Requirements 

1. Bidders Data Center Rack shall be based on Open Rack v2 standards 
2. Bidder NFVI shall support 42 OU / 21” Rack. 
3. Bidder NFVI solution must provide seismic rack kit for NEBS stage 4 

compliancy. 
4. Bidder's Rack shall support an input of 3 phase AC or -48 V DC and output 

should be through 12.5 VDC busbar. 
5. Unused equipment positions must be covered with blank panels to prevent air 

circulation between hot and cold isles. 

8.3     NFVI Compute Requirements 

1. Bidder should offer Open Compute Project (OCP) compliant hardware form 
factor with Intel latest processor of minimum 20 core, dual socket processor 
,192 GB DDR4 RAM (minimum), and 25G NIC. 

2. The server node shall fit inside a three-bay shelf that should be compatible with 
Open Rack V2. 

3. The Server node should be of 2 OU and 1/3 shelf server node. 
4. The server should support adapters for IPsec, SSL acceleration and 

Compression services. 
5. Tool less serviceability should be supported 
6. The compute component in the solution shall scale easily through addition of 

servers. 
7. The provided NFVI Solution should support the following features: 

• Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) 

• Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) 

• CPU Pinning 

• NUMA Optimization/Affinity 

• Memory Hugh Pages 
8. The NFVI compute servers must have hardware support for VT-x or equivalent 

technology.  
9. NFVI CPU TDP shall not exceed 165W but can support all SKU's up to this 

TDP (Thermal design power/Point) 
10. NFVI offered sever processor should support minimum 6 Memory channels 

implemented per CPU. 
11. A TPM (Trusted Platform Module) device shall reside on each Node (2.0 using 

SPI interface). 
12. NFVI Compute Processing Capabilities 
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a. CPU complex shall support RASM capabilities (reliability accessibility 
serviceability manageability) 

b. CPU shall support AVX3 (512) instructions (Advanced Vector 
Extensions) 

c. CPU shall support 2 port coherent chip to chip link (Intel ® UPI) 
d. The PCH shall be used for integrated Secure Key Management 

(Platform Controller Hub) 
13. NFVI Compute Computing I/O Capabilities 

a. PCIe Slot Configuration: x16 - at least 1 slot per CPU. Installed PCIe 
card 

b. CPU to PCH uplink connection of 8 PCIe lanes from CPU0 (boot CPU, 
with DMI to PCH connection) 

c. CPU to PCH uplink connection of 16 PCIe lanes from CPU1 
d. Compute complex shall natively support SATA3, with a minimum of 2 

ports, maximum of 10 ports (shared with PCH PCIe lanes, per soft 
strapping) 

e. Compute complex shall natively support USB3. 
f. Compute complex shall natively support a UART port for each bootable 

node, provided on the rear panel 
g. System Password 
h. USB 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 
i. SATA 
j. GbE 
k. SSD boot devices 
l. Network (UEFI PXE Driver) 

14. The compute servers must have fans for cooling. The fans must be hot 
swappable with at least N+1 redundancy. 

8.4       Ethernet Capabilities 

1. NFVI server should support minimum of 25 G NIC (dual port). 
2. Each node must be able to boot from the system network using PXE (Pre-boot 

execution Environment) 
3. System shall provide standard monitoring capabilities and remote upgrade 

capabilities via onboard BMC (Baseboard Management Controller) 

8.5       NFVI Storage Requirements 

1. The proposed storage solution should be Software-defined for storage (SDS) 
and should include advanced agility functions. 

2. The storage node should support tool less design to upgrade, maintain and 
replace the devices with ease. 
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3. The Storage hardware should be based Open Compute Project (OCP) 
compliant. Each storage node should contain multiple disks to have higher 
storage density. 

4. The cloud-ready storage system must provide block storage access. 
5. The Storage Hardware should have separate JBOD compartment with 

dedicated storage controller node. 
6. The JBOD node should support minimum 45 hot swappable disk. 
7. The Storage solution shall support Intel NVMe or comparable NVMe storage 

solutions for high IOPS requirements. 
8. JBOD should support front-accessible hot-plug SFF (2.5’’) storage bays. 
9. Does the server offer an internal M.2 slot for a boot drive? NVMe/PCIe? x4? 

8.6       Hardware Management 

1. Vendors NFVI solution shall support IPMI interface for server discovery and 
management. The system shall also contain a facility for system management, 
provisioning, and control.  IPMI can be considered sufficient in meeting this 
requirement. 

2. Each Compute/storage node shall have a local management device (BMC). 
This shall monitor its own domain (operability, errors, thermals) 

3. The hardware Management system shall have one window view for overall 
management architecture and monitor status from each compute complex. This 
management system shall monitor and control the overall system (from Sled to 
Pod level if a rack-based system). It should support Rest API to integrate with 
offered/existing NMS. 

4. The Data Center should have dedicated switches for out of band management 
of hardware servers, storage and switches. 

5. Vendor solution shall support RBAC for user management from centralized 
management platform. Vendor shall provide capability to authorize users to 
make changes only for some servers in the centralized management platform. 

8.7       Availability/Reliability 

1. NFVI should support hot swappable components and tool less bays for fast 
maintenance activities. 

2. NFVI shall be resilient in case of failure, including, but not limited to, power 
supplies failures, cooling fans issues. 

3. NFVI Rack should be divided into two independent power zones to feed power 
to compute, storage and other devices inside the rack. 

4. The proposed solution must avoid any single points of failure with the potential 
to endanger service continuity. Redundant servers should be provided for 
service continuity. 

5. The provided virtualization solution must be able to move workloads to the 
redundant server in order to accommodate the loss of a server 
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6. Supplied equipment racks must support 1 + 1 power/PDU redundancy, that is 
each rack must be capable of accepting dual AC/DC power feeds from different 
sources and all critical hardware equipment’s must utilize both power feeds to 
ensure that loss of a single feed does not affect any single component in the 
rack. 

7. Each server should be provided with at least 1+1 or N+1 power supply so that 
the loss of a single power supply can be tolerated. 

8.8       Environmental Requirements 

1. The system shall support ASHRAE standard datacenter use conditions 
(ambient temperatures, humidity, shock / vibration) 

2. The system shall meet standard server regulatory qualifications and safety 
standards.  

3. Operating Temperature of NFVI hardware should support at least 10°C to 40°C 
Ambient Temperature. 

4. NFVI hardware should follows: 
a. "ETSI EN 300 019-1-3 Class 3.1: Environmental conditions and 

environmental tests for telecommunications equipment;  
b. Part 1-3: Classification of environmental conditions; Stationary use at 

weather protected locations" 
c. ETSI EN 300 119: Engineering requirements for miscellaneous racks 

and cabinets 
d. 2014/30/UE: EMC Directive 
e. EN 55024 (CISPR24): Information technology equipment - Immunity 

characteristics - Limits and methods of measurement 
f. EN 55022 (CISPR22): Information technology equipment - Radio 

disturbance characteristics - Limits and methods of measurement 
g. Directive 2001/95/CE – regulation CE 765/2008, decision 768/2008/CE 

(Declaration of Conformity - CE Marking) 
h. Directive 2012/19/EU:  waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(DEEE) 
i. Regulation No. 1907/2006:  Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and 

Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) and establishing a European 
Chemicals Agency 

j. Directive 2011/65/EU: Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous 
Substances in Electronic and Electrical Equipment (RoHS2) 

k. ITU-T L.1200 and ETSI EN 300 132-3-1: power interface (DC 
alimentation) 

l. EN 300 132-1: AC power source 
m. EN 300 132-2: 48V DC power source 
n. EN 300 132-3: 260-400V DC power source 
o. EN 300 253: AC and DC (48V DC) earthing and bonding for IT products 
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p. EN 301 605: AC and DC (48V-400V) earthing and bonding for IT 
products 

q. 2014/35/UE: Low voltage Directive 
r. EN 62 368-1: Audio/video, information and communication technology 

equipment - Part 1: safety requirements (EN 60950-1 replaced by) 

8.9       Serviceability (Hardware and Software Management) 

1. The bidder should include hardware management utility that shall enable: 

• To maintain and upgrade multiple system firmware simultaneously 

• To easily locate and manage servers and devices in the hierarchy 

• To monitor power and thermal information in real time and check several 
system thresholds 

• To collect inventory data for further analysis and statistics with one click 
2. The bidder’s hardware management utility must support or include the following 

features: 

• Dashboard 

• Hardware and software management 

• Hyper scale management 

• Thermal management 

• Power management 

• Event log and e-mail event notification 

• Inventory assistant 

• Remote control 

• RESTful API access 

• Troubleshooting 

• SSH support 

• Access management 

• English language support 
3. The solution should provide capability to remotely power on/off power supply 

units. 
4. NFVI solution should support upgrading (e.g. OS patches, hot swappable HW 

components) only one node, multiple nodes, or all nodes from a centralized 
management platform. 

5. NFVI shall report all the system counters/KPIs related to fault, configuration, 
performance and security. 
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9      Security 

9.1       Network Security 

1. Supplier proposal must include solution to define & implement network security 
zones. Proposal should have broad description of different security zones 
recommendation.  

2. The proposed should rely on a modular hardware (wherever applicable) and 
software structure that allows it to be scalable and adjustable to the different 
capacity, connectivity and performance needs. 

3. Baseline traffic isolation should be supported by multi-level controls such as 
Vlans, VRFs, virtual firewalls. Solution should deliver VNFs traffic isolation 

4. Isolation of multiple type of traffic between zone to zone communication 
5. Proposed firewalls should support deployment as VNF or as VM and should 

embed into cloud architecture and maintaining flows within the cloud fabric, 
including  

6. functional API should have possibility to integrate with supplier’s provided SDN 
solution for policy management. 

7. license management should cover scaling scenario without need to 
communicate with external systems  

8. Licenses should give flexibility to deploy multiple instances firewall instances 
without breaching overall throughput   

9. Firewall instances should be deployable by using vendor provided VNF 
Manager and VIM and should also support self-healing 

10. Please describe how the security solution would protect the VNFs sitting in the 
same security zone. Please consider both SR-IOV and Open Switch (OvS) 
cases in proposed solution. 

11. Offer virtual firewalls should be compatible with KVM, ESXi deployment. Also 
explain, how scalability & high availability are being handled for Virtual 
Firewalls? 

12. Proposed virtual firewalls solutions should have integration with SDN solution 
such as Nuage. Combination of SDN and Virtual firewalls should work in-
conjunction to be able to deploy Micro-segmentation and traffic filtration Vendor 
firewall solution should be able to become part of overall service chain and 
should work in conjunction with supplier’s provided SDN  

13. Vendor to also consider perimeter protection requirements to mitigate DDoS 
attack. DDoS protection solution must have advance detection capabilities and 
should support in-line and out of path deployment modes. 

14. Describe the approach, adopted by DDoS protection solution to identify and 
mitigate DoS and DDoS attack traffic both outbound and inbound? Also, 
solution should include possibility to leverage cloud-based DDoS Mitigation 
services for addressing huge volumetric and application layer attacks 

15. Describe, at a high-level, the supplier’s 5G Core roaming security solution and 
its interworking with 5G SEPP network function. 
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16. The vendor should propose solutions to be deployed as secure DNS as 
EPC/Roaming/OAM DNS etc. 

17. Describe the EPC Authoritative DNS service security architecture and roaming 
scenarios. Also, mention complete feature set of Roaming Security Solution? 
As minimum solution should include following capabilities  

• GTP aware security policies 

• GTPv1 support according to 3GPP TS 29.060 

• GTPv2 support for S5/S8 interfaces compatible with 3GPP TS 29.274 

• Virtual and appliance-based solution proposal 

9.2      Secure Access Management 

1. Supplier should propose strong Privileged Identity Management solution which 
should be compatible to Bare Metal & Virtualized environment 

2. Proposed access management solution should provide functionality of near real 
time monitoring of sessions and should also be able to log the sessions.  

3. For cloud-based deployment, proposed solution must be compatible with 
VMWare vSphere with ESXi as hypervisor and Openstack with KVM as 
Hypervisor.  

4. The platform should be horizontally scalable with simply adding additional VMs 
as required 

5. Identity access management proposed by vendor need to allow external IdM 
systems like LDAP/AD to provide authentication data for accounts used in the 
solution  

6. Solution should be capable to avoid creating individual privilege users account 
in any instance and modules of Openstack 

7. Supplier’s proposed IAM solution should act as security gateway for all 
Openstack instances and modules for privilege users with SSO functionalities 

8. Centralized GUI of IAM solution should be customized in such a way to 
eliminate any syntax error while configuring RBAC for any of the Openstack 
instances and modules  

9. Supplier to explain how proposed IAM solution can simplify the complexity in 
managing huge number of configurations related to access profiles required for 
accessing virtual network elements. 

9.3      Security compliance monitoring and auditing 

1. Vendor to provide tools for Automated and Continuous Security configuration 
assessments and optimization 

2. Supplier should propose solution for automation of frequent "system 
configuration” auditing. It should support validation of parameters such CPU 
pining, JSON file configuration auditing 

3. Vendor Should provide continuous Security auditing and monitoring for 
regulatory and compliance requirements. 
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4. Solution should also support proactive auditing of configuration integrity across 
multi-vendor, multi-technology networks 

5. Supplier’s offered solution should support Network entity analytics to easily 
visualize security configuration compliance trends 

9.4      Secure Orchestration & Response 

1. Supplier’s offered security solution for security orchestration & response should 
integrate with proposed security solutions by suppliers, by means of: 

2. Ingestion capability to feeding the system  
3. Ability to feed data in with push and pull methods 
4. Inventory of connected systems to act on detected threats in automated way  
5. Integration points that can be added after deployment 
6. Framework to design own threat remediation steps using firewalls, PIM 

solutions, SDN systems and selected Virtual Cloud Infrastructure elements 
7. Supplier should propose a centralized single view security management 

solution which should be able to instantiate & trigger changes in policies of 3rd 
party firewalls. Action should be based on trigger from data analytics to pick out 
real threats from false alerts. 

8. Solution should have functionality to detect, prevent, and respond to intrusions, 
malicious traffic . It should also have predefined processes/workflow in place to 
perform such action. 

9. Solution must have capability for measuring compliance posture & to respond 
threats in automated fashion using workflow playbooks. Such automation 
should be supported via other supplier provided security solutions (such as 
PIM, Configuration compliance, firewalls etc.) by functioning as execution arm 
of centralized security management solution.  

10. Explain how solution can be integrated with other systems i.e. possibility to 
develop customized connectors etc.? Also, name other systems like 
ticketing/management tools, security solutions with which solution has default 
integration. 

9.5     Trust in communication 

1. In virtualized environment, communication and authentication between 
orchestration & management layers is recommended via digital certificates 
coming from a central system (PKI) 

2. Proposed PKI Solution should provide fully automated lifecycle management 
3. Solution should enable basis for network entities identification and mutual 

authentication 
4. Bidder to ensure that the data is encrypted as part of a standard security 

process for highly sensitive content or choose the right cryptographic 
algorithms evaluating security, performance, and compliance requirements 
specific to their application and may choose from multiple key management 
options 
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5. Vendor’s provided hardware for deployment of virtual machine should have 
TPM (trusted Platform Module) to avoid integrity issues by firmware tampering 

9.6      Secure Product Development and Hardening 

1. Supplier must demonstrate, how the offered products / solutions are developed 
securely, and which practices are followed to harden the systems 

2. Supplier should recommend and explain the architecture and security control 
beyond the 3GPP recommendation including Industry best practice etc. & free 
to propose dedicated security solution to improve security posture 

9.7      Others 

1. Supplier should ensure the inclusion of exhaustive security controls of offer 
cloud infrastructure such as Storage encryption & access (Data & Keys), Linux 
Host hardening, Image signing / encrypted boot. 

2. Supplier to explain how offered security solution is aligned with TS 33.501 (5G 
Security Architecture) and highlight any limitation with this security framework. 

10      Element Management System (EMS) 

10.1 General Requirements 

1. The Supplier shall offer EMS to manage 5G network functions. 
2. The supplier shall offer EMS, where in the systems architecture the following 

standards will apply : 3GPP, TMN and eTOM etc. 
3. The Supplier shall offer an EMS that supports all relevant functionalities, 

including, but not limited to Fault Management (FM), Performance 
Management (PM), Configuration Management (CM), Software Management, 
Administration Management (AM) and Security Management for all network 
elements. 

4. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer a layered structure focusing on scalability, 
flexibility and openness. 

5. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer full adherence to HA (High Availability) 
requirements. 

6. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer an open access to interfaces using non-
proprietary open protocols (file transfer and application protocols). 

7. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer capability based on well-defined set of standard 
interfaces to forward FM, PM, CM data, inventory data, troubletickets, security 
incidents and user management data towards upper level systems. 

8. The Supplier’s EMS shall be capable of seamless cross-domain management 
and orchestration, including all the mobile technologies, Core, Telco Cloud and 
other domains for administration, maintenance and system integration cost 
synergies. 

9. The Supplier shall offer a full Documentation set covering the operating 
systems and applications. It shall be available online and/or in hard copy format, 
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as well in CD-ROM or DVD-ROM. The Supplier shall also provide access to its 
Extranet where EMS project information is stored. 

10. The supplier shall offer EMS SW functionality which ensure that network 
elements upgrades don’t force EMS upgrade. 

11. The Supplier shall provide robust security methods ad procedures for data, 
software, user, network security and system security overall. 

10.2 Fault Management (FM) 

1. The Supplier shall offer graphical user interface for Alarm Management and 
display of alarms.  

2. The Supplier shall offer functionality that the user benefit from alarm correlation, 
post-processing and filtering engine for efficient alarm handling. 

3. The Supplier shall offer that the EMS platform allows users to have a summary 
view of alarms per severity on a part of the network. 

4. The Supplier shall offer that alarms can be displayed on maps to improve fault 
localization. 

5. The Supplier shall offer that it shall be possible to display a hierarchical 
overview of the network, providing the comprehensive picture of all 
technologies and drill down to single NE. 

6. The Supplier shall ensure that the alarms are displayed in a color corresponding 
to their severity. Color allocation for each alarm category must be configurable 
for system administrators. 

7. The Supplier shall offer that the users have the ability via a user-friendly GUI to 
search reclassification, filtering and correlation rules to see the impact of these 
rules on any given alarm or group of alarms to ensure that there are no conflicts 
within the rules.  

8. The Supplier shall offer that EMS platform allows the user to reclassify all 
alarms by changing the severity. 

9. The Supplier shall offer an automated trouble ticket management via OSS/J 
Trouble ticketing interface off-the-shelf. 

10. The Supplier shall offer that the OSS platform includes an alarm statistical 
report function. 

10.3 Performance Management (PM) 

1. The Supplier shall offer an application for performance management. 
2. The Supplier shall offer all the possible measurements on the NE are 

configurable by the operator. 
3. The Supplier shall offer “user friendly” GUI allows building reports. This report 

could be built using a 'click and drop' function for example. 
4. The Supplier shall ensure that the users of the PM features can create and save 

a standard set of reports that becomes available to all users. 
5. The Supplier shall offer storage of statistics for 2 weeks. 
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6. The Supplier shall offer performance data access via open API’s. 
7. The Supplier shall offer that the EMS contains predefined graphical reports, 

covering typical QoS needs. 
8. The Supplier shall offer reports that can be scheduled (in order to be generated 

out of working hours). 
9. The Supplier shall ensure that all graphical reports can be accessed through a 

web browser or existing Citrix environment. 
10. The Supplier shall offer the capability that, all PM counters and indicators can 

generate an alarm from a threshold, which is: USER DEFINED 
11. The Supplier shall provide Knowledge base including the descriptions the 

description of all existing counters, KPIs and reports 
12. The Supplier’s EMS shall provide slice reporting ensuring easy view of slice 

health, network resource status and key SLA statistics. 

10.4 Configuration Management (CM)  

1. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer an application for Configuration Management. 
2. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer functionality of configuration parameters 

comparison between different NE, as well as planned to actual CM data 
comparison which can be is accessible via a user-friendly GUI. 

3. The Supplier shall ensure that all equipment's configuration files can be 
prepared in offline mode and files will be stored in CM platform. 

4. The Supplier shall offer that those offline files are available in an XML format. 
Also, there can be imported and exported. 

5. The Supplier shall offer wide capabilities of file format support (XML, CSV, 
XLSX) and Web Services API for importing plans and templates and exporting 
planned/actual/template/reference configuration. 

6. The Supplier shall offer that CM platform includes an on-line parameter 
modification function without outage and via a user-friendly GUI. 

7. The Supplier shall ensure consistency check to run on the parameter values 
before these are applied on the NE. 

8. The Supplier shall offer that any changes in parameter through CM GUI’s are 
logged.  

9. The supplier shall offer CLI utility for configuration management activities.  
10. The Supplier shall offer that a mass remote parameter modification function 

allows modifying several Network Elements at once. 
11. The Supplier shall ensure any application in the EMS to warn the user of service 

impact (if any) of inputted command, providing information prior to the 
execution of the requested command. 

12. The Supplier shall ensure that EMS offered is capable of effective slice 
management to avoid the network changes impacting other tenants/services. 
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10.5 Software Management (SWM) 

1. The Supplier shall offer application for Software management. 
2. The Supplier shall offer, SW Upgrades/Updates, SW Releases (Upgrades) is 

managed remotely by the Software Manager, including remote upload, 
download, activation and rollback for PNF and VNF SW packages. 

3. The Supplier shall offer possibility to schedule software 
upload/download/activate operations.  

4. The Supplier shall offer SW Inventory of last 3 SW versions. 
5. The Supplier’s EMS SW Management function shall provide software status 

audits/reports. 
6. The supplier shall offer possibility to do mass software upgrades. 

10.6 Security, Logging and User Management 

1. The Supplier shall offer application for Security Management. 
2. The Supplier’s EMS shall offer file system and database access control, 

encryption, integrity protection and secure key storage, as well as file integrity 
check mechanisms. 

3. The Supplier’s EMS shall provide Software Asset protection mechanisms. 
4. The Supplier shall offer application for Log Management. 
5. The Supplier shall offer application for User Management. 
6. The Supplier shall offer creation/deletion of unique user roles and granular 

permissions.  
7. The Supplier’s EMS shall support single sign-on and E2E traceability. 
8. The Supplier shall offer creation of password policy (covering length, character, 

aging, unauthorized attempts, inactivity timeout etc.). 
9. The Supplier shall offer that commands executed from EMS (regardless of 

whether they are remotely or directly accessed) are logged. 
10. The Supplier shall ensure each log comprises the following details: 

a. Initiator 
b. Cause 
c. source and target address 
d. date and time stamp of source and target 

11. The Supplier shall ensure that the log files on the EMS shall only be accessible 
via authentication based on the user profiles. 

12. The Supplier shall offer LDAP interfaces to integrate the external systems 
(LDAP server or Radius server) that shall be used to authorize users. 

13. The Supplier shall offer the log export interface to external SIEM systems. 
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10.7 Self-Organizing Network (SON) 

1. The Supplier shall offer the 5G SON solutions for both network rollout and 
network optimization. The Solution should include at least the following 
features: 

a. Plug and Play for new site auto configuration 
b. The Supplier shall describe the detailed functionality for this feature 
c. This is the dynamic plug-and-play configuration of newly deployed 

gNodeBs. The gNodeB will by itself configure the Physical Cell Identity, 
transmission frequency and power, leading to faster cell planning and 
rollout 

2. The Supplier shall offer ANR for intra and inter system neighboring functionality 
covering the following: 

a. ANR for intra and inter system neighboring 
b. To allow delete neighbors for unnecessary adjacent relation 
c. To identify one-way neighbors 
d. intra frequency neighbor 
e. Inter frequency neighbor 
f. Inter RAT neighbor 

3. The Supplier shall offer PCI planning and optimization functionality covering the 
following:  

a. Automatic PCI planning/optimization/maintenance 
b. Check PCI collision/confusion check 
c. Include up to 4th tier neighbor PCI collision check 

4. The Supplier shall offer RACH planning and optimization functionality covering 
the following: 

a. Automatic Preamble planning/optimization/maintenance 
b. Check Preamble collision check 
c. Include up to 4th tier neighbor Preamble collision check 

5. Vendor shall support plans to introduce AI with the following Machine Learning 
concepts: 

a. Parameter Optimization 
b. Network Anomaly Detection 
c. Root Cause Analysis 
d. Predictive Analysis 

6. Vendor shall provide development kit with open APIs for data source integration 
and custom SON module development. 

7. Vendor shall ensure presence of both centralized and distributed SON 
mechanisms. 
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8. Vendor shall support the modules to continuously collect performance data 
from the gNBs. Based on the use-case of the module, the proactive AI, self-
learnt set of optimized parameters, roll-back to recover from anomalies etc. are 
applied over and above the traditional SON optimization framework. 

9. Vendor shall support the GUI to allow the modification of the configurable 
parameters and mode of operation for each module. SON algorithms use 
different data like CM, PM as an input to make automated decision depending 
on the SON module logics implemented. 

10. Vendor shall explain its approach to SON in its 5G NR solutions. 
11. Vendor shall support Self-Healing for the 5G NR solutions. 
12. Vendor shall support coverage KPIs like Voice CDR, PS Attach SR, HO SR, 

SNR and others stating the key attributes for the 5G radio solution that will be 
needed for coverage prediction. 

13. Vendor shall support SON solution which provides rich interpretation of base 
station deployment locations, antenna azimuths, coverage maps and related 
information. Integration with L3 data sources is further expected to enhance the 
GIS capability of the SON module's algorithms and for the operator's 
visualization and custom module development. 

14. Vendor shall support network parameter visualization and audit, allowing to 
highlight wrongly configured parameters and compliance enforcement if 
desired. 

15. Vendor shall ensure the SON system is capable of efficient network slice Auto-
Configuration, Optimization and Healing. 

11       Management and Orchestration 

11.1 VIM requirements 

1. The VIM shall be capable of controlling and managing the NFVI compute, 
storage and network resources across the NFVI. 

2. The VIM shall maintain a repository of VNF images and provide a mechanism 
for managing them (add / delete / update / query / copy) as requested by the 
NFVO or VNFM.  

3. The VIM shall maintain an up to date inventory of the NFVI Hardware and 
Software resources and the allocation of virtual resources to physical 
resources. The Supplier shall describe how resource inventory information is 
synchronized with the NFVO and VNFM.  

4. The VIM shall provide a mechanism for monitoring VMs that have bypassed 
the hypervisor (e.g. by using SR-IOV, PCIe pass-through).  

5. The VIM shall perform active checks for the well-being of the NFVI Hardware 
Resources (compute, storage, networking), Software resources (hypervisors) 
and VMs to guard against silent failures.  

6. The VIM shall allow the migration of virtualized resources between locations, 
for example, the migration of a VM from one physical machine (host) to another 
physical machine.  
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7. The VIM shall be based on Openstack release Pike or higher and shall be kept 
aligned to the latest current Openstack release.  

8. The Supplier shall provide a description of any other API available on the VIM.  
9. The supplier shall state whether they are implementing technologies such as 

SR-IOV/DPDK and the specific reasons for this. If suppliers are using one 
technology over another, they must clearly document why this is the case and 
any caveats or limitations of this approach.  

10. The Supplier shall describe any other data-plane acceleration techniques 
supported by the Solution.  

11. VIM solution shall not require any internet connectivity for deployment, upgrade 
and patching activities. 

12. VIM shall expose northbound interfaces compliant to current OpenStack APIs 
defined by Nova, Cinder, Glance, Keystone, Heat, Ceilometer and Neutron 
modules.  

13. VIM solution shall monitor computes at regular intervals whether this is done 
via heartbeat (push), ping (pull), or agent methodology.  

14. VIM shall support tenant isolation (network, compute, storage PoD) irrespective 
of application.    

15. VIM shall support hardware awareness (vendor, physical location, node 
type, CPU type, # of cores, RAM, HW acceleration, NICs, etc.)  

16. VIM shall support capabilities to optimize the use of physical compute, storage, 
and networking resources.  

17. VIM solution shall support multi-path storage and storage I/O suspension.  
18. VIM solution shall support raising alarms for events that impact its functioning. 

It shall be possible to automatically send these alarms to an external fault 
management system via standard SNMP traps.  

19. VIM solution shall harden the proposed Applications, Services and Databases 
according well-known standards such as CIS and NSA.  

20. Failed authentication attempts shall trigger increasing back-off times before a 
user may attempt re-authentication.  

21. There shall be no feasibly discernible difference in response time to a valid vs 
a failed authentication attempt in order to prevent attackers from using timing 
attacks to locate valid accounts.  

22. VIM shall only hold confidential data in memory the smallest amount of time 
possible and then zero out the memory after use as a defense in depth 
measure.  

23. There shall be complete network isolation between systems within the project 
unless there is an explicit need to enable connectivity.  

24. VIM shall comply with standard OpenStack security guidelines.  
25. VIM shall support assignment of appropriate level of access rights (e.g. read, 

write, delete and execute) to information and applications.  
26. VIM shall support storage of credential files separately from application system 

data.  
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27. VIM shall avoid inclusion of clear text passwords or system calls to non-secure 
protocols (like FTP, telnet, ODBC ...etc.) in the proposed Systems/Software 
Codes.  

28. The information stored, processed, and retrieved through third party cloud 
services shall be encrypted and secured.  

29. VIM solution shall provide secure methods of communication such as TLS1.2, 
IPSEC, SRTP, TLS, SSH v2.0, SNMPv3 and SSHv2 between the proposed 
nodes. Non secure protocols such as Telnet, HTTP and FTP shall be avoided.  

30. VIM solution shall have logging capabilities (User activity and security events 
etc.) with timestamps and shall have capability to forward the logs to the remote 
logging server. 

11.2 VNFM requirements 

1. The VNF Manager shall manage the lifecycle of VNFs using information 
captured in the VNF Descriptors and based on instructions received from the 
NFVO or VNF EM.  

2. The VNF Manager shall be capable of instantiating VNFs, i.e. create a VNF 
using the VNF on-boarding artefacts, including VNF configuration if required by 
the VNF deployment template.  

3. The VNF Manager shall be capable of scaling in-out VNF instances.  
4. The VNF Manager shall be capable upgrading and updating VNF instances, 

i.e. VNF Software upgrades and configuration changes of various complexity.  
5. The VNF Manager shall be capable of terminating VNF instances, i.e. release 

VNF-associated NFVI resources and return it to NFVI resource pool.  
6. The VNF Manager shall be capable of healing a VNF instance in an assisted 

or automated way.  
7. The Supplier shall state whether their VNF Manager is a combined vendor 

"specific" and generic VNF Manager in one, or if these functionalities are split 
out separately in their architecture. The Supplier must explain their reasoning 
for taking one approach over the other.  

8. VNFM shall support the operations as of ETSI NFV GS SOL003 v2.3.1, chapter 
5 “VNF Lifecycle Management Interface” for all VNFs offered by Supplier 
including 3rd party VNFs that are part of the provided solution.  

9. VNFM shall be able to use standard VMware VIM components security 
mechanisms (such as SSL/TLS encryption, PKI trust model, network policies) 
such wherever applicable for authentication, authorization, encryption and 
validation.  

10. VNFM shall use predefined set of access credentials (usernames and 
passwords) and comply with the VIM components Security Policy regarding 
password management.  

11. VNFM shall provide a solution proposal for backup the application config and 
what is the vendor backup strategy.  
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12. VNFM shall be capable of upgrading and updating VNF instances, i.e. VNF 
software upgrades and configuration changes of various complexity, domains 
and configurations.  

13. VNFM shall be capable to support multiple VIM.  
14. VNFM shall support geo redundancy High Availability (HA). In case VNFM fails, 

a backup solution shall be able to work.  
15. VNFM shall support ETSI function specification whereby resource assignment 

is controlled by NFVO and requested by the VNFM in either NFVO-centric or 
VNFM-centric approach.  

16. VNFM shall manage success or failure of each operation (not simply fire-and-
forget). In case of failure or lack of response, the VNFM shall send an alert to 
the NFVO and stop the VNF configuration process.  

17. VNFM shall support query VNF, the VNFM shall be able to provide the VNF 
instance state and attributes.  

18. VNFM shall support checking VNF instantiation feasibility, the VNFM shall be 
able to check if VNF instantiation is possible. 

19. VNFM shall support modify VNF, able to deploy a new software release to a 
VNF instance (if relevant).  

20. VNFM shall maintain an inventory of all relevant parameters for instantiated 
VNFs.  

21. VNFM shall support sharing of the inventory with the NFVO and shall be 
accessible from an external API (for example can be used by the NFVO to 
check if a VNF already exists during the NS instantiation process).  

22. VNFM shall provide software management functionality, which means 
managing installation, verification and update of VNFM itself.  

23. VNFM shall provide configuration management functionality, which means a UI 
for setting up and modifying parameter.  

24. VNFM shall provide alarm management functionality for VNFM itself.  
25. VNFM shall provide log management functionality for VNFM itself.  
26. VNFM shall provide GUI that allow operate virtual resources by proposing 

actions such as start, stop, pause, suspend, capture snapshot.  
27. VNFM shall store VNF information used to instantiate the VNF (for example 

VNF ID, NS ID, NFVI ID, VNF Name, IP @, VNF flavor, Instantiation date, …).  
28. VNFM shall support proprietary and third party VNFs.  
29. VNFM shall ensure that existing VNFs are not affected when new VNFs are 

added.  
30. VNFM shall maintain the mapping between a VNF instance and the virtualized 

resources. 

11.3 NFVO requirements 

1. The NFVO shall manage the lifecycle of Network Services leveraging services 
exposed by multiple VNF Managers and managing NFVI resources across 
multiple NFVI-PoPs.  
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2. The NFVO shall be capable of on-boarding Network Services and VNFs, i.e. 
register a Network Service/VNF in the catalogue and ensure that all the 
templates describing the NS/VNF are on-boarded and validated in terms of 
integrity and authenticity. 

3. The NFVO shall be capable of instantiating Network Services. The NFVO shall 
be able to create a Network Service using the Network Services on-boarding 
artefacts, and manage the instantiation of VNFs, in coordination with VNF 
Managers. 

4. The NFVO shall be capable of scaling Network Services/VNFs. The NFVO shall 
be able to grow or reduce the capacity of the Network Service/VNF, in a 
manual, on demand or automatic manner.   

5. The NFVO shall be capable of updating a Network Service by supporting 
Network Service configuration changes of various complexity such as changing 
inter-VNF connectivity or the constituent VNF instances. 

6. The NFVO shall be capable of managing Policies for the Network Service 
instances and VNF instances (including but not limited to policies related with 
affinity/anti-affinity, scaling, fault and performance, geography, regulatory rules, 
NS topology). 

7. The NFVO shall be able to determine the optimal location of a VNF instance by 
interacting with the VIM, for example, NFVI-Nodes supporting specific 
Hardware acceleration capabilities (encryption, transcoding) or data plane 
acceleration technologies (SR-IOV/DPDK). 

8. The NFVO shall be able to partition the NFVI resources into “resource zones” 
to isolate and protect NFV applications from each other.     

9. The NFVO shall be able to automatically restore a NS/VNF in the case where 
a Hardware/Software failure is detected. 

10. The NFVO shall collect the information and provide a topology view of NS 
instances, VNF instances, and NFVI resources across all NFVI-PoPs, including 
network connectivity endpoints and geographical locations. 

11. NFVO shall meet the requirements of the NFVO as specified by ETSI GS NFV-
IFA 010 V3.1.1 or later. 

12. NFVO shall support/realize zero-touch provisioning. 
13. NFVO solution shall automatically execute work flow and triggers for operations 

and network configuration. 
14. NFVO shall be fully automated and programable through service templates and 

other metadata. 
15. NFVO shall manage resources to achieve SLA for specific network services 

(NS) and tenants. 
16. NFVO shall be based on widely used open APIs and open standards such as 

those of ETSI. 
17. NFVO shall manage the lifecycle of Network Services (NSs) and Virtual 

Network Functions (VNFs) across multiple NFVI-PoPs from multiple 3rd 
parties. 

18. Implementation of new service definitions and versions shall be possible 
without downtime and without disruption to running processes. 
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19. NFVO shall allow the service definition template to specify that the components 
are to be created, reused and/or configured to provide the service. 

20. NFVO shall have a dashboard that provides a summary and health status of 
registered service templates.   

21. NFVO shall be able to associate HW resources with specific geographical 
locations. 

22. NFVO shall maintain a catalog of service definitions. 
23. NFVO shall allow service definitions to include input parameters that are 

populated when the service is instantiated, to allow a single service definition 
to support varying customer requirements and product offers. 

24. The execution process shall include a testing and validation step to ensure that 
all operations completed successfully, and that Network Service is working 
properly. 

25. NFVO shall manage an inventory of service instances including the 
components that make up each service instance. 

26. Each service instance shall include a reference to the service definition, version 
and input parameters of the service request that created it. 

27. NFVO shall collect/analyze resource usage, events and alarms from VNFs and 
NFVI and shall be able to report this information to external functions (for 
example, OSS/BSS). 

28. NFVO shall be able to automatically restore a NS/VNF in the case where a 
hardware or a software failure is detected. 

29. NFVO shall validate that a received message is from an authenticated and 
authorized consumer (VIM, NFVM, or OSS). 

30. NFVO shall support of adding new interfaces with plugins. 
 
 
 
11.4 VoWiFi ePDG AAA and achitechture: 

     
1. General Requirement: 

 
The bidder may propose for VoWiFi solution with components ePDG, 
AAA etc and reuse of the vEPC and shall support the IMS Profile for 
Voice, Video and SMS over Wi-Fi as per 3GPP TS 23.402 and 3GPP 
TS 29.273 or latest.  

 
a. The proposed support for WiFi solution including AAA, ePDG should be 

able to integrate seamlessly with the IMS VoLTE and the vEPC elements 
to ensure seamless Handover for Voice / Data. 

 
b. The ePDG, AAA proposed shall be as per latest 3GPP/IETF standards. 

MTML intends to offer VoWifi Service to users. Since traffic is coming via 
Internet in this Model, there is utmost need to protect & safeguard traffic 
from security point of view.   
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c. Bidder must implement security with help of IPSec tunnel between the 
UE device and the Mobile Packet Core. The IPSEC tunnel coming from 
UE via Internet will terminate on ePDG. The ePDG will further pass this 
traffic to PGW via s2b Interface. 

 
d. Both USIM and ISIM should work for VoLTE / VoWiFi Adaptation.  

 
e. Discovering the ePDG using DNS Lookup methods (using static or 

dynamic FQDN of ePDG) shall be supported. Establishing of IPSEC 
tunnel to ePDG (using IKEv2). Get P-CSCF Details from Network. 
Performing SIP registration with SBC/PCSCF. Makes or receiving call 
via IMS/TAS. 

 
2. Capabilities for VoWiFi 

 
a. ePDG Provides a secure WLAN access to UE connecting to P-GW. It 

plays vital role in PDN connection from UE to EPC network. This Node 
is also responsible for connecting PGW & AAA for Authentication, 
Authorization and Accounting (AAA) purpose. ePDG acting as gateway 
responsible for interconnecting the EPC with non-3GPP trusted 
networks such as WiFi and to provide secure EPC access. The ePDG 
terminates IPSec tunnels which were established and initiated by UE. 
These tunnels will be secured for user traffic as User is sitting in 
untrusted WiFi network. 
 

b. ePDG also does QoS mapping (DSCP Marking), Net-Net, ePDG also 
map the bearers coming from PGW to IPSEC Tunnels towards UE. 
ePDG also pass IPv4/IPv6 address allocated by P-GW for IMS APN to 
UE. As you know, Every UE needs a IMS Network Reachable IP to 
communicate to IMS Network such as SBC or P-CSCF. 

 
c. Shall be scalable & should provide Carrier Grade traffic handling 

capabilities of 400K expandable to 800K. 
 

The following functionalities will be ensured for the proposed VoWiFi 
solution; 

   
i. The network must support the Dual Radio Voice Call Continuity (DR-

VCC) procedures for handover from Wi-Fi to CS as described as “PS 
– CS Access Transfer: PS to CS - Dual Radio” and the dynamic 
Session Transfer Number (STN) in Release 12 of 3GPP TS 23.237 
[15] and 3GPP TS 24.237 [14]. 

 
ii. SMS Support: The network must support SMS-over-IP as described 

in GSMA PRD IR.92 [1], if not configured at UE, then the UE must 
either attempt to stay attached to LTE to use SMS over NAS signalling 
as described in section 4.5 or the UE must attempt to stay attached to 
legacy 3GPP access (GERAN or UTRAN). 

 
 

iii. WiFi Roaming shall be supported. The Wi-Fi Access to the Evolved 
3GPP Packet Switched domain also known as the Evolved Packet 
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Core (EPC) as defined in the 3GPP Release 11 and later. It shall also 
supports IMS roaming as described in GSMS PRD IR.65 [16] and 
GSMA PRD IR.88 [7]. 

 
iv. Emergency Service: The UE must support Annex J of 3GPP Release 

13 TS 23.167 [17], Annex R of 3GPP Release 13 TS 24.229 [5] (for 
SIP procedures), and 3GPP Release 13 TS 24.302 [11] (for selection 
of ePDG for emergency services and for establishment of emergency 
PDN connection via untrusted EPC-integrated WLAN). The UE must 
also include the Cellular-Network-Info header field, as specified in 
3GPP Release 13 TS 24.229 [5]. 

 
v. ePDG Selection for non-Emergency Voice services The UE shall 

select an ePDG for non-emergency voice services as specified in 
Release 13 of 3GPP TS 24.302 [11]. 

 
vi. Wi-Fi IP Access Network Detection During initial attach or handover 

attach the UE must discover the trust relationship per 3GPP TS 
24.302 [11] (For Wi-Fi Access Network type, see GSMA PRD. IR.61 
[3]) of the Wi-Fi Access Network in order to know which Wi-Fi Access 
procedure to initiate The trust relationship of a Wi-Fi Access Network 
is made known to the UE if 1. The Wi-Fi Access supports 3GPP-based 
access authentication, the UE discovers the trust relationship during 
the 3GPP-based access authentication. or 2. The UE operates on the 
basis of pre-configured policy in the UE. 

 
 

vii. Non-3GPP Access Authentication and Security The UE and the 
network must conform to the requirements for supporting untrusted 
access as specified in GSMA PRD IR.61 [3]. 

 
viii. The UE and the network must support: The UE shall support rekeying 

of both IKE_SA and IPsec_SA, which shall be controlled by the mean-
rekeying-time configuration parameter as specified. 

 
ix. Mobility Management: A UE supporting untrusted access must  

 
a. support seamless handover from LTE to Wi-Fi as 

described in 3GPP TS 23.402 [6] 
b. support seamless handover from Wi-Fi to LTE as 

described in 3GPP TS 23.402 [6] 
 

x. The network must support the procedures for P-CSCF discovery via 
EPC via WLAN, as described in Release 13 3GPP TS 24.229 [5]. 

    
xi.  The PGW with s2b Support, HSS with SWx Support, Re-use existing 

PCRF with VoWifi Support (NPLI etc.), IMS Core infrastructure with 
support for Wifi Access type, TAS with support for Wifi Access type 

 
xi.  Support handovers between WiFi and LTE by communicating with 

AAA and HSS to fetch PGW IP. ePDG shall retrieves PGW address 
from AAA during inter system Handover. 
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xi. Authentication & Authorization KPIs: ePDG shall monitor 

Authentication & Authorization requests. Any deterioration in these 
KPIs will hint problem with AAA or HSS or Authentication Procedures 
with Handset / SIM.  
 

xii. Monitoring of KPIs, tracing user, interfaces trace etc shall be 
supported. The O&M clients should be able to show failures, 
Customer are finding it difficult to Register for VoWifi Service and they 
stay on VoLTE :- 

 
• ePDG EAP Success Rate 

 
• Diameter ASR Success Rate 

 
• Diameter EAP AKA Challenge Success Rate 

 
• Diameter STR Success Rate 
 
• Peak Session Count 
 
• Peak Simultaneous Attach User 
 
• Total Session Count 
 
• Total User Count 
 

 • Handoff Sessions Success Rate 
 

  • Internet Key Exchange IKEv2: Auth Request Success Rate 
 

• Internet Key Exchange IKEv2: Init Request Success Rate 
 

      • Initial Attach Sessions Success Rate  
 
      • Create Bearer Request Success Rate 
 
      • Delete Bearer Request Success Rate 
 
     • Delete Session Request Success Rate 

 
xiii. WiFi RAT Type will  be shown on IMS, TAS CDRs Voice / Video. TAS 

will support VoWiFi TADS & VoWiFi Charging. ASBC needs to support 
the VoWiFi or LTE handover notification. 
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Section V 

A. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS - For RAN-1  

Part A: Equipments 

 
Sl No. 

Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 RAN Expansion     

1.1 BBU Per Unit 100  

1.1 eNodeB (inc RRU + processing 
cards) 

 Per Site 
(3 sectors) 100  

1.2 NodeB (inc RRU + processing 
cards) 

 Per Site 
(3 sectors) 100  

1.3 RNC  1  

1.4 Outdoor cabinet with inbuild rectifier 
power plant Per unit 100  

1.5 Battery cabinet with 2 groups of 150 
AH each Per unit 100  

1.6 ACDB & Power cables Per unit 100  

2 Operation & Maintenance System    

2.1 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN  1  

2.2 NMS/OMC R for UTRAN  1  

4 Installation Material       

4.1 eNode B Installation Material  Per Site 100  

4.2 Node B Installation Material  Per Site 100  

5 Antennae with mounting fixtures 
with support poles     

5.1 65 degree beamwidth (Gain >=17 
dbi) Dual Band (1800 + 2100 MHz) 

Per site 
(3 pcs) 75 These quantities are 

for evaluation 
purposes.  Ordering of 
this item shall be as 
per actual requirement 
of MTML. 
 

5.2 
65 degree beamwidth (Gain>=17 
dbi) Tri band (700/800 +1800 
+2100 MHz)  

Per site 
(3 pcs) 25 

6 
Spares for five years after 
warranty & AMC  1 set   

7 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP, but is required for 
completion of project as per RFP 
  

  
 
 

8 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP and not required for project 
but which bidder feels would help 
MTML in competing effectively & 
providing better services 

 

 

These would be 
optional items and will 
not be included for 
evaluation but may be 
considered for 
ordering. 
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Part B: Services:  The price of services for 
respective quantities mentioned above against each 

item may be quoted.   
 
 
     

Sl No. Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 BBU for new site Per unit 100  

2 Deployment of eNodeB (inc RRU + 
processing cards) for newsite 

 Per Site 
(3 sectors) 100  

2 Deployment of NodeB (inc RRU + 
processing cards) for newsite 

 Per Site 
(3 sectors) 100  

3 Upgrade of existing RNC or 
replacement with new RNC  1  

4 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN  1  

5 NMS/OMC R for UTRAN  1  

6 Outdoor cabinet with inbuild rectifier 
power plant Per unit 100  

7 Battery cabinet with 2 groups of 150 
AH each Per unit 100  

8 ACDB & Power cables Per unit 100  

9 Antenna with mounting fixtures & 
support pole installation     

10 
Network Planning & RF Survey, 
Installation, testing, commissioning 
& optimisation 

    

11 Project Management     

12 
Decommissioning & 
Recommissioning of any network 
element envisaged.    

13 Annual Maintenance Contract 
      

13.1 Year 1       
13.2 Year 2       
13.3 Year 3       
13.4 Year 4    
13.5 Year 5    

14 
Any other item/Services to meet the 
tender requirement. (Details to be 
given)     
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B. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS - For RAN-2  

Part A: Equipments 

 
Sl No. 

Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 RAN Upgradadtion     

 LTE upgrade to existing BTSs 
(1 carrier with 20MHz in 1800 band) 

Per Site 
(3 sector) 50  

2 Operation & Maintenance System    

2.1 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN  1  

3 Installation Material       

 eNode B Installation Material  Per Site 50  

4 Antennae with mounting fixtures 
with support poles     

4.1 65 degree beamwidth (Gain >=17 
dbi) Dual Band (900 + 1800 MHz) 

Per site 
(3 pcs) 25  These quantities are 

for evaluation 
purposes.  Ordering of 
this item shall be as 
per actual requirement 
of MTML. 
 

4.2 
65 degree beamwidth (Gain>=17 
dbi) Tri band (900 +1800 +2100 
MHz)  

Per site 
(3 pcs) 25 

5 
Spares for Five years after 
warranty & AMC  1 set   

 

6 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP, but is required for 
completion of project as per RFP 
  

  
 
 

7 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP and not required for project 
but which bidder feels would help 
MTML in competing effectively & 
providing better services 

 

 

These would be 
optional items and will 
not be included for 
evaluation but may be 
considered for 
ordering. 
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Part B: Services:  The price of services for 
respective quantities mentioned above against each 

item may be quoted.   
 
 
     

Sl No. Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 LTE upgrade to existing BTSs/ New 
LTE installation    

2 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN    

3 Antenna with mounting fixtures & 
support pole installation     

4 
Network Planning & RF Survey, 
Installation, testing, commissioning 
& optimisation 

    

5 Project Management     

6 
Decommissioning & 
Recommissioning of any network 
element envisaged.    

7 Annual Maintenance Contract 
      

7.1 Year 1       
7.2 Year 2       
7.3 Year 3       
7.4 Year 4    
7.5 Year 5    

8 
Any other item/Services to meet the 
tender requirement. (Details to be 
given)     
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C. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS - For RAN-3 

Part A: Equipments 

 
Sl No. 

Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 RAN Upgradadtion     

 

Upgrade of existing LTE sites with 
carrier aggregation (CA) 
( 25 MHz in 1800 Band – the 
supplier may propose the carrier 
bandwidth split) 

Per Site 
 (3 sector) 50  

2 Operation & Maintenance System    

2.1 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN  1  

3 Optional Upgrades       

3.1 3rd Carrier of 10 MHz in 2100 band Per Site 50 
Optional items. These 
quantities are for 
evaluation purposes.  
Ordering of this item 
shall be as per actual 
requirement of MTML. 
 

3.2 4th Carrier of 10 MHz in 700/ 800 
band Per Site 50 

4 Installation Material       
 eNode B Installation Material  Per Site 210  

5 Antennae with mounting fixtures 
with support poles     

5.1 65 degree beamwidth (Gain >=17 
dbi) Single Band (700/800 MHz) 

Per site 
(3 pcs) 10 Optional items. These 

quantities are for 
evaluation purposes.  
Ordering of this item 
shall be as per actual 
requirement of MTML. 
  
 

5.3 
65 degree beamwidth (Gain >=17 
dbi) Dual Band (700/800 + 2100 
MHz) 

Per site 
(3 pcs) 20 

5.4 
65 degree beamwidth (Gain>=17 
dbi) Tri band (700/800 +1800 
+2100 MHz)  

Per site 
(3 pcs) 20 

6 
Spares for five years after 
warranty & AMC  1 set   

7 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP, but is required for 
completion of project as per RFP 
  

  
 
 

8 

Any Other Item not mentioned in 
RFP and not required for project 
but which bidder feels would help 
MTML in competing effectively & 
providing better services 

 

 

These would be 
optional items and will 
not be included for 
evaluation but may be 
considered for 
ordering. 
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Part B: Services:  The price of services for 
respective quantities mentioned above against each 

item may be quoted.   
 
 
     

Sl No. Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 
Upgrade of existing LTE sites with 
carrier aggregation (CA) 
 

   

2 NMS/OMC R for  e-UTRAN    

3 Antenna with mounting fixtures & 
support pole installation     

4 Additional RRUs installation     

5 
Network Planning & RF Survey, 
Installation, testing, commissioning 
& optimisation 

    

6 Project Management     

7 
Decommissioning & 
Recommissioning of any network 
element envisaged.    

8 Annual Maintenance Contract 
      

8.1 Year 1       
8.2 Year 2       
8.3 Year 3       
8.4 Year 4    
8.5 Year 5    

9 
Any other item/Services to meet the 
tender requirement. (Details to be 
given)     
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D. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS - For Microwave Network 

Part A: Equipments 

 
Sl 

No. 

Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 MW Expansion     

1.1 Deployment of new Microwave Hops- All 
IP/Hybrid mode and capacity of 1Gbps 

 Per Hop 
 75  

1.2 Deployment of new Microwave Hops- All 
IP/Hybrid mode and capacity of 5 Gbps 

Per Hop 
 25  

1.3 NMS upgrade/ new  1  

1.4 L3 switch/Router at Central node (N18 Ebene) Per unit 2  

1.5 L3 switch/Router at access/backbone nodes  Per unit 10  

2 
 
Installation Material 
 

      

2.1 Microwave installation material 
 Per Hop 100  

3 
Spares for Five years after warranty & AMC 
  1 set   

4 

Any Other Item not mentioned in RFP, but 
is required for completion of project as per 
RFP 
  

  
 
 

5 

Any Other Item not mentioned in RFP and 
not required for project but which bidder 
feels would help MTML in competing 
effectively & providing better services 

 

 

These would be 
optional items and will 
not be included for 
evaluation but may be 
considered for ordering. 
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Part B: Services:  The price of services for respective quantities mentioned above 

against each item may be quoted.   
 

Sl No. Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 Deployment of new Microwave Hops- All 
IP/hybrid mode and capacity of 1Gbps Per Hop 75  

2 Deployment of new Microwave Hops- All 
IP/hybrid mode and capacity of 5Gbps Per Hop 25  

3 NMS upgrade/ new  1  

4 L3 switch/Router at Central node (N18 
Ebene)  2  

5 L3 switch/Router at access/backbone 
nodes  10  

4 Antenna with mounting fixtures & support 
pole installation     

5 Network Planning, RF Survey, Installation, 
testing & commissioning     

6 Project Management     

7 Recovery & redeployment of existing hop at  
new location (per Hop) Per Hop   

8 Decommissioning & Recommissioning of 
any network element envisaged.    

9 Annual Maintenance Contract       
9.1 Year 1       
9.2 Year 2       
9.3 Year 3       
9.4 Year 4    
9.5 Year 5    

10 Any other item/Services to meet the tender 
requirement. (Details to be given)     
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E. SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS - For Core Equipment  

Part A: Equipments 

 
Sl 

No. 

Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 Core Network Upgradation     

1.1 Upgarde to vEPC  
 1  

1.2 IMS VoLTE platform  1  

1.3 5G ready core  1  

2 Operation & Maintenance System  1  

3 Installation Material 
       

3.1 Core N/w  Installation Material 
  1  

4 
Spares for five years after warranty & AMC 
  1 set   

5 

Any Other Item not mentioned in RFP, but 
is required for completion of project as per 
RFP 
  

  
 
 

6 

Any Other Item not mentioned in RFP and 
not required for project but which bidder 
feels would help MTML in competing 
effectively & providing better services 

 

 

These would be 
optional items and will 
not be included for 
evaluation but may be 
considered for ordering. 
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Part B: Services:  The price of services for respective quantities mentioned above 

against each item may be quoted.   
 

Sl No. Description Unit Qty Remarks 

1 vEPC    

2 IMS VoLTE platform    

3 5G ready core    

4 Operation & Maintenance System    

5 Network Planning, Insatllation, Migration, 
commissioning     

6 Project Management     

7 Decommissioning & Recommissioning of 
any network element envisaged.    

8 Annual Maintenance Contract       
8.1 Year 1       
8.2 Year 2       
8.3 Year 3       
8.4 Year 4    
8.5 Year 5    

9 Any other item/Services to meet the tender 
requirement. (Details to be given)     

 

Note: - The quantities indicated in above Bill of Materials are minimum except for those items where specifically it has been 
mentioned in remarks column that “These quantities are for evaluation purposes. Ordering of this item shall be as 
per actual requirement of MTML”. Bidders shall quote for the actual B.O.M required to meet the tender obligations 
for successful completion of project. 
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Section VI 

 
Delivery Schedule 

 
A. Completion of Factory Inspection at 

Manufacturer’s     Premises, if 
required by MTML 
 

Within 3(Three) months from the 
date of PO. 

B Commencement of Supply of 
Equipments 
 

Within 4(Four) months from the 
date of PO. 

C Upgradation of Core Network 
elements 
 

Within 6 months from the date of 
PO 

D Commissioning of  RAN-2 & RAN-3 
upgradation. 

Within 6(Six) months from the 
date of PO. 
 
 

E Delivery of equipments in RAN-1 & 
Microwave  

Within 3 months of placement of 
each work order. 
 

F Commissioning of RAN-1 & MW 
installation 

Within 2 weeks of completion of 
civil work and handing over the 
site to the vendor for 3G/4G BTS 
& MW installations, for each 
site/node separately. 
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SECTION-VII Part A -1 
 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 
 

RAN SUB-PROJECT: RAN -1 
 

TABLE-I  A -1 
(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-1) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE-II A -1 
 

(SERVICE CHARGES for RAN-1) 
                                                                                    Figures in USD 

S.No. Item description Amount per site Total Amount for all 
sites 

1. Installation, Testing, & 
Commissioning 

  

 
Note:  
The vendor shall give break up of the Installation, Testing & Commissioning costs for 
various systems & sub systems, separately. This may facilitate the purchaser, at its sole 
discretion, to consider payment to the Contractor for different services at different times as 
per completion of the same. 
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TABLE-III A -1 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AMC (EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE) FOR 5 YEARS AFTER 
WARRANTY PERIOD  

(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-1) 
Figures in USD 

S.No. Item 
Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 

 
S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges  
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
       
       
       
 
Note:  
 
Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as to 
cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also at 
a later date. 
 

 
TABLE-IV A -1 

 
LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE PURCHSER 

ON EXPIRY OF FIVE YEARS AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 
CONDITIONS (for RAN-1) 

 
 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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SECTION-VII Part A - 2 
 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 
 

RAN SUB-PROJECT: RAN -2 
 

TABLE-I  A - 2 
(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-2) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE-II  A -2 
 

(SERVICE CHARGES for RAN-2) 
                                                                                    Figures in USD 

 
S.No. Item description Amount per site Total Amount for all 

sites 
1. Installation, Testing, & 

Commissioning 
  

 
Note:  
The vendor shall give break up of the Installation, Testing & Commissioning costs for 
various systems & sub systems, separately. This may facilitate the purchaser, at its sole 
discretion, to consider payment to the Contractor for different services at different times as 
per completion of the same. 
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TABLE-III  A - 2 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AMC (EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE) FOR 5 YEARS AFTER 
WARRANTY PERIOD  

(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-2) 
Figures in USD 

S.No. Item 
Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 

S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges  
  Year 1 Year 

2 
Year 
3 

Year 
4 

Year 
5 

       
       
       
 
Note:  
 
Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as to 
cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also at 
a later date. 
 
 

 
TABLE-IV  A -2 

 
LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE PURCHSER 

ON EXPIRY OF FIVE YEARS AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 
CONDITIONS (for RAN-2) 

 
 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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SECTION-VII Part A - 3 
 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 
 

RAN SUB-PROJECT: RAN -3 
 

TABLE-I  A -3 
(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-3) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE-II  A -3 
 

(SERVICE CHARGES for RAN-3) 
                                                                                    Figures in USD 

 
S.No. Item description Amount per site Total Amount for all 

sites 
1. Installation, Testing, & 

Commissioning 
  

 
Note:  
The vendor shall give break up of the Installation, Testing & Commissioning costs for 
various systems & sub systems, separately. This may facilitate the purchaser, at its sole 
discretion, to consider payment to the Contractor for different services at different times as 
per completion of the same. 
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TABLE-III A -3 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AMC (EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE) FOR 5 YEARS AFTER 
WARRANTY PERIOD  

(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for RAN-3) 
Figures in USD 

S.No. Item 
Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 

S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges  
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
       
       
       
 
 
Note:  
 
Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as to 
cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also at 
a later date. 
 

 
TABLE-IV A- 3 

 
LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE PURCHSER 

ON EXPIRY OF FIVE YEARS AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 
CONDITIONS (for RAN-3) 

 
 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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SECTION-VII Part B 
 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 
 

PROJECT: MICROWAVE NETWORK 
 

TABLE-I B 
(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for Microwave Network) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE-II B 
 

(SERVICE CHARGES for Microwave Network) 
                                                                                    Figures in USD 

 
S.No. Item description Amount per site Total Amount for all 

sites 
1. Installation, Testing, & 

Commissioning 
  

 
Note:  
The vendor shall give break up of the Installation, Testing & Commissioning costs for 
various systems & sub systems, separately. This may facilitate the purchaser, at its sole 
discretion, to consider payment to the Contractor for different services at different times as 
per completion of the same. 
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TABLE-III B 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AMC (EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE) FOR 5 YEARS AFTER 
WARRANTY PERIOD  

(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for Microwave Network) 
Figures in USD 

S.No. Item 
Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges  
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
       
       
       
 
Note:  
 
Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as to 
cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also at 
a later date. 
 

 
TABLE-IV B 

 
LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE PURCHSER 

ON EXPIRY OF FIVE YEARS AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 
CONDITIONS (for Microwave Network) 

 
 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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SECTION-VII Part C 
 

BID FORM & PRICE SCHEDULE 
 

PROJECT : CORE NETWORK 
 

TABLE-I C 
(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for Core Network) 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
 
 
 
 

TABLE-II C 
 

(SERVICE CHARGES for Core Network) 
                                                                                    Figures in USD 

S.No. Item description Amount per Hop Total Amount for all 
Hops 

1. Installation, Testing, & 
Commissioning 

  

 
Note:  
The vendor shall give break up of the Installation, Testing & Commissioning costs for 
various systems & sub systems, separately. This may facilitate the purchaser, at its sole 
discretion, to consider payment to the Contractor for different services at different times as 
per completion of the same. 
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TABLE-III C 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AMC (EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE) FOR 5 YEARS AFTER 
WARRANTY PERIOD  

(EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE for Core Network) 
Figures in USD 

S.No. Item 
Description  
(As per 
Schedule of 
Requirement) 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
           
           
           
           

 
S.No. Item Description Year wise AMC Charges  
  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
       
       
       

 
 
 
Note:  
 
Year wise AMC charges shall be quoted for different systems, subsystems & software so as to 
cover whole system and it should be possible for the Purchaser to enter into part AMC also at 
a later date. 
 

 
TABLE-IV C 

 
LIST OF SPARES TO BE HANDED OVER BY THE VENDOR TO THE PURCHSER 

ON EXPIRY OF FIVE YEARS AMC PERIOD AS PER AMC TERMS & 
CONDITIONS (for Core Network) 

 
 

Figures in USD 
S.No. Item 

Description  
 

Quantity Basic 
Unit 
Price 

Taxes & 
Duties 
(Out side 
Mauritius) 

Freight, 
Forwarding, 
Packaging 

Insurance Any 
Other 
Charges 

Basic all 
inclusive 
Price 
{(4)+(5)+(6) 
+(7)+(8)} 

Discounts Total 
Price 
{(9)-
(10)}x      
(3)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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Annexure-I 

Bid  Security Form  
 

RFP No. ……………….                                                Dated ………            
 
Ref No. :……………       Date :…….. 
 
To 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited 
63, Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius. 
 
Whereas [Name of Vendor] hereinafter called “The VENDOR” has submitted its Offer 
dated [date of submission] for the project as per the above RFP in Republic of 
Mauritius” hereinafter called “The Equipment”. 
 
KNOW ALL PEOPLE that we [name of bank] of [name of country] having our 
registered office at [Address of Bank] hereinafter called “The BANK” are bound 
unto Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, hereinafter called “The MTML” by 
the amount of US $ ……….. (mention amount as per RFP) willingly and truly to be 
paid out to the said MTML upon entering any of the conditions specified below.  
The BANK, binds itself, its successors and assigns by these presents sealed with 
the common seal of the said bank this ……………….. day of ………………….. 
20…. 
 
The conditions of this obligation are:  
 
a ) If the VENDOR withdraws its Offer during the period of Offer validity specified by the 
VENDOR in its offer submitted to MTML; 
                            or 
b) If the VENDOR is selected for the second stage of the bidding process by the MTML, 
and is notified accordingly during the period of Offer validity if selected for award of 
contract fails to sign the contract within one month from the date of acknowledgement of 
Letter of Intent (LoI) and furnish the Performance Security in accordance Clause 28.2 of 
Section II and Clause 4 of Section III, General Condition of Contract. 
 
We, the BANK , undertake to pay to the MTML up to the above mentioned amount upon 
receipt of its first written demand without the MTML having to substantiate its demand, 
provided that in its demand the MTML will note the amount claimed by it is due to the 
occurrence of one or both of the two conditions indicated above, specifying the occurred 
condition or conditions. 
 
This guarantee will remain valid for  ….. days from the date of submission and any 
demand in respect thereof should reach the bank not later than ……. date. 
 
Signature of Bank  

 Seal of Bank  
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Annexure-II 
 Performance Guarantee Form  

 
RFP No. …………………….                          Dated   …………            

 
Ref No. :……………       Date :…….. 
 
To 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited 
63, Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius. 
 
Whereas [Name of Vendor] hereinafter called “The VENDOR” has agreed for the 
executing the project as per the above RFP in Republic of Mauritius hereinafter 
called “The Equipment”. as per the conditions of Letter of Intent (LoI) issued to the 
VENDOR by Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Limited, hereinafter called “The 
MTML”  
 
AND WHEREAS it has been stipulated by you in the said Letter of Intent that the 
VENDOR shall furnish you with a bank guarantee by a reputed first class 
commercial bank located in Mauritius specified therein as security for compliance 
with the VENDOR’s performance obligations. 
 
AND WHEREAS we have agreed to give the appointed VENDOR a guarantee: 
 
THEREFORE, we hereby affirm that we are guarantors and responsible to you on 
behalf of the VENDOR up to a total of US DOLLAR………………… {Amount of the 
Guarantee in Words].  We undertake to pay you, upon your first written demand 
declaring the VENDOR to be in default of its obligations and without cavil or 
argument, any sum or sums within the limits of [Amount of Guarantee] as aforesaid, 
without your needing to provide or to show grounds or reasons for your demand or 
the sum specified therein. 
 
This guarantee is valid until the ………………….. day of ……………………. 20..  
 
  
Signature of Bank  
 
Seal of Bank 
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Annexure-III 
 

LETTER OF AUTHORISATION FOR ATTENDING OPENING OF OFFERS  
(to reach CEO MTML before date/ time of opening of offers) 

 

Sub: Authorization for attending opening offers on _______ against  
 
RFP No. …………………..      Dated   …………………..            

 
 Following persons are hereby authorized to attend the opening of offers for the 
RFP mentioned above on behalf of 
_____________________________________________ (Name of Vendor) in 
order of preference given below: 
 
 

1.  Name_________________________________ 

 

Specimen Signatures_________________________________ 

 

2. Name_________________________________ 

 

Specimen Signatures_________________________________ 

 

 

Signature of vendor 
 or 
Officer authorized to sign the offer 

on behalf of the Vendor 
(Attested copy of Attorney must be attached) 
 
Note:     
 
Maximum of two representatives may be permitted to attend  opening of offers.  In 
case where it is restricted to one, first preference will be allowed.   
 
Permission for entry to the hall where offers are opened, may be refused in case, 
authorization as prescribed above is not received. 
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Annexure-IV 
MANUFACTURERS AUTHORISATION FORM 

To 
The Chief Executive Officer 
Mahanagar Telephone (Mauritius) Ltd. 

      63, Cyber City, Ebene 
Mauritius. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 
RFP No. ………………………………..     Dated   ……………………           
  
We _______________________________________ who are established and 
reputed manufacturers of GSM/ HSPA equipments having factories at ___________ 
and _____________________ do offer, negotiate and conclude the contract with you 
against RFP No. ……………   Dated   …….           for the above goods manufactured 
by us. 
 
No company or firm or individual other than M/s. __________________________ are 
authorized to offer, negotiate and conclude the contract in regard to this business 
against this specific RFP. 
 
We hereby extend our full guarantee and warranty as per clause 8 of the General 
Terms & Conditions (Section-III of RFP) of the contract for the goods offered for supply 
against this RFP by the above firm. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
(Full Name) 
 
 
for and on behalf of M/s 
(name of manufacturer) 
 
 
Note:    This letter of authority should be on the letter head of manufacturing 
concern and should be signed by a person competent and having the power of 
attorney to bind manufacturer 
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Annexure-V 
 

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT (AMC) 
 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT  
 
1. Annual Maintenance Contract shall start immediately after expiry of the warranty 

period.  The comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract (Herein after called 
AMC) shall be five years. 

 
2. During the period of AMC the successful vendor ( herein after called contractor) 

shall : 
 

i) Monitoring of the system for alarms and other parameters for keeping a 
watch on the health of the network elements  

ii) Identifying and diagnosing the hardware and software faults 
iii) Rectify the hardware/ software faults detected 
iv) Repair / replace the faulty cards and any other part etc. of the equipment. 

v)       Carry out the periodic preventive maintenance 
vi) Upkeep the software periodically 

 
3. The vendor shall provide service / maintenance to the purchaser in the presence 

of user, at the locations where hardware and software product will be installed.  
The vendor shall ensure the availability of service to all the subscribers at all the 
time. 

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
1. Any fault affecting quality of service / availability of service of 5% or more of the 

links/ subscribers shall be treated as major fault. All major faults shall be rectified 
within four hours of its reporting to the contractor. 

 
1.1 Any fault  affecting quality of service/ availability of less than 5% of the links / 

subscribes shall be treated as minor fault.  All minor fault shall be rectified within 
24 hours of its reporting to the contractor. 

 
2. The contractor if fails to rectify major/ minor faults within stipulated duration shall 

be liable to pay penalty for the entire period of breakdown including Saturdays, 
Sundays and holidays as under. 

 
- Major fault USD 500 per day  
- Minor fault USD 50 per day 

           
           The total penalty amount will be limited to 15% of the AMC value. However, if the 

supplier’s performance during AMC is not found upto the mark, the purchaser 
may terminate the contract for the remaining part.  

 
3. The vendor shall at the time of submitting the offer submit the proposal specifying 

the fault control centre location and how vendor proposes for carrying out repair 
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under AMC. He shall also indicate what spare will be kept in different locations.  
The spares have to be kept within the space provided and in custody of MTML.  
The infrastructure planned to be created by the vendor to his obligations under 
AMC and his action plan to deal with the various situations arising out of hardware 
and software faults shall be clearly indicated. 

  
3.1 The MTML will report the fault on telephone / through FAX / Email  etc. to the 

fault control centre of the contractor. 
 
4. The AMC charges shall be paid by the purchaser to the contractor on quarterly 

basis at the end of the respective quarter. The contractor shall submit 
performance bank guarantee for the amount of AMC at the time of signing of the 
AMC agreement.  

 
5. The contractor shall maintain spare / stock of printed circuit board, sub 

assemblies and accessories for the purpose of rectifying the fault and shall keep 
an up to date records. 

 
5.1 The entire process of repair/ replacement of defective components have to  be 

completed within 30 days.  In case of delay beyond 30 days the vendor shall be 
charged penalty at the rate of USD 80 per day for 30 days and beyond that @ 
USD200 per day. 

 
6. After the expiry of  warranty/ annual maintenance contract, it shall be optional for 

MTML not to enter the AMC contract further with the contractor.  In such 
circumstances the contractor will be bound to hand over the spare parts / sub 
assembles / printed circuit boards etc.  to MTML.  For this reason the vendor shall 
quote, in the offer the price of these parts / sub assemblies / PCBs to be paid by 
MTML at that time.  For the purpose of evaluation of RFP, sum of these price will 
be discounted @ 12% per annum to arrive at the present price.  However, if 
additional spare parts are needed the vendor shall supply them at the same rate. 

 
7. The contractor shall prepare the schedule of preventive maintenance for each 

quarter and shall submit the same to MTML in advance.  The preventive 
maintenance shall not affect the normal functioning of the system. 

 
8. The contractor shall maintain a consolidated log book at its central location and 

also at each site ( to be kept with MTML) wherein the corrective / preventive 
maintenance undertaken by the contractor shall be entered and same shall be 
countersigned by the system in-charge. 

 
9. Replacement of any part should be done with the approval of MTML personnel 

and a record is to be maintained with the system in charge. 
 
10. FORCE MEJEURE 
 

Neither the MTML nor the system maintenance firm shall be liable to the other 
for any delay in or failure of performance of their respective obligation under the 
agreement caused by occurrences beyond the control of MTNL or the system 
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maintenance firm ( as the case may be ) including but not limited to fire ( including 
failure or reductions), acts of  God, acts to the public enemy, war, insurrections, 
riots, strikes, lockouts, sabotage, any low, status or ordinance, thereof any other 
local authority, or any compliance therewith or any other causes, contingencies 
of circumstances similar to the above.  Either party shall promptly but not later 
than twenty days thereafter notify the commencement and cessation of such 
contingencies and if such contingencies continues beyond three month.  Both 
parties agree upon the equitable solution for termination of these agreement or 
otherwise decide the course of action to be adapted. 

 
11. The successful vendor shall supply all global software updates issued by the firm 

to MTML free of cost as part of the AMC as well the maintenance of these 
upgrades. 

 
11.1 The fees quoted for maintenance service of software shall be valid for the 

software provided at the time of installation and commissioning of the system and 
subsequent upgrades till the expiry of the AMC. 

 
12. The successful vendor will be solely responsible for the maintenance and repair 

of the software/ hardware systems, equipments and parts, thereof and MTML 
shall not be liable to interact with any of the partners / collaborators or the sub 
contractors of the contractor. 

 
13. Termination Clause: If the purchaser is not satisfied with the performance of the 

vendor during AMC he should be able to terminate the AMC during its currency, 
after giving three months notice to the vendor and in such an event the vendor 
will hand over all the spares as indicated in clause 6.  
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Annex-VI: Existing Network Information 
 
 
Details for the existing network shall be shared on request. For this, you may please 
contact through email: mtml@mtmltd.net , or Phone: +230 59610023. 

mailto:mtml@mtmltd.net
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	7. Self Care/ Ut Interface
	 MMTel AS shall support Ut interface using XCAP as described in 3GPP TS 24.623.
	 The offered MMTel function shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 24.623,
	 MMTel AS shall be able to receive notification about data modification (especially the user service configurations).
	 Authentication Proxy in the Ut interface path should be supported.
	 Application server should support supplementary services manipulation through facility codes over Ut interface.

	8. LOCATION and Fax services
	 For originating calls, the MMTEL AS shall use the location information provided by the PANI header. It shall use it as necessary (Communication Barring while roaming, charging...). When the MMTEL AS and SCC AS are collocated, they may share the loca...
	 MMTEL AS should support PANI header to for location retrieval.
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	9. STANDARD SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES for Fixed Subs.
	The AS should support all necessary supplementary services as defined as in GSMA and 3GPP specifications for Fixed Subscribers.
	10. Supplementary services for Fixed Subs.
	 Advanced Conference (with Push to Conference)
	    Anonymous Call Rejection
	 Automatic Call Back
	 Automatic Recall
	 Call Barring (Outgoing Calls)
	 Call Blocking (Incoming Calls)
	 Call Completion to Busy Subscriber (CCBS)
	 Call Duration Limits
	 Call Forwarding (CFA, CFNR, CFB, CF Default, Unregister)
	 Call Transfer
	 Call Waiting
	 Calling Line ID (CLID, etc.) and Calling Name
	 Call Forwarding Not Reachable, Call Deflection
	 Call Forwarding (Local, Inhibiting Incoming Bear Based
	 Calling Party Category
	 Carrier Selection and Pre-Selection
	 Do Not Disturb
	 Emergency Service
	 General Reset
	 Hotline
	 N-way Conference Calling
	 Operator Determined Barring
	 Outgoing Call Barring (administrative)
	 Selective Call Acceptance (SCA)
	 Selective Call Forwarding (SCF)
	 Selective Call Rejection (SCR)
	 Selective Distinctive Alerting
	 Sequential Ringing
	 Service Suspension
	 Simultaneous Ringing
	 Speed Dialing (1 or 2 digit)
	 Subscriber Control of Language Setting
	 Support of Personal Ring-back Tones
	 Trusted Far Party Transfer
	 User Controlled Call Barring and Call Lock
	 Voice Messaging Interfaces
	 Warmline


	11. STANDARD SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES for Business Subs.
	The AS should support all necessary supplementary services as defined as in GSMA and 3GPP specifications for Business Subscribers.
	The AS should support following Supplementary services for Business Subs.
	 Alternate Routing for PBX
	 Advanced Conference (with Push to Conference)
	 Anonymous Call Rejection
	 Automatic Call Back
	 Automatic Recall
	 Call Barring (Outgoing Calls)
	 Call Blocking (Incoming Calls)
	 Call Completion to Busy Subscriber (CCBS)
	 Call Duration Limits
	 Call Forwarding (CFA, CFNR, CFB, CF Default, Unregister)
	 Call Forwarding (Local, Inhibiting Incoming Forwarded Call, Bearer Based CF)
	 Call Transfer
	 Call Waiting
	 Calling Line
	 Calling Party Category
	 Dial Feature Code Interrogation
	 Do Not Disturb
	 Emergency Service
	 Flexible Calling Line ID/ Group ID Delivery
	 General Reset
	 Hotline
	 Intercept Referral .
	 IR.92 Call Barring and Blocking
	 Large Call Limit
	 Line Status Check
	 Location Based Call Services
	 Managed Call Recording
	 Message Waiting Indicator w/ Subscribe/Notify
	 Multiple Devices with Shared PUID
	 Multiple Ring Patterns (Distinctive Ringing, Multiple Directory Number)
	 Music On Hold
	 N-way Conference Calling
	 Operator Determined Barring
	 Outgoing Call Barring
	 PBX Interface – Registered Services
	 PBX Interface – Unregistered Service
	 Phone Context
	 Private Dialing Plan
	 Selective Call Acceptance (SCA)
	 Selective Call Forwarding (SCF)
	 Selective Call Rejection (SCR)
	 Selective Distinctive Alerting
	 Sequential Ringing.
	 Service Suspension
	 Speed Dialing (1 or 2 digit)
	 Sh interface for subscriber data
	 Simultaneous Ringing
	 Subscriber Control of Language Setting
	 Support of Personal Ring-back Tones.
	 Transit Routing
	 Trusted Far Party Transfer
	 User Controlled Call Barring and Call Lock
	 VPN Dialing and Display
	 Warmline
	 Account Codes
	 Advice of Charge (basic)
	 Alternate Charged ID
	 Answer Confirmation (SimRing, SeqRing,  Extensions, and Adv Conf)
	 Authorization Codes
	 ISDN PRA trunking
	 Call Park and Call Pickup
	 Closed User Group for Centrex
	 Direct Dial to Voice Mail
	 Direct Inward Dialing
	 DN extension
	 Dual Mode Handset (DMH) Extension
	 Dual Persona
	 Public Service Identity Server
	 Call Limit Group
	 ISDN Large Call Limit
	 Listen in to Voicemail and Rescue
	 Multiline Hunt Group
	 Multiline Hunt Group with Queuing
	 Partial Routing/Call Deflection
	 Priority Mode Calling
	 Remote User
	 Reminder Call
	 Simultaneous Ringing Call Transfer
	 Sub Addressing
	 Transfer to User’s Voicemail
	 User to User Signaling 1 Implicit
	 VPN International Least Cost Routing
	 VPN Least Cost Routing


	12. INTERFACES
	The MMTEL AS server has interfaces with the following functional entities:

	13. The TAS should support Multidevice feature. User having multiple devices shall be able to register with one common public identity, regardless of used access (CS/IMS) and service (Voice/Video/SMS/RCS).
	14. There is a challenge with subscribers who have a VoLTE device with CS-capability and when the network supports both IMS and CS- registrations. Special attention is needed for terminating domain selection which cannot be solved with IMS forking. Th...
	15. When user wants to move a call from one device to another device it should dial an Inter UE transfer number . Based on this transfer number Open TAS should execute the session transfer.
	6.4.16 IM-SSF
	1.     Architecture and applications
	The MMTel AS and IP-SM-GW should support IM-SSF functionality.
	The proposed IM-SSF shall support CAMEL phase 1, 2, 3 and 4 protocol for legacy service integration with our existing SCP and compliant with 3GPP TS 23.078, TS 29.078 and AIS CAMEL specification provided in Appendix 2-8 of this RFP.
	The proposed IM-SSF shall support the 3rd party registration procedure for downloading the CAMEL subscription form IMS-HSS.
	The proposed IM-SSF shall support IN service triggering base on CAMEL subscription information.
	2. IM-SSF to HLR/HSS
	The IMSSF shall retrieve the IMSI when the subscriber is on IMS or when he is on CS. The following methods shall be supported:
	 The IMSSF shall support the retrieval of parameters from the HLR/HSS including but not limited to MSC address, Location Information / VLR Number, Location Number, using MAP or Sh.
	3. IM-SSF to MRF
	The IM-SSF shall be able to control an MRF to play the tone seamlessly to the subscriber.

	4. SCC-AS
	The vendor shall describe the offered SCC-AS functions.
	i. The offered SCC-AS shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 23.237 Release 10.
	ii. The offered SCC AS shall support Camel based homing as an alternative to be compliant with the guidelines provided in GSMA IR.64 IMS Service Centralization and Continuity Guidelines.
	iii. The SCC AS shall be able to update the HSS profile or to fetch the C-   MSISDN from the HSS.
	iv. The SCC AS shall support the Sh interface to query the HSS for IMS Voice over PS supported indication and RAT type
	v. The offered SCC AS shall support Terminating Access Domain Selection (T-ADS) as specified in 3GPP TS23.292.
	vi. The SCC AS should support T-ADS capability for the access domain selection. Vendor shall describe the supported domain selection capabilities.
	vii. The offered SCC AS shall provide cohesive charging records with a complete service continuity history for the whole duration of a subscriber multimedia session
	viii. The SCC AS shall be able to generate CDRs. The CDR format shall be compliant with 3GPP TS 32.297, Release 10.
	ix. The SCC AS shall support Sh-interface for the STN-SR update and T-ADS, please explain the functionality.
	x. The Terminating Access Domain Selection (T-ADS) functionality of the Service

	5. IP-SM-GW
	i. The vendor shall describe the offered IP-SM-GW function.
	ii. The offered IP-SM-GW function shall be compliant with 3GPP 23.204, Release 10.
	iii. The offered IP-SM_GW function shall support the E/Gd interface towards the SMSGMSC/SMS-IWMSC
	iv. The offered IP-SM-GW function shall support the J interface towards the HLR.
	v. Functionality is required to be able to select the domain for message delivery between IMS and CS/PS, and to have the message delivered to the selected domain
	vi. The IP-SM-GW shall provide the protocol interworking for delivery of the short message between the IP-based UE and the SMS-SC.
	vii. The IP-SM-GW shall support service-level interworking between Short Messages and Instant Messages in IMS as described in clause.6 3 of 3GPP TS 23.204.
	viii. The IP-SM-GW shall provide the protocol interworking for delivery of the short message between the IP-based UE and the SMS-SC. The message is routed to the SMS-SC for delivery to the SMS-based user or the message is received from the SMS-SC of a...

	6. IMS USSD
	i. The MMTel AS shall support IMS based USSD services.
	ii. AS should support USSD phase2 on MAP in MMI mode.
	iii. Please describe the impact on ongoing USSD session during SRVCC
	iv. IMS AS USSD functionality should be compliant to 3GPP standard  3GPP 24.390
	v. Describe the charging mechanism for USSD services.

	7. Service Execution environment
	i. The Application server should provide State-of-the-art Service Creation Environment service creation by the operator.
	ii. The Application Server  should  expose an open API, typically a call management interface (Parlay X, CSTA, other…), for external applications or partners.
	iii. Application environment shall enable development using component model that is based on standard framework.
	iv. Framework shall enable application components reusability in building various services.
	v. Services shall be implemented and programmable in standard languages with large variety of developers available on the market (e.g. JAVA)
	vi. THE TAS SHOULD provide A framework for Java based Service Execution Environment which enables fast creation of new operator specific services for instance to replace current IN-solutions.
	vii. the TAS should provide a Service Execution Environment with Service Creation Environment (SCE), Service Exposure API and SOA components for operator specific interfaces and services.

	8. PBX connectivity
	The IP-PBX connectivity to Application server should be available by Hosted model, where IP-PBX users/lines are registered to IMS and TAS, and TAS is providing the supplementary services.
	Application Application server should provide IP-PBX connectivity for peering/Trunking solution where application server is providing network services to unregistered subscribers.

	9. Number portability
	TAS should be able to integrate with Number portability server the solution can be integrated into ENUM based networks, as well as, into such networks where for MNP purposes. CS Number Portability Databases (CS NPDB) are used

	10. Telephony Application server and Registers
	It should be possible to use existing HLR voice supplementary service subscriptions also for VoLTE and for VoWiFi over MAP.
	Proposed Solution it should be able to select the MMTEL repository based on subscriber
	The selection of the service repository should not impact the MMTel service execution
	Propose  AS should support both Sh and MAP protocols for integration with MMTEL repository.


	7.0         Requirements for 5G or NG Core
	Support 5G Voice:
	i. Considering the evolution of the network, IMS shall be compatible with all of the eight Options of the 5G network deployment architecture.
	ii. IMS shall be able to work with Option 3 (including 3a, 3x) scenarios of the 5G network deployment architecture, and does not require software upgrades
	iii. IMS shall support Voice with EPS Fallback for 5G network, and does not require software upgrades.
	iv. IMS shall support VoNR for 5G network, and does not require software upgrades.
	v. IMS supports 5G user location information and access type information in the P-Access-Network-Info header field according to 3GPP TS 24.229. For 5G users, the access-type field is equal to "3GPP-NR-FDD" or "3GPP-NR-TDD", a "utran-cell-id-3gpp" para...
	vi. The IMS supports obtaining the user's 5G access type and 5G location information from the network, and generating the user's access administrative area identifier based on the location information, and filling in the location information, user acc...
	vii. The IMS delivers the 5G user's location information and access type information through the P-Access-Network-Info header field of the SIP message, and correctly handles the 5G access type and 5G location information accordingly.
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